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foreword

A fortuitous confluence of talents and interests launched this special
issue ofofbyustudiesBYU studies over two years ago no one sitting around the editorial
conference table that day could have imagined the heightened interest in
islam that now fills the world so at this time especially we are pleased to
present this unique volume of interfaith scholarship now more than ever
the peoples of the world need to understand and love one another no last-
ing peace will be found in this world until there is peace among religions
that is a peace built on religious grounds

although obvious nuances and important differences also exist
latter day saints hold much in common with the values of religious
people everywhere and openly recognize as the first presidency declared
on february 151519781978 that great religious leaders such as muhammad the
reformers and others surely received a portion of gods light As the fol-
lowing studies by latter day saint scholars readily demonstrate notable
intersections between the ideals of mormonscormons and muslims include such
anchors as an unequivocal faith in god scripture prophetic revelation
daily prayer family solidarity generous care for the poor submissive fasting
and repentance worshiping in sacred places and struggling to overcome
the evils of this world these and other dimensions of the broad and varied
islamic experience are explored here in many ways historically doctrinally
sociologically comparatively linguistically artistically critically institu-
tionallytionally and personally

the interest of latter day saints in all truth wherever it maybe found
has deep and enduring roots joseph smith taught friendship is one of the
grand fundamental principles ofofmormonismmormonism it is designed to revolu-
tionize and civilize the world and cause wars and contentions to cease and
men to become friends and brothers hence he charged the saints to
11gather all the good and true principles in the world and treasure them up
teachings of the prophet joseph smith 316 that spirit has guided the

authors and editors in producing this extraordinary publication
animated by friendship mutual appreciation and the desire to trea-

sure all the truths in the world pertaining to life we are grateful for this
valuable collection of sincere and serious studies may they promote
insight respect and understanding among readers everywhere

merrill J bateman
president brigham young university

john W welch
editor in chief BYU studies

BBYUYU studies 4040 no 4 2001 7
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the word allah arabic for god the principle of gods oneness majesty and
mercy is central to islamic worship art architecture and daily life this message of
monotheism is the heart of the quran islamsislami holy book



islam
an introduction and bibliography

james A toronto and cynthia finlayson

long before the events ofseptember 11 20012001 byustudiesBYU studies began work-
ing on this special issue focusing on islam the authors and editors who
worked on this issue have tried to capture the spirit of a religion that pro-
vides guidance to the lives of millions of people worldwide the ever
expanding influence of islam extends to the prominent and often contro-
versial role that islam plays in contemporary politics in addition muslim
theology scripture art science and communal values have made signifi-
cant contributions to world civilization and in quiet yet significant ways
dialogue and contact between latter day saints and muslims have increased
consequently the editors of BYU studies believe an issue devoted to
islam will increase understanding and allow for continued dialogue and
friendship between members of the two faiths but for such a journey to
be successful one must first understand the basic features of islam

islam is one of the world s largest and fastest growing religions with
more than one billion adherents almost one fifth of the worlds popula-
tion and with high rates of birth and conversion to bolster its ranks islam
could surpass christianity in the first half of the twenty first century as

the most populous religion in the world 1 the geographic expanse of the
islamic world those areas in which muslims are the majority population
is also vast reaching from moroccosMoroccos western shores on the atlantic to
indonesia s eastern archipelago in the pacific and from the northern bor-
ders of the muslim republics of central asia to the southern borders of
sudan and nigeria in sub saharan africa see map it is a common mis-
conception that most muslims are arabs who live in the middle east in
fact the vast majority of muslims about 75 percent are non arabic
speaking peoples living primarily in countries like indonesia the most
populous muslim country in the world malaysia pakistan india
bangladesh nigeria and china islamsislami vast number ofadherents and geo-
graphical expanse invite all people to apply the admonition of doctrine
and covenants 8878 79 to a study of islam we should diligently seek
knowledge of things at home and abroad countries and kingdoms and the
wars and perplexities of nations

BYU studies 4040 no 4 2001 9
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islam an introduction and bibliography 11

role in international politics

beyond its impressive demography and geography islam is a religion
that deserves study because of its prominent role in contemporary interna-
tional politics the arabic word islam means literally submission or sur-
render and the related word muslim means a person who submits or
surrenders the etymological root of islam sims l m is associated with the
idea of peace salaam and the implication in a religious context is that a
person who submits his or her will completely to the worship of the one
god allah finds peace safety and salvation for both etymological and
theological reasons then muslims commonly speak of islam as the reli-
gion of peace

it is a source of great concern to muslims therefore that islam has
come to represent in the minds of many people throughout the world the
antithesis of peace A complex interplay of historical political and social
factors gave rise to highly publicized events that heightened our conscious-
ness and shaped often negatively our opinions of islam the clash of
jewish and arab nationalisms in the middle east led to wars in 194819481956195 6

1967 and 1973 for many latter day saints and other christians this
renewal of conflict in the holy land was of intense interest because it also
carried theological and eschatological overtones social ferment in the
islamic world aroused by political repression military defeats and eco-
nomic hardship led to the rise of political and religious movements that
heavily influenced relations between islamic and western nations for
many people in the world vivid memories and strong feelings still linger
from the camp david peace accords between egypt and israel from the ira-
nian revolution and holding the US embassy hostage from the gulf war
with saddam husseinshusseiniHusseins iraq or the palestinian grass roots rebellion called
the intifada the death sentence issued by the iranian mullahsmullans against
british muslim author salman rushdierushadieRushdie in addition to acts of violence car-
ried out by muslim jewish kurdish and armenian extremists

in the united states islam has had a long history dating back to the
arrival of the first slave ships from africa beginning with the social unrest
of the civil rights and antiwaranti war movements in the gosaos6os and 70s muslim
ideology has attracted increasing attention as an alternative to the social
and religious status quo fig i1 the muslim community acquired a higher
profile as the cultural spotlight focused on the activities of well known
converts like cassius clay muhammad alialtail cat stevens yusuf al islamisiam
and lew alcindor kareem abdul jabbar the events of september 11

20012001 riveted the attention of the world on islam eliciting outrage but also
questions as americans sought to understand the roots of this tragedy the
reasons for the animosity in the islamic world toward the united states
and the means to prevent such catastrophes in the future
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in short while islam is one of
the worlds most dynamic religions
in terms of its geographic coverage
and rapid growth it is also one of
the most misunderstood and
maligned this paradox must be
dealt with carefully ifwe are to gain
an accurate understanding of
islam the challenge for students
and observers of islam is to open
mindedlywindedlymindedly address questions such as

these which picture of islam is

accurate the religion ofhatred and
conflict or the religion of peace
and harmony if islam is a mali-
cious religious ideology that pro-
motes

U
0

violence why does it
FIG i at the masjid al noor mosque incontinue to be so dynamic and salt lake city 2002 osman alialtaitailall and

popular throughout the world even eugene sit together in the library area after
in europe and the united states if midday prayer A cross section of US so-

cietymuhammad was in fact a deceitful is increasingly reflected in the ameri-
cancorrupt impostor as he is often por-

trayed

muslim community approximately

in western scholarship why 15000 muslims live in utahs urban areas

has the religious movement he initi-
ated continued to prosper and expand so successfully what are we to think
of his visions miracles and teachings and in particular the sacred text the
quraur an revealed to him what about social and family life in islam Is islam
essentially tolerant or intolerant in its relations with other religious groups

brief history of islamsislami beginnings and contributions

any attempt to describe the impact of islamic thought and life on
world history must begin with the story of a young man from arabia and
his quest for spiritual understanding muhammad was born in about
570 CE to the banu hashim clan of the powerful qurayshquraish tribe in the city
of mecca 2 orphaned at an early age muhammad experienced firsthand
the sting of poverty and ignorance and the prejudices of the materialistic
society of sixth century mecca then an important center of pilgrimage and
commerce after he became a caravan leader muhammads unique talents
of wise arbitration and industriousness caught the eye of his employer a
wealthy widow named khadijah it was she who proposed marriage
becoming muhammads greatest champion and his most loyal spiritual
and emotional supporter until her untimely death during their marriage
muhammad never took another wife
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muhammad was born into a world rife with both political and reli-
gious tensions the near east was torn between the corrupt and abusive
christian byzantine empire centered in constantinople and the decadent
zoroastrian sassanian empire of persia much of the population ofarabia
was still pagan with admixturesmixturesad of both christian and jewish sects reli-
gious adherence was tied closely to tribal affiliation andor place of resi-
dence within village and urban contexts a phenomenon that divided
society into contentious factions the christian sects in particular were
characterized by bloody arguments over the nature of the godhead and
were threatened spiritually and doctrinally by the adoption of pagan cus-
toms into the liturgy of the church zoroastrianism the official religion of
persia since cyrus the great had been weakened by splinter groups such as
the manichaeists whose prophet mani attempted to meld eastern
thought with paganism zoroastrianism and christianity thus attempting
to create a universalist whole it was indeed a time of religious and social
turmoil a time when a sincere and spiritual man like muhammad was dri-
ven to find critical answers concerning life death and the role of
humankind within the cosmos retreating to the caves in the harsh moun-
tains above mecca to contemplate these great universal questions muham-
mad was visited by the angel gabriel and the revelations that would
become the holy book of islam the quraur an began to come forth 3

the beauty of the quraur an s unique style of prose especially given the
rustic origins of the orphaned muhammad is considered a powerful proof
by muslims of its divine origins as the final word of god to humankind and
of gods choice of muhammad as his messenger the message was simple
and yet profound for a world plagued by religious conflicts tribal con-
frontations and developing urban materialism it consisted of an uncom-
promising belief in the oneness of god a reestablishment of the
abrahamic covenant and a system of five major principles of faith and
action called the five pillars to bring the individual in direct submission
to the will of allah

the revelations of the quranquraur an emphasize the holy missions of all
prophets since adam proclaim the virgin birth of jesus but deny his
divinity and provide a basis for conducting all aspects of life and human
relationships thus in the theoretically perfect islamic society there is no
separation of religion and government ideally they are one promoting
gods causes and the ability of devoted believers to bring the fruits of spiri-
tual and intellectual paradise to the human community through the imple-
mentation of gods word for muslims god s word is found both in the
quraur an and in the sunna his model words and deeds recorded in the
hadith literature and is codified in the comprehensive system of law called
sharlshanasharia the teachings of the quraur an and sunna advocate the establishment
of a just peaceful and prosperous society by banishing social classes
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understandinglnderstanestanding I1Slansians rapidrapid growthgr6vffi

after muhammads death islam continued toexpandrapidlyto expand rapidly beyond the
borders of the arabian peninsula the persian empire weakened byaby a long
wwarar with constantinople fell quickly to the muslim armies the byzantinesByzant ines
also offered little resistance within a hundred years the muslim advance
reached west across north africa and into spain and france and east as far
as pakistan and india over the next few centuries islamisiam gradually but
steadily extended its influence until it became the dominant religion and
culture in much ofthe subcontinent and southeast asia how does one account
for this phenomenal success A balanced assessment must take into
account a complex interplay ofhistorical economic and sociopolitical factors

first islam s military expansion wasnotkasnotwas not incongruous with the prevail-
ing historical norms international laws governing relations between
nations and stipulating respect for human rights were not widely codified
and observed until the nineteenth and twentieth centuries principlessuchprinciples such
as separation of church and state and respect for national or imperial
boundaries which were in any case ill defined were virtually unknown
nearly every sociopolitical community in history has resorted to warfare
whether defensive or aggressive in order to protect and promote its inter-
ests to the assertion that islam was propagated and enforced by force
ameer alialtaitailall provides a candidresponsecandid response every religion in some stage of its
career has from the tendencies of its professors been aggressive such also
has been the case with islam butthatbut that it ever aims at proselytism by force or
that it has been more aggressive than other religions must be entirely
denied 1 in a similar vein elder dallin oaks of the quorum of the twelve
has called for caution in passing judgment on individuals who lived long
ago we should judge the actions of our predecessors on the basis of the
laws and commandments and circumstances of their day not ours 0321123122

second the scholarly consensus today is that the primary motive of the
muslim conquests was not to win converts to islam per se but to extend and
consolidate islamsislami new political economic and social order an eminent
western historian of islam has noted that the conquering of surrounding
nations arose naturally from the quraur anic mandate that islam encompass
both spiritual and temporal matters the conquerors believed that the
superiority of islam in providing for social order would justify muslim
rule would justify the simple fair dealing muslims in replacing the privi-
leged and oppressive representatives of the older corrupted allegiances 0131133333

the process ofofislamizationislamization in the indian subcontinent followed a gen-
eral pattern expansion of political and financial control through military
conquest of urban centers followed by a slow process of social and religious
change that spread out to the rural areas 4 this policy stemmed in part from
practical considerations since a main source of revenue for the islamic state
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was the payment of a poll tax by non muslims widespread conversions
would have weakened the economic base oftheodtheof the empire moreover the
muslims knew their control over vast lands and subject populations was
tenuous common sense dictated avoiding undue provocation

third several sociopolitical factors explain why muslim governance
flourished and the islamic religion gradually took root in conquered terri-
tories it would be disingenuous not to acknowledge the role of military
force the zealotry of muslim conquerors in some cases created an atmo-
sphere of coercion and intimidation at times overt at times more subtle
in which indigenous peoples felt threatened iftheyintheyif they did not convert to islam
but on balance muslim leaders were remarkably tolerant relative to the
prevailing political climate granting their non muslim subjects full rights
in the umma if they converted to islam and according themstatusasthem status as aimbim
mis protected citizens if they chose not to convert those who did con-
vertverttoherttoto islam were often drawn by the new religions doctrine of theological
and social unity in india forexampleforgor example hindu workers and artisans were
attracted by the caste free nature of islam and its greater possibilities for
development 5 others converted no doubt when they perceived the
political social and economic advantages to being a muslim in a muslim
dominated state As second class citizens dhimmis were required to pay
special taxes and act deferentially toward muslims and were forbidden to
serve in the militaryridemilitary ride horses or propagate their own religion buttheyburtheybutdut they
were also given opportunities unusual for the times including the right to
practice their religion and hold high office in the muslim government
furthermore in lands such as syria palestine and iraq the transformation
to islamic rule caused little upheaval because the arabs brought a new ver-
sion

ve-
rions of a basically familiar religious and ethical system to peoples whose
native language was closely related to the language of the quraur an yog1166

in sum a combination of factors explains islam s unprecedented early
expansion the weakened state of the byzantine and persian empires the
zealotry of the muslim armies who sensed a divine mandate a moral impera-
tive and an economic opportunity the comparatively tolerant treatment of
conquered peoples and enlightened administrative practices that enabled
the muslims to maintain control of a vast empire and the intrinsic famil-
iarity of islamic religious beliefs to neighboring semitic peoples

1 ameer ali the spirit of islam london chatto and windus first published 18901890
eleventh impression 1978 218

2 elder dallin H oaks joseph the man and the prophet ensign 26 may 1996 72
3 marshall G S hodgson the venture ofislamof isiamislam conscience and history in a world civi-

lizationlization vol i1 chicago university of chicago press 19741851991974 185199
4 annemarie schimmel islam in the indian subcontinent leiden E J brill 1980 4
5 schimmel islam in the subcontinent io10

6 frederick mathewson denny an introduction to islam 2dad ed new york macmillan
i994 93 94
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materialism tribal affiliation and economic selfishness that inevitably lead
to strife and suffering 4

within one hundred years of muhammad s death in 632 ce the
armies and beliefs of islam had spread west to southern spain and east to
persia islamic art and architecture and islamic intellectual and scientific
achievements contributed to the revival of europe during the renais-
sance 5 muslim scholars in their efforts to understand and transmit the
quraur anic revelation retrieved preserved studied and elaborated on most
of the great scientific medical philosophical and mathematical treatises of
the ancient egyptian babylonian persian and greco roman worlds
their efforts helped fuel the eventual development of the renaissance in
europe a fact not often taught in the western histories ofthe world because
many extant ancient texts were brought together translated into one lan-
guage arabic studied and transmitted to others an explosion of knowl-
edge occurred and arabic became a language of primary importance in
europe both for scholarly research and for commercial ventures to the east

the five pillars

islamic life revolves around the five pillars which are witness of faith
prayer almsgiving fasting and pilgrimage

witness of faith shahadashahadeShahada the witness of faith is a two part decla-
ration that embodies the central beliefs of islam 1 I witness that there is no
god but allah and I1 witness that muhammad is the messenger ofallah to
be or become a muslim one must embrace this statement as inviolable and
recite it with conviction the centrality of the witness of faith in islamic
religious life is evident in many rituals it is customary for a father to whis-
per the shahadashahade into the ear of his newborn infant and five times each day
it is broadcast from the tops of the mosques to call the faithful to prayer

allah is the word for god used by all native arabic speakers whether
muslim jewish or christian native latter day saints use the word allah
when they pray the phrase no god but allah states succinctly the car-
dinal tenet of islam strict monotheism the uncompromising unity of
god which muslims call tauheedtawheedtawheed god is one eternal uncreated and
totally other than anything human finiteness can comprehend or describe
it follows then that polytheism is anathema in islam muslims refer to this
heresy as shirk which means ascribing partners to god and the quranquraur an
repeatedly enjoins believers to accept tawheedtauheed and avoid shirk

the quran teaches that allah created the world and all things in it and
that in time he will bring the world to an end then all human beings will

be resurrected judged according to their deeds and observance of tawheedtauheedtawheed
and assigned to paradise or hell for eternity paradise is portrayed in
islamic literature as a place of endless delights pleasures and rest where
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isislamic contributions to the west

whiletheWhiwhilelethetheWwesternestern world struggled through the dark ages islaisiaislamicmic
civilization was vibrant and progressive in fact the west is forever
indebted to the islamic east forgoror literally paving the way for the renais-
sance in philosophy mathematics the natural sciences literature
astronomy medicine the arts and architecture

the works of socrates plato aristotle and other greek and latin
classical philosophers and scientists were actually passed on to the west
from islamic scholars who preserved expanded and refined these
works sophisticated muslim mathematical and navigational skills con-
tributedtributed to thenoyagesthe voyages of christopher colombus vasco da gama and
other western explorers muslim physicians and philanthropists devel-
oped specialized hospitals physician training and insane asylums in
the tenth century developments lacking in medieval europe up until the
sixteenth century european medicatschoolsmedical schools used the great textbook al
qanuncanun to create their curriculum islamic influences also appear in the
western literary tradition classics such as dante s divine comedy and
defoe s robinson crusoe have intriguing similarities to islamic texts
written centuries earlier while the islamic influences in western literary
development isJs subtle in the artsitartsiearts it is unquestionable much of our
western cloth crafts architecture music and opera were originally
modeled or designed after islamic arabarabpersianpersian and turkish patterns
and traditions perhaps one of the simplest ways to observe the vastness
of the muslim influence is through its echo in the english language
hundreds ofwords for things in daily life come from the islamic world
for example the word orange comes from the arabic word naranj
meaning bitter orange icmattress comes from maerahmatrah which means a
place where something is thrown down and chess comes from the
term shah which means king one may wonder why we say check-
mate when the opponents king is caught it comes from the persian
phrase shah mat meaning the king is dead

indeed the western world owes a great deal to the world of islam
although recognition has often been neglected in western historical
texts we would do well to acknowledge and appreciate the rich contri
butionsbunions that islamic civilization has made to the world

kristen M allredauredaliredailred summarized from daniel C peterson abraham divided an
LDS perspective on the middle east aspen books 19951951995 195 212
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every pious desire of the believers both men and women will be fulfilled
hell is portrayed as a place of endless punishment for those who oppressed
other people performed evil deeds and denied the oneness of allah

the second half of the witness of faith belief in muhammads
prophethood implies acceptance of a broad view of gods relationship
to humanity throughout history for muslims islam is gods revelation to
humanity for all times and all places as they are fond of saying allahsallalsallala
communication did not begin with muhammads prophetic call in the cave
at mount hira in 610610glogio ce see fig 2 on p 99 rather he has spoken to
many prophets beginning with adam and including abraham moses
jesus and many other biblical and extrabiblicalextrabiblical figures

the view of sacred history in islam is in many respects analogous to
the idea of dispensations in latter day saint doctrine before the time of
muhammad distortions and corruptionscorrupt ions apostasy gradually eroded
the pristine revelation of each prophet of god necessitating the raising up
of another prophet who would reestablish tawheedtauheed as the only true form of
worship muslims in witnessing that muhammad is the prophet of god
accept the truths taught by previous prophets and sacred books including
the torah and the gospels in their original pure versions but muslims
hold that muhammad is the last and greatest of all in the prophetic pan-
theon the seal of the prophets quraur an 3340 and that allah revealed
to him a complete and perfect quranquraur an that will never be corrupted obviat-
ing the need for any future prophets or scriptures

prayer salat islam teaches that god is to be remembered at all times
and in all places and the quraur an encourages muslims to pray frequently and
to await allah s answer and your lord says call on me I1 will answer
your prayer 40604060 A prophetic hadith suggests that believers suppli-
cate god in their every need no matter how small ask allah for all your
needs even for the thong of your sandal when it breaks muslims engage
in many forms of prayer sometimes they are informal private and
intensely personal sometimes they are more formal in nature and address
specific communal needs as in the case of special prayers for rain during
seasons of drought simple formulaic prayers are normally uttered before
and after a meal

but the centerpiece of islamic worship is the ritual prayer called salat
that is conducted five times each day and involves performing a prescribed
set of physical movements designed to turn heart and mind toward god in
preparation to perform salat a muslim must first have righteous intent
niyyanicya in his or her heart and must perform ablution a washing of face

hands and feet with water symbolizing ones purity and readiness to ap-
proach god in prayer fig 2 the times of prayer are determined by the
position of the sun in the sky and therefore vary somewhat according to
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season ofthe year geographical
location and daylight savings
schedules but generally speak-
ing the five prayer times are
dawn midday late afternoon
sunset and early evening salat
is the focus of personal and
communal worship in islam
a powerful ritual that binds
the umma or worldwide com-
munity of muslims together
despite differences of lan-
guage nationality or reli-
gious interpretation fig 3

almsgiving zakatjakatZakat the
principle ofofzakatzakatjakat or almsgiv-
ing is designed to care for the
poor to foster empathy and 1

3

compassion in the community U

ofbelievers and forto provide FIGFM 2 men and women performing ablutions
the building and maintenance before praying in a large congregational mosque
of mosques and other islamic in istanbul turkey the ritual washing of
institutions the quraur an states hands arms feet and head symbolizes ones

purity of intent and prepares the worshipersthat charity and compassion heart and mind to make the transition from the
as opposed to mere mechani-
cal

secular world to the divine presence if water is
observance of rituals not available for ablutions as is often the case in

define one s worthiness in arid remote regions islamic law provides for
alternatives such clean sandas or dirtgods sight

it is not righteousness that ye turn your faces towards east or west but it is

righteousness to believe in allah and the last day and the angels and the
book and the messengers to spend of your substance out of love for him
for your kin for orphans for the needy for the wayfarer for those who ask
and for the ransom of slaves to be steadfast in prayer and give zakatjakat to ful-
fill the contracts which ye have made and to be firm and patient in pain or
suffering and adversity and throughout all periods of panic such are the
people of truth the god fearing 2177

islam distinguishes between two forms of charitable giving zakatjakat a
legal duty obligatory for all muslims and sadabasadaqa a free will offering that is

spontaneous and intended specifically to help the poor and those in need
according to islamic law zakatjakat is to be paid at the end ofeach year and the
amount is designated as 2.52525 percent of a person s personal wealth
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FIG 3 muslim families leaving the haram al sharif after friday congregational prayers
inin jerusalem it isis customary for many muslim families to attend friday noon prayer
together during communal prayers men and women are separated inin different sec-

tions of the mosque inin order to avoid distractions during worship the tradition of seg-
regatingre the sexes during prayer has a long history not only inin islam but inin judaism and
christianity as well

it would be a mistake to view zakatjakat too narrowly as simply a financial
transaction mandated by religious law the notion in islam of contributing
2.52525 percent ofones personal possessions is parallel to the principle in latter
day saint thought and in many other religious communities that the stipu-
lated tithing or other donation is merely a beginning point a minimum
god isis less interested in teaching the faithful to calculate precise percentages
of their income than in inculcating a spirit of benevolence and concern for
the welfare of other people in this sense zakatjakat becomes not a mechanical
performance but a state of mind and heart a personal impulse and a com-
munity ethos that promote the wellbeingwell being and safety of every individual

fasting dawmsawm fasting plays a central role in individual spirituality
and inin the annual cycle of muslim religious festivals for muslims the
observance of fasting especially during ramadan strengthens ones rela-
tionshiption ship with god affirms one s religious identity in the umma and pro-
motes social harmony and equality

the quran and the sunna of muhammad emphasize the efficacy of
frequent fasting dawmsawm as a means of achieving islam complete submis-
sion to allah and of promoting individual and communal wellbeingwell being
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0 ye who believe fasting is prescribed to you as it was prescribed to those
before you that ye may learn self restraint see quran 2183 88 state-
ments of allah quoted by muhammad but not found in the quran extol
the benefits of fasting fasting is a protection and a shield the bad breath
of one who fasts is sweeter to god than the fragrance of musk 6 muslims
view sawmdawm as having a dual purpose to bring about a state of humility and
surrender of ones soul to god and to foster compassion and care for the
indigent in the community thus fasting and almsgiving go hand in hand
denying of oneself cannot be complete without giving of oneself

the tandem relationship between fasting and almsgiving is most
clearly in evidence during the month of fasting called ramadan the
hadith make it clear that fasting during ramadan is intended to be a time
for reflecting upon one s spiritual life seeking forgiveness of sins and car-
ing for the poor when there comes the month of ramadan the gates of
mercy are opened and the gates of hell are locked and the devils are
chained the best charity is that in ramadan 3171170177 the entire month is holy
for muslims because the quraur an and sunna prescribe fasting for the faith-
ful from sunrise to sunset twelve to sixteen hours depending on the season
of the year for thirty days in a row one of the two major religious holidays
in the islamic world eid al pitrpitt the feast of breaking the fast is

observed at the end of the month of ramadan it normally lasts three days

into the new lunar month and is a time of rejoicing and prayer
pilgrimage to mecca havhaijhajjhaj every muslim who is physically and

financially able is required to go on the pilgrimage to mecca or the hahhajjhajhaij at
least once in his or her lifetime quraur an 2196 203 397 598 the hajj is

the highest act of devotion for a muslim it is a time of spiritual reflection
ofofrededicationrededication to allah and the islamic faith ofpurity and self denial and of
peace with ones fellow beings the coming together of more than two mil-
lion people from myriad nations and from every walk of life all dressed in
white robes and worshippingworshipping allah in unison see fig 3 on p 172 reaffirms
powerfully the unity and diversity of the worldwide umma and reinforces
the faith and identity of individual pilgrims the hajj is in a very real
sense the muslim equivalent of the latter day saint temple endowment
combined with the communal aspects of general conference for it reminds
muslims of who they are and what god has done and still does for them
the central shrine called the ka ba is believed by muslims to be a remnant
of a place of worship originally constructed by the prophet abraham and
his son ishmael for muslims the ka ba is thus strongly associated with the
abrahamic covenant established between allah and humankind the rites
performed there bind muslims to one another and to god in the cosmic
struggle against evil

muslims who have performed the hajj describe it as a profoundly moving
ineffable experience that changes their life solidifies their faith and deepens
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their spiritual enjoyment 8 A charming form of folk art has arisen out of the
hajj tradition the homes of pilgrims are often painted in bright colors with
pictures of the kaba mecca airplanes or other scenes from the pilgrim-
age experience see fig 4 on p 126 it is interesting to note that the hajj can
be experienced vicariously as well islamic law allows for a son or daughter to
act as proxy in performing the hajj on behalfofa father or mother who passed
away before having the opportunity or means to go to mecca

the most important religious holiday in the islamic world eid al
adhaacha feast of sacrifice occurs at the end of the hajj when the faithful who
can afford to do so sacrifice an animal usually a sheep or goat but often a

cow or camel in commemoration of abrahams willingness to sacrifice his
son ishmael see quraur an 37100 111 the meat from the sacrifice is divided
into thirds one third for the immediate family one third as a gift to neigh-
bors and friends and one third as a zakatjakat offering for the poor muslims
throughout the world join with the pilgrims in mecca in celebrating this
rite and the holiday lasts for at least three days as families and friends con-
gregate for exchanging gifts sharing meals and enjoying picnics and
games the sacrifice completes the official hajj ritual but many partici-
pants feel their pilgrimage is incomplete without a visit to medina about
two hundred kilometers northeast of mecca to honor the memory of
muhammad by performing salat at the mosque where he is buried fig 4

jihad muslims sometimes speak of the principle ofofjihadjihad as a sixth pil-
lar of islam the word is usually mistranslatedtranslatedmis in english as holy war but
the arabic root does not denote holiness or war the literal meaning is
11struggle or striving meaning to exert oneself in the service of allah

FIG 4 the prophets mosque in medina filled with pilgrims paying homage to
muhammad muslims respect all prophets but worship only allah
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the quran teaches that jihad involves violent struggle only under certain
well defined and restricted circumstances such as defending family home
religion and innocent people against outside aggression in everyday prac-
tice jihad is a word that encompasses virtually every aspect of a muslim s

life and signifies the daily striving for self improvement and the prosperity
of the umma those who believe and emigrate and strive with might and
main in allahallwsaliah s cause with their goods and their persons have the highest
rank in the sight ofallah they are the people who will achieve salvation
qurang20quran 920 one hadith states that muhammad while returning from a

battle with the meccansmeccanoMeccans informed the muslim combatants that they were
leaving behind the lesser jihad military struggle and taking up again
the greater jihad the struggle against the evil inclinations of the soul

contact and dialogue between latter day saints and muslims

over the years church leaders have expressed admiration for islam
and for the spiritual contributions of its central leader muhammad As

early as 1855 at a time when christian literature generally ridiculed
muhammad as the antichristanti christ and the archenemy of western civilization
apostles george A smith and parley P pratt delivered lengthy sermons in
which they demonstrated a balanced understanding of islamic history and
spoke highly of muhammads leadership elder smith observed that
muhammad was descended from abraham and was no doubt raised up
by god on purpose to preach against idolatry he sympathized with the
plight ofmuslims who like mormonscormonsMormons find it difficult to get an honest his-

tory written about them speaking next elder pratt acknowledged the
prejudice with which europeans and americans typically regarded islam
then went on to express his admiration for muhammads teachings assert-
ing that upon the whole muslims have better morals and better insti-
tutions than many christian nations 9

latter day saint appreciation of muhammads role in history can also
be found in the 1978 first presidency statement to the world regarding
gods love for all his children this declaration specifically mentions
muhammad as one of the great religious leaders of the world who
received a portion of gods light and affirms that moral truths were
given to these leaders by god to enlighten whole nations and to bring a

higher level of understanding to individuals 10

in recent years latter day saint respect for the spiritual legacy of
muhammad and for the religious values of the islamic community has led
to increasing contact and cooperation between mormonscormons and muslims
around the world this is due in part to the presence of significant latter
day saint congregations in areas such as the levant north africa the gulf
and southeast asia the church has sought to respect islamic laws and
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traditions that prohibit conversion of muslims to other faiths by adopting
a policy of nonproselytizingproselytizingnon in islamic countries of the middle east ex-
amples of dialogue and cooperation include visits of muslim dignitaries at
church headquarters in salt lake city muslim use of church canning
facilities to produce halal ritually clean food products church humani-
tarian aid and disaster relief sent to numerous muslim areas including jor-
dan kosovokosova turkey and afghanistan academic agreements between
brigham young university and various educational and governmental
institutions in the islamic world the existence of the muslim student asso-
ciation at BYU fig 5 and expanding collaboration between the church
and islamic organizations to safeguard traditional family values world
wide the initiation of the islamic translation series cosponsored by
BYU and the church has resulted in several beneficial exchanges between
muslim officials and latter day saint church leaders A muslim ambas-
sador to the united nations predicted that this translation series will play

FIG 5 officials of BYU and the church of jesus christ of latter day saints at a reception
held in their honor at the el fayez family farm in amman jordan in 1998 five of the el
fayezsfayers children have attended and graduated from BYU many families in jordan and
palestine have sent children to BYU each year about sixty arab students most ofwhom
are muslim attend BYU from countries such as morocco egypt jordan palestine
yemen syria kuwait and oman pictured here among others are general hmeidi el
fayez former advisor to his majesty king hussein far left elder and sister jeffrey R
holland next to gen el fayez dr jeffrey tanner associate dean of admissions at BYU

back row middle nayyef el fayez advisor to queen rania to dr tanners right
dr kamal abu jaber former jordanian foreign minister to nayefnayee s right sultan el
fayez behind dr abu jaber elder and sister charles didier president of the europe
east area far right and haya rula ghadeer president of the BYU alumni chapter
and yara el fayez all kneeling
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a positive role in the bestswests
quest for a better under-
standing of islamisiamislam12111212

A cabinet minister in
egypt aware of the common
ground shared by muslims
and mormonscormonsMormons once re-
marked to elder howard W
hunter that if a bridge is

ever built between chris-
tianity and islam it must be
built by the mormon
church 7313111313 the examples of
mormon muslim interac-
tion mentioned above
together with the churchschurche f
1989 establishment of the 2

jerusalem and amman cen-
ters

2

for educational and cul-
tural exchange in the middle
east reflect the attitude of 44 2

respect for islam that church iai0U
leaders have exhibited from
earliest times fig 6 these FIG 6 three religions jerusalemsJerusalems significance to

activities represent tangible jews muslims and latter day saints is captured by
this view of the western wall lower right domeevidence of latter day saint
of the rock left center and the BYU jerusalem

commitment to promote center for near eastern studies upper right
greater understanding of the dedicated in 1989 the jerusalem center has been
muslim world and suggest home to hundreds of students and is a popular site

an emerging role for the for wedding portraits of palestinian couples

church as elder hunter s

friend hinted in helping bridge the gap that has existed historically
between muslims and christians

president gordon B hinckley speaking in october 2001 general con-
ference referred to the events of september 11 2001 and the beginning of
the bombing in afghanistan and admonished church members to be tol-
erant and understanding in their relations with muslims

this is not a matter of christian against muslim I1 am pleased that food is

being dropped to the hungry people of a targeted nation we value our mus-
lim neighbors across the world and hope that those who live by the tenets of
their faith will not suffer I1 ask particularly that our own people do not
become a party in any way to the persecution of the innocent rather let us
be friendly and helpful protective and supportive it is the terrorist organiza-
tions that must be ferreted out and brought down 14
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special issue on islam

islam is a world religion in every sense of the word from humble
beginnings it successfully transcended boundaries of space time culture
ethnicity gender and language to become a faith tradition of worldwide
scope and impact despite the negative image of islam in the west it contin-
ues to be a dynamic rapidly growing religion providing spiritual comfort
and guidance to millions of people in nearly every country in the world it
is important for latter day saints to attempt to understand the basic
beliefs history aesthetic values and contemporary issues of islam by
endeavoring to comprehend and appreciate the soul aspirations and spiri-
tual potential of another religious tradition we often find new avenues of
self awareness truth and spirituality ourselves

this issue of BYU studies is an attempt to address a cross section of
important questions about the relationship of the islamic world to the
west and to the latter day saint community in particular the articles fea-
tured here have been written by latter day saint scholars who are special-
ists in the topics they treat their research and analysis exemplify the
fascination respect and appreciation that many latter day saints feel for
the complex attributes of islamic civilization and for the religion of islam
as a prominent spiritual and cultural force in both the past and present
given the diversity of mormonscormons and muslims as well as the complexity
and richness of islamic religious experience inevitably some readers will
disagree with some of the ideas presented here we only hope that readers
will recognize that great efforts have been taken to portray islam in a well
researched balanced respectful and insightful manner our intent is to
provide research and perspectives that will foster understanding of other
peoples and places stimulate thoughtful discussion of difficult but vital
issues and promote greater tolerance and peace in a world that has too
little of both

1 studies of converts to islam indicate that two factors are uniformly attractive
the simplicity and power of the doctrine oftawheedtawheedtauheedof tawfawheed one god and the sense ofofegaliegaliagali
tarianismtarian ism and acceptance that pervades the muslim community

2 when writing about non christian cultures and religions courtesy dictates
using BCE before the common era and CE the common era rather than the dat-
ing system based on christs birth the islamic calendar is lunar and begins its year one
with the date of muhammads emigration from mecca to the city of yathrib later
named medina to escape persecution year i of the islamic calendar thus corresponds
to approximately 622 CE see albert hourani A history of the arab peoples cam-
bridge belknap press of harvard university press 1991 14 21

3 the angel commanded read the word can also be translated recite or
Troproclaimclairn read in the name of thy lord who creates creates man from a clot read
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and thy lord is most generous who taught by the pen taught man what he knew not
quran 961 5 thus from the classical arabic root to recite or read comes the title given
to the quraur an the word implies that the quraur an must be read recited and pro-
claimed to humankind all quranicjuranicQuranic citations in this article are from abdullah yusuf
ali ed and trans the holy quran english translation of the meanings and commen-
tary medina saudi arabia the custodian of the two holy mosques king fahd com-
plex for the printing of the holy quran 1413 hajrihijri 199293 cejCEced

4 with the death of muhammad the faith of islam was eventually fractured over
the question ofwho his successor should be eventually the sunni and shiite divisions
within islam have also been further subdivided by questions of doctrinal interpretation
and issues of community and spiritual leadership sufi islam also represents a particu-
larly mystical aspect of islamic practice emphasizing the attainment of a spiritual union
with the divine see seyyedsayyed hossein nasr ideals and realities of islam san francisco
aquarian 1994

5 see john R hayes ed the genius of arab civilization source of the renais-
sance cambridge MIT press 1983

6 these extra quranicjuranic divine utterances are cited in mahmoud al sirtawi
ramadaniyat al sawmsawrnlawrn junna al ajnohaajniha february 199619961515 16 see also the english

translation of mahmoud matrajiMatraji trans sahihbahih muslim beirut dar el fiarfikr 1993 2355
7 matrajiMatraji sahihbahih muslim 2275 al jazairi methodology of the muslim beirut

dar el fiarfikr 1994 376
8 in describing the spiritual rewards ofofhajjhajj muslims often use terminology that is

familiar to christians for example a jordanian friend said that the effect is as ifyou are
born a second time feeling the purity and happiness and innocence of a small child

9 see george A smith in journal of discourses 26 vols liverpool F D

richards 1855 86 332 35 september 232318552018551855 and parley P pratt in journal of dis-
courses 341 september 231855

io10 in spencer J palmer the expanding church salt lake city deseret book
1978 v

ii11 these activities are coordinated by the world family policy center at brigham
young university in partnership with the world congress of families

12 islamic diplomats hosted in new york church news published by deseret
news april 3319991999 6 see also news of the church ensign 29 june 1999 74

13 howard W hunter all are alike unto god BYU speeches of the year
provo brigham young university press 1979 36

14 gordon B hinckley the times in which we live ensign 31 november
2001 72

in large letters is the arabic
word for muhammad con-
sidered by muslims the last
and greatest of many pro-
phets of god the small
arabic inscription at top is
the traditional invocation
recited by muslims each
time muhammads name is

mentioned or appears in
print it means may god

U
0 bless and preserve him
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bloomington indiana university press 2001
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calif wadsworth 198019801930
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many voices one umma
sociopolitical debate in the muslim community

james A toronto

As a religion expands beyond its original setting it encounters new
historical economic social and geopolitical forces the resulting clash
between sacred truth and secular reality creates ideological tensions within
a religious community that lead its followers to engage in a process of dia-
logue reform and reconciliation this process of dialectical exchange
occurs both between members of the community and between the com-
munity and outside forces often it gives rise to traumatic even violent
conflict and frequently leads to schismsschisma and the establishment of break-
away religious movements the history of religion provides abundant evi-
dence that the ability of a nascent religious community to deal effectively
with these dialectical tensions is a crucial factor in determining whether it
will remain a tradition of limited influence or become one of lasting
worldwide significance

the prophet joseph smith addressed the issues of tension and change
when he observed that which is wrong under one circumstance may be
and often is right under another this is the principle on which the
government of heaven is conducted by revelation adapted to the circum-
stances in which the children of the kingdom are placed 151I numerous
examples of this principle from latter day saint history include changes in
organizational structure political and economic philosophy temple wor-
ship the practice ofplural marriage and the policy on blacks and the priest-
hood such examples illustrate how church leaders have applied the
principle of adapted revelation as they have confronted and adjusted to
new circumstances the worldwide expansion and vibrance of the church
are evidences of its capacity to identify those elements that can be modified
to fit changing realities and those that cannot be altered without compro-
mising its essential identity integrity and vitality

islam provides another instructive example of the historical pattern of
growth adaptation and change from its beginnings early in the seventh
century ce the muslim community or umma has passed through peri-
ods of rapid expansion structural adjustment and external and internal
strife today more than a millennium after its inception the umma is one
of the largest and fastest growing religious communities in the world and
is projected to surpass christianity in total membership by the middle of
the twenty first century

BYU studies 4040 no 4 2001 29
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an assessment of the islamic experience can provide understanding of
the internal dynamics of one of the most prominent but misunderstood
faith communities in the world such an examination can also yield
insights on three vital issues in the broader arena of comparative religious
studies 1 the status ofwomen 2 religious extremism and 3 the prob-
lem of maintaining unity in a changing world this article examines these
three key issues which have occupied center stage in the muslim commu-
nity s historical evolution each issue reflects a dialectical tension that the
umma has grappled with whether as debate among muslims themselves or
as apologetic literature designed to explain and defend the islamic experience
to outsiders in my analysis I1 describe the origin and nature of each issue
assess the critical muslim and non muslim arguments and explore implica-
tions and related issues from the perspective of comparative religion

the status ofwomen in islam

islam has long occupied a prominent position in the wider debate on
the role ofwomen in religion 2 muslim practices are regularly condemned in
feminist debate by both muslim and non muslim intellectuals as

anachronistic and mysogynisticmisogynistic and western mass media and scholarship
have typically portrayed muslim women as anonymous entities bereft of
rights identity intelligence personality or a significant role to play in society

these views of women s roles in islam form the nub of one of the
sharpest contentions between the muslim east and the christian west
western criticism of islamic family life and gender roles strikes muslims as

hypocritical they point to the high rates of sexual promiscuity divorce
drug abuse crime and teenage pregnancy in the largely christian western
nations as proof that the avowed superiority of liberal christian mores is a

delusion and that such permissiveness erodes the family and social struc-
ture of the nation

yes muslims affirm their religion does advocate a more traditional
form of family life in which men and women have complementary equally
important roles generally speaking men are the breadwinners and pro-
tectorstec tors women are the homemakers and nurturersnurturers but the fundamental
requirements and rewards ofallah are the same for both men and women
islam seeks to build marriages and families that foster faith kindness hard
work cooperation and prosperity islam does not condone abuse of wife
and children as suggested in literature and movies in the west 3 on the
contrary the quran and sunna the example of the prophet muhammad
admonish men women and children to be kind gentle and respectful in
their family relations

the muslim view of gender roles and family life is based on the
quraur an and sunnasurma 4 the quran teaches that allah created men and
women to work harmoniously together and to be a source of happiness
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and peace to one another and among his signs is this that he created for
you mates from among yourselves that ye may dwell in tranquillity with
them and he has put love and mercy between your hearts 3021 and
never will I1 suffer to be lost the work of any ofyou be he male or female

ye are members one of another 3195 see also 2187
in contrast to the christian tradition that appears to assign greater

opprobrium to eve than to adam in their fall from grace the quraur an
clearly indicates that both the man and the woman yielded to satansgatans temp-
tation and were therefore equally responsible for the expulsion from para-
dise 722 23 allah does not distinguish between men and women in his
expectations and rewards for believers if any do deeds of righteousness
be they male or female and have faith they will enter heaven and not the
least injustice will be done to them 4124 another verse is more explicit
on this point

for muslim men and women for believing men and women for devout
men and women for true men and women for men and women who are
patient and constant for men and women who humble themselves for men
and women who give in charity for men and women who fast for men and
women who guard their chastity and for men and women who engage much
in allahs remembrance for them has allah prepared forgiveness and great
reward 3335

the hadith literature sayings and actions of the early leaders portrays
muhammad as a paragon of kindness courtesy and gentleness in his deal-
ings with his wives and other women as a man who championed women s

rights advocated mutual understanding and respect between the sexes
and encouraged husbands by his personal example to treat wives well and
help them with household chores 5

however the quran does prescribe different social and familial roles
for men and women and because the quransburansQurans meaning on these issues is

at times general in nature the interpretation and practice of these diver-
gent roles have become the focus of debate among muslims and of criti-
cism from outside the umma the quran designates men as the
protectors and maintainers of women because allah has given the one
more strength than the other and because they support them from their
means 434 even though both believing men and women should lower
their gaze and guard their modesty 2430 31 the sunna and quraur anic
commentaries make it clear that a greater degree of privacy in dress is

required for women 6

muslim sources point out that islam greatly elevated the status of
women the quraur an condemns the practice of female infanticide apparently
quite common in pre islamic arabian culture and allots to women certain
rights in marriage and inheritance that they did not enjoy before the
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advent of islam but because men have responsibilities for supporting the
family that are not required of women a males inheritance in islamic law
equals that of two females 411 in order to protect women s honor against
slander or false allegations four witnesses rather than the usual two are
required to establish guilt in cases of adultery 415 244 and notes

one can say that the quraur an permits polygyny but does not recom-
mend it it limits to four the number ofwives that a man can legally marry
in pre islamic arabia the number was unlimited and this permission is

given in the context of verses dealing with orphaned women and widows
it adds the condition that if the husband cannot deal justly with them
then only one wife is permissible 43 modernists in islam interpret these
verses to mean that since it is virtually impossible for a man to care equi-
tably and justly for four wives allahs intent is that muslims practice
monogamy another widely held muslim view is that taking more than one
wife is acceptable especially in cases where the first wife cannot bear chil-
dren but that it is generally not practical for economic reasons too diffi-
cult to support two or more households though various interpretations
exist the reality is that only a small percentage of muslims practice poly-
gyny today

because men have the duty of protecting women and providing for
families the quranquraur an encourages righteous womerctowomen to be devoutly obedi-
ent in the case of wives who are persistently and flagrantly disobedient
the quraur an counsels husbands to admonish them first next refuse to
share their beds and last beat them lightly 434 the commentaries
emphasize that slight physical correction is a last resort to be used only in
extremely rare cases and in a way that inflicts no pain or injury 7

the symbol of the polemic between muslims and non muslims is the
veil that many muslim women wear in public to westerners the custom
in most muslim societies of women covering the head when men are not
required to do so is tangible evidence that islam discriminates against
women and relegates them to secondary status As always however the
reality beneath the surface of sociocultural appearances is complex and
defies facile conclusions

muslims themselves have divergent views on the issue ofveiling opin-
ions and practices have varied at different times and in different places and
social cultural and political conditions heavily influence veiling trends in
some extremely conservative countries all women are required to cover
their bodies from head to toe when in public in more moderate nations
like jordan egypt and morocco veiling is normally a matter of choice
and one sees many women in society who have opted not to veil in
indonesia and malaysia the ratio of veiled to nonveilednonveiled women is lower
than in middle eastern islamic countries
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some muslims hold that the veil is not required at all in islam they
argue that muslim women during the time of muhammad did not veil and
that the practice became a part ofmuslim culture only after non arab peoples
who had a tradition of veiling entered islam in large numbers the more
mainstream contemporary view is that veiling is required as a means of fos

teringbering modesty and morality in society
the question of just what constitutes a proper veil is a matter of per-

sonal interpretation A full length robe gloves and a face mask ninabniqab
with small slits for vision are required of women in some countries and
conservative families but most muslims consider this practice extreme
some women wear local costumes with a token covering of the hair for
example many muslim women from the indian subcontinent like former
prime minister benazirbelazir bhuttoboutto of pakistan often wear a traditional gown
and loose fitting head scarf today the majority of women who veil wear a
scarf hijab that covers their hair and neck but not the face and an ankle
length long sleeved robe with no gloves 8

muslims generally agree that no one should be compelled to wear the
veil it must be a personal choice a woman makes when she is spiritually
and psychologically ready it is also true however that pressure from family
and friends sometimes subtle sometimes intense frequently has a
bearing on decisions about veiling during the past three decades the
islamic community has witnessed a marked increase in the number of
women donning the veil a phenomenon related to the push for Islamiza
tion in many muslim countries

the diversity of interpretation among muslims on the issue of gender
roles and veiling is illustrated in the following quotes each taken from an
islamic source and professing to be the correct islamic view in the first
example the difference of opinion concerns whether a woman should cover
her whole body including her face or whether her face can be left uncovered

A muslim woman may wear whatever she pleases in the presence of her hus-
band and family or among women friends but when she goes out or when
men other than her husband or close family are present she is expected to
wear a dress which will cover all parts of her body and which should not
reveal the figure what a contrast with western fashions which every year
concentrate quite intentionally on exposing yet another erogenous zone to
the public gaze the intention of western dress is to reveal the figure
while the intention of muslim dress is to conceal it at least in public it is

therefore required for a muslim woman when she goes out to wear a dress
that covers her from head to foot and does not reveal the figure according to
some scholars only the hands and face should be left uncovered while
according to some others the face should also be covered we must con
cede that on this issue there are two viewpoints and both are derived from
careful reflection on the original sources everyone is free to prefer any one of
these on the basis of arguments but should also respect the other viewpoint 9
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the second example reflects a much more liberal and generalized
interpretation and avoids a precise definition of what constitutes required
modesty in islam

the social role ofwomen requires mixing with men islam does not per-
mit any discrimination between men and women nor does it advocate a seg-
regationre between them

modesty is required in the outdoor dress of both muslim women and
men however there is no specific uniformed dress recommended for a
muslim woman purda chadouracha doura abaya qubtanquftan or hayek are local fashions
preferred by women in different places and may be changed in any time
according to the change of taste these designs or fashions should not vio-
late the basic and permanent requirements of an islamic dress

islam allows any dress that fulfills the required modesty for a decent
10woman

the practice of veiling raises provocative questions about the func-
tions and symbolism of clothing in confessional life in islamic society
veiling has several functions it underscores the different roles of men and
women helps maintain proper relations between the sexes by promoting
modesty of thought and conduct expresses ones identity as a member of
the muslim community and reinforces ones commitment to the faith and
ones rejection of materialism fig i1

clothing serves similar purposes in non muslim communities as well
in a comparative context it is worthwhile to consider corollary questions
what special attire is required in a given religious community and what
functions does it have which aspects of dress are specifically prescribed by
religious dogma and which are merely reflections of cultural norms are
the mores and strictures governing dress exactly the same for both men
and women if not why not modesty is valued in all religions but how
does the definition of modesty and its expression in personal attire change
from culture to culture and from time to time within the same culture

most latter day saints consider church standards of dress to be a nec-
essary reasonable and comfortable part of their religious lives while out-
side observers describe these same standards as rigid and repressive most
muslims also feel that their requirements for dress including veiling for
women are a necessary reasonable and comfortable norm for human
society even while outside observers denounce these norms as oppressive
to women an eminent american scholar who has spent years living
among muslim women gives several cautions against drawing conclusions
based on superficial impressions

we non muslims tend to believe that those who look out through the
veil suffer from the same exclusion as those of us who look at the veil and
its hidden contents however we have no right to make such an assump-
tion much depends on who makes the decision to veil whether it is
imposed or self selected
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veiling is an outward sign of a complex reality

it relates to the individuals sense of belonging to a group and to the
individuals sense of her own identity

women stress repeatedly that the choice to wear islamic dress is one
they make themselves and it must come from inner religious conviction

the majority of women see themselves as making a statement or tak-
ing action that strengthens their own position within the society 11

one young egyptian muslim woman explains some of the social
advantages of veiling my family trusts me implicitly and now that I1 wear
this islamic dress they are not
worried if I1 stay out later than usual
or mingle with friends they do not
always approve of in this dress my
reputation remains intact for
everyone knows that it is a respect
able garment people thus respect
you ifyou wear it 12

the debate about religious
clothing is one important dimen-
sion of the wider dialectic about
gender roles and womens status in
the muslim community and by
extension all religious communi-
ties this is in fact one of the most
pressing but neglected issues in the
study of comparative religion gen-
der

0
role differentiation has been a 0

feature of nearly every faith tradi-
tion in the world and with the rise
of the feminist movement during
the past three decades it has

U
0

become an ever more controversial
question at the forefront of reli-
gious

FIG i white clothing and accouterments
for women going on the pilgrimage hajjdiscourse the question sim-

ply
to mecca the items include pants and

stated is this to what extent iss blouse a cotton hijab or head covering a
religion a facilitating or a debilitat-
ing

purse a pair of light shoes a shoe bag to
factor in women s historical hold shoes after removing them to enter a

struggle to achieve equal status mosque and a cloth for drying off after
performing ablutions before prayer eventreatment opportunities and rights
though the hijab covers the mannequins

in society face women are required not to veil their
the debate is rendered more faces while performing the hajj men also

complex by the fact that within the wear standard white clothing in mecca
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historical experience of every religious community one can find scriptural
passages authoritative dicta and anecdotal examples to support either side
of the argument in the islamic context apologetic literature focuses on
quraur anic statements muhammads normative behavior and contempo-
rary testimonials and case studies that affirm an islamic position of honor
respect equality freedom and a different but equal role for women

but critics use the same sources and methods to support a contrary
view they cite the quraur an s apparent sanction of a husbands right to use
physical force to discipline his wife muhammad s alleged lasciviousness in
taking multiple wives even exceeding the quraur anic limit of four the provi-
sions in islamic personal and family law that assign women a status that is

half of men s in matters of inheritance and legal testimony and data from
some islamic countries indicating that women have less access to educa-
tion political participation economic benefits employment opportuni-
ties and legal protection

muslim apologists are generally articulate in presenting islamic teach-
ings on equality and complementary roles for men and women and per
suasive in pointing out the inaccuracies contradictions and hypocrisy that
often typify non muslim allegations of misogyny in islam on the other
hand muslim apologists frequently adopt a superficial contemptuous
approach to criticism that ultimately weakens the islamic position they
dismiss the comments of critics as baseless merely part of a western con-
spiracy to destroy islam and thus ignore or gloss over crucial points of
this criticism that are well attested in islamic scripture history and con-
temporary experience

although specific issues and arguments vary somewhat the same
dialectical pattern characterizes the debate on women s status in all the
major world religions including chrisitianity judaism hinduism and
confucianism A survey of the doctrinal historical and sociological record
of human religious experience leaves little doubt that religion receives

mixed reviews for its role in shaping women s development religious
dogma and values have been detrimental at times in the name of religion
women have been physically abused and killed to preserve male superiority
and family honor denied opportunities for personal growth education
employment travel and freedom of expression compelled to commit sui
cide keep silent undergo genital mutilation and wear restrictive clothing
and subjected to discrimination in society and humiliation at home

but the record also shows that religion forms the core of existential
understanding that sustains women s lives and affirms female gender
countless women throughout history have found profound peace joy and
fulfillment through their participation in personal and communal religious
life fig 2 and it is generally the case that women exhibit higher levels of
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commitment in living a religious
lifestyle and advocating religious val

uesaes than their male counterparts
final judgment on the issue of

whether religions promotion ofgen
der role differentiation hinders or
promotes womens spiritual social

economic and political develop
ment will rest with the individual
observer categorizing a given con-
dition or behavior as detrimental or
beneficial oppressive or liberating
is a highly subjective process ultialti
mately these judgments often hinge
on the depth of ones commitment
to the spiritual and epistemological
underpinnings of a given religious
community given the complexity U

of the debate and the personal
FIG and mariam at the2 principal maysa

nature of the issues it is imperative
iqradqra academy an islamic school in salt

to avoid hasty judgments and lake city dqraiqra recite or read was the
superficial conclusions about the first word uttered by the angel gabriel at
spiritual lives of people whom we the inception of the quranicjuranicQuranic revelation

observe from afar through dim light used here iqradqra reflects the muslim com-
mitmentand therefore know imperfectly to lifelong learning

the question of religious extremism

in the minds of most westerners the term islamic fundamentalism
which appears almost daily in newspapers and television broadcasts is

synonymous with violence terrorism and fear muslim extremists claim-
ing to represent the interests and teachings of islam have engaged in
hijackingshijackings bombings assassinations attacks on western tourists and busi-
nesses and vitriolic denunciations of western civilization the high
profile activities of militant groups like hizbullah in lebanon islamic
jihad in egypt al qaedadaeda in afghanistan and hamas in the west bank and
gaza have undoubtedly done more than anything else to shape negative
public opinion and stereotypes about islam

since the latter half of the nineteenth century muslims have been
engaged in an intense internal debate about the status of their religion and
their community in the modemmodern world colonization of nearly the entire
islamic world by western powers and the political and economic subjugation
that followed precipitated a crisis among muslims similar to the spiritual
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psychological and intellectual angst that has surfaced in other world reli-
gions that espouse a doctrine of chosennesschosenness

in judaism it was the holocaust and in shinto it was japan s defeat
and the emperors humiliation in world war 11II that forced agonizing re-
flection on this question ifwe are god s chosen people then why has this
happened to us that is essentially the existential dilemma that has
impelled muslims to search for answers to two basic questions what
brought about the military economic and spiritual decline of the islamic
community following more than one thousand years of supremacy in the
world what should be done to bring about renewal and reform

only in the past two decades has the west become keenly aware of this
dialectic among muslims As the ideological ferment and militant political
activism of the islamic movement have spread beyond the borders of the
islamic heartlandsheartlands the western nations have been drawn into the struggle
western media and scholars have become interested in islam and in its eco-
nomic social and political influences the oil embargo of 1973 the iranian
revolution and seizure of the american embassy in tehran in 1979 the
assassination of egyptoegypts president sadat in 1981 wars in afghanistan
chechneyaChechneya and the gulf and suicide bombings in israel during the last
decade have all helped illustrate how vital and urgent this internal debate
among muslims has become in world affairs these events attest to the fact
that islam has replaced nationalism as the major ideology of dissent
throughout the arab and islamic world 13

analysts both muslim and non muslim have often differed in their
use of terminology to describe this intensification of islamic identity and
activity it has been referred to inter alia as the islamic revival the islamic
awakening the islamic resurgence islamic fundamentalism islamiza-
tion and the islamist movement participants in these activities are vari-
ously called islamistsIslamists religious militants fundamentalists fanatics and
extremists 14 many contemporary scholars prefer the term islamist move-

ment to refer to the renewed push by muslims to reform their societies
according to islamic principles of equity and justice

no consensus has emerged among scholars about why or when the
islamic resurgence began 15 but it is safe to assert that for at least a cen-
tury intellectuals politicians and religious leaders have engaged in a dia-
logue to identify the roots of the islamic malaise and to articulate a vision
of how islamic societies can regain ascendancy in a modern world the
issue for muslims is not islamsislami viability as a set of spiritual truths and reli-
gious practices the core of the conflict is the extent to which islamic ideals
should be permitted to govern not only religious matters in society but
political economic social and educational domains of life as well

the complexity and diversity of the islamist movement for reform
defy easy explanation as it comprises a multiplicity of groups ideologies
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and activities that are often at cross purposes with each other virtually all

islamist factions agree on the goals for solving the problem but disagree
sharply on the means for achieving those goals

in assessing the origin of their decline in the world muslims typically
cite both internal and external factors as follows first they say we mus-
lims must accept some blame for our demise because we have abandoned
the faith we have failed to live our religion as our forefathers did when
islam ruled the world second colonial powers from the christian west
have taken advantage of our weakness and backwardness to conquer our
countries subjugate our peoples exploit our economies and impose alien
secular values that have corrupted our way of life the goals for solving
these two problems of internal decay and external domination are then
obvious and almost unanimously agreed upon first we must cleanse our
societies from within and return to islam second we must root out west-
ern secular influences and resist further neocolonialneo colonial attempts to weaken
and humiliate us the slogan islam is the solution has become ubiqui-
tous in the islamic world whether in literature friday sermons daily con-
versations or graffiti spray painted on public buildings A publication of
the influential muslim brotherhood states there is no cure for the wide-
spread disease ofpoverty ignorance sickness and moral and national cor-
ruption except a return to the laws of islam 111616 the ultimate goal of most
islamistsIslamists is the establishment of an islamic state that applies islamic laws

and principles in every phase of public and private life including econom-
ics politics education and family relations

the various groups in the islamist movement are deeply divided how-
ever on what methods should be adopted to achieve these goals the vast
majority of muslims advocate a peaceful moderate approach that empha-
sizes social and political activism to bring about reform participating in
the political process and election campaigns establishing mosques insti-
tutes and newspapers to educate the masses and shape public opinion and
providing jobs and social services like health care adult literacy programs
and day care centers for the poor in the ideology of moderate groups a
distinction is made between modernism and secularism that is islam
has no objection to the modern advances in science and technology that pro-
mote a healthier more prosperous life but it rejects the materialistic secular
values that seem to accompany those advancements in western society

on the other hand a small percentage of muslims have concluded that
peaceful gradual agitation for change is doomed to failure because the
muslim politicians military officers businessmen and intellectuals who
control their countries are corrupt anti islamic puppets of christian and
jewish neocolonialneocolonial powers militant groups assert therefore that violent
means are justified to throw offthe oppressive yoke and to obtain the freedom
and prosperity that a true islamic state would provide
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these fringe groups view themselves as soldiers in a desperate war for
survival against apostates and infidels the outcome of which will deter-
mine the fate of the islamic community from the perspective of militant
islam violence is justified by the quranicjuranicquraur anic principles of jihad because the
fighters are defending innocent muslims against hostilities aggression and
suffering assassinating corrupt leaders shooting intellectuals and news-
paper editors struggling violently to overthrow an oppressive regime and
bombing western sponsored institutions are activities viewed as religious
duties the performance of which reaps allahs rewards even an automatic
place in paradise if one dies while carrying out this duty and thus becomes
a martyr

mainstream muslims denounce this kind of radical ideology as a gross
misinterpretation of islamic principles and as antithetical to islam s histori-
cal advocacy of tolerance and peace an american muslim explains

islam is against compulsion in religion as allah says in the quran there is

no compulsion in religion

As to the relationship between muslims and non muslims allah
ordained a peaceful existencecoexistenceco and a mutual understanding as he said in
the quran say 0 people of the scripture jews and christians come to
an agreement between us and you

and argue not with the people of the scripture except in the best
17way

A pakistani student at BYU expressed the attitude of most muslims toward
religious extremism in an insightful editorial following the 1993 attack by
muslim militants against the world trade center

the muslim students at BYU join the rest of the nation in condemning
the recent terrorist attack on the world trade center in new york city we
also condemn the possible involvement of muslims in this heinous crime
we regret the loss of innocent lives in this incident and hope the real culprits
are subjected to exemplary punishment

these senseless acts have nothing to do with islam and are against the
spirit of the religion that emphasizes the concept of peace more than any-
thing else

the incident in new york city is not any more representative of islam
than the people in waco texas the cult of extremists led by david koresh
are representative of mainstream christianity cody judy who briefly held
president hunter hostage does not represent mormonism any better than
do the palestinian suspects of the new york bombing represent islam acts of
a handful of derelicts are not true representatives of the faith they adhere to 18

the islamist movement in both its moderate and extreme manifesta-
tions will continue to influence economic social and political develop-
ments throughout the world even though islamist rhetoric couches the
problems of muslims in religious terms there is little doubt that factors
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other than spiritual delinquency must be addressed in order to bring about
necessary reforms since the events of september 11 moderate but influen-
tial voices in the islamic world have called for muslims to study and remedy
the problems that foster religious extremism and acts of violence 19 the
seedbed of religious extremism is prolonged suffering humiliation and
despair arising from extreme sociopolitical conditions poverty hunger
unemployment illiteracy and political disenfranchisement when
exposed long enough to desperate circumstances even moral intelligent
people sometimes resort to desperate measures andoftenand often invoke religion
to acquire support and legitimacy

religious militancy is not a uniquely islamic phenomenon that re-
flects as some westerners seem to suppose a theological flaw in islam or
some sort of inherent muslim predisposition toward fanaticism in an article
discussing the official policy of the united states toward islam edward P

djererian former US ambassador to syria and israel advocates an
enlightened and balanced approach to this issue he cautions against
islamophobia calls for understanding of the underlying causes of religious
extremism and suggests that religion can act as a positive catalyst in solv-
ing conflicts

the united states government does not view islam as the next ism con-
fronting the west or threatening world peace that is a simplistic response to
a complex reality in the final analysis it is social injustice the lack of
economic social educational and political opportunity that provides the
extremists a constituency we differ with those who whatever their reli-
gion practice terrorism resort to violence reject the peaceful resolution of
conflicts oppress minorities preach intolerance disdain political pluralism
or who violate internationally accepted standards regarding human
rights while there is a common perception that religious differences have
been and remain a cause or pretext for conflict and wars there is the other
side of the coin where the work and actions of religious groups and individu-
als can help foster the peaceful settlement of conflicts 20

extremists who rationalize violence in the name of god can be found
in the history of every religious tradition including mormonism the
point here is not to justify violent acts of religious extremists but to encour-
age analysis and understanding of the conditions that create one of the
great paradoxes in world religions the growth of hatred bigotry and vio-
lence in the same spiritual soil that produces love tolerance and peace

islands search for unity ofvision and voice

As the twenty first century progresses the muslim community must
grapple with some thorny issues and daunting challenges foremost
among these is the urgent need for a coherent vision of islamsislami place in
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modern society and a unified voice to articulate that vision persuasively
the issue of how to reconcile the traditional religious values teachings
and practices of islam with the requirements of an international socio-
economic order based on concepts of secularism rationalism and democ-
racy is a focus of intense debate within the umma in a nutshell the
problem is how to adopt the beneficial aspects ofwestern technology with-
out being harmed spiritually by the corrosive effects ofwestern culture

anwar ibrahim former deputy prime minister of malaysia referred to
the tormenting predicament among muslims of

whether to remain loyal to ones traditions or to depart for a way of life per-
ceived as superior muslims generally fall into two distinct categories
there were those who foreshoreforesworeforeswore everything from the west because of their
passionate and tenacious hold on everything from their own traditions and
then there were those who overwhelmed by the dazzling light of western
civilization became condemn their 21irenegadesrenegades to own

fazlur rahman one of the most gifted muslim intellectuals of the twen-
tieth century asserts that muslims in dealing with this predicament must
take a fresh look at their history and forge a revitalized islamic worldviewworldview

the heart of the problem which a muslim must face and resolve ifhe wishes
to reconstruct an islamic future on an islamic past is how this past
shall guide him and which elements of his history he may modify empha-

size or deflate

it lies in the actual positive formulation of islam of exactly
spelling out what islam has to say to the modern individual and society 22

two major obstacles stand in the way of the ummasammas efforts to deal
with this predicament each ofwhich represents a paradox in the life of the
modern muslim community first since 1924 when ataturk abolished
the caliphate in turkey islam has lacked any semblance of a centralized
leadership that can speak authoritatively for all muslims some historians
have argued that such a central authority ceased to exist with the death of
alialtaitail the last of the four rightly guided caliphs this historical develop-
ment has influenced in both positive and negative ways the evolution of the
muslim community worldwide on the plus side the lack of a central
organization has been a key factor in islam s continuous growth and
expansion as it has allowed a significant degree of flexibility in adapting to
widely divergent cultures

on the minus side the absence of a unified central voice has created
ambiguities dissonance and even hostilities in areas not affected by the
binding power of the five pillars the great arab muslim philosopher ibn
rushdrusha 1126 1198 known as averroesaverroacerroAverroess in the west discussed the problem
of tensions and schismsschisma in early islam 23 these difficulties are most evident
in the communal effort to define and implement an islamic model for the
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social economic and political dimensions of life in a modern world on
these kinds of issues one encounters a degree of sociopolitical diversity in
the umma that in its depth and passion is as remarkable as the ritual uni-
formity one also observes

the reality is and it is a reality that causes as much distress to
thoughtful muslims as it does confusion to non muslims that the vari-
ous islamist reformers and movements have been unable to agree on just
what an acceptable distinctive and viable islamic solution is to
intractable problems such as poverty disease hunger unemployment
illiteracy and national governance fazlur rahman echoes a common
refrain in muslim literature when he laments that the greatest weakness of
neorevivalismrevivalismneo is its substitution of cliche mongering for serious intel-
lectual endeavor 24

viewed from this vantage point muslim talk of pan islamic economic
cooperation and political integration sounds overly optimistic with a

multiplicity of sects ideologies legal codes schools of islamic law and
politico economic systems across the islamic world and with no univer-
sally accepted authority to define issues render binding interpretations
and rally support the islamic world faces daunting challenges in its
divinely mandated duty to establish the islamic alternative in both spiri-
tual and temporal affairs throughout the world

in recent years when islamist groups have managed to gain political
power and implement islamic states with the full weight of islamic shari a
law as in the case of iran and afghanistan we see that the islamist solu-
tion to complex socioeconomic problems so far has consisted of simplistic
measures women have been forced to veil and to give up their jobs outside
the home cinemas bars and casinos have been closed down schools have
been segregated so that boys and girls cannot mingle and people have been
forced to observe prayer times neither iran nor saudi arabia who com-
pete with each other for the self ascribed title of the worlds only true
islamic government has succeeded in creating an inspiring model of mod-
ern muslim governance that can bring leadership vision prosperity and
unity to a fractured umma

the second obstacle concerns the role of islamic law shari a in gov-
erning a modern nation state muslims view sharia as a comprehensive
code of law that governs essentially every aspect of private and public life
individual and group devotions diet and eating habits personal hygiene
marital relations politics commerce and banking and education it
includes criminal as well as personal and family law shari a is based on the
quraur an and sunna but also incorporates the legal opinions of the great
muslim jurists throughout islamic history it would be tantamount to cre-
ating a system of law and daily life derived from the LDS standard works
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and 14001400 years accumulation of interpretation and commentary reflected
in the published writings of general authorities

it is axiomatic for most islamistsIslamists that shari a must form the foundadounda
tion of any truly islamic polity because god s law provides the only last-
ing remedies to the social political and economic ills that beset humanity
that these remedies are as relevant and effective today as they were during
islam s golden era centuries ago and that therefore muslims must avoid a

piecemeal approach and adopt the corpus ofofshariashariasharlaofsharik law in its entirety the
logic is that what was good for muslims then will be good for muslims now
and what made islam preeminent once will make islam preeminent again
today islam as fleshed out in meticulous detail in shari a law is valid in
every time and in every place as muslims like to say implementation of
sharia then is the sine qua non of any islamist reform effort the key
ingredient that will ensure successful realization of an islamic sociopoliti-
cal order in the world

but careful observation of islamic experience reveals the following
dilemma while many muslim reformers extol the virtues of shari a and
regard it as the sure means of their salvation other muslim and non
muslim voices question the efficacy ofofshariofshariksharisharl a in a modern setting and view
it instead as a primary cause of the muslims tormenting predicament
those who see shari a as a hindrance to reform and progress argue that
changing times require adapting religious traditions and principles to fit
new realities they point out that shari a legal rulings reflect solutions that
were worked out in response to specific historical situations from the sev-
enth to the ninth centuries and that these answers cannot be transplanted
effectively to meet the needs of a modern pluralistic technology based
society the way out of the contemporary muslim predicament they
believe is not to adopt the solutions worked out and codified as law by ear-
lier muslims in medina or damascus or baghdad rather it is to emulate
the hermeneutical methods and spiritual energy of the earlier generations
who developed creative solutions to the problems of their times based on
independent inquiry and original analysis of the quraur an freed from
overdependencedependenceover on historical and legal precedents contemporary mus-
lims can formulate their own dynamic responses that both reflect the
divine will as contained in the quran and address the ever changing reali
ties of modern life

two contemporary examples illustrate the doctrinal dissonance cre-
ated in the absence of a unified central organization in islam and the com-
plexity of the polemic surrounding the shari a s proper role in a religiously
pluralistic society the first example involves the issue of women s rights
while muslims counter criticism that islam demeans and subjugates
women with assertions that it has in fact been a liberating force with
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regard to womens rights the signals from traditional muslim authorities
are frequently ambiguous and confusing

muslim apologetic literature vehemently denies that islam condones
female circumcision a practice that predates islam and is essentially
unknown to most muslims but is widely carried out in the nile valley
egypt and sudan and some other african areas the practice has been

condemned by various international organizations as a brutal violation of
a womanscomans human rights and yet as recently as 1996 lawmakers in egypt
acting in accordance with shari a guidelines passed a law to forbid the
adoption of children but refused to include a clause banning female cir-
cumcision egyptian newspapers quoted the head of al azhar university
the oldest and arguably the most influential religious institution in sunni
islam as saying that circumcising girls is as much a duty for muslims as

prayer however the new rector of the university who is also a leading
sharia expert is quoted as opposing female circumcision and stating that
it is not a religious duty but merely a tradition and therefore subject to the

opinion of doctors not clerics 33251125302525 the picture became even more blurred
when the new rector less than a week later reversed his position and
opinedopened that a moderate circumcision can be useful for girls by keep-
ing this moderation in circumcision we avoid the ill effects that some
people have called to be banned the truth is that circumcision is bal-
anced is a cleanliness useful for women and men 112626 this example as well
as other recent cases dealing with abortion surrogate parenting and honor
killings 27 highlights the ambiguity that often characterizes islamic dis-
course on sociopolitical issues and begs answers to these questions how
does one decipher islam s position on a given issue who truly has authority
to speak in behalf of the muslim community

another example reveals the inevitable clash between the modern
principle of religious pluralism and the shari a law governing religious
minorities islam has historically treated non muslim minorities with an
admirable degree of tolerance but while such tolerance represented a pro-
gressivegres sive policy for its time the emergence of post enlightenment social
and political ideologies in the west and the increasing interdependency of
nations demand a new standard religious pluralism this implies not just
tolerating the beliefs of religious minorities and allowing them to worship
while granting them secondary status in society but a full acceptance of
their right to practice and propagate their faiths freely to express their reli-
gious views openly and to enjoy equal rights of citizenship muslim apolo-
gists are quick to point out that islam advocates the full range of human
rights including religious liberty and in recent years several individuals
and organizations have issued publications outlining their islamic vision of
human rights
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but this literature uniformly avoids the difficult issue of shari a provi-
sions that accord religious minorities respected but secondary status and
that stipulate harsh penalties including the death penalty for muslims
who leave the faith or are declared apostates 28 islamic laws permitting
conversion to islam but forbidding muslim conversion to other religions
are incompatible with internationally recognized norms of religious liberty
and present a major stumbling block in the ummasammas efforts to promote
modernization and progress among muslims A recent study of human
rights and religious freedom in islam concluded

the islamic human rights schemes are mostly evasive on the ques-
tion of protections for freedom of religion this indicates a lack of sup-
port for the idea that people should be free to follow the religion of their
choice the failure of a single one of these islamic human rights schemes
to take a position against the application of the sharia death penalty for apos-
tasy means that the authors of these schemes have neglected to confront and
resolve the main issues involved in harmonizing international human rights
and sharia standards

the lack of support for the principle of freedom of religion in the
islamic human rights schemes is one of the factors that most sharply distin-
guishes them from the international bill ofhuman rights which treats free-
dom of religion as an unqualified right the authors unwillingness to
repudiate the rule that a person should be executed over a question of reli-
gious belief reveals the enormous gap that exists between their mentalities
and the modern philosophy of human rights 29

the literature on contemporary islam treats many other examples that
illustrate the difficulty of harmonizing shari a law with modern standards
and practices and the challenge of carrying out shari basedabaseda sociopolitical
development educational reform and economic integration with the
world community

Is the sharishariasharlsharla a an engine or a brake in national development does it
promote or hinder the islamic worlds progress these questions lie at the
heart of muslim efforts to define their direction as a community maintain
unity and regain their preeminent position on the world stage the debate
is intensely emotional and divisive because shari a has traditionally formed
the heart of muslim identity and the bedrock of islamic orthodoxy the
dilemma of whether to accept a diminished role for sharia in society or to
face the prospect of continued underdevelopment and alienation in the
international arena is a painful one for muslims

so far three general approaches to the role of shari a have emerged in
the umma first liberal reformers like mahmud muhammad taha ofsudan
and fazlur rahman of pakistan have advocated an approach that would
forge a modern islamic vision based on original reinterpretation of the
quraur an rather than dependency on the historical legacy of shari a but
the idea of discounting the shari a tradition is unthinkable to most orthodox
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muslims hence the proposals of these liberal reformers have generally
been branded as apostate blasphemies

second a particularistic but pragmatic approach is evident in the legal
codes of many islamic countries while the constitutions of most muslim
governments proclaim the nation an islamic state the sharia is only par-
tially applied in the legal system normally in matters ofpersonal and family
law such as marriage divorce inheritance and religious choice while
visiting the islamic university in yogyakarta indonesia I1 was startled to
hear muslim religion professors dismiss the application of the whole of
shari a as a legal option in their ethnically pluralistic but islamic nation it
creates too much contention and disruption they explained the fact that
so many muslim governments employ sharia piecemeal is telling evidence
and a tacit acknowledgment that it is inadequate as now constituted to
meet the broad and complex range of legal needs in modern governance

third hard line islamist groups remain adamant in their insistence
that implementation of shari a in its entirety is mandatory in a true islamic
state and that it is the only way to achieve islamic progress modernization
without westernization many reject the argument that sharia is incom-
patible with prevailing international norms while others defiantly wel-
come the prospect of the international opprobrium and isolation that
might result from the full application of shari a

the ability or inability of muslims to deal effectively with these two
issues defining a more unified voice and vision and achieving some form
of consensus on sharitssharidsshasharisharlridsas role will profoundly shape their spiritual course
and vibrancy in the twenty first century and beyond present rivalries and
deep rooted disagreements within the contemporary muslim community
on political social and economic issues do not bode well for a successful
resolution of these tensions

an important characteristic of islam s inner structure however com-
pensatespensates for the lack ofunified leadership and maintains the essential iden-
tity and solidarity of the umma without a central hierarchy to provide
direction or an authoritative voice to determine orthodoxy one might
expect to find widespread differences not only on sociopolitical issues but
in belief and practice among the diverse muslim populations instead one
encounters a distinctive social ethos and extraordinary theological and
liturgical uniformity among muslims everywhere this paradox is a testa-
ment to the power and efficacy of ritual in a religious community for
more than a thousand years the five pillars and related religious obser-
vances have provided the spiritual mortar that holds the house of islam
together and engenders communal identity and purpose fig 3

the islamic experience presents a fascinating case study of the
processes of ferment and evolution that all religions undergo as times and
circumstances change the daunting task for every religious community is
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FIG 3 palestinian muslim men relaxing and chatting after prayer in front of al aqsaaasa
mosque on jerusalemsJerusalems haram al sharif the egalitarian communal aspects of muslim
life have been important factors in the expansion of islam worldwide

to find creative responses to newly emerging realities and challenges with-
out destroying its spiritual moorings energy identity and unity this
effort requires that all religions engage in self examination and dialectical
discourse in order to determine what is the essential immutable core of the
faith and what is peripheral and transitory to ascertain those aspects of
religion that can be as fazlur rahman said modified emphasized or
deflate d to suit new conditions and to recognize when something is as
the prophet joseph smith observed wrong under one circumstance
but right under another this process of identifying and resolving

dialectical tensions is distressing but vital in the life of all religious com-
munitiesmuni ties and its outcome is crucial in determining the direction vitality
and longevity of every religion that seeks to exert its spiritual influence
across boundaries of time space culture and language in short to
become a world religion

james A toronto torontobyuedu is associate professor ofarabic and islamic
studies at brigham young university he received a BA in english at BYU an MA in
middle eastern studies at harvard and a phd in islamic studies at harvard portions
of this essay were published previously in religions of the world A latter day saint view
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the language of god
understanding the quran

daniel C peterson

the faith of islam one of the three great abrahamic religions as they
might be called is closely akin to the other two judaism and christianity
it is tightly bound to and thoroughly permeated by its holy book the
quraur an strangely though despite the historical and contemporary impor-
tance of islam and despite islam s kinship with the faith that has dominated
western civilization neither islam in general nor the quran in particular
is well known in the west nor do westerners typically know very much
about the founder of islam the prophet muhammad 1 yet the story of
muhammad is a dramatic one and islam fascinating in its own right is
both sufficiently different from christianity and sufficiently similar to
allow its study to throw intriguing light upon the faith even of non muslims
who devote themselves to the sub-
ject much in the way that the study
of a second language may enable stu-
dents to better understand their
own reflection upon islam I1 am con-
vinced can profit jews and chris-
tians as well as muslims

in this essay I1 shall concentrate
upon what the quran has to say and
what its own nature discloses about
islam s view of the role and character
of language I1 do not restrict this dis-
cussion to human language because
significantly the quraur an itself does
not seem to distinguish in any rigid
way between the language of god
the language of angels and the lan-
guage

01

of mortal human beings
the revelation of the quraur an

began in or near AD 610610glogio and contin-
ued until the death of muhammad A child studies the quraur an the quran
twenty two years later in form and is the heart and soul of islamic life
in the duration of reception it bears devotion and art
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a rough resemblance to the doctrine and covenants of the church of
jesus christ of latter day saints the our an is composed of 114 separate
quite discrete suras revelations arranged according to a roughly and
inversely chronological scheme the suras only rarely if ever have a the-
matic relationship with one another the quran is neither a history book
nor a chronicle nor a gospel and the voice in it is never that ofmuhammad
but that of god

traditionally the revelation of the quraur an began with sura 961 5 spo-
ken to muhammad through the angel gabriel who found muhammad
meditating in a cave on mount hira above mecca already in this passage
we begin to learn something about a quraur anic view of language

read in the name of your lord who created
created man from a drop
read by your most gracious lord
who taught by the pen
taught man what he did not know 2

the twice repeated imperative iqradqra which I1 have translated as read
comes from the same root as the word quran itself it could just as accu-
rately and perhaps preferably be translated as recite for the pre islamic
arabs an oral society if ever there was one whose highest art form was

poetry did not read silently to themselves any more than their western
contemporaries did

it is striking in any event that god is identified here in the very first
quraur anic revelation with the use of language and writing out of all of the
selfseif designations that god might have chosen and which in fact do occur
frequently in the muslim scripture such as the creator of the heavens
and the earth the omnipotent the omniscient the lord of the
throne the merciful the compassionate and so on the quran has
god choosing to describe himself first as the being who teaches
humankind by means of the pen elsewhere in the quraur an gods capacity
to speak is implicitly contrasted with the inability of idols or false gods to
do so 2163 65 3792 aarons golden calf the quraur an points out was
unable to speak 7148 2089

the very language of sura 961 5 is itself interesting for one thing
it rhymes

iqrabiiqradqra bi ismicsmi rabbika alladhiallaghi khalaqkhalaf
khalaqakhaliqa al insana min alaqalaa
iqrawaiqradqra wa rabbuka al akram
alladhiallamaalladhiallaghi allamaaalama bi al qalamaalam
allamaaalama al insana ma lam ya lam

the quraur an as a whole takes the form of rhymed prose that is while it has
end rhyme it lacks meter this style is known in arabic as saj and it was
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associated preeminently with the oracular utterances of the pre islamic
soothsayers known as kahinskabins the word is cognate with the hebrew cohen

or priest to this day the incantatory almost musical language of the
quraur an has a powerful impact on those who hear it and those who recite it

interestingly the term lughaaugha the standard arabic word for lan-
guage does not occur in the quraur an that absence might seem to dis-

courage the writing of an essay bearing the title I1 have chosen but the root
I s n does occur sometimes in its literal meaning of tongue and some-
times in the familiar extended sense of language

the power of language

from one perspective in the quraur an language is morally neutral it can
be used for good or for ill but the quran unhesitatingly ranks language
and its use according to a hierarchy of moral value and it must be said of
obedience to god while good words ascend to god 3510 words can also
be used to blaspheme 185 the word ofunbelief or blasphemy is contrasted
with the word of piety compare 974 with 4826 A good word says the
quraur an is like a good tree while an evil word is like an evil tree 1424 26

the word qawlbawl meaning speech can itself be used for good or ill

qawlbawlqawjcancan refer to speech or discourse that is displeasing to god 41084108 for
example qawlbawl is used when god is said to object to evil public speech
4148 and evil utterance 563 and when he is said to dislike loudness
7205 492 and a show of words 1333 as well as tawdry and deluding

speech 6112 but qawlbawl is also used to denote argument or debate

3431 and says the quraur an the best of speech is that which summons god
4618 speech is graded or ranked according to its object or alternatively

by the moral character and godliness of the speaker indeed qawlbawl can also
refer to divine utterance itself 3658 it can be a divine decree or judgment
2327 2782 85 2863 3670 3731 4125 it can refer to revelation 2851

3918 and to prophecy 3213 367 the quraurquranan describes itself as decisive
speech 8613 as speech sent down from the presence of god 735
who is more truthful than god with regard to speech asks the quraur an

4122 yet divine speech can sometimes be difficult to distinguish from
counterfeits this is nothing but the speech of a human qawlbawl al bashar
say the skeptics as quoted in the quraur an itself 7425 no the quraur an
replies to such skeptics it is the speech of a noble messenger not of a poet
or a soothsayer 6940 42 8119 nor is it the speech of a demon 8125

the quraur an recognizes that language can be used to lie 338 1662
116 to mock and to distort 446 to wound 3319 got602602 and to spread
ignorant gossip 2415 human words maybemay be empty of reference to reality

23100 the jews the quraurquranan says have changed words from their proper
places in order to distort the will and revelation of god 446 513 41 of
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another group the quraur an remarks that they say with their tongues what
is not in their hearts 484811il believers on the other hand are to avoid
vain idle or empty talk 233 2572 2855 the word of unbelievers will be
made low while that of god is made high 940 there will be no vain
speech in paradise 1962 5223 5625 7835 muhammad does not speak
whimsically 533 on judgment day the wicked will be unable to speak or
else will be prohibited from doing so and thus they will be unable to
defend themselves against the charges that will condemn them presum-
ably too they will be incapable of polluting gods presence with unclean
speech 2310823108 2785 7735 by contrast the celestial book speaks the truth
on the day of judgment 4529

the holiness ofarabic the language of the book

variation in human languages is one of the divine signs pointing to
god says the quran 3022 yet such variation also presents an obvious
communication problem accordingly god sends prophets in the languages
of their people so that things will be clear 144 for itself the quraur an is
fully conscious that it is in arabic 4612 we have made the quran easy
in thine own tongue says god to muhammad 1997 compare 4458

but arabic is not merely one among the languages of divine revelation
there is something special about it in the view of the our an arabic is as
later muslims insisted lughatlughart aimalaal malamaiamalaikalkaika 11the language of the angels

the confession published by an early twentieth century translator of
the quraur an an english muslim convert with the improbable composite
name of muhammad marmaduke pickthall is memorable in this connec-
tion he wrote in the foreword to his translation

the koran cannot be translated that is the belief of old fashioned sheykhs
and the view of the present writer the book is here rendered almost liter-
ally and every effort has been made to choose befitting language but the
result is not the glorious koran that inimitable symphony the very sounds
of which move men to tears and ecstasy it is only an attempt to present the
meaning of the koran and peradventure something of the charm in eng-
lish it can never take the place of the koran in arabic nor is it meant to do so 3

accordingly pickthall named his translation the meaning of the glori-
ous koran not presuming to claim that what he had written out in english
could be identified with the speech of god other translators have taken
the same humble approach the great A J arberry for instance called his
highly literary and very beautiful effort the koran interpreted

A vital part of every muslim apologetic is the ijazi jazbaz al quraur an the inim-
itabilityit of the quraur an the books unapproachability its peerlessness as a
paradigm of language is said to be proof of its divine origin for ask mus-
lims could an uneducated man have produced this book4booke
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the heavenly book

the quran is conceived in islam as a portion brought to earth of a

celestial prototype for orthodox muslims muhammad had nothing
whatever to do with its composition it is the speech of god muhammad
clearly understood and accepted the notion of a heavenly book and he
always saw himself as producing a book on earth to represent the heavenly
original 5 in his view the revelations of the quran like the torah tawrahtabrahtawrah
and the gospel injilanjil from greek euangelion ccgood news before it were
41 recitations or readings from the very words of god which were writ-
ten in the mother of the book umm al kitab 1339 434 and kept on a

closely guarded tablet eawhlawh mahfuz in the divine presence
the concept of the heavenly book has taken various forms in the

ancient near east it can be a book of wisdom a book of laws a book of
foreordainedforeordained destiny a record of works or a book of life the heavenly
book appears to be all of these on various occasions for example the
quraur an declares

truly this is a glorious quran
in a preserved tablet 8521 22

this quran is not such as could be invented save by god rather it is a con-
firmationfir ofwhat came before it and an exposition of the book kitab about
which there is no doubt from the lord of the worlds 1037

quranicjuranicQuranic use of the term kitab reflects the basic meaning of the root k t b
which is associated with writing but that root also bears the meaning to pre-
scribe to ordain or to decree 3361166 thus for instance the quranquraur an advises

0 you who believe retaliation is ordained katibakutibakutiba for you in cases of
murder the free for the free the slave for the slave the female for the
female 2178

A few verses later it adds

0 you who believe fasting is ordained katibakutibakutiba for you as it was ordained
katibakutibaku tiba for those before you 2183

there is thus an intimate association in the quraur an between the act of
writing something down and the notion of making something permanent
and authoritative this association can often be detected in the way the
quraur an uses the term kitab the connection surely figures in the quransburansQurans
use of the term to refer to the heavenly book resting in the presence of
god in which all events past present and future and all existing things
have been inscribed in advance

with him are the keys of the unseen which none but he knows he knows
whatever is on land or in the sea nor does a leaf fall except he knows it there
is not a grain in the darkness depths of the earth nor anything moist or dry
but what is in a manifest book 659
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there is no animal on earth but what is dependent upon god for its suste-
nance and he knows both its permanent abode and its temporary resort all
is in a manifest book 116

no female conceives nor bears without his knowledge no one lives long nor
has his life foreshortened unless it is in a book 3511

this is also the book in which the deeds of each individual are
recorded for good or evil a record that will determine the destiny of each
individual on the day of judgment

on that day we shall summon all people with their leaders and whoever
receives his book in the right hand these will read their book and they will

not be wronged even slightly 1771

and the earth will shine forth with the light of her lord and the book will be
set out and the prophets and witnesses will be brought forward and judgment
will be pronounced in truth between them and they will not be wronged

3969

the quran was communicated orally to muhammad piece by piece
over the course of slightly more than two decades in an arabic version see

121 1337 20113 26192 ftff 413 4458 and especially 9144 the heavenly
book was not given to muhammad as a totality he received only a portion
9078 4164 thus the quraur an did not exhaust it indeed no finite book

would be capable of doing so twice muhammad is commanded

say if the sea were ink for the words of my lord the sea would be exhausted
before the words of my lord were exhausted even if another sea of ink like it
were brought 1810918109

and if all the trees on earth were pens and there were seven seas stretching
behind the sea the words of god would not be exhausted 3127

other revelations to the people of the book ahl al kitab were
derived from the heavenly book and thus were at least originally consis-

tent with it and confirmed by it notice that the reference is to the people
of the book in the singular and not to the people of the books the ref-
erence isis unmistakably to the one heavenly book kept in the presence of
god rather than to the manifold and varying transcripts from that book
found among the squabbling religious communities of earth islam teaches

that unfortunately the jews and the christians corrupted the revelations
they received

geo widengrenwidergrenWidengren has noted that many parallels to the concept of the
heavenly book can be found in the ancient mesopotamian tablets of des-
tiny by which at the festival season of new year the gods determine the
fate of the cosmos and all that is in it for the next year
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few religious ideas in the ancient near east have played a more important
role than the notion of the heavenly tablets or the heavenly book and
the oft recurring thought that the heavenly book is handed over at the
ascension in an interview with a heavenly being or several heavenly beings
mostly gods a god 7

islamic tradition soon assimilated muhammads experience to the
ancient model of a single complete reception of a heavenly book during an
ascension into the presence of god this ascension was the famous mimirajeirajrairaj
undertaken according to many traditions from the place on jerusalem s

mount moriah that is now covered by the dome ofthe rock somehow it was
felt the prophet had received the quraur an all at once in the sense that it had
been brought down to earth on the night of the first revelation that night
probably the twenty sixth of ramadan was later described as the night of
power or the night of destiny caylatlaylat al qadriqadr8

we have indeed revealed it in the night of destiny
and what will make you understand what the night of destiny is

the night of destiny is better than a thousand months
by gods leave the angels and the spirit come down in it on every kind
of errand
peace it is until the rising of the dawn 971 559

with all this in mind it is not difficult to see in islam the paradigmatic
instance of book religion and that would not be untrue but it would be
too simple

the quran as book and speech

quotations from the quraur an are an absolutely essential part of islamic
art which is by and large nonrepresentational snippetssnippetySnippets of the quran
often show up in almost talismanic uses calligraphy is one of the most
important islamic arts perhaps indeed the dominant visual art and
can be seen in monumental stone architecture as well as in elegant illumi-
nated manuscripts I1 recall an experience at a shop in the grand bazaar of
istanbul where I1 was negotiating to buy a plate with a quranicjuranicQuranic inscription
on it ofmuch the same kind that one would see in cairo or east jerusalem
suddenly the turkish speaking shopkeeper eagerly asked me if I1 could
translate the inscribed passage for him and I1 realized with a bit of a start
something that I1 had known intellectually but that had not really managed
to sink in I1 the infidel could read a quraur anic verse that he the muslim resi-

dent of a muslim country could not 1 I have had analogous experiences in
iran another non arab but islamic nation

but the written text does not exhaust the sacralitysacra lity of language in islam
there exists at the same time a vitally important oral dimension to the
word of god as muslims receive it writing and speaking are not mutually
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exclusive this is not an either or situation although our own modern
sensibility may make that fact difficult for us to grasp william graham
has observed

for us the written word has become the basic form of language not a sec
ondaryandary vehicle for its communication not a mere graphic representation of
language de saussure so tied are we to the written or printed page that we
have lost any awareness of the essential orality of language let alone of read-
ing not only do we want everything of moment in black and white but we
presume that that is the fundamental medium of language there seems to be
a basic human tendency for the visual to replace the aural for writing to
become more important than speech and print seems to accelerate this ten-
dency the speaker or writer can now hardly conceive of language except in
printed or written form his idea of language is irrevocably modified by
his experience of printed matter 10

the young augustine of hippo was astonished to see the older saint
ambrose reading silently when he was reading saint augustine later
recalled he drew his eyes along over the leaves and his heart searched into
the sense but his voice and tongue were silent n silent reading seems to
have become dominant at least in the west only in the nineteenth cen-
tury 12 it maybe says professor graham 11that the earliest use ofthe writ-
ten text is simply as an aidealde memoire 13 oral recitation of the quranquraur an
punctuates the muslims daily life in ways that we in the west even before
the secularization of our culture have never really known the quraur an
is the muslim liturgical book the muslim prayerbookprayerbook and the muslim
hymnal as well as the muslim book of scripture today readings from the
quraur an begin end and ornament the broadcast day on both radio and
television recitation from the quraur an is among the chief features of a
muslim funeral standard printed editions of the quraur an contain marks to
help in oral recitation notations in the margins divide the text into thirty
ajzaoraiza or alternatively sixty ahzabazzab for reading and recitation

functioning alongside the quraur an as authoritative texts within the
islamic faith though at least theoretically subordinated to the quraur an
are the hadith or traditions accounts ofwhat the prophet muhammad
or one of his associates said or did or taught one of these hadith begins
with the following words god has said whoever is so absorbed in recit-
ing the quraur an that he is distracted from praying to me and asking things
of me now at this point most of us would be tempted to complete
the hadith in our minds with something bearing the general sense of this
is sin for the worshipperworshipper should not be turned from the signified itself to
the mere sign but our own cultural expectations mislead us the com-
plete hadith actually reads whoever is so absorbed in reciting the quraur an
that he is distracted from praying to me and asking things of me him I1

shall give the best reward that is granted to those who are grateful 111414
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he who does not recite the quraur an melodiously is not one of us says

another hadith 15 1I well recall an experience that I1 had while studying in
cairo several of us foreign students had petitioned to have a course taught
on the quraur an and finally the administration of the american university
in cairo had acquiesced but on the day that we registered for the class the
professor a rather well known progressive western educated muslim
scholar died suddenly from a heart attack so the university scrambled and
came up with a replacement teacher from the state sponsored university of
cairo he was a very pleasant fellow and he immediately launched into a
program of training us to pronounce the quraur anic text properly As
tongue tied foreigners we didndian t mind that at first As the course dragged
on though we began to ask when we would actually get to the point of dis-
cussing the substance of the quraur an soon he assured us very soon but
we never got there the entire class was devoted to pronunciation and
memorization it was in many respects an intensely frustrating experi-
ence but it was also as I1 have reflected upon it since a revelatory one

I1 mention these phenomena not to objectify them as strange nor in
any way to dismiss muslim fascination with the language and script of the
quraur an apart from its meaning as somehow magical or superstitious
I1 do not regard it as such in the least degree but it is clearly different from
our own accustomed approach we do not transliterate the english book
of mormon into kanji no christian group that I1 know sees anything
salvific in memorizing the greek new testament

I1 have in my possession a copy of the quran that I1 bought two decades
ago in cyprus I1 was looking then to improve my turkish and I1 went into
a little shop on the turkish side of the island and asked for a turkish copy
of the quraur an I1 came out with something that I1 thought filled the bill sit-
ting in the front passengers seat as we drove away I1 began to read and I1

was immediately astonished at how easy it was I1 was amazed at how much
arabic had survived in the turkish rendition but then I1 realized that it
was arabic written in the modified roman alphabet that turkey has used
since early in the twentieth century what could be the purpose of such a

thing I1 wondered if a turkish muslim knew enough arabic to understand
the quraur an he or she would surely know enough to read the arabic alpha-
bet so why print an arabic quran in romanizedwomanizedRomani zed letters the answer is

that it was done precisely because the book is not intended for turks who
know arabic but rather for those who do not reading it in their own
familiar alphabet such muslims would now be able at least approximately
to pronounce the sacred words the very words of god himself from the
preserved tablet the mother of the book I1 have watched young turkish
children learning to recite the quraur an by rote memorization in the court-
yard of an istanbul mosque they are not learning to understand the
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arabic except in the broadest sense of the term but to recite it to make it
sound right professor graham notes

muslims have insisted with remarkable consistency that every muslim what-
ever his or her linguistic or cultural background must maintain the purely ara-
bic recitation of the quran in formal worship balafsalatsalafsalaf even if the only arabic
he or she knows is the memorized syllables of a few short surahssarahs necessary
to salat

why this fastidious fervor about the arabic text because it is gods
direct discourse ipsissima vox his very own voice he sent his revelation as
a clear arabic recitation quran arabi that was transmitted verbatim
through his apostle for humans to translate it amounts to unfounded and
dangerous tampering with the very speech of the almighty because of the
fundamental holiness of the words of the quran the classical arabic lan-
guage though I1 would add emphatically not the modern vernacular
dialects has taken on a sacralitysacrality felt in often quite visceral fashion by the
muslim who knows it as the sublimely beautiful and untranslatable language
of gods perfect revealed word even if he or she speaks no arabic 16

the root q w 1 which we encountered above in bawlqawl is the usual and
very common root in the quraur an and beyond in classical and modern
standard arabic for speech it appears over three hundred times in the
quraur an as an imperative addressed to muhammad speak he is com-
manded say he is told the oral character of the quran is very clear at
this point although it is today a written book and although it comes in
muslim belief from a cosmic heavenly book its origin as an earthly phe-
nomenon lies in oral commands to muhammad that were to be transmit-
ted orally to the people of arabia

reverence for the holy book

it should not be forgotten that the very name quran comes from the
arabic verb saraaqaraa to read or to recite and that it can plausibly be
translated as reader or lectionary or book of readings this is after
all the sense of the cognate syriac word qeryana used in eastern christian
congregations up to and beyond the coming of islam

truly it is a clear recitation quran mubinaubin in a written or fixed book
kitab maktubmaytubmaktub which none may touch except the purified a sending down

from the lord of the worlds 5677 8080

professor graham thinks that our modern focus on written texts has
impoverished our sense not only of the orality of scripture but of the
sacredness of its written forms

these relatively recent attitudes toward scripture go beyond a simple empha-
sis upon the written rather than the spoken use of the text for example
something of the commonplace character of the modern book often attaches
even to sacred texts the casual familiarity with which we move among and
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handle books as a part of everyday routine has bred inin us its own kind of con-
tempt for or at least carelessness of the unremarkable and ubiquitous
printed page in the specific case of scripture the cheap and easy availability
of myriad versionsversions of the jewish or christian scriptures has done much to
reduce the special quality of the physical text as an object of reverence and

A muslim man reading the quran inin the umayyad mosque damascus syria
1998 in his right hand he holds a misbahamirbahamisbaha a string of beads often used by muslims
to recall the names and attributes of god
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devotion in and of itself scripture s presence as a bound volume in a living
room bookcase a church pew or a hotel room drawer may conceivably
encourage bible reading but it also reinforces the primary image of scripture
as but another printed book the tracing of manuscript traditions and colla-
tion of textual variants has improved our understanding of the growth of
scriptural texts but it has also taught us how to treat them only as simply his-
torical documents consequently we have some difficulty empathizingempath izing with
persons for whom a copy of a sacred text was or is a seldom and wonderful
thing perhaps a magical and awesome thing to be handled with solicitude
and to which the proper response is reverential deference or even worshipful
veneration 17

muslims by contrast for all their focus on scripture as oral phenomenon
have lost nothing of their reverence for the written text orthodox jews and
devout muslims alike would be horrified at the common practice of latter
day saints who when they sit down in a classroom not infrequently put
their scriptures on the floor something that mormon citizens of the
united states at least would presumably not do with an american flag
I1 recall the time that I1 took a paperback edition of the arabic quraur an to be
bound in leather out near the khan al khalili area of cairo where the
bazaar is located when I1 went to pick it up I1 saw that engraved on the spine
was not only the phrase quran karim 11noble quranquraur an but let none
touch it but the pure 5679 at first I1 wondered whether this were a slap
at me an unbeliever but I1 soon realized that in fact it was a simple but sig-
nificantnificant indicator of a dominant muslim attitude toward the written word
of god I1 have heard of especially devout muslims who would not use even
newspaper to line a cage or wrap fish for fear that the word allah might
appear therein one thinks too of the geniza the place in the synagogue
where old torah scrolls are placed eventually reverence for the written
word spread to such things as land deeds and they too were placed in the
geniza to the ongoing delight of modern archaeologists 18

the quran as an analogue and explication of creation

the quranicjuranicQuranic word to muslim understanding partakes of the divine
consider the following passage which seems to summon its hearersread
ers to a kind of natural theology

truly in the creation of the heavens and the earth and the alternation of
night and day and in the ship that sails in the sea carrying things useful to the
people and in the water that god sends down from the sky so that he
enlivens the earth after its death and disperses animals throughout it and in
the change of the wind and the subservient clouds between heaven and earth
there are signs ayat for thoughtful people 2164 compare 696 97 453 5

significantly the term used for the signs of the natural realm ayat
is the same arabic word used to denote the individual verses of the quran
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thus nature properly viewed becomes a revealed book very much like

the quran itself composed of individual signs or miracles

truly in the creation of the heavens and the earth and the alternation of
night and day there are signs ayat for those of understanding those who
remember god standing sitting and lying on their sides and who contem-
plate the creation of the heavens and the earth our lord you did not cre-
ate this for nothing 3190 91

the identification of miracles as signs pointing to the divine recalls the
equivalent usage of the greek word semeia in the new testament gospel of
john do they not look at the sky above them the quran asks of the unbe
lievers how we have built it and adorned it without flaw and the earth
how we spread it out and cast into it firmly rooted mountains and caused
to grow in it every delightful pair as a sight and a reminder for every repen-
tant worshiper 006506056506 8 compare 672 5 such passages imply that the
ultimate condemnation of the pagan polytheists will be just even if they
never heard the message of the quraur an itself because they had before them
the book ofnature and its clear testimony to the existence beneficence and
oneness of god 19

moreover we are admonished to read the signs of nature correctly
among his signs ayat are night and day the sun and the moon do not

bow before sun and moon but bow before god who created them 4137
compare 675 79 the symbols were not created for their own sake but
are intended to point beyond themselves god does not speak to unbe
lievers and will not do so even on the day of resurrection and judgment
21182118174174 377

although the creation of the heavens and earth was in some sense a

greater achievement than the creation of man 4057 7927 30 that can-
not mean that it was more difficult for the quranquraur an stresses gods utter
freedom in creation and the sublime effortlessness with which he acts

4133 517 1419 20 3516 17 4249 4633 5038 the most dramatic asser-
tion of his creative power in the quraur an is the repeated declaration that he
has merely to say to a thing be and it is kun fa yakunbakun 347 59 673
1640 1935 3682 4068 5449 50 one can hardly fail to be reminded here
of the divine command in genesis 13 let there be light fiat lux or of
ptahsutahs creation by creative words of the gods in the memphite theo-
logy of ancient egypt the name ptahatah may indeed be cognate with the
arabic verbfatahaverb pataha to open the first sura of the quran is the fatihahfatimahFatihah
the opener

traditional understandings to the contrary however it does not seem
that such passages entail a doctrine of creation ex nihilonichilo creation out of
nothing 20 indeed in several of the passages where the phrase kun fa
yakunbakun occurs creation ex nihilonichilo is excluded by the context in no passage is
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it required thus the subject of suras 347359 and 1935 is the virginal con-
ception of jesus whom the second passage affirms god first created from
dust then said to him kun fa yakunbakun this order of creation points up a

striking characteristic of passages containing this phrase 2117 is typical of
them in stating that god decrees a matter amr and then says to it lahula hu
be and it is compare 347 and 4068 several other passages actually

speak of a thing shay to which god says kun fa yakunbakun 673 1640
1935 3681 82 and 4068 compare 5449 50 there seems to be an under-
lying and preexisting substrate to which the divine imperative is addressed
as clearly is the case in the story of the sabbath breakers who are told be
ye apes kunu qirdatan 265 7166 the command kun would therefore
seem to be determinative or constitutive rather than productive of some-
thing out of utter nothingness but in either case the power of the divine
word of divine language is unmistakably manifest

the word A bridge between christology and the quran

in islam as with the logos of john i1 god creates the universe by his
word in the new testament though it is the figure of christ who is pri-
mary the reference to him as word or logos is metaphorical in islam it is

actual language gods language that is primary 21 it is nonetheless
striking I1 think that roughly three centuries after the beginning of chris-
tianityti christian theologians were debating whether jesus christ the
johannine word of god was created or whether he was consubstantial
with god the arians who in the name of monotheism held christ to be
a creature albeit an unimaginably exalted one eventually lost out in spite
of several periods of imperial favor that seemed for a while to have assured
their victory they have effectively disappeared today the athanasian party
who insisted that christ was homoousioshomoousious of the same substance with the
father rather than merely homoiousioshomoiousious of similar substance triumphed

roughly three centuries after the mission of muhammad islamic the-
ologiansologians were debating whether the quran as the word of god was cre-
ated or whether it was coeternalco eternal with god as his uncreated speech the
mu tazilitestazilites protested that the doctrine of an uncreated quranquraur an coeternalco eternal
with god led to polytheism or at least to dualism and accordingly to a

compromise of the monotheism that is at the heart of islam for several
decades it seemed they had triumphed but they ultimately lost the
ash arites and their other enemies pushed them effectively into exile and
oblivion however this development came at the cost of a considerable loss

of clarity As ahmad b hanbalhanbali famously put it muslims were to assert the
eternalityexternalityeternality of the quran as they were also simultaneously to affirm
humankindshumankinds moral responsibility for sin and human lack of freedom
beneath the absolute sovereignty of god bi la kaffkayf without asking how
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it is significant that whereas a great deal of theological dispute within
christendom has centered on the dual nature divine and human of jesus
christ and on the virgin birth as a symbol and demonstration of christs
deity discussion in islam far less rancorous and far nearer to consensus
than in christianity has focused on ijaz al quran the inimitability of
gods word as revealed to the prophet muhammad moreover muslim
attention has also directed itself to the protection from sin or isma
enjoyed by the prophet very much like the role of the virginity of mary
the prophet s sinlessness has served to guarantee that gods word was
transmitted purely and without blemish to humanity 22

in fact some christians have been so concerned to maintain the utter
stainlessness of the vessel through whom the divine word came to earth that
they eventually developed the dogma of the immaculate conception which
contrary to common non catholic misunderstanding refers not to the con-

ception of christ but to that of the virgin mary in the words of the inep

babilisfabilis deus a papal bull issued by pope pius IX on december 81854

concerning the most blessed virgin mary mother of god ancient indeed is

that devotion of the faithful based on the belief that her soul in the first
instant of its creation and in the first instant of the souls infusion into the
body was by a special grace and privilege of god in view of the merits of
jesus christ her son and the redeemer of the human race preserved free
from all stain of original sin 23

it is truly not far from such a doctrine to that of muhammad s miracu-
lously protective isma islam lacking any doctrine of original sin has no
need of a device by which to protect the prophet from inherited guilt it is

enough for muslims that muhammad committed no personal sins
professor graham notes

for christians the encounter between god and humans comes first and
foremost through the person and life of christ which are accessible but not
exclusively so in scripture in islam on the other hand it is in the concrete
text the very words of the quran that muslims most directly experience
god scripture for muslims is itself the divine presence as well as the media-
tor of divine will and divine grace 2421

this perhaps helps to explain why the physical text of the quraur an is to
be treated with such respect the closest thing in islam to christianity s

notion of the incarnation of christ of the incursion of god into this world
from beyond is the quraur an professor graham may not be far wrong when
he compares the recitation of the quraur an its embodying in sounds with
the eucharist 25 just as for a catholic the consecration of the sacramental
wafer or host makes it in some intangible but nonetheless real sense the
very body verum corpus of the son of god to recite the quraur an is to
recite in ceremonial formality the very words of god
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again an analogy springs to
mind between the role played by
christ in certain ancient strains of
christianity and that played by the
quran in islam saint athanasius
of alexandria and many other
early christian thinkers believed
we are saved and deidelfiedfied by
becoming one with christ god it
is said became human so that
humans might become divine 2616

in islam by contrast the word
is the quranquraur an the pure utterance
of god himself which human
beings may themselves read and
recite and of which thereby they
may become co articulators
though few if any contemporary
muslims would agree to this it is

difficult to the thatescape sense father and son studying the quran 2002
the reciter of the quraur an in a lim-
ited

after school seven year old ahmed joined
but important way is unified his father sheikh alialtaitailall at allsalisails office in the

with god in the utterance of god s masjid alA noor mosque in salt lake city
although sheikh alialtaitailall speaks arabic over 75own words it is a kind of deifica-

tion
percent of muslims worldwide do not but

through speech they strive nonetheless to read the quranquraur an
I1 cannot conceiveconceive of a higher in its arabic original and to memorize ara-

bicview of language verses for use in prayer
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4 the question may perhaps bear a familiar ring to latter day saint readers
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now focus very much on the inerrancy of the bible this issueissue merits attention in a
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U

A lone muslim worshiper faces the biblaqibla direction to mecca as he per-
forms one of the five daily prayers this supplicant finding himself far
removed from a constructed mosque at prayer time has delimited his
own sacred space a place of prostration or masjid from which the
term mosque is derived within a rectangle of stones
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understanding islamic art and architecture

H cynthia finlayson

god is the light of the heavens and the earth A likeness of his light is as

a pillar on which is a lamp the lamp is in a glass the glass is as it were a
brightly shining star litlitfromfrom a blessed olive tree neither eastern nor west

ern the oil whereofwhereofgivesgives light thoughthoughfirefircfirepirc touch it not light upon light
god guides to his light whom hepleaseshe pleases and god setsforthsets porthforthparablesforparables foyfor
men and god is knower of all things

quran 2435

the deep spiritual impact that islam has had on its adherents over the
centuries has manifested itself in unique forms of islamic art and architec-
ture whose ultimate goals include the worship ofallah through the beauty
of form and decoration and the lifting of the human soul from the profane
to celestial realms at times the assumptions and canons of islamic art and
architecture may seem visually foreign to western viewers but the mes-
sages when deciphered proclaim the glories of god and his universe and
the promises of a spiritual and physical renewal for the faithful in an eter-
nal paradise messages not at all foreign to latter day saint religious com-
munitiesmuni ties today

given the worldwide dispersion of islam it is impossible within this
short article to describe all the manifestations of style and composition in
islamic art and architecture both secular and religious from 632 ce to the
present for every geographical and cultural region of the islamic world
obviously syrian and iraqi craftsmen of the seventh century ce had a

different style and context than do indonesian muslim artisans of today
however this article will attempt to present some of the deepest cultural
and religious constructs that have shaped islamic art and architecture over
time and that have provided the basis for new interpretations in the on-
going vibrant world of art and architecture influenced by islamic religious
and cultural identities today
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cultural and artistic contexts

because the beautiful prose of the quranquraur an was revealed to muhammad
at a certain time and in a certain place this sacred text assumes as a ve-
hicle of spiritual communication unique levels of commonly understood
cultural constructs although arabia and the rest of the near east hosted
great urban centers their societies in the seventh century were profoundly
influenced by the behaviors and social customs of nomadic bedouin cul-
tures to travel from place to place in the near east even the most sophis-
ticated of urban dwellers had to deal with the physical and psychological
constraints that near eastern geography and climate have placed on
human endeavors and development over the millennia

in the nomadic near eastern setting or even that of a commercial cara-
van venture the benefits of material goods had to be carefully balanced
against the relative difficulty of transport in other words since all goods
had to be carried often over great distances to new pasture and water
resources or urban settings in a challenging climate excessive material-
ism could be deadly the accumulation of extensive libraries of written
records was impossible for those peoples living in a nonagrarian or non-
urban context over time the ancient nomadic cultures of the near east
thus developed an emphasis on sophisticated language traditions histo-
ries and poetry were all memorized and thus carried easily without exces-
sive weight or danger to the wellbeingwell being of the clan or tribe these cultures
also depended heavily on the cooperative role of the individual tribal
member in the struggle for everyday survival additionally clan members
were active in the maintenance of the tribal identity through language oral
histories and poetry as well as through personal actions associated with
family and tribal honor more importantly since many aspects of family
identity required the extensive use of memorization that was not necessar-
ily tied to material artifacts or written texts as in other civilizations the
semiticarabSemitic Arab mind was often trained to appreciate and handle multiple
levels of events or story lines occurring at the same time

freed from the one dimensional constraints of a cultural emphasis on
material objects many semitic cultures with strong nomadic heritages
experienced profound spiritual events that propelled them beyond the
material world to a higher spiritual plane and to a personal relationship
with deity significantly the three great monotheistic religions of the
world have their origins in the nomadic near east and great religious lead-
ers and innovators such as abraham moses christ and muhammad spent
considerable time in its stark deserts and mountains conversely all of
these religious cultures as also most others in the world experienced
problems with spirituality when faced with the challenges of the material
emphasis of settled agrarian or urban life these are the same spiritual
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challenges that latter day saint communities increasingly face in the
modern context of material wealth in the profound words of warning
from the quran to all humankind abundance diverts you from spiri-
tualitytuality 1021 1

because of this heritage of complex oral traditions islamic literature
both religious and secular as well as art and architecture delights in the

ability to focus on multiple levels of meaning and decoration often exhib-
ited to the viewer simultaneously the story within the story within the
story or the motif within the motif within the motif or the complexity of
multiple levels of symbolic meaning reflect the ancient paradigms of the
complex thought processes described above plate i these multiple levels

are especially evident in the literary constructs of the quran and the art it
inspired thus within islamic religious art and architecture complex artis-
tic conventions often attempt to reveal to the viewer the incomprehensible
nature of the mind of god and the wonders of his creations they invite the
human mind to contemplate through intricate geometric pathways artis-
tic symbols and color combinations the greatness of god they also free
the viewer to worship god without the dangers of worshippingworshipping pagan
images in human or animal form

muhammad experienced firsthand paganism s destructive forces and
worked to purge arabia of both idol worship and the sacrifice of children
to pagan deities and forces of nature this struggle greatly influenced
muhammads perception of the appropriate use of art though a great
lover of beauty muhammad through his actions and sayings provided a
basis for determining appropriateness especially within the confines of the
mosque as well as within the privacy of the muslim home thus according
to one story in the hadith muhammad forbade one of his wives to hang a
tapestry or textile with a motif on the wall of her house but allowed it to be
used as a covering for pillows in her home 2 its position on the wall was
deemed to be too similar to pagan images and christian icons but its use
as a pillow was an appropriate form of home decor since it was placed in a
more acceptable visual position

because of the pervasive historical presence of paganism within tribal
arabia islam traditionally has taken a strong stand against any hint of its
reemergence in islamic religious contexts human and animal images are
thus not usually found in islamic religious buildings a strict reaction
against the dangers of idol worship or icon worship especially in houses of
prayer As an artistic alternative the complexities of intricate vegetal scrolls
arabesques geometric designs and calligraphy as well as the repetitive

use of architectural decorations such as archwaysarchways and muqarnas architec-
tural detailing that resembles stalactites or honeycombshoneycombehoneycombs create environ-
ments of sacred contemplation and union with god especially within the
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mosque 3 the openness of interior spaces within islamic mosques and
even muslim homes is also functional in nature it promotes communal
worship and social interaction while also eliminating any barrier between
the individual and god

these architectural conventions have often also been utilized within
secular palaces plate i even there complex embellishments visually
complement and enhance the ability of a muslim to find god through the
complexities of multiple ideas patterns and symbolism open spaces pro-
mote brotherhood and community involvement within secular art how-
ever the traditionally understood religious constraints against human and
animal images have not always been observed additionally craftsmen
within the world of islam were greatly influenced by byzantine sassanian
and indigenous pre islamic motifs and concepts as well as by the local
crafts of cultures absorbed by rapid islamic expansion animal and human
motifs have become at various times acceptable in secular crafts such as

ceramics textile weaving and metal working where muslim craftsmen or
non muslim craftsmen living within predominantly muslim societies
have developed their embellishments to the level of fine art plate 2 addit-
ionallytionally with the later adoption of manuscript illumination by muslim
artisans literature other than the quraur an and there are even exceptions
here may contain human depictions that enhance the story line plate 2

for islamic painters realistic perspective with accompanying vanish-
ing points so critical in the development of western art is deemed less

important as an artistic construct perspective while mimicking reality
often limits the visual availability of surface planes both to the brush of the
artist and to the enjoyment of the viewer thus great muslim painters like

bihzadbiezad delighted in the beautiful embellishment of miniature paintings
that defy perspective but entertain the eye the flatness of the painted
surface has also been used at times by muslim artists to aid the viewer in
refraining from worshippingworshipping the object rather than the creator of all reality

As muslim artists have become increasingly influenced by western art
since the era of european colonialism and the two world wars western
artistic constructs have became more evident within their works however
themes of predominantly islamic influence or those of indigenous cultural
identity still often pervade the art of modern islamic cultures plate 4
additionally many countries with large muslim populations are currently
involved in the revitalization of traditional arts and crafts as well as the
conventions of islamic fine art and architecture within the realms ofmod-
ern design islamic and near eastern constructs are also offering new and
vibrant concepts to the world at large based on reinterpretations of tradi-
tional islamic art and architecture 4
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the artistic emphasis within islamic art on surface decoration or hor-
ror sacuivacui the horror ofempty spaces and thus their covering with extensive
decoration also reflects another important cultural construct that has
helped define the development of islamic art and architecture over time
the innate and ancient near eastern love of embellishment

despite the lifestyle example of muhammad and his warnings against
personal ostentation frivolous uses of material wealth and excess spend-
ing on architectural edifices powerful cultural and political forces within
the geographical regions of the developing islamic world pulled islamic art
and architecture in other directions near eastern cultures long before the
advent of islam had associated both exterior and interior embellishment
with status simply from headdress style or the embellishment of clothing
individuals in many real life situations could ascertain an acquaintances
social and economic status marital situation religious affiliation and clan
tribal or village origins similarly elaborate visual costuming hairstyleshairstyles
and accompanying ritual objects have always been emphasized in near
eastern art as marks of social status and position both in this life and the
next and have long taken precedence over realistic portraiture or realism
itself so important to the west A primary example of this cultural phe-
nomenon occurred in the art of the ancient pre islamic arab civilization
of palmyra in present day syria though exposed to greek and roman
styles of realistic portraiture palmyrenesPalmyrenes placed more emphasis on the
embellishment of the costumes and headdressesaddresseshe in their funerary portraits
rather than on realistic facial features

it was thus natural as islam expanded beyond arabia that the
mosque a symbol of islam and an edifice dedicated to the worship of
god should take on embellishments that would represent the near east-
ern concepts of islam s status in this world and its claims on paradise in the
next within islamic mosques the biblaqibla wall with its niche or mihrab
pointing the direction ofprayer to mecca and symbolically the direction of
union with god and the dinbarminbar or high stepped speakers pulpit for fri-
day readings of the quraur an and congregational messages were the first
objects that began to receive special artistic attention plate 3 perhaps this
was because of their specific association with muhammad 5 over time
they have become focal points of extensive artistic embellishment and
often contain a multiplicity of complex symbolic visual messages to the
worshipperworshipper

beauty of the word

with the codification of the quraur an into a written text and with the
elaboration ofarabic script into different styles calligraphy developed into
an art form with powerful spiritual and visual authority and became a
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medium of islamic artistic embellishment and avenue ofworship plate 4
believed to be the literal word of god to humankind the written phrases of
the quranquraur an take on an importance that westerners often do not under-
stand the language of the quraur an is deemed so sacred that it must not be
changed from the classical arabic in order to have full power and efficacy
when read recited or written since this was the language and prose cho-
sen by allah to communicate his message it must be memorized in classi-
cal arabic even if a believer is from indonesia or china in islam the
quraur an often takes on the role of the medium of salvation for humankind
just as christians believe that christs life death and self sacrifice provide
the sacred pattern and conduit for eternal salvation and are symbolic of
gods unlimited love muslims believe that obedience to the words of the
quraur an provide the direct spiritual links and pathways to god and the ulti-
mate human attainment of paradise consequently through seeing hear
ing and emotionally feeling god s word in the quran humankind can
come closest to experiencing in this life the presence of god himself thus
the quran is meant in islamic contexts to be a multimedia event of the
greatest and deepest possible spiritual experience by reciting or reading
from the quraur an the worshipperworshipper shares in gods divine power and his
message of universal salvation and love for the obedient and faithful the
use of both simple and complex calligraphic passages from the quraur an as
embellishments for mosques secular buildings and objects thus connotes
the presence and protection of god s sacred word and the power of its mes-
sage to the viewer and the world

while the decoration of the exterior of many mosques is quite plain
and by contrast their interiors greatly embellished a common near east-
ern and mediterranean architectural device other mosques especially
those with dome structures literally dress or drape their exterior sur-
faces with dazzling tiles or mosaics proclaiming in beautiful calligraphy the
words of god plate 8 the vibrant colors chosen for such embellishments
also often have symbolic associations with paradise or divine protection
additionally just as in islamic painting where all surfaces are revealed and
embellished for the viewer islamic architects in contrast to their counter-
parts in the west delighted in refraining from disguising architectural ele-

ments but rather exposed and emphasized their surfaces by complex
decoration plate 5 like the surfaces of a diamond glittering in the sun
islamic architectural elements play with color texture light and shadow to
create celestial environments that attempt to transcend the dimensions of
earthly geometry and space one of the best and earliest examples to illus-
trate this trend in early islamic architecture and art is at the same time the
oldest significant piece of religious architecture extant from the early
umayyad islamic world this edifice is the dome of the rock in jerusalem
see plates i1 8
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the vault of heaven

As islam conquered geographical areas dominated by the byzantine
christians the early umayyad muslim caliphs felt pressed to erect archi-
tecturaltec tural edifices whose beauty and sanctity would compete with the great
edifices of the eastern christian church jerusalem is not only sacred to
jews and christians but next to mecca and medina is one of the holiesthollest
cities of islam from the ruins of temple mount the prophet muhammad
was carried off in a dazzling night vision of the seven degrees of heavenly
paradise this occurred from a spot associated by some muslims with the
site where abraham prepared to sacrifice his firstbornfirstborn son to god for
muslims this willing victim is assumed to have been ishmael not isaac As

a traditional father of many arab tribes ishmael is thus viewed as a great
example of spiritual submission muslim means one who submits to gods
will tying other semitic groups besides the jews to the abrahamic
covenant and to temple mount

after the conquest of jerusalem by muslim forces the umayyad caliph
abd al malik began construction of the dome of the rock over this holiesthollest
of sites it was completed 691 692 ce but has been repaired and refur-
bished on numerous occasions since that time significantly for islamic
architects it provided the precedent for the reintroduction of the dome for
non christian edifices in the islamic world

both domes and barrel vaulting had originated in the ancient near
east and egypt where both architectural elements had been utilized within
funerary structures and in secular housing small domed edifices seem to
have been exploited by hellenistic architects especially in seleucid syria
and ptolemaic egypt during campaigns and visits to the near east both
the roman emperors trajan and later hadrian realized the aesthetic and
psychological potential of these architectural forms when combined with
new roman structural technologies rome soon hosted trajan s markets
and then the great pantheon of hadrian whose huge domed ceiling repre-
sented the heavenly vault and power of the gods of the empire the
extended roman dome succeeded in creatingrecreatingre the heavenly stratosphere
on a human scale while at the same time propelling the human spirit and
eye to a divine dimension

the religious usage of ceiling decoration had also existed in egyptian
and late hellenistic and roman temples of the near east there astrologi-
cal paintings were often used to ornament the ceilings of the shrines of the
male deities associated with celestial and seasonal powers over rain and
drought and thus over the powers of life and death later christian archi-
tects simply revitalized this pagan usage substituting images of christ and
the apostles and saints for zeus bel sol Invictus and the various deities
of the celestial constellations by the advent of islam in the near east the
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interior decorated dome and central church plan had become the special
prerogatives of the eastern christian church

the visual power of dome imagery which is thus historically so closely
tied to celestial power and order is sometimes lost on modern western
audiences we rarely look heavenward if we want to know the time we
check a wall clock or look at our wrist watches ifwe want to know the sea-

son month or day we check a yearly calendar on the wall when we want
to travel from point A to point B we follow well laid out roads whose
routes are carefully delineated for us on maps stored in the glove compart
ments of our cars these conveniences are relatively recent in the history of
humankind previously humankind relied on the heavens for all of these
critical aspects of information and saw in their order and vastness a power
greater than man worthy of human awe and worship thus the architecarchitectarchitec
tural dome was associated by those who often looked heavenward with
critical aspects of celestial power and divine order in the ancient near east
the movements of the heavens and heavenly bodies were literally tied not
only to ones daily life but to cosmic and earthly rejuvenation in some
pagan contexts the planets and constellations of the heavens were even the
carriers of human souls to eternity and thus the importance of the use of
astrological decorations within domes and ceilings the adoption of the dome
in islamic contexts thus has profound symbolic meaning given the contexts
of the quranquraur an and its assertion of the power and mercy of allah and the
promises of paradise

with the dome of the rock in jerusalem islamic architects obviously
using byzantine craftsmen and ideas began developing the dome beyond
the constraints of pagan and christian usage plate 6 combining reli

giousbious fervor with calligraphic designs ofofqurquraur anic passages that specify the
oneness of god and the role of jesus in islam the dome of the rock
stepped into the realm of religious propaganda emphasizing islam s role
in reestablishing the abrahamic covenant over those who had fallen short in
keeping its demands jews and christians devoid of figural art except
for various images of buildings crowns and vases in mosaics on the lower
coursingscoursings the dome was draped on its exterior with textileliketextilelike tile work
and embellished within and without by dazzling mosaics and painted sur
faces tinted with gold more importantly the decoration of the dome
itself over thirty five meters high and replete with calligraphy and com-
plicated repetitive patterns began the attempt by islamic architects to
create limitless space through visual complexity plate 7 this artistic
process of attempting to visually break the bounds of hemispherical space
was perfected by the later development of muqarnas as a common islamic
dome or ceiling embellishment
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these artistic conventions promoted the greatness and incomprehen-
sibilitysibility ofallahs personality over the pagan influences of christian doctrine
that accepted christ as divine according to the quraur an say he god is

one god is he on whom all depend he begets not nor is he begotten
and none is like him 1121 4 the seemingly limitless interior space of
the islamic dome combined with the beautiful embellishment of the
dome s exterior have over time become the premier trademarks of great
islamic architecture the dome of the rock thus provided the architectural
and decorative precedent for all later islamic architecture and more signi-
ficantlyfi proclaimed new uses of architectural space for spiritual and reli-
gious awareness that are uniquely islamic

the realms of paradise

more than any other thing a righteous muslim strives to be united
with god in paradise quran 881 8 16 reads

has there come to thee the news of the overwhelming event faces on that
day will be happy glad for their striving in a lofty garden wherein thou wilt
hear no vain talk therein is a fountain flowing therein are thrones raised
high and drinking cups ready placed and cushions set in rows and carpets
spread out

images such as these of the beauty of paradise are powerful and plenteous
in the quraur an they become even more poignant when one realizes the
scant availability of water within the boundaries of muhammad s arabia
the imagery of paradise in the quraur an and in islamic art and architecture
is thus closely tied to the imagery of water and fertile gardens awaiting the
faithful according to one hadith concerning the life of the prophet
muhammad refused to take an opportunity to enter damascus an oasis
city watered by the barrada river and beautified by its numerous gardens
groves and fertile fields A human being stated muhammad should enter
paradise only once he taught however that righteous human endeavor
the study of gods creations and gifts to humankind and the correct dis-
persal of material goods could help develop a paradise in this life for com-
munitiesmuni ties of the faithful

because of the powerful imagery of paradise in the quraur an and the
spiritual and physical efforts necessary for its attainment islamic art and
architecture often utilize water and garden imagery in many contexts this
imagery is particularly prominent in textile motifs especially in carpets
where irrigated gardens with their multiplicity of floral designs reflect
actual irrigated fields and the architecture of islamic houses and palaces in
islamic persia the irrigated garden became a prominent stylistic conven-
tion of paradise but also reflected the persian love of the rose and its deli-
cate scent as a symbol of the union of the soul with god the thorns of
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earthly life must be endured to obtain the beauty of paradisiacal union
with the flower the beloved 6

the sound sight and smell of water with its accompanying psycho-
logical benefits as well as its functional uses for air conditioning within
buildings was also exploited by muslim architects the most famous
example of these devices being the alhambra palace of granada spain
palaces however were not the only buildings to utilize these concepts
muslim hospitals were some of the first to develop an environment of heal-
ing based not only on the patient s physical needs but also on his or her
emotional and psychological potential for healing thus not only were
carefully regulated medicines dispensed in islamic community hospitals
but these complexes also often hosted beautiful gardens and fountains with
musicians to entertain the sick with healing refrains

despite the traditional islamic injunctions against ostentatious monu-
ments for the dead certain cultures that converted to islam developed the
art of the mausoleum to perfection often incorporating the imagery of
the celestial dome within their design but also replicating the gardens ofheav-
enly paradise within their decoration the timurid and eventually the
mughal muslim dynasties as conquerors of northern india adopted ele-
ments of hindu architecture for their unique funerary monuments these
artistically mixed societies are but a few examples of this phenomenon
throughout the world of islam most famous of the monuments produced
by the mughals is the incredible taj mahal created by shah jahan for his
deceased wife mumtaz mahal who died in 1631 according to some
scholars the mausoleum as well as its surrounding gardens fountains
and pools symbolically reflect the actual environs of paradise as envi-
sioned by sufi islamic mystical texts the taj itself is positioned as the
throne of god on judgment day plate 8 7 the imagery of paradise in
mughal islamic contexts was thus closely tied to aspirations of a very per-
sonalized eternal rejuvenation

conclusions

only a few of the forms and conventions of islamic art and architec-
ture have been discussed in this paper additionally only a few possible
cultural and religious contexts were presented to help illustrate the
probable origins of the development of an islamic style and message as
seen within the constructs of islamic art and architecture the complexity
of embellishment counterbalanced by the simplicity of visual space the
use of symbolic geometric forms including that of the hemisphere within
structures and art the proliferation of quraur anic calligraphy representative
of the very presence and nature of gods word to humankind and the
spiritual and physical longing for paradisiacal glory are all manifested in
islamic art and architecture
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given the beauty and complexity of islamic artistic endeavors over the
centuries this short discussion seems woefully inadequate however
above and beyond these meager scholarly endeavors I1 hope that these
paragraphs and the images themselves will spark within the reader an emo-
tional tie to the spiritual aspirations oftheir muslim brothers and sisters and
inspire an appreciation for the art and architecture of the islamic world that
transcends the barriers of both cultural and religious differences

cynthia finlayson csf62emailbyuedu is assistant professor of art history at
brigham young university she received her BA from george washington university
in 1974 an MSS in near eastern anthropology and archaeology museum studies and
third world development at george washington university in 1984 and a phd in
classical and ancient near eastern art history with a minor in islamic art and architec-
ture from the university of iowa in 1998

1 quran 102 reads in the name of god the beneficent the merciful abundance
diverts you until you come to the graves nay you will soon know nay again you will

soon know nay would that you knew with a certain knowledge you will certainly see

hell then you will see it with certainty of sight then on that day you shall certainly be
questioned about the boons material blessings bestowed upon you all quranicjuranicQuranic
quotes taken from the holy quran trans maulana muhammad ali columbus ohio
abmadiyyab anjumananeuman ishaatishrat islam lahore 1994

2 see richard ettinghausen arab painting new york world publishing 1962

12 13

3 muqarnas is an arabic term for the decorative architectural detailing resembling
stalactites or honeycombshoneycombehoneycombs especially used in classical islamic architecture for ceilings
and vaults the word is derived from a greek term for the scales used as roofing tiles
islamic muqarnas often function to visually explode the geometric confines of a ceiling
or dome to give the illusion of infinite space thus it often symbolizes the infinite nature
of god see john D hoag islamic architecture new york harry N abrams 19751901975 190igo

4 the contributions of great architects like hassan fathy are but one example see
aramcoworld 5050 no 4 julyaugustJuly August 1999

5 according to muslim tradition the early followers of muhammad met within
the confines of muhammads simple house which included a typical near eastern
courtyard covered porticos and separate more private rooms for his wives and chil-
dren protection and food were always available for the poor travelers or those with
special needs muhammad would often preach in the courtyard by leaning against his
staff which had been pushed into the ground As the correct direction of prayer was
changed from jerusalem to mecca both the staff and the position that muhammad
took for prayer and preaching were eventually associated with the correct direction for
congregational prayer As muhammad grew older he began to sit upon a bench or
chair raised on a podium to deliver the friday quraur anic recitation and message thus
the development of the qiblabibla mihrab and minbardinbar within the later islamic mosque
mosques also often retain a large courtyard with fountains for ritual purification before
prayer and for large public gatherings covered porticos for protection of worshippersworshippers
from the sun or the natural elements and interior columned spaces whose architecture
focused on the development of a sacred space for worship and prayer directed toward
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the qiblabibla wall the mihrab and mecca see barbara brend islamic art cambridge
harvard university press 1991 15 17

6 this isis a typical allegory found within sufi mystical thought whose images of
the souls quest for unionunion with deity are found inin sufi poetry parables and philosophi-
cal writings all have greatly influenced the development of islamic art and architecture
as well as literature and thought see lalehjaleh bakhtiar sugisufisugg expressions of the mystic quest
new york thames and hudson 1976

7 see wayne begley and A desai the illumined tomb documentary sources
for the taj mahal unpublished manuscript university of iowa 1991

U

wooden doors carved inin traditional islamic arabesque and geometric
motifs illustrating the order and unity of gods creation



PLATE 1

left intricate mosaic patterns
and calligraphy from the quraur an
decorate the exterior of the
dome of the rock in jeru-
salem both geometric shapes
and quranicjuranicQuranic calligraphy as
well as the blue green color
have deep protective and sym-
bolic meanings for muslims

above muqarnas decoration of the court of lions in the hambraalhambraal palace in granada spain
muqarnas is the arabic term that evolved from the greek word for scales utilized in roofing tiles

in classical islamic architecture the term is applied to the honeycomb vaulting that looks like the
stalactite deposits of caves its effect is both to elaborately decorate a surface while at the same
time to extend space into eternity
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Ldeptleftdepperreftenr As the angel gabriel
ahiILIahm

appeared to muhammad
inin a cave above medina
the angel commanded
recite recite inin the

name of thy lord who
created all things who cre-
ated man from dots of
blood from the arabic
word for recitation or

A 0
VD reading quran comes

the name of the holy book
of revelations revered by
aallailali musmuslimsims as tthee direct
word of god allah
here inin a fourteenth
century miniature paint
ing from egypt or syria
the angel gabriel pro-
claims the importance of
allahs revelations to the
world with the sound of a

7 trumpet

above an elaborate brass bowl from egypt or syria inlaid with silver and gold demon-
strates the beauty and refinement of islamic craftsmanship during the thirteenth and
fourteenth centuries within such crafts the depictions of humans and animals were
acceptable to some islamic communities
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A mosques qiblabibla wall with indented mihrab orient the muslim worshipperworshipper inin prayer
both toward allah and toward mecca and the ka ba as a symbol of gods covenant with
the righteous the stepped minbarmmbardinbar to the right isis utilized especially during friday
mosque servicesservices for readings from the quraur ran and as a platform for religious sermons
this mosque isis inin cairo
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leppleft the contemporary muslim
artist and scholar hashim al
tawil demonstrates the rich
heritage of islamic art architec-
ture calligraphy and palette in
an untitled work created in 1996

below calligraphic embellish-
ments of the holy quran visu-
ally callcalicail faithful muslims to
remember and obey its teach-
ings which are considered as
direct revelations from god and
are applicable to allaliail aspects of
both secular and spiritual lifeilfe

PW

4
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right the minaretsminaritsmina rets of
azhar the splendid
mosque founded in cairo
in 9699739691973 ce during the
fatemidfatimid dynasty this
mosque grew into one of
the greatest centers of reli-
gious Alearning in the
islamic world and today is

the center of the al azhar
university from such A R

gulallgum

minaretsminaritsminarets the call to prayer
goes out to the faithful five

times per day

J

vwnft w 036 left mosque of sultan ahmed
edmemmVD w em more commonly known as thethi

i W blue mosque 16091609 1616

kaw4w ottomonottoman empire it is located
ji in istanbul turkey the pencil

shaped minaretsminaritsminarets and the domes
inspired by the great easterneasteneastek
church of hagia sophia mimimimicmiml
the style of the great islamic

Q
ottoman architect sunarifunari whowh
is credited with designing andanc
building over ninety mosquesmosque
and other buildings during hishi
long lifetime his architecturalarchitectura
imprint influenced all of theth
ottoman empire and the entire
islamic world
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PLATE 6

interior dome decoration of the dome of the rock jerusalem copyright scalaartScalaArt
resource NY



PLATE 7

interior of a mosque in istanbul turkey photographed with a wide angle lens the
play of light and shadow color and texture creates an environment that transcends
earthly geometry and space



PLATE 8

the domes of islam symbolize the cosmic and universal power of allah upper the
dome of the rock in jerusalem is the oldest major extant islamic structure in the world
and not only sits in the vicinity of the ancient jewish temple but covers a traditional
site ofabraham s sacrifice muslims believe it is the spot from which muhammad was
carried in a vision of paradise this locale is one of the holiesthollest in islam and symbolic of
the abrahamic covenant binding god to his human creation lower the taj mahal
looms in the dusk as the crown of a complex of gardens and pools that were possibly
laid out to mimic suga concepts of paradise



al ghazalighazala a muslim seeker of truth
brian M hauglid

in conjunction with some noted islamicists and under the leadership
of daniel C peterson associate professor of asian and near eastern lan-
guages at BYU several significant islamic texts are being or will be trans-
lated into english and published in order to make these texts available to
the west the first published volume of the islamic translation series phi-
losophylosophy theology and mysticism is the incoherence of the philosophers

tahafutTahafut al falasifa written by al ghazalighazala d iiiimi 1 it seems fitting to
begin such a series with a work by al ghazalighazala as he holds an esteemed place
in the islamic world however latter day saints will also find in al ghazalighazala

a remarkable individual who lived his life in the pursuit of truth and seems
to have received a degree of spiritual enlightenment after an initial discus-
sion of al ghazalisghazalfs autobiographical narrative this essay will strive to
illustrate the principle that the light of truth dacd&c 886 is available to all

sincere seekers

dissatisfaction with philosophy

abu hamid muhammad al ghazalighazala 1058 1111 was born in a village
near tus in khurasankhorasanKhurasan modern day iran 2 his life falls roughly within the
reign of the seljuk turks who had converted to islam and occupied the area
in which al ghazalighazala was born and raised as well as other areas of the islamic
empire this period proved to be particularly productive schools were
established and great learning took place in an age of outstanding scholar-
ship al ghazalighazala was noted for his remarkable intelligence which was
exhibited at a young age 3

in 1091logi the famous nizamulmulk made thirty three year old al ghazalighazala

director of the equally famous nizamiyyah madarash college located at
baghdad there al ghazalighazala taught islamic jurisprudence fiahfiqh and theol-
ogy kalam and made significant contributions in several other fields

although successful ghazalighazala became increasingly dissatisfied with his
very acceptable expositions 1341144 in addition he had serious doubts about
how the theologians and philosophers of his day relied on obtaining
knowledge rationally after his friend nizamulmulk was assassinated in

1095 al ghazalighazala left his teaching position for over a decade and did not
return until he felt he had found the way to acquire knowledge of truth 5

after his return al ghazalighazala wrote his autobiography al munqidh mmmin al
dalal deliverance from error detailing his experience in his account
al ghazalighazala describes the general atmosphere of his time an atmosphere of
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religious ferment and contradictory claims which led to his intense
search for truth and certainty

you must know and may god most high perfect you in the right way
and soften your hearts to receive the truth that the different religious obser-
vances and religious communities of the human race and likewise the differ-
ent theological systems of the religious leaders with all the multiplicity of
sects and variety of practices constitute ocean depths in which the majority
drown and only a minority reach safety each separate group thinks that it
alone is saved

from my early youth since I1 attained the age of puberty before I1 was
twenty until the present time when I1 am over fifty 6 I1 have recklessly
launched out into the midst of these ocean depths I1 have ever bravely
embarked on this open sea throwing aside all craven caution I1 have poked into
every dark recess I1 have made an assault on every problem I1 have plunged
into every abyss I1 have scrutinized the creed of every sect I1 have tried to lay
bare the inmost doctrines of every community all this have I1 done that I1

might distinguish between true and false between sound tradition and
heretical innovation 7

the motivation behind al Ghaghazalighazalfsghazalazalizail s quest for certainty is reminiscent
of jacob s statement in the book of mormon that the spirit speakethspeaketh the
truth and lieth not wherefore it speakethspeaketh of things as they really are
jacob 413 al ghazalighazala explained his search in similar terms what I1 am

looking for is knowledge of what things really are so I1 must undoubtedly
try to find what knowledge really is he affirmed that this type of knowl-
edge must be a sure and certain knowledge in which no doubt remains
along with it that no possibility of error or illusion accompanies it and
that the mind cannot even entertain such a supposition 8

before leaving his position at nizamiyyah al ghazalighazala experienced a
period of extreme skepticism during this time al ghazalighazala questioned even
his senses in a dialectic conversation with sense perception al ghazalighazala

determined at one point that

only those intellectual truths which are first principles or derived from first
principles are to be relied upon such as the assertion that ten are more than
three

sense perception replied do you not expect that your reliance on
intellectualtruthsintellectual truths will fare like your reliance on sense perception

do you not see it said how when you are asleep you believe
things and imagine circumstances holding them stable and enduring and so
long as you are in that dream condition have no doubts about them and is
it not the case that when you awake you know that all you have imagined and
believed is unfounded and ineffectual why then are you confident that all
your waking beliefs whether from sense or intellect are genuine

al ghazalighazala concluded that perhaps life in this world is a dream by com-
parison with the world to comecome9comee hence al ghazalighazala reached a critical
point of questioning even axiomatic truths such as the mathematical
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assertion that ten is more than three during this two month period of
complete skepticism al ghazalighazala felt as if he were suffering a disease from
which he needed to be healed 10

he subsequently limited his search for truth to the teachings of four
groups that he viewed as seeking sure knowledge al ghazalighazala hoped one of
these groups would provide certainties that could also possibly cure him
of his disease these groups were i the theologians 14exponents of thought
and intellectual speculation 11 2 the batiniyahBatiniyah who derived truth from
an infallible leader imamimam1212

3 the philosophers exponents of logic
and demonstration 13 and 4 the suns or mystics who possess vision and
intuitive understanding 14 according to al ghazalighazala the truth cannot lie
outside these four classes 111515

for several years before leaving teaching al ghazalighazahghadah carefully investi-
gated the first three of these groups of seekers after reading all of the theo-
logical works extant in his day and writing a few of his own al ghazalighazala
concluded that

theology was not adequate to my case and was unable to cure the malady of
which I1 complained the theologians did not deal with the question
of attaining certain knowledge thoroughly in their thinking and conse-

quently did not arrive at results sufficient to dispel universally the darkness of
confusion due to the different views of men 16

turning to the batiniyahBatiniyah al ghazalighazahghadah concluded that these seekers could
not know for certain whether the imam was infallible and therefore
could not fully rely on what the imam said according to al ghazalighazala

the astonishing thing is that they this groups adherents squander their lives
in searching for the instructor and in boasting that they have found him
yet without learning anything at all from him they are like a man smeared
with filth who so wearies himself with the search for water that when he
comes upon it he does not use it but remains smeared with dirt 17

in philosophy al ghazalighazahghadah encountered a science with which he was less
familiar realizing that to refute a system before understanding it and
becoming acquainted with its depths is to act blindly he set out in all
earnestness to acquire a knowledge of philosophy from books by private
study without the help of an instructor he was able to make this study
only in his free time but he claimed within two years he had a complete
understanding of the philosophers 111818 his refutationsreputations of philosophy are
contained in the incoherence of the philosophers al ghazalighazala did not see this
science as a vehicle for attaining certain knowledge

search for the light

when al ghazalighazahghadah turned to mysticism defined here as a spiritual
experience that depends upon neither sensual nor rational method19method19 he
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again studied all of the material available to him but found that what is

most distinctive of mysticism is something which cannot be apprehended
by study but only by immediate experience by ecstasy and by a moral
change 32020120 al ghazalighazala s investigation into mysticism demonstrates his pro-
found spiritual nature his sincere desire to please god and to determine
the best possible course for attaining certainty

it had already become clear to me that I1 had no hope of bliss of the
world to come save through a god fearing life and the withdrawal of myself
from vain desire it was clear to me too that the key to all this was to sever the
attachment of the heart to worldly things by leaving the mansion of decep-
tion and returning to that of eternity and to advance towards god most high
with all earnestness

one day I1 would form the resolution to quit baghdad and get rid of
these adverse circumstances the next day I1 would abandon my resolution

for nearly six months I1 was continually tossed about between the
attractions of worldly desires and the impulses towards eternal life in july
109511095 the matter ceased to be one of choice and became one of compulsion
god caused my tongue to dry up so that I1 was prevented from lecturing

this impediment in my speech produced grief in my heart and at the
same time my power to digest and assimilate food and drink was impaired
I1 could hardly swallow soup or digest a single mouthful of food my pow-
ers became so weakened that the doctors gave up all hope of successful
treatment

after openly expressing a desire to leave I1 distributed what wealth
I1 had retaining only as much as would suffice myself and provide sustenance
for my children

in due course I1 entered damascus and there I1 remained for nearly two
years with no other occupation than the cultivation of retirement and soli-
tude together with religious and ascetic exercises as I1 busied myself purify-
ing my soul improving my character and cleansing my heart for the
constant recollection of god most high as I1 had learnt from my study of
mysticism

at length I1 made my way from damascus to the holy house that is

jerusalem

next there arose in me a prompting to fulfillfulfil the duty of the pilgrimage
gain the blessings of mecca and medina

I1 continued at this stage for the space of ten years and during these
periods of solitude there were revealed to me things innumerable and
unfathomable 21

al ghazalighazala found that in mysticism the certainty he was seeking did
not come about by systematic demonstration or marshaled argument but
by a light which god most high cast into my breast 01221122312222 interestingly this
sounds very much like the language of revelation in fact joseph smiths
experience in some ways parallels that ofofalal ghazalighazala the prophet was also
confronted by the contradictions of the various religions of his day and
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sought the light of revelation furthermore joseph smith like al ghazalighazala
received the answer to his question not through rational processes but in
a revelation experienced beyond the intellectual level

after his spiritual experience al ghazalighazala struggled with his decision to
return to his profession at length he felt divinely prompted to move back
to nishapurNishapur just south of tus and continue teaching however he knew
he was a different person from the one who had left many years earlier

now I1 am calling men to the knowledge whereby worldly success is given up
and its low position in the scale of real worth is recognized this is now my
intention my aim my desire god knows that this is so it is my earnest long-
ing that I1 may make myself and others better I1 believe there is no
power and no might save with god the high the mighty and that I1 do not
move of myself but am moved by him I1 do not work of myself but am used
by him 23

al ghazalisghazalfs spiritual odyssey

al ghazalighazala wrote many books that have had an enormous impact on
islam one of his most influential contributions is the seminal multi
volume ihyachya ulumvummum aldinal din the revivification of the religious sciences in
this work al ghazalighazala sought to share his insights in order to infuse into the
religious practices of his day which he felt were more mechanical than
sincere a stronger emphasis on the meanings behind worship and duty
al ghazalighazala desired that muslims worship god in their hearts and not
just in their actions in his introductory book to the ihyachya the bidayathidayat
al hidayahhidayat the beginning of guidance al ghazalighazala counseled the wor
shipper to perform numerous practices to keep religion alive in the heart
here are just a few examples

on waking from sleep in waking from sleep endeavor to be awake
before daybreak let the first activity of the heart and tongue be the mention
of god most high

on ablutions al ghazalighazala cited many prayers to be performed while
washing in preparation for any of the five mandatory prayers if a man
says these prayers during his ablution his sins have departed from all parts of
his body a seal has been set upon his ablution it has been raised to beneath
the throne ofgod and unceasingly praises and hallows god while the reward
of that ablution is recorded for him to the day of resurrection

going to the mosque when you walk to the mosque walk easily and
calmly and do not hurry say as you go 0 god by those who beseech thee

I1 ask thee to deliver me from the fire and to forgive my sins for there is

none that forgivethforgiveth sins save thee
going to sleep when you want to go to sleep lay out your bed pointing

to mecca and sleep on your right side the side on which the corpse reclines
in the tomb sleep is the similitude of death and waking of the resurrection
perhaps god most high will take your spirit this night so be prepared to meet
him by being in a condition of purity when you sleep
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the worship if your heart is not attentive and your members not at
rest this is because of your defective knowledge of the majesty of god most
high he counseled worshipers to picture themselves being watched by ser-
vants of god

fasting when you fast do not imagine that fasting is merely abstain-
ing from food and drink rather perfect fasting consists in restraining
all the members from what god most high disapproves

when you have understood what it means to fast do so as much
as you can for it is the foundation of devotional practices and the key to
good works 24

in the beginning of guidance al ghazalighazala also gave counsel still perti-
nent today on identifying and avoiding the worst sins of the heart the eyes
ears and tongue of every person he declared will witness for or against
them on the day of judgment therefore he warned we should guard
against certain actions among the eight related to the tongue are these

lying keep your tongue from lying whether in earnest or in jest

breaking promises take care not to promise something and then fail to
perform it

backbitingBackbiting the meaning of backbitingbackbiting is the mention of matters
concerning a man which he would dislike were he to hear them the person
who does this is a backbiter and wicked even if what he says is true

with respect to the sins of the heart al ghazalighazala wrote

envy the envious man is the one who is pained when god most
high out of the treasures of his might bestowsbestons on one of his servants
knowledge or wealth or popularity or some piece of good fortune and who
therefore wants that favour taken away from the other person even though
he himself will not obtain any advantage from his removal this is the
depths of evil

hypocrisy it consists in your quest for such a place in the hearts of
people that you thereby obtain influence and respect the love of influence is
one of the desires given rein to and through it many people go to destruc-
tion yet people are destroyed only by themselves

pride arrogance boastfulness this is the chronic disease it is man s con-
sideration of himself with the eye of self glorification and self importance
and his consideration of others with the eye of contempt every one who
considers himself better than one of the creatures of god most high is arro-
gant your belief that you are better than others is sheer ignorance
rather you ought not to look at anyone without considering that he is better
than you and superior to you 255

concluding observations

in september 1832 the lord revealed to the prophet joseph smith at
kirtland that the spirit giveth light to every man that cometh into the
world and the spirit enlightenethenlighteneth every man through the world that
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hearkenethhearkeneth to the voice of the spirit dacd&c 8446 As I1 have studied and
written about al ghazalighazala the truth of this scripture has become ever clearer
to me the lord has touched and inspired many individuals in islam as in
many other religious traditions on february 151519781978 the first presidency
under the direction of president kimball issued an official statement titled
gods love for all mankind which affirms this truth

the great religious leaders of the world such as mohammed confucius
and the reformers as well as philosophers including socrates plato and
others received a portion of gods light moral truths were given to them by
god to enlighten whole nations and to bring a higher level of understanding
to individuals

similarly alma 298 teaches for behold the lord doth grant unto all
nations of their own nation and tongue to teach his word yea in wisdom
all that he seeth fit that they should have therefore we see that the lord
doth counsel in wisdom according to that which is just and true

much like the religious leaders mentioned in the first presidency s

statement al ghazalighazala was a sincere individual who received a portion of
gods light his search for truth and religious certainty parallels the spiri-
tual yearnings of many religious figures including joseph smith who
dissatisfied with their circumstances and environment sought heavenly
guidance this brief glimpse into al ghazalis life demonstrates yet again
the love and wisdom the lord sheds upon all who diligently seek his aid
furthermore individuals such as al ghazalighazala invariably serve a higher pur-
pose to lift and bless as many of gods children as possible

brian M hauglid brlanbrianhauglidbyuedubrianjhauglidbyuedu is assistant professor of ancient
scripture at brigham young university he received a BA in near eastern studies at
BYU and an MA and a phd in middle east studies arabic at university ofutah

1 abu hamid muhammad al ghazalighazala the incoherence of the philosophers trans
michael marmura provo brigham young university press 1997 for more informsinforma
tion see giles H florence jr making sense of the incoherence brigham young
magazine 52 spring 1998 26 29 this volume is reviewed by david paulsen later in
this issue of BBYUYU studies

2 located at approximately 34 N 58e in northeastern iran
3 he spent some years of study with one of the greatest theologians of his day

al juwayni
4 marshall G S hodgson the venture ofofislamislamisiam 3 vols chicago university of

chicago press 1974 2i8o218o21802388
5 al ghazalighazala did not leave his family penniless but provided sustenance in the

form of public waqfs usually land grants from which to receive monies see hodgson
venture ofislanlof islamisiam 21802180

6 probably written some time after 11061106ilog see george F hourani the chronol-
ogy ofofghazalighazalighazalaGhazalizallzail s writings journal ortheof the american oriental society 79 1959 232

7 abu hamid muhammad al ghazalighazala the faith and practice ofalof al ghazalighazala trans
W montgomery watt oxford oneworldOneworld publications 1994181994 iai8
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8 al ghazalighazala faith and practice 19 20 the idea ofcertainty comes from the ara-
bic word yaqinyagin which can also signify an instinctive or inferential knowledge see
edward william lane an arabic english lexicon 8 parts new york frederick ungar
1956 lebanon librarielibrariesLib rarie du liban 19801980 830638306380063 64 note also the context in the arabic
original in which one can read this word either way see munqidh mmmin al dalal dam-
ascus npap 1960 61

9 al ghazalighazala faith and practice 22 23

lo1010 alAI ghazalighazala said that his was a baffling private disease that he did not exhibit
in any outward expression al ghazalighazala faith and practice 24 hence this sickness was
most likely related to an emotional illness such as severe depression

ii11 al ghazalighazala faith and practice 26 in islam this is referred to as the science of
kalam rational theology questions concerning the origin of the quran created or
uncreated freedom of will and the attributes of god eternal or not were discussed
for a good treatment of these issues and pertinent muslim theologians see W mont-
gomery watt islamic philosophy and theology edinburgh edinburgh university
press 1979 see also ignaz goldzihergoldzimer introduction to islamic theology and law trans
andras and ruth hamori princeton princeton university press 1981 for a study
dealing with al ghazalighazala and islamic theology and earlier theologians in particular see
W montgomery watt muslim intellectual A study of al ghazalaghazali edinburgh edin-
burgh university press 1963 87 125

12 al ghazalighazala faith and practice 26 this name is from the word batin which
means belly interior inside or inner portion it was thought by the adherents of this
group that the imam possessed access to an inner or special knowledge however the
name most commonly associated with this group is ismaili which connotes its
genealogical origination its most distinguishing characteristic is its reliance on the
concept of infallible leadership and the authoritative teaching talim of the imam
hence this group can also be referred to as the talimiyya for more information see
bernard lewis the origins of isma idismilism A study of the historical background of the
fatimid caliphate cambridge AMS 1975

13 al ghazalighazala faith and practice 26 with the translation of numerous greek
philosophical materials into arabic during the early ninth century many notable
muslim philosophers emerged who made significant contributions to philosophical
thought see watt islamic philosophy and theology 37 48 and watt muslim intel-
lectual 25 71

14 al ghazalighazala faith and practice 26 for a very good introduction to islamic mys-
ticism see annemarie schimmel mysticaldimensions ofofislamisiamislam chapel hill university
of north carolina press 1975

15 al ghazalighazala faith and practice 26

16 al ghazalighazala faith and practice 28

17 al ghazalighazala faith and practice 55

18 al ghazalighazala faith and practice 29

19 al ghazalighazala faith and practice 57

20 al ghazalighazala faith and practice 58 63
21 schimmel mystical dimensions of islam 4
22 al ghazalighazala faith and practice 24 compare this statement with doctrine and

covenants 98 which says if it is right I1 will cause that your bosom shall burn within
you therefore you shall feel that it is right and with the discussions of the light of
christ in doctrine and covenants 8445 and 8811

23 al ghazalighazala faith and practice 82 83

24 al ghazalighazala faith and practice lol101iol101103103 71107 no 127130 31142 43

25 al ghazalighazala faith and practice 147 4848159159 62



muslim perspectives on the military
orders during the crusades
william J hamblin

on july 4411871187 the armies of saladin sultan of egypt and syria sur-
rounded thousands of crusaders surmounting the horns ofofhattinhattin fig i1
near tiberiasbiberiasTiberias in galilee exhausted by heat thirst and days of marching
and fighting the crusaders were forced to surrender thousands of the
resulting prisoners were sold into slavery but not all while king guy and
the frankishprankish aristocrats who had led their followers to disaster were
allowed for the most part to ransom themselves 1 the knights of the mili-
tary orders faced a different fate 2 after his triumphant victory saladin
singled out the captive templarstemplaryTemplars and hospitallersHospitallers for execution

of course such atroci-
ties by both sides were hardly
uncommon during the cru-
sades richard lionheartsLionhearts
massacre of 2700270023002370 arab pris-
oners plus their wives and
children following his cap-
ture of acre comes to mind 3

yet saladinssaladinaSaladins treatment of the
templarstemplaryTemp lars and hospitallersHospitallers
after the battle of hattin
stands in stark contrast to his FIG i the horns ofofhattinhattin near tiberiasbiberiasTiberias israel

generous treatment of pris-
oners

the horns of hattin was the site of saladinssaladinaSaladins
great victory over the crusaders inin 1187captured later that year

at jerusalem where saladin
paid the ransom for thousands of poor christians and let them go free 4

what caused the particular enmity between saladin and the templarstemplaryTemplars and
hospitallersHospitallers to understand this situation one must begin with an exami-
nation of muslim perspectives on monasticism in general

muslim views of christian monasticism before the crusades

although pre islamic arabia is often viewed with some justification
as somewhat of a cultural backwater the arabs nonetheless had extensive
contacts with both the sassanid persian and byzantine empires through
the contacts with byzantium and especially through interaction with the
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christianizedChristianichristianizerzed arab ghassanid tribe pagan arabs first came into contact
with christian monasticism 5 arab poets make a few references to chris-
tian monks one perhaps allegorical allusion describes a bedouin wander-
ing lost in the desert by night who sees in the distance the flickering light
from the lamp of a monk reading in his cell and finds shelter with him 6

but such minor incidental references in poetry are insufficient to give
us anything but the vaguest hints about how pre islamic arabs viewed
monasticism for a more complete understanding ofhow the muslim view
developed we must turn to the quraur an where monasticism is discussed in
four passages that laid the foundation for subsequent muslim attitudes
toward monks during the crusades on the positive side the quranquraur an
describes monks as leading people near although not fully to the path
of god

you will find that the most implacable of men in their enmity to the faithful
muslims are the jews and the pagans and that the nearest in affection to

them are those who say we are christians that is because there are priests
qassisinqassisin and monks ruhbanrahbanruhban among them and because they are free from

pride 5825827

this positive attitude toward monasticism was further emphasized by the
story of the monk bahira found in the earliest surviving biography of
muhammad written by ibn ishaq As a young teenager muhammad jour-
neyed with a caravan to syria

when the caravan reached busraausra in syria there was a monk there in his cell
by the name of bahira who was well versed in the knowledge of chris-
tians there he gained his knowledge from a book that was in the cell so
they allege handed on from generation to generation they allege that
while he was in his cell he saw the apostle of god muhammad in the cara-
van when they approached with a cloud overshadowing him among the
people 8 then they came and stopped in the shadow of a tree near the monk
when bahira saw him he stared at him closely looking at his body and find-
ing traces of his description in the christian books he began to ask
him about what happened in his sleep and his habits and his affairs gen-
erally and what the apostle of god told him coincided with what bahira
knew of his description the monk bahira told muhammads uncle and
guardian abu talib1talib take your nephew back to his country and guard
him carefully against the jews for byallah if they see him and know about him
what I1 know they will do him evil a great future lies before this nephew of
yours so take him home quickly 9

this passage reveals a number of implicit attitudes about monasticism
first there is a clear preference in early islamic sources for hermitic soli-

tary monks over coenobitic communal monks the favorably depicted
monk in early islamic sources is generally the lone ascetic devoting his life
to prayer and contemplation in the wilderness in a sense muhammad
himself pursued this ideal for his early biographers describe him as a
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hanif a nondenominational
monotheist who for one
month each year withdrew to
mount hira fig 2 near
mecca for tahannuthtahannuth devo-
tionalX prayer and contempla-
tion this is where he received
his first vision of gabriel and

U revelation of the quran 10

there is also however an
FIG 2 mount hira saudia arabia mount hira implicit criticism of monks
was the site of the prophet muhammads first vision in this passage the monk
of gabriel and the place where he spent a month bahira was in possession of
each year in devotional prayer and contemplation an apocryphal book that

when interpreted correctly
prophesied of the coming of muhammad yet unlike bahira in this story
most of the very monks who were the keepers of this arcane tradition and
who should therefore have clearly seen muhammad for the prophet he was
refused to accept him

in addition to this basically positive assessment of monks however
the quraur an also outlines three major problems with monasticism first
monasticism places human intermediaries between god and mankind

they make of their clerics qassisqassisinin and monks rahbanruhbanruhban and of the messiah
the son of mary lords besides god though they were ordered to serve one
god only 931

second monasticism was not ordained by god however well intended it
is a human invention

we god gave him jesus the gospel and put compassion and mercy in the
hearts of his followers As for monasticism rahbaniyarahbaniya they invented it
themselves for we god had not enjoined it on them seeking thereby to
please god but they did not observe it faithfully we rewarded only those
who were true believers for many of them were evildoersevil doers 57275727u

finally monks are accused in the quranquraur an of corruptly using their positions
as rulers in society to garner personal wealth and power

believers many are the clerics and the monks who defraud men of their
possessions and debar them from the path of god to those that hoard up
gold and silver and do not spend it in gods cause proclaim a woeful pun-
ishmentish ment 934

yet despite the problems with monasticism enumerated in the our an
monks and christians in general were considered people of the
book 111212 followers of god who had received an early portion of gods
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revelation but not the fullness revealed to muhammad in the quran As

such they became a tolerated religious minority within islam this attitude
is reflected in the early islamic conquests in the seventh century when the
churches and monasteries of the christians were given special protection
in peace treaties the caliph umar s ruled 634 644 treaty with jerusalem
is typical of many other treaties from the period

this is the assurance of safety aman which the servant of god umar the
commander of the faithful has granted to the people of jerusalem he has
given them an assurance of safety for themselvesjthemselves for their property their
churches their crosses the sick and the healthy of the city and for all the ritu-
als that belong to their religion their churches will not be inhabited by
muslims and will not be destroyed neither they nor the land on which they
stand nor their cross nor their property will be damaged they will not be
forcibly converted 13

thus since the earliest days of islam monasticism was a protected institu-
tion of a protected religious minority

the protected status of christianity and monasticism in early islamic
society is emphasized by the important roles some christians played under
islamic rule under the caliphs the literary and scholarly skills of christian
monks were highly prized with many monks serving as clerks and even
high ministers the most famous is perhaps the great defender of icons
john of damascus 655 750 who was originally a prominent minister for
the umayyads at damascus before taking orders and retiring to mar saba
near bethlehem where his cell is still exhibited to visitors 14 christians
such as hunaynhusayn ibn ishaq joannitiusJoanni tius were the leaders of the famous
translation academy bayt al hikma house of wisdom at baghdad in the
ninth century 15

somewhat paradoxically coptic monasticism in egypt flourished
under islam and may have reached its height in the tenth century this was
because under earlier byzantine rule coptic monasticism was suppressed
as heretical whereas it was tolerated by the muslims although there were
certainly attacks against monks and monasteries by arabs these tended to
be incidents ofbrigandage or extortion by corrupt officials rather than formal
government policy throughout the middle ages relations between the
egyptian government and the coptic monks generally remained good for
example the late thirteenth century egyptian mamlukhamluk sultan baybarsbaybarz I1

noted for his pursuit of jihad or holy war against the crusaders was a
guest of the monks at a monastery of dair abu maqarmacar while traveling in
wadiwadlwadihabibhabib 16

thus despite minority status and intermittent persecutions ortho-
dox syriac coptic and nestorian monasticism all survived in islamic
lands up to the period of the crusades 17 based on the quran the tradi-
tional islamic interpretation was that monasticism was a well intentioned
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human institution whose advocates did not always live up to its principles
it was not however revealed by god this was the prevailing arab attitude
towards monasticism at the beginning of the crusades 18

religious intruders

the coming of the crusaders however brought three new develop-
ments that transformed relations between muslims and christian monasti-
cism first the monks were now latin catholics who frequently had little
or no understanding of islam second unlike the monks who had submit-
ted to islamic political authority the crusaders came as hostile triumphant
conquerors determined to dominate muslim peoples and holy places and
finally unlike the ascetic otherworldly monks of eastern christianity with
whom muslim rulers were familiar the crusades brought the warrior
monks of the military orders men who explicitly sought the destruction
of islam these new developments compelled a radical reevaluation of
muslim attitudes towards monasticism

in the period 1118 1156 the military orders played a relatively minor
role in the holy land in fact they are not well documented even in latin
sources among the arabs their existence went completely unnoticed in
1157 the rising importance of the orders began to attract the attention of
muslim writers the first surviving mention of the orders is found in ibn
al qalanisis history of damascus which mentions the participation of
both the hospitallersHospitallers and templarytemplarsTemp lars in the battle ofofbanyasbanyas in 1157-

19 here
we also find the first use of the arabic technical terms for templarstemplaryTemp lars and
hospitallersHospitallers the latter were called simply the isbitariyya a straightforward
arabizedarabized form of the latin word hospitalishospitalismhospitalis which means a place of lodging
for wayfarerswayfarers the arab term for templarytemplarsTemplars however is the somewhat
obscure dawiyya whose origin and meaning is unknown but which is

thought to perhaps have derived from the latin devotus one devoted to
gods service 20

most arab texts from 1157 to 11801180 simply mention the orders as prank-
ish

frank-
ish military units participating in a conflict or owning a castle without giv-
ing them any particular attention A very revealing tale however comes
from usamahosamah ibn munqidh a syrian nobleman and lord ofofshayzarshayzarofShayshaszarzar castle
who served as a mercenary in fatimid egypt for a number of years in his
old age he wrote a delightfully garrulous anecdotal biography in which he
describes the following encounter with the templar knights at the arab
al aqsaaasa mosque on the temple mount in jerusalem

everyone who is a fresh emigrant from the prankishfrankish lands is ruder in charac-
ter than those who have become acclimatized and have held long association
with the moslems here is an illustration of their rude character

whenever I1 visited jerusalem I1 always entered the aqsaaasa mosque beside
which stood a small mosque which the franks had converted into a church
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when I1 used to enter the aqsaaasa mosque which was occupied by the templarstemplaryTemp lars
al dawiyya who were my friends the templarstemplaryTemp lars would evacuate the little

adjoining mosque so that I1 might pray in it one day I1 entered this mosque
repeated the first formula allah is great and stood up in the act ofpraying
upon which one of the franks rushed on me got hold of me and turned my
face eastward saying this is the way thou shouldstshouldshouldntst pray A group of tem
plarsclars hastened to him seized him and repelled him from me I1 resumed my
prayer the same man while the others were otherwise busy rushed once
more on me and turned my face eastward saying this is the way thou
shouldstshouldshouldntst pray the templarstemplaryTemplars again came in to him and expelled him they
apologized to me saying this is a stranger who has only recently arrived
from the land of the franks and he has never before seen anyone praying
except eastward thereupon I1 said to myself 1 I have had enough prayer so
I1 went out and have ever been surprised at the conduct of this devil of a man
at the change in the color of his face his trembling and his sentiment at the
sight of one praying towards the qiblahkiblah the direction of mecca 21

there are a number of interesting aspects to this story for one thing
it seems the templarstemplaryTemplars allowed muslims to pray at the al aqsaaasa mosque
after it had been converted into a christian religious complex somewhat
paradoxically from the modern perspective for usamahosamah the knights tem-
plar are examples of moderate toleration the voice of reason when com-
pared to the uncomprehending pilgrim from the west at any rate
usamahosamah certainly had no animosity towards the templarstemplaryTemplars whom he calls

his friends all of this was to change with the rise of the two great counter
crusading sultans nur aldinal din of syria ruled 1146 1174 and saladin of
egypt and syria ruled 1171 1193

even so during the early phases of nur aldinsal dins and saladin s rise to
power the military orders were apparently not viewed as a special threat
in the latter half of the twelfth century arab sources recognize the military
orders as distinct groups among the franks these sources demonstrate
some understanding of the internal organization of the military orders
they correctly note that the warrior monks are called brothers latin
fratres arabic ikhwaikawa live in a monastic house latin domus arabic
bayt and have a special relationship with the pope but the orders are not
perceived differently than other frankishprankish soldiers and nobles 22

the nature of arab views of the orders during this period is reflected
in the treatment of captive knights which can be contrasted with saladinssaladinaSaladins
later treatment of the knights of the orders after the battle of hattin
described at the beginning of this paper on june 181811571157 the grand mas-

ter of the templarytemplarsTemplars bertrand of blancfortblankfortBlancfort was captured by nur aldinal din
along with eighty seven knights near banyas he and his knights were held
to ransom like any other frankishprankish warriors and were released in may 1159

through intervention of manuel emperor of byzantium 23 two decades
later in 1179 the situation was still much the same on june lo101011791179 at the
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battle ofofmarjmarj ayun saladin captured odo of saintamandsaint amand master of the
templarstemplaryTemplars 24 here again saladin treated the templarytemplarsTemplars no differently than
any other members of the prankishfrankish aristocracy baldwin ofoflbelinibelinabelin was ran
someddomed for 150000150000 dinarsainars hugh of galilee for 55000 saladin was willing to
exchange grand master odo for an influential muslim prisoner but
according to william of tyre 11 the grand master was too proud to admit
that anyone could be of equal value to him and remained in prison where
he died a year later 25 for this study it is important to note that in 1179 a
mere eight years before the battle of hattin saladin was still willing to
release the templar grand master for an appropriate ransom 26

in august ofthat same year saladin captured over seven hundred pris-
oners and the templarstemplaryTemplars newly fortified castle of chastelletChastellet on jacobs ford
in the upper jordan whereas saladin specifically ordered the execution of
crossbowmencrossbowmancrossbowmen and muslim apostates who were in crusader service it
seems that the templarstemplaryTemplars themselves were not selected for any special pun-
ishmentishment 27 apparently at this time crossbowmencrossbowmancrossbowmen were viewed as more of a
threat to islam than the knights of the military orders

SalSasaiadinsladies jihad against the military orders 1180 1193

in the later decade of saladin s life the countercrusadecountercrusade accelerated
rapidly with saladin escalating his jihad and triumphing against the cru-
saders 28 by the 118osn8osnaos the orders were increasingly viewed as a serious
threat to islam for three reasons their military prowess their intransigence
in making peace and their spiritual pollution of muslim holy places
specifically jerusalem and the dome of the rock

the courage and military prowess of the templarytemplarsTemplars and hospitallersHospitallers
were renowned in the west and muslims shared these views of course the
knights of the orders were not superheroessuperheroes as they are sometimes
depicted in popular books on the subject nonetheless the muslims who
fought against them perceived them as superb warriors ibn al athir one
of the great arab historians of the crusades describes two hundred tem-
plar and hospitallerspitallerhospitalierHo prisoners as the backbone of the frankishprankish armies29armies 29

and the fiercest ofall the frankishprankish warriors 3330113030 here is his explanation ofsal
adins motives for executing the monks of the military orders after hattin

then god most high bestowed victory upon the muslims at hattin and
the franks were defeated many were killed and the rest captured among the
dead was the commander of the hospitallershospitauersHospitallersaUersaliersailers who was one of the most
famous frankishprankish knights he had done great harm to the muslims the mus-
lims pillaged the surrounding region taking booty and prisoners and return-
ing safely to tiberiasbiberiasTib erias it was a great victory for the templarstemplaryTemp lars and
hospitallersHospitallers are the firebrandsfirebrands of the franks 31

these two groups were especially selected for execution because they had the
greatest valor of all the franks so saladin saved the muslim people from
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their evil he wrote to his deputy in damascus ordering him to kill all of them
who fell into his hands and it was done 32

but the military prowess of the orders was only one aspect of their
perceived threat to islam many other frankishprankish knights were also superb
warriors but this alone did not merit their execution upon capture

the intransigence of the warrior monks was another matter the leg-
endary assassins fierce fanatical islamic terrorists living in impregnable
castles in the mountains of syria were renowned for their ability to
intimidate and manipulate both christian and muslim rulers in the twelfth
century by the threat of assassination but they could not cow the military
orders who not only refused to pay the extortion demanded by the
assassins but instead received 200020002300 besantsbesanty a year in tributetributributerowterowaromfromatom the assas-
sins 33 the knights of the military orders simply refused to be intimidated
by the threat of assassination

the muslim perspective of the intransigence of the military orders is

best reflected in the writings of abu alhasanal hasan alialtaitailall bin abi bakr al harawigarawi
ca 1145 1215 a courtier military theorist and propagandist in the service

ofofsaladinsaladin 3431 A noted scholar and traveler al harawigarawi seems to have served
as a type of secret agent for saladin As a part of ongoing military reforms
saladin ordered the preparation of at least three manuals on statecraft and
warfare one of which was written by al harawigarawi entitled al harawigarawi s dis-
cussion on the stratagems of war

al harawigarawi s manual offers some interesting insights into muslim prej-
udices concerning the crusaders in describing the latin clergy al harawigarawi
wrote

the sultan should not neglect to write to the clergy concerning surren
der for they have little religious sentiment and are capable of treachery
and disloyalty they desire the things of this world and are indifferent to the
things of the next they are irresponsible thoughtless petty and cov
etousbetous being concerned with rank and status among kings and nobles
they have a permissive religious judgment regarding their own actions 35

on the other hand al harawisbarawis view of the hospitallersHospitallers and templarstemplaryTemplars is

quite different

the sultan should beware of the hospitallerspitallerhospitalierHo and templar monks for
he can not achieve his goals through them for they have great fervor in reli-
gion paying no attention to the things of this world he can not prevent
them from interfering in political affairs I1 have investigated them exten-
sively and have found nothing which contradicts this 36

in other words the military orders were a threat not only because of
their military strength but because oftheir absolute spiritual devotion to their
cause as well and that devotion when it entailed the destruction of islam
represented an unacceptable threat to muslims in the age of saladin
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finally added to the military threat and intransigence of the orders
were the spiritual threat to islam they represented and the blasphemous
impurity they were seen to have brought to the muslim holy places they
controlled 37 although the crusader capture of jerusalem in 1099logg was
viewed by muslims as a calamity the recovery of jerusalem as a muslim
holy place was not a crucial issue in the early decades of the crusades
beginning in the ngos however nur aldinal din and later saladin both made
jihad against the crusaders a fundamental part of their state ideologies and
the reconquest of jerusalem a fundamental part of that jihad 38

from the muslim perspective the templarytemplarsTemplars with their headquarters
on the temple mount had transformed the sacred haram al sharif the
noble sanctuary into a place of blasphemous spiritual impurity muslim
rhetoric on this issue was often quite harsh imad aldinal din al isfahani
describes some of these attitudes

As for the dome of the rock the franks had built on it a church and an
altar they had adorned it with pictures and statues and they had
appointed in it places for monks and a place for the gospel in it were pic-
tures of grazing animals fixed in marble and I1 saw among those depictions
the likenesses of pigs the franks had cut pieces from the rock and car-
ried some of them to constantinople and some of them to sicily it was said
that they had sold them for their weight in gold our hearts were cut
because of its cuts 39

not only this but on an iron door a representation of the messiah was
placed in gold encrusted with precious stones 34040140 and bottles of wine for
the ceremony of the mass41 were found in the sacred places additionally

the aqsaaasa mosque especially its mihrab prayer niche indicating the direction
to mecca was full of pigs and obscene language replete with the excrement
they had dropped in the building inhabited by those who have professed
unbelief have erred and strayed acted unjustly and perpetuated offenses
overflowing with impurities 42

for muslims the templarstemplaryTemplars had made a sacred edifice into a place of idola-
try the quran was replaced by copies of the bible drinking of alcohol
forbidden by the quran was now commonplace in the mass animal filth
and pigs unclean animals in islam defiled the holy site the christians
regularly defiled holy places by wearing shoes

the only option was the reconquest and purification of jerusalem and
the dome of the rock which became the proclaimed goal ofboth nur aldinal din
and saladin A panegyric poem about nur aldinal din describes this ideal

may it the city of jerusalem be purified by the shedding of blood
the decision of nur aldinal din is as strong as ever and the iron of
his lance is directed at the atsa 43
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FIG 3 the haram al sharif noble sanctuary while the entire sanctuary isis regarded
as a mosque its most notable sacred buildings are the al aqsaaasa mosque left center
buildingbuildmgwithwith dome and long roof built 705 CEc E and the dome of the rock right cen-
ter commenced 685 CEC E known to jews and christians as the temple mount the
haram al sharif served as the headquarters for the templarstemplaryTemp lars from about 1119 until it

when saladin finally retook jerusalem in 1187 his first act was to restore
the dome of the rock and al aqsaaasa mosques fig 3 to a state of ritual
purity saladin ordered the purification oathirtathirtathir of the aqsaaasa mosque
and the dome of the rock of the filthyfilths aqdharaqdhar and impurities
aniasanjas4431441144 of the templarstemplaryTemplars all christian icons crosses and symbols were

removed and the mosques thoroughly cleaned next rosewaterrose water was

poured over the walls and floors of the two buildings which were then per-
fumed with incense 0145114545 the great gilded cross which the templarytemplarsTemplars had
placed on top of the dome of the rock was thrown to the ground and taken
to baghdad where it was buried beneath the nubian gate in baghdad
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was recaptured by saladin in 1187 this view is a detail from a panoramic photograph of
jerusalem probably taken around 1900 before the area was excavated revealing the
southern stairwell dating from the first century the photograph a foldoutfold out brochure
was purchased by joseph booth or reba booth during a mission to turkey see ppap 239

246 courtesy E leon stubbs

and thus was trodden upon46 by all who entered the city likewise when
the khwarazmians a turkish people took jerusalem from the crusaders
in1244in 1244 they purified it and purified the haram temple area and the
shrines there from the filthy franks and the foul christians 13471147334747

the feelings of the muslims concerning the expulsion of the templarstemplaryTemp lars
and the restoration of the sanctity of jerusalem are well summarized by ibn
zaki 1I praise god for his cleansing of his holy house from the filth
of polytheism and its pollutionspollut ions 3348114148

As described at the beginning of this paper saladin after a decade
of campaigning inflicted a decisive defeat on the crusaders at the battle of
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hattin on july 4118741187 imad aldinal din described the horrible details of execu-
tion of the military orders after the battle

the sultan saladin sought out the templarstemplaryTemplars and hospitallersHospitallers who had been
captured and said 1 I shall purify the land of these two impure peoples he
assigned fifty dinarsainars gold pieces to every man who had taken one of them
prisoner and immediately the army brought forward at least a hundred of
them he ordered that they should be beheaded choosing to have them dead
rather than in prison with him was a whole band of scholars and suehs mys-
tics and a certain number of devout men and ascetics each begged to be
allowed to kill one of them and drew his sword and rolled back his sleeve
saladin his face joyful was sitting on his dais the unbelieversbelieversun showed black
despair the troops were drawn up in their ranks the amirsagirs commanders
stood in double file there were some who slashed and cut cleanly and were
thanked for it some who refused and failed to act and were excused some
who made fools of themselves and others took their places how many
ills did saladin cure by the ills he brought upon a templar 49

saladin s massacre of the knights of the military orders must be
understood in the context of this triple threat of military prowess intran-
sigencesigence and profanation of sacred space ibn al athir succinctly described
saladinssaladinsaladinaSalsaiadinss policy towards the military orders it was saladinssaladinaSaladins custom to
execute the templarstemplaryTemplars and hospitallersHospit allers because of their fierce enmity
towards the muslims and their great courage 50

factionalism in the ayyubid confederation 1193 1250

following saladinssaladinaSaladins great victory at hattin and his conquest of
jerusalem arab relations with the military orders again began to change
the knights of the military orders had been bested in battle and their
numbers significantly decreased by combat and by execution jerusalem
and many of the orders castles had been conquered most importantly
the dome of the rock had been purified and restored to the sanctity of
muslim rule the templarstemplaryTemplars and hospitallersHospitallers still remained fierce oppo-
nents of islam but accommodations can be reached even with the fiercest
opponents their removal from the temple mount meant they were no
longer profaning muslim sacred space muslims were thus able to begin to
make accommodations with the military orders

at the same time the orders began to abandon their former intransi-
gence becoming increasingly willing to make accommodation with the
arabs thus in the decades following the death of saladin fig 4 the mili-
tary orders once again were perceived as just one division of many among
the faction ridden crusaders acting upon this perception muslim rulers
were frequently willing to make trucescruces treaties and even alliances with
the orders this willingness to reach accommodations with the military
orders was exacerbated in the early thirteenth century by ongoing struggles
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for predominance among N
the ayyubidsAyyub ids saladinssaladinaSaladins
fractious successors some
ayyubid princes actually
began to ally themselves
with the military orders in
an attempt to gain political
advantages over their mus-
lim rivals in 1240 alsalihal salih
ayyub sultan ofegypt ceded
ascalon to frankishprankish barons FIG 4 saladinssaladinaSaladins tomb damascus saladin the
allied with the templarstemplaryTemplars most successful leader of the countercrusadecountercrusade was

hoping to undermine their an unrelenting enemy of the military orders

alliance with his rival from
damascus ismail 51 this story demonstrates not only an indifference to the
ideological threat of the orders but at least some degree ofunderstanding of
the internal politics of the crusaders fraternization with the enemy was not
uncommon when sultan isma il of damascus allied with the orders against
egypt his general ibrahim was allowed to stay in the monastic house of the
templars52 in acre during the preparations for battle

another event demonstrates the political rivalries one thousand arab
slaves were engaged in building safedhafed castle for the templarytemplarsTemplars and a plot
was undertaken to free them but when sultan ismail heard of it rather
than offering assistance to the plotters he revealed the plan to the templarstemplaryTemplars

to curry their favor the templarstemplaryTemp lars promptly executed the slaves as a warn-
ing to forestall further potential rebellions 53 thus isma il was willing to
acquiesce in the death of a thousand muslim slaves in order to maintain his
alliance with the templarstemplaryTemplars for most of the early thirteenth century the
orders were seen as just one other player in the never ending machiavel-
lian struggle for power among the various christian and muslim princes of
palestine for muslim rulers in this period the military orders were no
longer merely menacing enemies to be despised or attacked but were some-
times potential allies to be cultivated

the mamiuksmamluksmemluks and the expulsion of the military orders 12501250 1291

the rise of the mamlukhamluk sultans in 1250 initiated the final phase ofarab
relations with the military orders 54 for centuries muslim princes had
been using slavesiave soldiers mamlukhamlukmam luk in arabic as bodyguards during the
crusades these guards were slowly transformed into elite regiments num-
bering in the thousands in the succession struggles that followed the death
ofsultan alsalihal salih ofegypt in 1250 the leaders of these slave soldiers managed
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to seize the throne inaugurating the era of the mamlukmarnlukhamluk sultans of egypt
which lasted until the ottoman conquest of egypt in 1517

founded by rebellious slaves and usurpersusurp ers the mamlukhamluk sultanate
rested on shaky ideological foundations the mamluksmemluks justified their
usurpation by claiming perhaps rightly that they were the only soldiers
skilled enough to be able to overcome the double threat of the crusaders
and mongolsmongelsMongols who had invaded the near east beginning in 1218 55 from the
late thirteenth century arab perspective the mongolsmongels were a far more
serious threat to their civilization than the crusaders 56 while the crusaders
had the capacity to capture a few arab ports the mongolsmongels had the capacity
to completely destroy islamic civilization and religion as the mongol sack
ofbaghdad in 1256 demonstrated thus the demise of the crusaders in the
late thirteenth century was somewhat delayed by mamlukhamluk preoccupation
with the mongol threat from mesopotamia

delayed but not forestalled for under the great warlordswarlords baybarsbaybarz
1260 1277 and qalawun 1279 1290 the mamluksmemluks of egypt were able

both to prevent the mongolsmongels from conquering syria and palestine and to
dismember the remnants of the crusader kingdom baybarsbaybarz was the most
successful conquering dozens of crusader cities and castles many of
which were owned by the military orders 57 but unlike saladin baybarsbaybarz
does not seem to have made use of any special anti templar or hospitallerspitallerhospitalierHo
propaganda as justification for his attacks numerous treaties were made
with the military orders which read like standard military treaties of the
period 58158511 there were apparently no special clauses in the treaties relating to
the orders status as warrior monks

like saladin baybarsbaybarz massacred templar and hospitallerspitallerhospitalierHo prisoners
after his successful siege of the templar fortress of sabadsafad in galilee in
1266 59 however unlike saladin his motivation was not primarily ideologi-
cal baybarsbaybarz claimed that the templarstemplaryTemplars had violated the terms of the peace
treaty by attempting to leave the castle with their arms so they were
beheaded on a hill near safadsabad in a place where they had been used to

behead muslims logo116060 one templar who had once eaten with baybarsbaybarz and
therefore had a right to guest protection was spared he converted to islam
and entered the sultan s service

on the other hand when baybarsbaybarz took the great Hospitaller fortress of
krak de chevaliersChevaliers in syria fig 5 a few years later in 1271 he granted the
entire garrison a safe conduct which he honored 61 after this siege bay
bars sent a letter taunting the grand master of the hospitallersHospitallers

this letter is addressed to frere hugues may god make him one of those
who do not oppose destiny or rebel against him who has reserved victory
and triumph for his army to inform him of the conquest by god s grace
of krak de chevaliersChevaliers which you fortified and built out and furbishedfurbishfurbishered
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FIG 5 krak de chevaliersChevaliers syria outer wall this fortress held by the hospitallersHospitallers was
a major center of crusader power until captured by baybarsbaybarz in 1271

and whose defence you entrusted to your brethren they have failed you by
making them live there you destroyed them for they have lost both the fort
and you these troops of mine are incapable ofbesieging any fort and leaving
it able to resist them 62

there is no evidence here of the ideological animosity found in writings
from saladin s day the hospitallersHospitallers were simply an enemy like any other

likewise in the final struggle for acre in 1291 the templarstemplaryTemplars and hos
pitallerspitallers were not singled out for special punishment the knights of the
temple with many refugee civilians had shut themselves inside their
huge tower

the templarstemplaryTemp lars then begged for their lives which the sultan al ashraf
granted them he sent them a standard which they accepted and raised over
the tower the door was opened and a horde of regulars soldiers and others
swarmed in when they came face to face with the defenders some of the
soldiers began to pillage and to lay hands on the women and children who
were with them whereupon the franks shut the door and attacked them
killing a number of muslims they hauled down the standard and stiffened
their resistance 63

eventually a second offer of amnesty was made but the foundations
of the tower had been so severely undermined in the siege that it collapsed
as the mamluksmemluks were taking possession some members of the orders who
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were captured in the siege were executed but the arab sources ascribe this
action not to a desire to specifically punish the military orders but to other
reasons of war for example

one reason for the sultans wrath against them the templarstemplaryTemp lars apart from
their other crimes of attacking muslims was that when the amir kitbugha
al mansuri had gone up to receive their surrender they had seized and
killed him they had also hamstrung their horses and destroyed everything
they could which increased the sultans wrath against them 64

in telling of the final siege ofacre arab sources do not describe special
ideological animosity towards the orders with the holy places of
jerusalem firmly in muslim hands the military orders no longer repre-
sented an ideological threat for the mamluksmemluksMam luks the military orders were
simply an enemy to be conquered

mamluksmemluks and franciscans in the fourteenth century

the expulsion of the crusaders from the holy land in 1291 did not end
arab relations with western european christians western monks most
notably the franciscans continued to live among the muslims in the
holy land 65 the nature of the relations of the franciscans with the mam
luks serves as an interesting counterpoint to earlier arab views on the
military orders

franciscan tradition maintains that in 1219 st francis himself obtained
permission from the sultan alsalihal salih isma il 1245 1249 for the franciscans
to be allowed to worship unmolested in the church of the holy sepulchre
in jerusalem 66 franciscans are also said to have been used by the sultan as
ambassadors to pope innocent IV 1243 1254 67 throughout the late thir-
teenth century as the mamluksmemluks were driving the crusaders from the holy
land franciscans apparently remained on relatively good terms with the
arabs and were afforded special treatment by the sultans 68

after the fall of acre in 1291 pope nicholas IV 1288 1292 a francis-
can begged permission from the sultan al ashraf for latin monks to be
allowed to remain in jerusalem the sultan granted this request of the
pope and bade him send some clergy monks and men of peace to
jerusalem so the pope chose some discreet learned and faithful friars
from his own order 69 with the help of a judicious payment in 1300 of
32000 ducatsdubats from rupert of sicily the franciscans were given the cenacle
also known as the upper room on mount zion as their headquarters as

well as chapels in other holy places in jerusalem 70 this presence of the
franciscans in jerusalem was thus permitted by the mamluksmemluks before it was
officially authorized by pope clement VI in 1342 when he established the
franciscans as caretakers of the holy land ferraeterrae sangtaesanctae custodiscustodesCustodis a
position they still maintain
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thus within a few decades of the fall of the crusader kingdom and the
expulsion of the military orders the mamluksmemluks were permitting western
monks to visit worship and remain in the holy land but of course the
templarytemplarsTemplars and hospitallersHospitallers were not included in this new policy of tolera-
tion arab opposition to the military orders was thus clearly not simply
antagonism towards christianity or monasticism rather their fourteenth
century patronage of the franciscans described as men of peace per-
haps in specific distinction to the military functions of the templarytemplarsTemp lars and
hospitallersHospit allers indicates that the arabs were willing to accommodate
peaceful western monastic activities in the holy land

of course the mamlukhamluk permission for franciscan presence in the holy
places was not by any means entirely or even largely altruistic there were
many advantages that mamlukhamluk sultans hoped to obtain from the revitaliza-
tion of the franciscan presence in the late thirteenth century the mam
luks continued to fear a potential alliance between the franks and
mongolsmongelsMongols and their accommodation with nicholas IV over a franciscan
presence in the holy land may have been in part an attempt to forestall
such a coalition granting the franciscans control over the holy places of
palestine was also perhaps partially a mechanism to forestall future poten-
tial claims of the military orders to those same holy places better a fran-
ciscan in jerusalem than a templar and if the holy places were accessible
to western pilgrims they might feel less inclination to attempt to retake
those places by force in a new crusade the franciscan presence would also
encourage pilgrimage from the west which would not incidentally bring
a nice howflow of european silver into the mamlukhamluk kingdom tourism in its
medieval as well as modern forms is big business in this light we should
not forget the 320003200032300 ducatsdubats paid by rupert of sicily finally the francis-
cans could in a sense be held hostage for future good behavior of franks in
outremer saber rattling from the west could be countered with threats to
close christian holy places and expel or even execute the franciscans
indeed this is precisely what happened in 1365 when peter of cyprus

1359 1369 attacked alexandria the egyptian sultan al ashraf sha ban
1363 1376 arrested and executed the franciscans of jerusalem new

monks were allowed to return only after peace was restored 71

nonetheless in light of the preceding two centuries of invasions and
warfare and the mamlukhamluk fear of a possible renewal of crusades in the early
fourteenth century the overall mamlukhamluk policy toward a continued western
monastic presence in the holy land was remarkably enlightened some
contemporaneous european policies showed much less tolerance towards
jews and muslims in spain and other parts of europe 72

fundamentally however following the expulsion of the crusaders
the arabs simply ceased to pay further attention to the military orders
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the destruction of the templarytemplarsTemplars in france from 1307 to 1312i3i27373 went basi-
cally unnoticed among the arabs although they must have received infor-
mation on these events from the frequent visits of venetian merchants to
alexandria it seems that when the templarstemplaryTemplars were driven from the levant
they were also driven from the historical consciousness of the arabsarabS

74

conclusion

muslims during the crusades had enough intercultural understanding
to be able to distinguish both between eastern and western christians and
between the various monastic orders of the west although the fundamen-
tal islamic principle of tolerance for christianity and monasticism was
severely strained by two centuries of crusades it was not entirely shattered
As the military threat of the crusades waned and muslim control of the
holy places was restored muslims were able to maintain a clear distinction
between ordinary christian monks such as the franciscans and the
knights of the military orders the latter were to be driven from the holy
land the former could be tolerated and even cultivated thus in the struggle
between toleration and conflict toleration ultimately prevailed

if the revival ofmuslim toleration for christian monks after the crusades
can serve as any type of model for the current arab israeli conflict then the
hope for an eventual peace between arabs and jews may not be entirely vain
however during the crusades arab generosity and tolerance bore fruit only
after saladin s victories had secured the holy places ofjerusalem now as then
the struggle for control of the sacred haram al sharif noble sanctuary or
temple mount is a fundamental key to resolving this tragic conflict 75 but
unfortunately neither side seems able to abandon claims to this holy site

without abandoning a part of their soul
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the military orders is immense for an introduction see alan forey the military
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malcolm barber the new knighthood A history of the order of the temple cam-
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13 alAI tabari the history ofotalofalotaial tabari vol 12 the battle of al qadisiyyah and the
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14 for general background and bibliography see F L cross and E A living-
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oxford oxford university press 1997 735 36

15 dimitri gutasbutas greek thought arabic culture the graecogracco arabic translation
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harper san francisco 1992
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19 ibn al qalanisifalanisi dhaylthayl ta bikhrikh dimashedimashq ed H amerdrozamezdrozAmer droz leiden E J brill
igo19019083391908009190830983398309

20 on the history of damascus as the first reference and on the philology of the
arab names for the orders see R stephen humphreys in encyclopaedia of islam
supplemental volume leiden E J brill 1981 sv dawiyya and isbitariyya

21 usamahosamah ibn munqidh an arab syrian gentleman and warrior in the period
of the crusades memoirs of osamahusamah ibn munquidh trans philip hitti princeton
princeton university press 1987 163 64

22 the major references are summarized in humphreys dawiyya and
isbitariyya 205

23 barber new knighthood 95

24 barber new knighthood 86 lyons and jackson saladin 139 41 william
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ilkhanidIlkhanid war 12601260 1281 cambridge cambridge university press 1995

57 peter thorau the lion ofegyptof egypt sultan baybarsbaybarz I1 and the near east in the thirt-
eenth century trans P M holt new york longman 1992
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65 for general background on the franciscans in the holy land see sabino de san-
doli the peaceful liberation of the holy places in the fourteenth century the third
return of the frankishprankish or latin clergy to the custody and service of the holy places

through official negotiations in 1333 cairo franciscan center of christian oriental
studies 19901990 and more generally john moorman A history of the franciscan order
from its origins to the year 1517 oxford clarendon press 1968

66 elzear horn ichnographiae monumentorumMonument orum ferraeterrae sangtaesanctae 1724 1744 trans
E hoade jerusalem franciscan printing press 1962 quoted in F E peters jerusalem

the holy city in the eyes of chroniclers visitors pilgrims and prophetsfromprophets tromfromarom the days of
abraham to the beginnings of modern times princeton princeton university press

1985369i985 369ogg

67 horn quoted in peters jerusalem 369
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69 felix fabri the book of the wanderings of felix fabri trans A stewart 2 volsVOIS

new york AMS press 1971 quoted in peters jerusalem 421

70 fabri quoted in peters jerusalem 422 horn quoted in peters jerusalem 370

71 peter W edbury the kingdom of cyprus and the crusades 1191 1741374 cam
bridge cambridge university press 1991iggi 161 71

72 for a general history of the relationship between christian europe and the
jews see james carroll constantines sword the church and the jews a history new
york houghton mifflin 20012ooibooi

73 barber new knighthood 280 313
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graphic lion is a famous symbol of alialtail the fourth caliph and cousin of
muhammad the text of the calligraphy is a sunsufisuhi invocation to alialtail



Jerujerusalemsalems role as a holy city for muslims
chad FE emmett

when pope john paul II11 made his historic march 2000 pilgrimage to
the holy land he did so with the hopes of building bridges and fostering
peace while in jerusalem he scheduled a meeting with jewish christian
and muslim leaders to symbolize his ongoing desire for religious
reconciliation the meeting turned out to be less than conciliatory espe-
cially in regard to jerusalem when chief rabbi yisrael meir lau of israels
ashkenazic community praised the pope for his recognition of jerusalem
as its united eternal capital some audience members shouted out that the
pope had not recognized israeli sovereignty over jerusalem the pope
supports a longstandinglong standing catholic policy which calls for the international-
ization of jerusalem so that all faiths may worship in peace next sheik
taysir tamimi deputy chief justice of the palestinian islamic courts
called for an independent state of palestine with its eternal capital
jerusalem the pope who sat with his head in his hands throughout the
speeches responded in his prepared text by stating religion is the enemy
of exclusion and discrimination religion and peace go together 1

peace among the religious communities of jerusalem remains as elu-
sive as ever as two peoples israelis and palestiniansPalestin ians battle against each
other for territorial control and political sovereignty over the city both
nations want jerusalem as their capital entirely or partially the israeli
government claims the city as its eternal and undivided capital while
most palestiniansPalestin ians are striving to have the arab sectors of east jerusalem
recognized as the capital of their hoped for state of palestine

these competing claims to the city are based on an intertwined pres-
ence in which both groups selectively use differing interpretations of his-
tory to emphasize the sanctity of the city and their desire to control it
former mayor of jerusalem teddy kollek describes jewish attachment to
jerusalem as follows

jews care intensely about jerusalem the christians have rome and canter-
bury and even salt lake city muslims have mecca and medina jerusalem
has great meaning for them also but the jews have only jerusalem and only
the jews have made it their capital that is why it has so much deeper a mean-
ing for them than for anybody else there are some israelis who would
give up the golan and some who would give up the west bank but I1 do
not think you can find any israelis who are willing to give up jerusalem they
cannot and will not this beautiful golden city is the heart and the soul of the
jewish people you cannot live without a heart and soul ifyou want one simple
word to symbolize all of jewish history that word would be jerusalem 2
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palestinian historian and native jerusalemiteJerusalemite walid khalidi describes
the equally strong ties of muslims and palestinian arabs to jerusalem

without east jerusalem there would be no west bank it is the navel the pivo-
tal link between nablusnabalus to the north and hebron to the south together with
its arab suburbs it is the largest arab urban concentration on the west bank
it is the former capital of the sanjak district of jerusalem under the otto-
mans as well as of mandatory palestine the highest proportion of the
palestinian professional elite under occupation resides in it it is the site of
the holiesthollest muslim shrines on palestinian soil muslims first turned to it in
prayer before they turned to mecca toward it the prophet muhammed jour-
neyed on his mystical nocturnal flight and from it he ascended to within two
bow lengths of the throne of god within its precincts are buried count-
less generations ofmuslim saints and scholars warriors and leaders it evokes
the proudest palestinian and arab historical memories it contains the oldest
religious endowments of the palestiniansPalestin ians their most prestigious secular
institutions the cumulative and priceless patrimony of a millennium and a
quarter of residence architecturally it is distinctively arab in ownership and
property it is overwhelmingly so it is the natural capital of arab palestine 3

while both groups claim the city as holy they differ on the territorial
extent of that holiness for jews jerusalem the city is holy no matter what
its boundaries hebrew university professor zwi werblowsky explains
for the jewish people jerusalem is not a city containing holy places or

commemorating holy events the city as such is holy 4 that holiness now
extends to the greatly expanded boundaries of the city claimed by israel
in 1967 muslims have a similar view of mecca in which they view the
entire precinct of the city as holy and therefore off limits to non
muslims for muslims the sanctity of jerusalem however is based pri-
marily on its sacred islamic sites jordanian judge adnan abu odeh
writes in its essence the holiness of jerusalem is an attribute of the holy
places themselves whether they be muslim christian or jewish he then
explains how over time a certain degree of holiness has been extended to
the quarters of the city which surround these sacred sites primarily
within the old cityscites walls but he feels it is stretching the point for
israel to call holy every building every neighborhood and every street
corner that has been built up around the walledwaitedwailed city extending out many
kilometers in some directions 3151153355

these competing claims to the extent and level of sanctity of the city
prompted palestinian philosopher sari nusseibahNusse ibah to state if israelis fail to
appreciate the significance of the palestinian claim I1 do not see how they
can hope for anyone including the palestiniansPalestin ians to appreciate their equally
strong spiritual claim 3361166 the strong claim of the israeli jews to jerusalem is

perhaps more familiar to western christianity but as nusseibeh and kha-
lidi suggest there is an equally strong claim by palestinian arabs that must
be understood and considered in the final status negotiations on
jerusalem the foundation of the palestinian claim is also religious 7
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this paper will thus seek to describe the less familiar ties of islam to the
city and will place current islamic attachments to the city within the context
of the ongoingon going jewish muslim rivalries for the control of sacred space it is

hoped that a better understanding of the strong religious and historical
attachments to the city on the part of not only jews and christians but also
muslims might result in a fair and equitable sharing of jerusalem

the sacred space of jerusalem

in the early days of islam muslims indicated their submission to allah
god by prostratingprostrating themselves in prayer not toward mecca but toward

the holy city of jerusalem jerusalem s role as the first qiblabibla direction of
prayer is indicative of its holy status to muslims who consider themselves
heirs to the prophets of judaism and christianity and who therefore
respect the city where so many of the prophets lived and taught muham-
mad most likely was aware of the jewish tradition of praying toward the
holy city and therefore designated it as the focus of prayer as if to invite
the jewish people of the book7backbook back into the familiar fold of god there is

no record of how or when jerusalem became the focus of prayer most
likely before the hajrahijra or emigration to medina in 622 CE there is how-
ever record of how its brief status as the first qiblabibla was supplanted by
mecca most likely within a year or two of muhammad s arrival in medina 8

the quran states

the fools among the people will say what hath turned them from the
qiblabibla jerusalem to which they were used say to allah belong both east
and west he guidethguidesh whom he will to a way that is straight now shall
we turn thee to a qiblabibla that shall please thee turn then thy face in the direc-
tion of the sacred mosque mecca wherever ye are turn your faces in that
direction 2142 44

with the changing of the qiblabibla from jerusalem to mecca the holy sta-
tus of jerusalem might certainly have waned were it not for another impor-
tant event the night journey of muhammad to jerusalem that further
linked islam to the city of its two monotheistic predecessors the quraur an
describes the night journey isra in these terms

glory to allah who did take his servant for a journey by night from the
sacred mosque ka ba in mecca to the farthest mosque al aqsaaasa mosque in
jerusalem whose precincts we did bless in order that we might show him
some of our signs for he is the one who heareth and seeth all things 171

in islamic tradition 9 muhammad was transported to jerusalem by a
white winged horse called buraqburac who was then tethered at the western wall
of the vacant temple mount on the mount muhammad led fellow prophets
abraham moses and jesus in prayer he then ascended with the archangel
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gabriel through the seven heav-
ens where he met those
prophets called to preside over
the celestial spheres adam
enoch joseph moses aaron
john the baptist jesus and
finally abraham 10 armstrong
suggests that this night journey
11symbolized the muslims con-
victionW of continuity and soli-
darity with the older faiths and
that it also revealed the trans-
ference of meccasmeccdsleccas holiness to
jerusalem yllyli511 making it a holy

FIG i1 mosque of the ascension 1995 built on wellsite as from the beginning
top of the mount of olives this site is revered

it was clear that jerusalem was
and shared by muslims and christians as the
place where jesus ascended to heaven mus meant to be another religious

lims consider jesus to be a major prophet focal point for muslims
later associations with sites

attributed to various prophets have served to solidify the attachment of
muslims to the city muslim sacred sites in jerusalem include these three
on the mount of olives a mosque that marks the site of the ascension of
jesus fig i1 to the north of the city a mosque that commemorates the
burial site of the prophet samuel and on mount zion the tomb of
david fig 2 which while once a mosque is still claimed as a muslim
waffwaqf religious endowment pious foundation see current issues
below in addition to these sacred sites jerusalemsJerusalems religious landscape
is marked by many other mosques and monuments there are also
numerous islamic schools and institutions cemeteries where generations
of muslims are buried and significant tracts of waqfwaff land

while past events have imbued jerusalem with its sanctity future
events also add to its holiness muslims believe that jerusalem will be the
I1 place of the second and final hijra12 the first exodus being from mecca
to medina the site where the virtuous people of the earth will be gathered
in safety it will also be the place of resurrection on the eve of the day of
judgment god will send the best of his creations to jerusalem and its sur-
rounding holy land then the mahdi messiah like figure will come to
jerusalem bringing justice and bounty to the earth 13 those believers who
pray reside fast or die in jerusalem are accorded special blessings 14

historical ties and tolerance

the religious ties to the city are also strengthened by the long histori-
cal presence ofmuslims in the city the muslim arab conquest of christian
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byzantine jerusalem occurred in 638 CE while the conquerors were most
likely aware of the biblical events associated with the city the city had not
yet been attributed as the destination of muhammads night journey
nonetheless jerusalem was still a desirable prize the most accepted
account of the conquest tells of patriarch sophronius surrendering to no
one other than umar the second caliph unlike other conquerors umar
sought not to destroy he issued a covenant in which among other things
he promised the christian residents of the city the surety of their persons
their goods their churches their crosses and the cult in general 3315111515

umarsdumars magnanimity was further demonstrated when he declined an offer
from the patriarch to pray in the church of the holy sepulchre known to
local christians as the church of the resurrection in fear that doing so
would result in its becoming a muslim shrine instead he walked out of the
church to another location to pray there a commemorative mosque was

eventually built its successor
fig 3 still stands overlooking

the courtyard of the church of the
holy sepulchre umar issued a
charter forbidding muslims to
pray on the steps of the church
or to build a mosque there he

later accepted an offer to pray inin
the nea church but again ensured
that the church would remain
under christian control 16

during his visit to jerusalem
umar visited the temple mount
and in respect for its sanctity
due to its association with the
templetempie of solomon ordered that
it be cleaned of its long accumula-
tionU of garbage he then oversawoversad
tthe building of a mosque at the
southernthern end of the platform the

U
christian pilgrim arculfarcula described

FIG 2 the tomb of david lower level the unassuming mosque in
and cenacle upper level 1995 once 680680 CE as an oblong house of
used as a mosque this site isis still viewed by prayer that was pieced together
muslims as sacred the building isis also with upright planks and large
venerated who the first floorby jews use beams over some ruined remains
as a synagogue and by those christians

he reported that thewho regard the second floor as the site of mosque was

the upper room where christ partook of the said to hold three thousand
last supper people 3317111717 it was later replaced by
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the al atsa mosque see fig 3

on p 106106log

the next monument to
rise on the temple mount
was the dome of the rock
the oldest and perhaps most
beautiful of all islamic i

monuments it was built over
the large outcroppingcroppingout of rock
at mount moriah s summit
which muslims revere as the
point of muhammad s ascenaacen
sion on his night journey
into heaven and respect as W
the site of solomons temple
caliph abd al malik oversawoversad
the building of the monu-
ment from the umayyad
capital of damascus

there has been much
debate as to why the dome
was built some scholars bas-
ing

U
their conclusions on the

ninth century writings of
ya qubiaubi have suggested that
abd al malik built the dome FIG 3 minaret of the mosque of omar 1994

of the rock as a rival place of omar umar prayed on this site rather than
in the church of thepraying in holy sepulchrepilgrimage to the islamic

this mosque isis the successor of the original
shrines of mecca and medina mosque that was built across from the church of
which were controlled by his the holy sepulchre to commemorate his prayer
challenger abdalah ibn
zubayrzuhayr however the more
prevalent viewview is that the mosque was built in rivalry with christianity and
in an attempt to attract christian converts 18 according to muqaddasi a
medieval arab historian from jerusalem splendid mosques were built
throughout the region in order that muslims would have something to
admire other than the beautiful byzantine churches and inin like manner
he wrote is it not evident how caliph abd al malik noting the greatness
of the dome of the holy sepulcher and its magnificence was moved lest it
should dazzle the minds of muslims and so erected above the rock the
dome which is now seen there 19

from the conquest ofofumarocumarumar in 638 to the conquest of allenby in 1917

excepting the crusader interlude jerusalem was under islamic control
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however while viewed as the third most holy city in islam and graced with
one of its most magnificent mosques jerusalem was never proclaimed an
arab or islamic capital dynastic capitals emerged first in damascus and
later in baghdad cairo and istanbul but never jerusalem the city was
bypassed even by the umayyads as a provincial capital with ramia on the
coastal plain being established to function in that capacity jerusalem s

lack of political prominence as an arabmuslimArab Muslim capital has been used by
israel to bolster its claim to the city as its eternal capital 20 muslims how-
ever consider their treatment of jerusalem as further evidence of its sanc-
tity and prominence sari nusseibeh explains

jerusalem has always occupied a semidivinesemi divine status in islam which explains
its so called non centricity in the political context from the muslim
point ofview therefore jerusalem was never regarded as a political capital or
center not because the arabs thought little of it but on the contrary
because they believed that its status was sanctified 21

throughout islamic rule jerusalem was never viewed as being exclu-
sively muslim in character christians and jews as protected minorities
dhimmisdhimmis were always permitted to live in the city 22 relations between

these three communities were not always pleasant witness the edict from
hakimalhakimal ruling from egypt to destroy the church of the holy sepulchre
in 1009loog but they were at least tolerant examples of this tolerance span
more than a millennium As mentioned above umar willingly allowed
christians to remain in the city initially he forbade jews who had been
ousted by the byzantinesByzant ines from returning to the city but then in a change
of heart he invited seventy jewish families from tiberius to settle in the
city near the pool of siloam 23 when saladin regained the city for islam
from the crusaders he allowed the christians of the city to peacefully
surrender without a bloodbath like that of the crusader conquest in
which the muslim and jewish residents of the city were massacred during
the centuries of ottoman rule the christian and jewish communities of the
city prospered under the millet system which accorded rights to non
muslim religious communities in the empire it was during this regime in the
i8oos18oos that the jewish population of the city surpassed the arab population

current issues

the once peaceful relations between jerusalem s religious communi-
ties disintegrated with the rise of jewish and arab nationalisms fig 4 in
the early twentieth century both sought sovereignty from the ottomans
and then both fought to oust the british these nationalist aspirations
when combined with jewish christian and muslim ties to the holy city
have resulted in intense competition for control of the city fig 5 based
on a long historical presence and religious attachment the muslims of
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jerusalem and in fact the entire
islamic world show no signs of
being willing to relinquish
their claims to control adding

VT further resolution to their
steadfastness are the ongoing
encroachmentsencroach ments by israel on
palestinian territory in the city

rma ni and restrictions of palestinian
ability to live and worship in
the city since 1947 israel has

a gg vp systcystsystematicallyematicallyemetically diminished pales

tinlan controlcontrollede landsan s throughthrougthrong
such policies and procedures as
declaring landowners absentee
not issuing building permits
and destroying homes built
without such permits 24 for

U perceived security purposes
israel often restricts muslim
access to the mosques of the city
fig 6 further hardship for

FIG 4 house in the muslim quarter of the
and of the muslimweakeningold city 1994 the house was decorated to

celebrate a family member performing the and christian communities of
haijhajjhajhailhas while most of the images relate to the pil-
grimage

the city comes through the non
the focal point is the dome of the issuance of jerusalem residence

rock which has become a symbol of palestinian permits to lifelong residents of
nationalism the city attempts by some jews

to usurp control of sacred
spaces claimed by both muslims and jews further threaten islamic areas
of jerusalem

prior to 1948 muslims lived not only in the traditional muslim quarter
of the old city see map but in newer quarters beyond the city walls
located within these quarters were lands and buildings designated as waffwaqf
holdings that are bequeathed or endowed toward the perpetual mainte-
nance of a family or religion these holdings cannot be sold revenues
gained from the rent or lease of the properties are used to support a variety
of religious endeavors for example islamic waqfs in jerusalem have been
used in the establishment and maintenance of mosques religious schools
cemeteries public baths hostelscostels for pilgrims homes for the needy soup
kitchens and orphanages due to its sacredness jerusalem during ottoman
times had more waqfs per capita than any other major ottoman city how-
ever when israel gained control of west jerusalem in 1948 and then east
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jerusalem in 1967 many waqfwaff hold-
ings

r5xw x

came under israeli control 25
W1

one of the most noted expropri-
ations of an islamic waqfwaff involves
competing israeli and palestinian
claims to the western wall As noted
above when muhammad journeyed 8
to jerusalem he tethered his horse at it 0

U

the western wall which as the last
remaining vestige of the temple com-
plex

U
it being part of the retaining

wall that supported the large plat-
form

FIG 5 graffiti jerusalem isis arab
forever this 1995 message was sprayof the temple mount had par-

ticular
painted inin the old city inin response to

sanctity to jews muslims have the jewish slogan stating jerusalem isis
attributed sanctity to the same site the eternal capital of israel
holy not only because of buraqburac but
also because the wall was an integral
part of the haram al sharif noble sanctuary where the dome of the rock
and the al aqsaaasa mosque are located in 1193 CE the pavement in front of
the wall was made a waqfwaff then in 1320 CE a quarter for moroccan mus-
lims who settled in the holy city was established as a waqfwaff to support
moroccan pilgrims to the holy city on land located just west of the wall

throughout the centuries of islamic control the jews of jerusalem
were allowed to pray at the wall in a narrow corridor 300 in by 4 in abut-
ting the moroccan maghrebi quarter during the british era violent
conflicts arose between muslims and jews over ownership and use of the

FIG 6 exiting the haram al sharifshanfshaff 1997 As these muslim worshippersworshippers leave after friday
prayer they are watched by israeli soldiers on the wall and on the ground A bombing a few
days earlier had led to heightened security a reminder of the constant tension min jerusalem
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wall in an attempt to settle the dispute a british commission issued a

report that recognized both muslim and jewish sanctity of the site
acknowledged muslim ownership of the wall and guaranteed continued
jewish access to the wall this status quo lasted until 1948 at which time
the jordanian government restricted jewish access to the wall in june 1967

just four days after the israeli conquest of east jerusalem 650650 arab resi-
dents of the maghrebi quarter were evicted with only two hours notice
and their 135 houses were bulldozed to the ground by the israeli govern-
ment in order to open up access to the wall the expansive western wall
plaza now extends out across muslim waqfwaff lands fig 7 26

rising above the western wall plaza is what jews call the temple
mount and what muslims call the haram al sharif see map it is holy to
jews as the site of former temples and of a future temple while it is holy
to muslims primarily because of its association with muhammads night
journey as well as its association with past prophets like solomon and
jesus because of the dual nature of its sanctity the temple mountharamMount Haram
al sharif is probably the most contentious piece of territory in the entire
holy land muslims consider the whole enclosed platform of the haram
al sharif as a sacred mosque it is therefore haram forbidden for peoples

FIG 7 western wall and plaza 1997 the western wall isis significant to the muslims as
the wall where muhammad tethered his horse during the night journey both muslims
and jews consider the western wall as the only remaining part of solomon s temple
complex the plaza inin front of the wall was created inm 1967
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of other religions to pray on the site 27 muslim control which dates back to
Urumarsurnarsimarsnars conquest was challenged during the british mandate as zionist

jews sought to reclaim lost lands and sacred sites in response to jewish
assertion of increased rights at the western wall the mufti of jerusalem
hajji amin al husseini stated in a 1930 memorandum to the shaw com-
mission that active widespread propaganda was being undertaken by
the jews with a view to influencing the london government and other
powers as well as the league of nations in order to take possession of the
western wall of the mosque at aqsaaasa he then asserted that this was being
done so that jews could take possession of the mosque of al aqsaaasa gradu-
ally on the pretense that it is the temple128I

whether real or perceived jewish attempts at taking control of the
mount did not come to fruition the british government refused to grant
greater rights and during the nineteen years of jordanian rule of parti-
tioned jerusalem 1948 67 israeli jews were denied access to the wall and
temple mount all this changed in june 1967 when during the conquest of
east jerusalem israeli soldiers gained control of the long forbidden
temple mount israeli control was short lived in recognition of its sanctity
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to islam general moshe dayan had the israeli troops take down the israeli
flags and leave islam s third most holy site he then restored control of the
haram al shariftosharifto the muslim waqfwaff which continues to administer the area
waqfwaff officials remain ever vigilant of jewish designs on the mount

since 1967 there has been a crescendo of jewish efforts sometimes
supported by christians to regain control of the mount in hopes that the
temple can be rebuilt and the messiah can come these efforts only seem to
strengthen the resolve of muslims to hold onto their sacred site A quick
overview of some of these activities serve well to illustrate why muslims
now worry as did hajj amin al husseini earlier about jewish encroach
ments and eventual control of the haram al sharif in 1969 an australian
christian most likely of deranged mind ignited a damaging fire in the al
aqsaaasa mosque while his motives were unclear muslims viewed the arson
attack as a challenge to their control on easter sunday 1982 allan good-
man a follower of the extremist kach group opened fire in the dome of
the rock in an attempt to liberate the temple mount from muslim con-
trol two were killed in the shooting which was followed by riots in and
around jerusalem in which at least 184 people were injured 112929

in 1983 more than forty jews were arrested in jerusalem for planning
to take over the temple mount four of the group were armed young men
11caught trying to break through an underground passage onto the haram
al sharif the next year israeli security forces thwarted another attempted
assault on the mount they found a stash ofgrenades and explosives smug-
gled onto the mount and more arms including mines rockets and high
explosives stashed outside of the city A christian group from the united
states paid the legal fees for the first group and it is suspected that finan-
cial backing for the second group also came from american christians
one of the investigating officials explained the motive for the planned
attacks as wanting to obliterate the muslim presence on the mount so that
the messiah would arrive for either the first or second time 30

in 1984 members of the jerusalem temple foundation also supported
by american christians planned another attack on the haram al sharif so
that in the words of its leader they could help fulfill prophecy and thus
hasten the coming of the messiah one of the members of the group an
israeli reserve pilot had even talked of bombing the muslim mosques on
the mount so that war would break out with the islamic world and then the
messiah would bring deliverance 31

knowing of these previous incursions muslims strongly protested the
1998 expansion of an archeologicalarchaeologicalarche ological tunnel extending from the western
wall to the via dolorosa in a line parallel and adjacent to the temple
mount the tunnel a water passage which filled temple era cisterns
exposes herodian era ruins and runs under the muslim quarter and many
muslim monuments muslim opposition to the tunnel is based on fear that
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the tunnel could be used for future attacks on the mount and on concern
for the structural damage it has caused to historical buildings above 32

among jews there are varying degrees of interest in the mount many
see the western wall as close enough and holy enough for now and are
content to wait for the temple others however want to hasten the day by
removing the mosques fig 8 most jews choose not to ascend onto the
mount for fear of violating the sacred space where the holy of holies
would have been located a location much debated but never determined
still others are anxious to begin praying on the mount even without the
temple in 1994 members of the temple mount yeshiva who advocate
rebuilding the temple entered the haram al sharifsharifandand started to bend and
sway as if praying this angered waqfwaff officials who had police remove the
yeshiva students 33 in 1997 a jerusalem magistrate court judge ruled that jews
could pray on the mount after the leader of hai vekayarnvekayam was arrested for
attempting to pray there this prompted the chief rabbinical council to
reaffirm its position which forbids jews from entering the temple mount
a position which is at odds with
the committee of rabbis from
judea and samaria 34 former
waqfwaff leader adnan husseini
repeatedly stressed that islam
will never allow jews to pray on
the mount they can enter the
mount as visitors but cannot

35pray
preparations for the build-

ing of the temple have included
yearly ceremonies in which

cornerstonecornerstones s for the third
templetemple5tempietempled5 are laid outside the
old city walls of jerusalem36Jerusalem36

rallies by members of the move-

ment for the establishment of
the temple with members call-

ing for no dome of the rock
and mosques but an israeli
flag and the temple 23137111373333737 and 0

pamphlets being thrown onto
the haram al sharif by mem-
bers

FIG 8 one version of the temple some jews
wwishish to construct on the haram alof the kach callinggroup shariftempleSharif Temple mount after removing the

for the removal of the mosquemosquess muslim mosques located there the model is
to syria or iran and the building displayed in a museum at the temple mount
of the third temple 38138311 yeshiva in the jewish quarter of the old city
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in the meantime muslims have moved ahead with their own plans
for the haram al sharif in order to accommodate more muslims for prayers
the vaulted area underneath the southeast corner of the haram al sharif
once known as solomons stables has now been turned into the marwanimarcani
mosque in order to make the area more accessible and safer the waqfwaff
administration recently knocked out a new entrance jews protested that
this change to the temple mount was a violation of the status quo for holy
places while muslims believe they have the right to make changes that will
safely accommodate the growing numbers ofmuslims who gather for prayers

afterword prayer for peace

and so it continues three religions and two peoples continuously at
odds over control of one city both peoples and all three religions have
compelling claims to the city in a spirit of justice and equality and in
recognition of jerusalem s sanctity to muslims christians and jews I1 see
no other way for the city to ever know peace than through sharing 39 no
one group is entitled to exclusive control jerusalem must be shared it can
be shared as an international city with equal authority granted to all three
of its religions as envisioned in the 1947 united nations partition plan or
it can be shared as an undivided shared capital of the states of israel and
palestine 40 As muslims jews and christians learn to equitably share their
beloved jerusalem it will no longer be a burdensome stone zech 123
in which conflicts abound

we are commanded to pray for the peace of jerusalem Ps 1226 we
should work and pray for that peace now we should in the words of
howard W hunter icnot take sides but instead recognize that both jews
and the arabs muslim and christian are children of our father and chil-
dren of promise and that the purpose of the gospel of jesus christ is to
bring about love unity and brotherhood ofthe highest orderorder4141 we can pro-
mote that high order by recognizing the sanctity of jerusalem to all ofabra-
ham s children and encouraging them to share the sacred city peacefully

chad F emmett chad emmettbyuedu is associate professor of geography at
brigham young university he received a BA in secondary educationhistoryEducation History from
utah state university an MA in international relations from brigham young uni-
versityversity and a phd in geography from the university of chicago
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tlers population now at 170170000170000000ooo and an additional 44 percent has been declared
11 unzoned for palestinian construction walid khalidi islam the west and jerusalem
13 the palestinian village ofoflsawiyaisawiya on the northeast side of mount scopus with a
pre 1967 size of 1000010000 dunams has been gradually whittled down by the israeli authori-
ties to just 660660 dunams graham usher returning to the source the politics of
housing in east jerusalem jerusalem quarterly file no i1 1998191998 19 22 between 1967
and 1987 540540 arab homes in jerusalem were demolished by israeli authorities and
since the olso agreement in 1993 over a hundred homes have been destroyed rashid
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khalidi transforming the face of the holy city political messages in the built
topography of jerusalem jerusalem quarterly file pt 2 no 4 1999 httpwwwjqfhttpiwwwjqf
jerusalemorgjournaligggjqf4khalidihtmljerusalemorgjournali999jqf4khalidihtml

25 michael dumper islam and israel muslim religious endowments and the jew-
ish state washington DC the institute for palestine studies 1994 i n1

26 memorandum on the israeli violation of the religious status quo at the wailing
wall jerusalem beirut institute for palestine studies 1968

27 As a brigham young university student in jerusalem in 1982 1I experienced
firsthand this prohibition on religious activity during a field trip to the mount our
religion professor had us gather in the shade of the dome of the rock to read a few new
testament scriptures about the temple before long waqfwaff officials broke up the gather-
ing scriptures went back into our backpacks and our instructor apologized for not
knowing the rules these rules against non muslim prayer and study evolved out of
experiences at the western wall and the tomb of the patriarchs in hebron where
allowing jews to pray gradually led to their bringing in tables benches and religious
fixtures which were then utilized to strengthen jewish claims

28 roger friedland and richard D hecht the politics of sacred place
jerusalem s temple mountalmountanMountal haram al sharif in sacred places and profane spaces
essays in the geographicsgeographies of judaism christianity and islam ed jamie scott and paul
simpson housley new york greenwood press 1991 21 61

29 bernard wasserstein trouble on the temple mount midstream A monthly
jewish review 28 no 7 1982 5 9

30 barbara ledeen and michael ledeen the temple mount plot the new
republic june 181819841984 20 23

31 ledeen and ledeen temple mount plot 20 23

32 ilene R prusher A trip into jerusalem s tunnel of trouble the christian
science monitor october i1 1996 i1 5

33 lisa pevtzow apocalypse now jerusalem post international edition march 5

1994101994 lo10 11

34 haim shapiro etzion held again for mount prayer bid jerusalem post
international edition august 61997

35 adnan husseini interview by author august 41997 jerusalem
36 shawn L twing comp temple mount faithful lay cornerstone for third

temple washington report on middle east affairs januaryfebruaryJanuary February 1998 40
37 jake abrams wanted the third temple the jerusalem report october 12

199814
38 nina pinto waqfwaff closes temple mount after kach provocation haaretzHa aretz

july 232319991999

39 the idea of sharing territory to avoid conflict goes back to abraham when
there was strife between the herdsmen of abraham and the herdsmen of his nephew
lot abraham said to lot let there be no strife I1 pray thee between me and thee and
between my herdmenferdmen and thy herdmenferdmenherdmen for we be brethren Is not the whole land
before thee separate thyself I1 pray thee from me if thou wilt take the left hand then
I1 will go to the right or if thou depart to the right hand then I1 will go to the left
gen 138 9

40 see chad F emmett the status quo solution for jerusalem journal of
palestine studies 26 no 2 1997 16 28

41 howard W hunter all are alikeaue unto god 1979 devotional speeches of the
year BYU devotional and fireside addresses provo utah brigham young university
press 1980 32 36



photographs of jerusalem 1903

richard neitzel holzapfel and thomas R wells

in 1903 just before the dramatic changes of the last century engulfed
palestine salt lake city photographer charles ellis johnson 1857 1926
found himself in jerusalem while not the first latter day saint to visit the
old city of jerusalem johnson was the earliest mormon professional pho-
tographerto to capture views of the city and its inhabitants and thus freeze a

unique peaceful moment in time 1

because of religious prohibitions against making graven images there
were few jewish or muslim photographers in the country when johnson
visited the region he was therefore among a select group of europeans
and north americans to have preserved on paper and glass the people and
places in the holy land before the ottoman empire lost its hold on
jerusalem in 1917

2

johnsonjohnsons s vast glass plate negative collection documents the street life of
jerusalem including poor people shopkeepers religious pilgrims and a host
of other people who lived and worked in the holy city additionally john-
son captures in a series of stunning photographs the impressive ottoman
turkish walls and gates that define the old city of jerusalem even today

historical context of the photographs

johnson began his photographic career in salt lake city in time to
document the completion of the salt lake temple in the early 189osisposespos for
the next twentyfivetwenty five years he was one of the most productive mormon
photographers in utah 3 in 1897 a mysterious woman from palestine burst
on the scene in salt lake city delivering a series of spellbinding lectures on
palestine and the life of christ madame lydia mary olive von finkelstein
mamreov mountford captured even the attention of church president
wilford woodruff 1 I took my family to the theater to listen to another
lecture of mrs lydia mumford on jerrusalemjerrusalernJerrusalem sic her lectures are the
most interesting ofany I1 attended on the holy land and upon all that was
spoken by the savior 3341140344

in that same year mountford and johnson met beginning an associa-
tion that lasted until her death in 1917 she returned to utah in 1903 to
enlist johnson s help in preparing a photographic exhibit on the holy land
for the 1904 st louis worlds fair with contract in hand johnson traveled
to palestine with his patron producing some two thousand images of
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FIG i detail from a stereo view taken in 1903 from the wadi jozboz kidron valley east
of the old city of jerusalem this detail highlights the eastern retaining wall of the
haram al sharif noble sanctuary and the golden gate the golden gate is com-
posed of two separate and distinct gates visible here as two arches bab al tawbatabba
gate of repentance and bab al rahma gate ofmercy and has been bricked up for

nearly half a millennium the gate remains sealed today and has acquired a profound
messianic significance even among some muslims who hold that jesus will reenter
the city by this gate at the beginning of the day of judgment the olive groves below the
gate on the western valley have been overtaken in the past century by the expansion of
muslim cemeteries courtesy charles elliseuisbeisbels johnson collection L tom perry special
collections harold B lee library brigham young university hereafter cited as john-
son collection
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jerusalem and its environs in a variety of formats including roll film
kodaks and 61261 by 812 inch field cameras which were portable enough
and fast enough to shoot hand held without a tripod5tripodtripoda3151153355 the glass plate
negative collection consists of plates measuring 7 x 5 see figs i1 2 and
812 xx612612 see figs 3344

some of the most impressive views in johnsons vast collection are of
the old cityscites walls and gates left in ruins since 1219 the walls and gates
were reconstructed between 1536 and 15401540 by sultan suleiman bin selim
the lawgiver 1494 1566 these ottoman turkish walls and gates were
constructed on the medieval foundations themselves erected on the ruins
of walls dating from the roman period archaeologists have discovered
that the ottoman turkish builders made use of whatever building materi-
als came to hand from the hewn stone of herodshernds day to the ordinary
rocks and stones used in earlier periods yog1163366 additionally suleiman rebuilt
the ancient gates and apparently resealed the famous golden gate at this
time see figs i1 2 one historian notes architecturally the restoration
of the walls and gates of jerusalem by suleiman the magnificent is con-
sidered a major feat since there are not many places where the turks built
fortifications of this kind and took pains to embellish them with all manner
of adornments 3171170177

most of the walls stand between thirty nine and forty six feet high and
are more than five thousand yards long with eight gates when johnson
arrived in jerusalem in 1903 the walls and gates remained much as they
had been for nearly four centuries while today a tourist sees the same
gates and walls the whole context of jerusalem has dramatically shifted
amidst the complexities of modernity and the upheavals that have washed
across the region like a political and social deluge

perhaps more important than the architecture of 1903 jerusalem are its
people and johnson demonstrates his artistic skill as well as any other pho-
tographerto of his day by recording hundreds of images of daily life in
jerusalem at the turn of the century see figs 5 9 his timing in this regard
was also crucial he photographed the faces of jerusalem at a time when its
demographics were undergoing dramatic change although jerusalem had
remained almost entirely muslim for centuries fifty years before johnson
arrived the jewish presence began to increase dramatically in 1903 the
majority were muslims but there was a significant presence of christians
and a much smaller group of european and sephardic jews in the region
at a time when the population of all of palestine was about five hundred
thousand jerusalem had grown from a little more than fifteen thousand in
1844 to nearly seventy four thousand just a few years after johnson walked
the streets of the old city 8
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FIG 2 detail from a stereo view taken in 1903 looking south from a muslim cemetery
northeast of the old city stereo views were formed of two slightly different images placed
side by side johnsons stereo camera had two lenses side by side so that the two exposures
were made simultaneously whenvaen seen through a stereoscope a stereo view provides a
sense of three dimensions similar to the way our two eyes give us depth perception

this detail highlights the golden gate double gate to the left the dome of the
rock the large domed building in the center and a major section of the eastern wall
of the haram al sharif the smaller dome of the al atsa mosque can be seen between
the golden gate and the dome of the rock the al aqsaaasa mosque has been the major
regional mosque in palestine for thirteen hundred years it and the dome of the rock
are part of the haram al sharif which is considered the third most holy site in islam
courtesy johnson collection

written sources substantiate johnsons view of the daily life of the local
people at the turn of the century while certainly as with all photogra-
phers johnson selected his subjects carefully and therefore in a sense
edited his experiences in the holy land he nevertheless provided enough
images to reveal the texture of life there in 1903 As johnsons photographs
show the vast majority of people living in palestine at the time were poor
in the towns and cities open sewers ran through unpaved garbage strewn
streets in the villages women still drew water from wells as they had in
biblical times bread was baked at home in outdoor ovens from flour
milled by hand the gates of the walled cities including jerusalem were
locked from sundown to sunrise for protection

while palestine had been a remote and almost forgotten region of
the ottoman empire during most of the nineteenth century it stood on the
verge of modernization A rail line had been completed from the port city
of jaffa on the mediterranean to jerusalem just a few years earlier in 1892
providing a much needed stimulus to the local economy it was during this
crucial transitional period in jerusalem s history that johnson documented
the daily life of the people and the places of old jerusalem



FIG 3 A view taken in 1903 of bab al nabi daoud gate of the prophet david com-
monly called bab daoud davids gate but also known to many tourists today as zion
gate like the jaffa gate and the lion gate this gate has an L shaped corridor just
inside the gate formed by a brick wall that runs parallel to the main wall and opens to
the south this design forced invaders to make ninety degree turns which slowed them
as they went through the gate the L shaped walls around the gate also prevented
invaders from using battering rams because they could not get a ram past the inner
wall defenders were in position to shoot arrows through slits in the gate for those
who have visited jerusalem recently this photograph preserves a view of the gate before
modern armed conflict left it riddled with marks of shells dating from 1948 courtesy
johnson collection
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provenance of the photographs

johnson left utah for san jose california inin 1917 and took with him
his important negative collection including his viewsviews of palestine follow-
ing his death on february 212119261926 his nephew william J fox transferred
the bulk of johnson s glass plate collection to his home inin southern cali-
fornia there they survived the ravages of time several moves and at least
one fire following fox s death his brother david fox obtained the col
lection and inin 1975 donated it to brigham young university for permanent
preservation here they remainremain basically unknown 9

conclusion

while the organizers of the 1904 st louis worlds fair eventually
renegedrenewed on the contract and charles ellis johnsons works were never pub-
lished johnson preserved a slice of time when the ottomans still ruled
jerusalem 1517 1917 a time when the eternal city was a peaceful dwelling
place for muslims christians and jews these photographs provide a
unique perspective of the city just prior to its witnessing monumental
changes inin the political and social landscape of the region johnson seems
to have intuitively known what thomas G appleton noted some thirty
years earlier As historic landscape palestine isis full of those suggestive
sites those eloquent battlefields and homes of kings and prophets which
do not need the help of mere beauty to give them interest 10

richard neitzel holzapfel holzapfelbyuholzapfelbyueduholzapfel byu edu isis the photographic editor of BYU
studies and associate professor of church history and doctrine at brigham young
university thomas R wells tom wellswelisweilswellsbyubyuedubyu edu isis associate photographic editor of
BYU studies and photoarchivistPhotoarchivist of the L tom perry special collections harold B lee
library brigham young university

1 A number of church members leaders and missionariesmissionaries including orson
hyde 1841 george A smith and elizaellzaeilza R snow 1873 visited palestine before john
son arrived inin 1903 see david B galbraith D kelly ogden and andrew C skinner
jerusalem the eternal city salt lake city deseret book 1996 332 47

2 see yeshayahu nir the bible and the image the history of photography inin the
holy land 1839 1899 philadelphia university of pennsylvania press 1985

3 see nelson B wadsworth set inin stone fixed inin glass the cormonsmormons the west
and their photographers salt lake city signature books 1996 i1 11

4 wilford woodruff wilford woodruff s journal 1833 1898 typescript ed scott
G kenney 7 volsVOIS midvale utah signature books 1985 446 february 81897

5 wadsworth set inin stone 305
6 dan bahat cartacarlocartocarla s historical atlas orfeoffeofferusalemof jerusalemrusalem jerusalem carta 1986 64
7 bahat cartas historical atlas 66
8 see nachum tim gidal jerusalem in 3000 years koincolnkolnk61n germany konemann

1995421995 42
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9 wadsworth provided a small sampling of johnsons holy land work in set in
stone 270 317 later the BYU studies staff provided two examples from the collection
in the holy land A premodern photo tour BYU studies 37 no 4 1997 98 85 86

lo1010 thomas G appleton syrian sunshine boston roberts brothers 1877
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FIG 4 A view taken in 1903 southwest of the old city looking north this view high-
lights a section of the western wall including the jaffajammi gate and the citadel with its
mosque s minaret towering over the wall this minaret is one of the best known sym-
bols of the city johnson wrote on the original glass plate negative first view of
jerusalem probably an indication that this was the first photograph he took of the old
city the jaffa gate was built in 1538 and faces onto the road to hebron the arabs
therefore call it bab al khalil gate of the friend referring to abraham friend ofgod
who was buried in hebron it received its popular name jaffa gate during the nine-
teenth century because it opens onto the road to the coastal city of jaffa the road
pictured here is still used today for travel southward toward bethlehem courtesy
johnson collection

photographs continue on following pages



FIG 5 portrait of an elderly gentleman and a young boy taken in 1903 the damage seen
on the edges is a result of improper storage of the original glass plate negative before
brigham young university acquired the collection exposure to water caused the emul-
sion of the glass plate negative to flake nevertheless this highly artistic photograph
shows johnson at his best in making timeless portraits courtesy johnson collection



FIG 6 detail from a stereo viewview taken inin 1903 here johnson captures a slice of life
showing a young arab boy having his hair cut by a man possibly his father while
another young boy watches courtesy johnson collection
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FIG 8 detail from a stereo viewview taken inm 1903 somewhere inin the old city john-
son captures a fez maker standing inm front of his shop details inin this image show
a variety of elements of the typical life of a shopkeeper and those who sold their
goods along the byways of the old city the fez maker has his hands on one of the
metal molds used to form a fez courtesy johnson collection A fez isis a cone
shaped red hat the fez maker himself has one on commonly worn by men inin the
ottoman empire before 1923



FIG 9 stereo view of street life in the old city taken in 1903 this composition created
by the play of light and shadow and by using the archway as a frame shows johnson s

skill not just as a photographic technician and photo journalist but also as a photo-
graphic artist courtesy johnson collection



tradition amid social upheaval
the palestinian muslim family

bruce A chadwick camille fronk ray huntington
tim B heaton and brian K barber

in 1994 and 1995 a research team from brigham young university con-
ducted a survey of residents of the west bank and gaza strip motivated in
part by our strong interest as latter day saints in understanding and
strengthening family life we wished to study several aspects of the pales-

tinian family including prominence of marriage family size gender roles
education ofwomen marriage between relatives and location of residence
after marriage by comparing our data with that of earlier surveys we can
ascertain changes occurring in the muslim world

generalization from a single study of the arab muslim family is diffi-
cult given the differences among urban village and rural residents in the
arab world sufficient similarities exist however within arab islamic
countries to make possible some degree of generalization from palestinian
families to muslim families in general 1 we surveyed several thousand
palestinian families in the west bank and gaza strip 99 percent of whom
identified themselves as muslim results from our study provide contembontem
poraryhorary images of muslim families in much of the middle east

A brief historical overview

in 1967 israels military forces clashed with the armies of egypt syria
and jordan in what is referred to by some as the six day war at the con-
clusion of fighting israel occupied all land on the west side of the jordan
river previously controlled by the country of jordan this area including
all of eastern jerusalem became known as the west bank in addition to
the west bank israel occupied the gaza strip previously controlled by
egypt with the occupation of the west bank and the gaza strip israel
assumed military governance of several million palestiniansPalestin ians whose families
had been living on these lands for hundreds of years after two decades of
israeli occupation of historic palestine palestiniansPalestin ians living in the west bank
and gaza strip began a grassrootsgrass roots protest movement referred to as the
intifada loosely translated the arabic word intifada means to shudder
or shrug off and refers to palestinian efforts to force israel s withdrawal
from the occupied territories of the west bank and gaza strip
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during the intifada years of 1987 to 1994 palestiniansPalestin ians participated in
public marches demonstrations strikes and violent confrontations with
israeli soldiers even women whose domain had only been the privacy of
their homes were publicly involved in these activities As a result of these
events and of such westernizingWesternizing influences as modernization the palestin-
ian family has been exposed to powerful forces of social change thus one
of the pupurposesrposesreposes for our study was to describe the contemporary palestinian
family and assess whether as a result of these social forces palestiniansPalestin ians
have departed from traditional family life as prescribed by islamic teachings

islam and the family

for muslim palestiniansPalestin ians family and religion are intertwined As
strum notes if the koran is the soul of islam then perhaps the institution
of the muslim family might be described as its body722 likewise sociologist
john williams points out that religion in the arab world is not part of the
social structure it isesthefsthethe structure 3131133 the teachings of islam permeate pales-
tinian family life indeed patriarchy kinship ties cultural standards for
inheritance laws marriage and divorce and gender roles are perceived as
manifestations of allahs will 4

roles of husbands and wives are defined through dogmas and teach-
ings in the quraur an the hadith or sayings of muhammad and islamic
jurisprudence for example the quran states the following men are the
protectors and maintainers ofwomen because allah has given men more
strength than women righteous women are devoutly obedient
434 women are to I1 stay quietly in their houses 3333 women

should draw their veils over their bosoms and not display their beauty
except to their husbands their fathers their husbands fathers their sons
their husbands sons their brothers or their brothers sons 2431

islamic teachings influence not only family functioning but also the
legal and social status ofwomen As molyneux explains

the impact of religious orthodoxy on the juridical realm in particular on the
family laws is a factor of the utmost significance it is precisely within
these religious codes that the position of women is defined as legally and
socially subordinate to that of men the religious influence and derivation of
the codes has allowed the subordinate status of women to be legitimized in
terms of divine inspiration and doctrinal orthodoxy 5

islamsislamisiamislamis influence in palestinian society including the family has been
strengthened during the past two decades by a revival of islamic funda-
mentalist groups these organizations such as hamas islamic jihad and
the muslim brotherhood society have heightened the impact of islamic
thought within the palestinian family for example supporters of these
groups have encouraged women to cover their heads with the traditional
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women and worship

women without husbands or young children sleep together in a separate
section of the home when I1 stayed in gaza I1 sleptslertsiert in that part of the house
where the aged widowed mother and a single sister resided the men of the
family had already indicated that they did not follow muslim worship prac
ticescices very often I1 was surprised then to hear the single sister anisearise from her
bed with the muslim callcailcali to prayer in the early morning hour she quietly
washed dressed entirely in white and performed allaliail the positions ofprayer
in concentconcertconcern with the official callcalicail her worship was conducted in the privacy of
her bedroom without any thought that I1 might be awake and observing
afterward she told me that she does prayers that same way every morning
despite the fact that she must be at the hospital by 600goo AM she explained
that men generally pray in groups at the mosque whereas women pray alone
in the solitude of their homes

camille fronk

hijab while in public discouraged women from working outside the home
and criticized wedding ceremonies that were not conducted according to
islamic law

this paper has three objectives the first is to describe the formation
and functioning of the contemporary palestinian family the second objec-
tive is to examine the role of women especially wives in palestinian fami-
lies given the influence of modernization and the impact of the intifada
the third objective is to examine the attitudes of palestinian adolescents
toward female autonomy as those attitudes suggest what role women
might fulfill in the future

sources of information

we obtained data from a self report survey of 7000 palestinian fami-
lies living in the west bank and gaza strip during 1994 and 1995 two ques-
tionnairestionna ires one for students and one for parents were developed in english
and then translated into arabic by a palestinian translation and printing
business in the west bank several bilingual palestiniansPalestinians reviewed the ara-
bic versions and recommended minor changes finally the revised surveys
were pilot tested with a sample of palestinian youths and adults living in
east jerusalem

in november 1994 the research team visited all sixty four of the
united nations relief and works agency UNRWA secondary schools in
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the west bank and trained the head teachers principals to administer the
survey students in the ninth grade the highest grade offered in UNRWA
schools were asked to complete the questionnaire in class and then to take
one home for each of their parents students returned their parents ques-
tionnairestionna ires the following day the same procedure was replicated in gaza
where a sampling of schools was done in spring 1995 there both UNRWA
and palestinian ministry of education schools in gaza were surveyed
unfortunately we were unable to access nonnonremgeenonrefugeerefugee students living in the
west bank

five types of palestinian communities are represented in our sample
west bank cities west bank villages west bank refugee camps gaza cities
and gaza refugee camps parents in the study ranged in age from 27 years
to their early gos fathers averaged 47 years of age and mothers 48

completed surveys were returned by 92 to 97 percent ofthe enrolled stu-
dents n6923 by 85 to 94 percent of the fathers n 6253 and by 84 to 90
percent of their mothers n6024 these high response rates were obtained
without any followupfollow up or offer of incentives both students and parents
seemed excited by the opportunity to share their feelings and experiences

the contemporary palestinian family

of the many facets of the contemporary palestinian family that can be
studied we hypothesized eight could be significant indicators of whether
social change had occurred in the family they are marriage rates age at
marriage age difference between spouses rate of marriage between rela-
tives location of residence after marriage family size marital satisfaction
rates and womens roles

prominence of marriage since family is a dominant institution in
muslim palestinian society marriage is almost universal 6 jordanian per-

sonal status law a remnant of the jordanian occupation era 1948 67

regulates marriage and family practices in the west bank and gaza 7 this
law is based on islamic beliefs operates within the religious sphere and is

administered by local islamic leaders israel has made no effort during the
past thirty years of occupation to substitute israels marriage laws for jor-
danian law in fact none of the emerging political powers in contemporary
palestine such as the palestinian national authority has suggested an
alteration of the jordanian laws governing the palestinian family

over 98 percent of fathers in the sample were currently married as

were 95 percent of the mothers our sample is obviously biased toward
married couples as only parents of ninth grade students were selected
most of the nonmarriednonmarried respondents were widows or widowers less than
one percent of the mothers and fathers were separated or divorced one
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explanation for low divorce statistics is the muslims obedience to a teach-
ing attributed to the prophet muhammad that divorce is the most hateful
to god of all permitted things 1381188 the exceptionally low number of divorces
underscores the family s importance in palestinian society

age at marriage traditionally palestinian couples sign a marriage
contract in a ceremony viewed as legally binding even though they are
considered married upon signing the contract palestinian couples do not
necessarily begin living together as husband and wife immediately after the
contract signing palestinian women are generally married at a fairly early
age to protect their sexual purity notwithstanding tradition jordanian
personal status law requires women to be at least 18 years to marry and
men to be 19 years of age

judith E tucker studied islamic court records in nablusnabalus a prominent
west bank city for the periods of1722of 1722 to 1729 and 1798 to 1856 she found
that about 18 percent of the recorded marriages involved a prepubescent
girl she concluded that women often married around the age of fourteen 9

in contrast in a 19601960 study ofofartasufartasartas a small village near bethlehem pro-
thro and diab discovered that the averaverageoaverage10averagedaverageageO10 age for marriage among
women was 16.9169169 years of age and 24.4244244 years for men 11 the average age at
marriage in 1982 for a sample of the west bank population according to
ata was close to 20 years for women and nearly 24 years for men 12 these
studies suggest that palestiniansPalestinians especially women have gradually
extended their childhood years

contrary to their law over half the wives in our study signed a mar-
riage contract before they were 18 with over one fourth of these women
signing before their sixteenth birthday see table i during interviews with
palestiniansPalestin ians the authors were told that marriage laws are often ignored by
officials or circumvented by families for example young brides claim to
be older or invite an older sister to represent them in the signing ceremony

the average age at which wives in all three groups in our sample signed
their marriage contract clustered around 19 years of age with about one
percent marrying after age 28 the men averaged a little over 23 years with
nearly 5 percent being over 30 when they contracted marriage

we also examined when couples began living together as husband and
wife and found that nearly go90 percent started living together the same year
they signed the contract most commenced living together immediately
after the signing or shortly thereafter seven percent waited at least a year
and another 4 percent delayed living together for more than two years it
appears from our data that little time expired between signing the marriage
contract and living together as a married couple among this sample of
palestinian families suggesting that the tradition ofwaiting several months
maymaybebe eroding increased unemployment rates made it difficult for men to
wait and save for an apartment a large dowry or other traditional goals



TABLE 1

age when marriage contract was signed

west bank gaza refugee gaza nonrefugeeNonno refugee
men women men women men women

age n2842 n2732 n1875 n1846 n1294 n1341

12 15 0 33 0 25 0 26
16 18 13 28 13 28 12 28
19 20 21 19 22 24 20 23
21 22 17 8 17 9 15 9
23 24 15 4 16 6 15 7
25 26 17 5 16 5 19 5

27 28 9 11 7 2 8 1

29 30 4 0 5 1 8 1

31 50 5 0 4 1 4 0

average age 23.3233233 19.0190190igo 23.2232232 19.2192192 23.4234234 19.5195195

question how old were you when you first entered the marriage contract

TABLE 2

difference in husbandsandHusbandhusbandshusbandlandsandand wivesageswivesWivesAgesages

west bank gaza refugee gaza nonrefugeeNon refugee
age difference n2680 n1819 n1265

wife older 8.68686 10.4104104 8.88888

both same age 9.49494 13.3133 11.4114114

husband older
1 year 7.17171 8.58585 7.07070

2 years 9.09090go 10.4104104 9.89898

3 years 7.87878 8.98989 7.97979

4 years 10.3103103 9.09090go 8.58585

5 years 8.98989 8.58585 9.89898

6 years 7.67676 6.16161gi 6.66666gg

7 years 5.65656 5.45454 6.36363

8 years 5.45454 4.44444 4.74747

9 years 5.15151 2.52525 4.14141

10 years 4.94949 4.24242 4.74747

10 years 10.7107107 8.48484 10.5105

100.01000 100.01000 100.01000
average
difference years 4.34343 4.14141 4.14141

question how old are you
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age difference between husbands and wives traditionally palestin-
ian husbands have been considerably older than their wives prothro and
diab found in 19601960 that husbands in artas were on average nine years
older than their wives 13 ata discovered a four year age gap between the
average marrying ages of men and women in the west bank in the early
198osipsosipsas 14 table 2 presents the age differences between husbands and wives in
our sample

in our sample less than io10 percent of the wives were older than their hus-
bands while another io10 percent were the same age approximately 45 percent
of the husbands were one to five years older than their wives about 25 per-
cent of the husbands were six to ten years older and approximately another
15 percent were more than ten years senior to their wives our findings
agree with ata s that husbands were overall about four years older than
their wives

marriage between relatives among palestiniansPalestinians is a strong tradition
ofmarriage between a man and his father s brother s daughter 15 a form of
endogamous or blood marriage this tradition includes a cousin
right which gives a man the right to demand marriage to his cousin if he
is unsure whether he wants to marry a particular cousin he supposedly has
the right to block her marriage to another until he makes up his mind

marriage between cousins

during our study I1 was invited into the home of a palestinian man in order
to interview him and several of his friends during the course of the inter-
view the mans wife came into the room to serve us fresh juice and slices of
fruit As the woman served the food I1 noticed a strong resemblance
between her and her husband after the woman left I1 related this observa-
tion to my host he seemed amused with my statement and then told me
that it was natural that she resembled him since they were first cousins
I1 knew that endogamous marriage marriage within the close family clan
was not uncommon among palestiniansPalestin ians but I1 had not as yet met anyone
who had married his cousin the palestinian man told me that marriages
between blood relatives were very positive and successful within their cul-
ture I11I have known and loved my cousin all of my life he said our par-
ents arranged our marriage when we were younger and I1 thank god they
did because I1 have been truly happy what better choice for a wife than
someone you have known since your birth

ray huntington
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blood marriage is justified on the presumption that cousins adjust to each
other better than nonrelativesnonrelatives and thus have a stronger marriage also
cousin marriage retains farmland flocks commercial and residential prop-
erty and other resources within the patriarchal family support for this prac-
tice is evident in ata s observation that a young man s family obtains a cousin
bride for a significantly lower price than nonrelativesnonrelatives would have to pay 16

although previous researchers observed that approximately 42 percent
of married palestiniansPalestin ians espoused a relative 17 we anticipated finding a
decline in endogamous marriages in our study on the contrary we found
that about half of the wives and husbands in our sample married a relative
A stronger evidence to refute a decline in endogamous marriages is that
our respondents reported a higher percentage of blood marriage among
themselves than they reported for their parents

residence following marriage palestinian families have traditionally
been patrilocal encouraging newly married couples to reside with or adja-
cent to the husband s parents prothro and diab discovered that 48 percent
of the wives in artas in the i96os196os lived their entire married life with their
husbands family 18 five percent stated that they started married life with
the husbands family and later established their own household according
to adado zubi favorable wage earning associated with modernization has
allowed more newly married couples to establish their own household 19

As shown in table 3 there is considerable support in our data for the tradi-
tion of living with the husbands family

TABLE 3

residence of newly married couples

west bank gaza refugee gaza nonrefugeeNon refugee
men women men women men women

residence n2935 n2854 n1924 n1827 n1346 n1346

with or very 62 42 71 43 65 42
close to
grooms family

with or very
close to 9 23 7 27 9 23
brides family

other
4 6 4 9 4 8

relatives

by selves 25 29 18 22 23 28

100 100 100 101 101 101

question after your marriage who did you live with
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livinlivinggiiatlithehusbandswith the husbands parentsentsants

while driving through a rural village in the west bank I1 noticed that many of
the palestinian homes were two and sometimes three stories high many
one and two storied homes had rebar protruding from their roofs their
appearance gave me the impression that they were still under construction
when I1 asked the palestinian men accompanying me why many of the
homes appeared to be unfinished they responded with a question when
you were married where did you first live I1 told them that I1 lived in an
apartment close to the university my wife and I1 were attending did you
live close to your parents they asked I1 told them that when I1 married I1

moved out of my parents home in palestinianculturepalestinian culture they said when
a man marries his parents will often add a new floor onto the existing home
for their son and his bride to live in

with that explanation I1 began to understand the palestinian tradition
ofmen continuing to live with their family when they marry creating what
is referred to as the hamula or the extended family

ray huntington

according to husbands in our study over 6060 percent of the couples had
established their first home with or very near to the husbands parents
interestingly fewer wives reported living with their husbands family it
may be that wives viewed their home as a separate residence even when it was
in close proximity to their in laws home an alternative explanation is that
some wives may have defined their husbands family as their own family
when they married however the living arrangement was interpreted
approximately half of the couples initially lived with the grooms extended
family about 25 percent established a home independent of either family
settling in a different village town or city to secure employment about
io10 percent of the couples in our sample initially lived with the bride s fam-
ily following marriage

family size children especially sons are highly esteemed in palestin-

ian families 20 numerous children are seen as security during old age

ensuring care for elderly parents 2211 also many women believe that as they
bear children particularly sons their prestige and power in the extended
family increases while islam does not forbid contraception birth control
is rarely practiced when we informally asked married men how many
children they anticipated they almost always answered As many as god
gives me the number of children reported by mothers is presented in
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TABLE 4

number of children reported by wife

no of west bank gaza refugee gaza nonrefugeeNon refugee
children n2683 n1758 n1322

1 0.00000oo 0.00000oo 0.00000oo

2 0.30303 0.40404 0.50505

3 1.21212 1.21212 1.01010lo

4 3.13131 2.92929 2.82828

5 6.86868 5.95959 7.07070

6 12.4124124 8.88888 10.7107107

7 14.8148148 15.3153153 14.8148148

8 15.1151 16.8168168 15.8158158

9 14.9149149 16.1161 15.1151
10 11.0110llolio 12.4124124 13.1131
11 8.88888 8.68686 8.28282

12 5.55555 5.15151 5.85858

13 2.42424 3.43434 2.72727

14 1.51515 1.31313 0.909og09

15 0.60606og 0.80808 0.60606og

1 l166 1.51515 1.010loio 1.010loio

100.01000logo 100.01000 100.01000

average 8.43843843 8.61861 8.43843

question Hhowow many living children do you have

table 4 since husbandshusbands55 and wives reports agreed as to numbers of chil-
dren we present only the wives data

our data are biased in that childless couples were never surveyed on
the other hand a bias in the opposite direction was introduced by our asking
only about living children furthermore many of the wives in our sample
are still in childbearing years suggesting the possibility of additional chil-
dren fertility reported by these women is high 20 percent indicated that
they have ten or more living children the average number of children per
family is between eight and nine this number is confirmed by the stu-
dents report of the number of siblings in their families

we estimated the total fertility of a palestinian wife by determining the
number of children born to women in the sample who had completed their
childbearing women over the age of forty four reported having over nine
living children these findings are consistent with previous research and
refute claims that fertility has declined among palestinian couples our
findings also show support for religion s influence on the family since
islam encourages women to marry and bear children
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marital satisfaction ninety percent ofboth husbands and wives in our
study were either satisfied or very satisfied with their marriage less than
6 percent were dissatisfied the level ofmarital satisfaction reported by our
sample is similar to what is reported in studies ofamericans who are likely
to leave marriages if they are dissatisfied the low level of dissatisfaction in
palestinian marriages is remarkable given the infrequency of divorce

palestinian couples do not often contemplate the degree of satisfaction
or happiness in marriage after viewing the very high levels of marital sat-
isfactionis reported in table 5 we asked a number of palestinian husbands
and wives how they felt about this type of question most felt marital hap-
piness is irrelevant honorably carrying out family responsibilities is the
important issue

TABLE 5

marital satisfaction of palestinian couples

west bank gaza refugee gaza nonrefugeeNon refugee
men women men women men women

n2806 n2669 n1864 n1815 n1214 n1255

marriage
very satisfied 61 58 63 60 61 59

satisfied 29 31 27 29 28 29

mixed feelings 4 4 4 5 4 5

dissatisfied 2 2 2 2 2 2

very dissatisfied 5 5 4 4 5 5

101 100 100 100 100 100

spouse
very satisfied 60 58 63 60 60 58
satisfied 30 31 29 30 30 31

mixed feelings 6 6 5 5 5 5

dissatisfied 2 2 2 2 2 3
very dissatisfied 3 3 2 3 3 3

100 100 101 100 100 100

relationship with spouse
very satisfied 61 58 63 61 61 59
satisfied 29 3 27 28 28 28
mixed feelings 5 6 5 5 7 6

dissatisfied 2 2 2 2 2 3
very dissatisfied 4 4 2 3 3 4

101 101 99 99 101 100

questions how satisfied are you with your marriage your husbandwifehusband wife as a spouse
your relationship with your husbandwifehusband wife
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palestinian womens family roles

the second objective of this article is to examine the degree to which
contemporary palestinian women assume family roles consistent with
those of the traditional islamic family in the world of islam the traditional
family is characterized by a patrilineal and patriarchal extended household
called the hamula 22 the leader of the hamula normally the eldest man is

the primary decision maker in family issues such as selecting marriage
partners for the children 23 the hamula residence is patrilocal with new
member wives and children being added to the traditional arab
home 31241124332424 the role of women within the hamula has been defined by cen-
turies of cultural patterns and social restrictions and justified by religious
sanctions 3125112525 within the hamula the wife is considered to be under the care
of her husband or her husbands father consequently power and authority
in the extended family typically rest with men especially older men fur-
ther men are responsible to economically support the family and protect
the honor of individual family members most notably women 26

women are expected to obey their husbands and perform domestic
responsibilities such as cooking family meals cleaning the house and car-
ing for children expected to marry and rear children these women are tra-
ditionally limited to the private domestic sphere of the home moreover
women experience considerable constraints on public participation such
as working outside of the home or attending a college or university after
graduation from secondary school in brief there appear to be two worlds
within palestinian society the world ofwomen where traditional roles within
the home are emphasized and the world of men where tradition man-
dates the public roles of generating the family income and maintaining the
family s honor and prestige within the community

A palestinian womanscomans duty

I1 spent a night with an extended palestinian family in gaza presided over by
an unmarried man who had several younger brothers and sisters his broth-
ers families each lived in a wing or floor of the multilevel family home and
his married sister lived close by in a separate dwelling since the eldest
brother had no wife to cook for him he required his unmarried sister who
had worked as a head nurse in saudi arabia to return to gaza to work at a
nearby hospital and to cook meals for him even though her preference was
to remain in an environment that allowed greater female autonomy she did
not hesitate in returning to gaza she felt her first duty was to her family

camille fronk
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to ascertain changes in obligation for family roles we collected infor-
mation regarding who was primarily responsible to clean the house care
for children discipline children visit relatives and friends and provide
income for the family

housekeeping not surprisingly the results of our survey found that
93 percent of married women were responsible for cleaning the home
cooking and cleaning up after meals washing clothes making beds and
doing general housekeeping chores five percent of the women indicated
that housekeeping duties were shared equally with their husbands only 2

percent of the women surveyed indicated that their husbands were primar-
ily responsible to care for the home we theorized that those 2 percent were
ill or in some way incapacitated necessitating that the husband assume
responsibility for housekeeping

we tried to determine whether traditional family roles remained constant
or had changed over time we compared our results to ata s study which
found that 89 percent of the women surveyed reported that they were solely
responsible for keeping house and 5 percent reported that they were
mostly responsible three percent reported that housekeeping duties
were shared with their husbands and only i1 percent reported that the
duties were shared equally 27 our findings are almost identical to atasatdsaads
confirming that modernization and political upheaval have not released
women from the daily household chores that tradition has dictated they
should perform nor have men entered this aspect of the private domain in
order to assist their wives moreover there is no evidence in our study that
would indicate a shift in this role for either men or women

caring for children we anticipated that the responsibility to care for
children rests primarily with wives in palestinian families however we
were surprised to find that 65 percent of the wives indicated that they and
their husbands shared this family task equally in other words husbands
were almost as involved in caring for their children as were their wives

only 32 percent of wives said that they were responsible for caring for the
children without their husbands help three percent indicated that their
husbands were solely responsible for child care our findings appear to
contradict the traditional stereotype prescribing that women be the pri-
mary family caregiverscaregivers

further within the past two generations a significant change has taken
place with respect to this family role for example data from ata s 1982

study reveal that 8080 percent of the women he surveyed were solely respon-
sible for child care within the family and 5 percent were mostly responsible 28

only 13 percent of the women indicated that this duty was shared with their
husbands the fact that men are significantly more involved in caring for
their children in the current study than they were in atas study indicates a
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shift from traditional expectations to a slightly more egalitarian approach
between palestinian husbands and wives

disciplining children traditionally palestinian women have
assumed responsibility for supervising and disciplining their children since
they are at home for longer periods of time than their husbands conse-
quentlyquently we assumed that women would report primary responsibility for
childrens discipline again we were surprised with the findings of our
study only 16 percent of the women reported that they were solely respon-
sible for disciplining their children an unexpected 70 percent of women
indicated that discipline of children was shared equally with their hus-
bands these findings suggest a shift in this family role in comparison
atas 1982 study found that 38 percent of the wives were solely responsible
for disciplining their children and 12 percent were mostly responsible
forty five percent shared this duty in some measure with their husbands 29

we suggest three possible explanations to account for the increased
participation of husbands in caring for and disciplining children first an
extremely high rate of unemployment existed among palestinian men in
the west bank and gaza strip during the time we conducted this study con-
sequently men were probably spending more time in the home than they
had in the past second as palestinian youths challenged israeli occupation
of their land during the intifada they may have experienced a growing
independence from traditional family authority sensing this loss ofparental
authority some fathers may have compensated by becoming more involved
in disciplining their children third driven by forces ofmodernity and west-
ernization men and women across the muslim world may have become
more egalitarian with respect to family roles involving their children

visiting relatives and friends palestiniansPalestinians place a great deal of
emphasis upon sociability particularly hosting in their home and visiting
family members and friends given the patriarchal structure of the pales-
tinian family men are presumably responsible for planning the visits to the
homes of other family members and friends however our study revealed
that 69 percent of women shared this activity with their husbands seven-
teen percent said their husbands were responsible to arrange visits as com-
pared to 14 percent of the women who indicated they were primarily
responsible to organize social activities with family and friends

since we were not able to find any previous research describing the
roles of husbands and wives in this particular area it is difficult to deter-
mine if changes have occurred in this family role given the sharp distinc-
tion between the husbands role in the public sphere versus the womanscomans
role within the private domain of the home it is possible that a shift in
the role of women has taken place however the involvement of palestin-
ian women in the public sphere appears to be limited to social activities
with family and close friends
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providing the family income we anticipated a clear separation
between husband and wife concerning who is responsible to earn income
for the family our study revealed that this family role conformed to tradi-
tional islamic expectations which mandates that men are expected to pro-
vide the family income for example 84 percent of wives reported that
their husbands were solely responsible to provide family income while
only 4 percent indicated that they alone generated their family s livelihood
twelve percent of the women said that they shared with their husbands the
responsibility of earning money low percentages of women who provide
family income or who share the task equally with their husbands are to be
expected since 92 percent of the women in our sample were housewives
only 5 percent worked outside of the home and another 3 percent indi-
cated that they were looking for work this percentage of employed
women is somewhat lower than the 13.5135 percent reported bybyataayataata in 1982 030o

the large gap between the percentage of those indicating they were
housewives and the smaller percentage of women who reported they
worked may be explained by the fact that all of the women in our sample
were married and responsible for several children in the home thus large
family size would certainly deter women from working outside of the
home or bringing outside work to do within the home

acquiring an education traditionally womens education has been
limited in comparison to that of men most women in our study 73 per-
cent received some type of primary secondary or trade school education
we found that 21 percent of the women surveyed received no formal edu-
cation 22 percent reported at least some primary education and 25 percent
completed part or all of secondary education additionally 26 percent of
the women said that they received some type of trade school experience
only 6 percent indicated they attended or graduated from a college or uni-
versityversity thus while higher education may be available to women in the
west bank and gaza most have not received advanced education

ata found that 29 percent of women in his 1982 study had no formal
education while 30 percent received some form of primary education and
33 percent completed part or all oftheir secondary education 31 only 3 per-
cent attended trade school while 6 percent attending college or university
thus over time educational attainment for palestinian women has
remained consistent

an unexpected finding in summary a surprising finding that
emerged from this study was the degree to which family power and respon-
sibilitiessibilities were shared with the exception of men working outside the home
and women cleaning the home family roles appear to be shared between
husbands and wives to a remarkable degree we expected to find that men
exercised much more control over the family than was actually reported
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given the findings of this study we may have to reformulate our
notions about arab muslim wives particularly palestinian wives the
stereotypical image of the powerless marginalized and oppressed muslim
wife is clearly not accurate the wives in this study appear to function with
a greater degree of power within the family than was previously assumed
however these women have not as yet made the same strides in participat-
ing in the public domain

womens autonomy as impacted by social changes

some scholars of the middle east foresee an erosion of palestinian
muslim family tradition as a result ofsocietal disruptions including political
occupation and modernization marimarmarl i suggests that palestiniansPalestin ians may be
more susceptible to modernization forces than other arab nationalities
because their dispersion and forced fragmentation have fostered expo-
sure to international influences such as womens emancipation 3231 likewise
warnock states that industrialization and education are eroding the pales-

tinian familysfam ilys authority because schooling and working for wages take
youths boys and girls away from the family farm or business 33

conversely other studies warn against making hasty conclusions that
modernity has fostered major changes in womens liberation in palestine

consider a few examples while an increasing number of young women
with postsecondary training have reported marrying men of their own
choosing most young women are required to justify their choices in
rational rather than emotional terms and to obtain a family consensus 13434

palestinian fatalities incurred in the struggle for national autonomy argue

the role of womens education

I1 met a premedfremed palestinian student at brigham young university soon after
we collected our data desiring to put real stories behind the numbers I1

asked her about education in Ramallah where she was reared in contrast to
the rigors of comprehensive final exams in the west bank she said BYU was
easy with the exception of learning the english vocabulary for physics she
plans to finish medical training return to palestine marry have a family
and then practice medicine only after her children are grown she con-
cluded 1 I dont want anyone else to rear my children being a mother is

most important to me
camillecarnille fronk
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for a need of larger families although the already depleted economy con-
tinues to lose ground 35 palestinian women still need a mans signature to
receive a passport 36 while more palestinian women are seen working outside
the home they are typically widows young single women or divorced with-
out children educating young women is seen as an indulgent gamble 3137113737

attitudes of palestinian adolescents toward womens autonomy

we asked palestinian adolescents in our sample about their attitudes
toward female autonomy or liberation youths responded to nine parallel
statements indicating their personal view of women s role in family and
society such as if a woman disagrees with her husband she should keep
quiet or A woman should be able to express her opinion if she disagrees
with her husband the first statement represents a more restrictive role for
women while greater autonomy is reflected in the second

questions that focus on primary responsibility for various family
obligations made up a second measurement of attitudes toward female
autonomy in our study those questions ascertained the adolescents views
of their future marriage specifically who would have the primary respon-
sibilitysibility of earning money for the family disciplining the children arrang-
ing visits to family and friends supervising their childrens education and
making decisions about their children s marriages

palestinian girls in the study viewed the future differently from pales-

tinian boys not surprisingly palestinian girls expressed more liberal views
pertaining to women s roles and position in society than their male peers
both boys and girls expect an egalitarian division of authority in the home
when they become parents but a greater percentage of girls than boys
expect an egalitarian sharing in every responsibility including earning
family income boy s educational expectations correlate with this view of
women s liberation the higher a boy s educational aspirations the more
restrictive were his views on female autonomy in other words education
may engender a degree of intolerance on the part of young men toward
women s independence and choice of less traditional lifestyles

most young women in our study will eventually marry from among
the group of young men whom we surveyed if these young women main-
tain their hope for greater equality and independence greater discordance
in future marriages would seem likely however we have no reason to
anticipate such incongruence between the expectations of future palestin-
ian husbands and wives the findings suggest that these young women
socialized by their mothers and other women who surround them will
view their expectations for female autonomy and their future maternal role
as not in opposition but as a means to build greater equality within fami-
lies and the entire community islamic feminists have been distinguished
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from western feminists by their insistence on including religion in any
solution and by their commitment to strive to create equality not for the
woman as individual but for the woman as part of the family a social insti-
tution central to the maintenance of any societysociety3833381138303838

the tendency of girls to favor greater female autonomy in society even
when choosing more traditional family roles evidences the cultural influ-
ence of well defined religion and corresponds with other research both
kaufman and rosaldo conclude that women who live in a culture with a
strong patriarchal religious base and who claim rights of female autonomy
are likely to elect traditional family roles 39 rapoport et al reported strik-
ingly similar findings from their study of gender role attitudes among
palestinian adolescents living in the state of israel 40

modernization theory

our results do not support social theorists claims that moderniza-
tion s influence is virtually unstoppable and thereby makes every society
eventually like all others that rarely does one find a resistant culture we
discovered that this muslim culture has largely succeeded in resisting west-
ern philosophies affecting the family indeed the results of our study do
not support research conducted by other researchers such as rapoport et
al who suggest that liberal western norms have influenced gender conduct
family role relations and delayed age of marriage among palestiniansPalestin ians 41

modernization theory asserts that education of youths will promote
even greater modernity every youth in our study was a current student
teachers and principals met these youths every school day influencing
them as adult role models girls in particular saw women working outside
the home as educators and administrators yet one third of these girls
reported that a woman s place is in the home boys not girls appear to be
influenced more by educations shaping of less traditional roles while this
study included only a couple of measures of modernity these indicators
substantiate a significant resistance to modernization influences although
these families own televisions and radios the refugee population in our
study is either only marginally exposed to liberal western norms and value
systems or is determined to reject such norms the latter is more likely
from a palestinian s perspective westernization and modernization as
reported by the media have repeatedly failed to produce peace and equality
in other parts of the world making islamic culture all the more attractive

enduring family traditions

finally findings from this study suggest that neither youths participa-
tion in the intifada nor their immersion in a society of political unrest have
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disturbed family traditions or family authority fears expressed to us by
concerned palestinian fathers that their sons and daughters are becoming
independent of family traditions are unfounded this finding corresponds
with hudsonsHudsons suggestion that youths involvement in intifada activities
reinforces traditional gender roles rather than alters gender ideology 42

youths who participated in the intifada do not necessarily desire
departure from traditional family practices while these youths expect to
be more egalitarian in their family roles than traditionally observed they
anticipate that women will likely remain at home as palestinian women
have done in the past the data show overwhelmingly that these youths
expect to manage their future homes in much the same way they have
observed their parents do thus no major evidence indicates that future
palestinian families will differ significantly from current families in man-
aging and maintaining the home and family

we hypothesized that modernization the intifada and a society in
upheaval would encourage trends leading to a departure from the tradiaradi
tionseions observed in the parents home especially in young women s expec-
tationstations adolescents however anticipate family roles very similar to
current family roles described by their mothers we did not expect trends
to be dramatic considering the enduring traditions that family role divi-
sions have enjoyed for generations in spite of ubiquitous change we did
find that stability continues within palestinian families

summary

to say that the family permeates islamic society is an understatement
muslim men and women seek marriage with strong guidance from family
members children are desired and few couples use any form of family plan-
ning consequently islamic families tend to be large the husband father
and his family exercise greater power and influence than does the wife
mother and her family but our examination of family roles revealed that
within the home the wife has considerable influence on family life

westerners often have difficulty fathoming the depth to which islamic
thought permeates palestinian society and the arab world in general in
america an emphasis on separation between church and state between
religion and politics greatly reduces any one religion s influence on society
in palestine essentially one religion islam influences all roles in life
especially traditional family roles even the jordan personal status laws
that govern the family are based on islamic principles

the islamic family remains a strong institution in a world where ero-
sion of the family is attributed to a variety of powerful outside forces out-
side social and political upheaval in the west bank and gaza strip have not
appeared to undermine palestinian commitment to family solidarity
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FIG i the faqawi family khan yunis refugee camp outside gaza city 1997 fuad
faqawi the father stands in the rear of the group behind his wife and six of their eight
children he teaches english at a united nations relief and works agency school for
girls brian barber on the right is one of the authors of this study
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saudi arabia
the islamic state

frederick W axelgard

in the two decades since iran s islamic revolution the rapid pace of
change in the middle east asia and africa has focused attention on the
societies there that proclaim loyalty to islam Is islam on a collision course
with western civilization can adherence to its principles be reconciled with
living and governing in a modernizing world how will extremists that
speak in the name of islam affect the future of the middle east and neigh-
boring regions these and many similar questions have been debated at
length yet after volumes of political social and doctrinal analysis the
impression remains that exaggerated fears and misperceptionsperceptionsmis rather than
understanding continue to dominate our view of islam 1

the opportunity to encounter islam in a close and immediate way
came to my family by means of a diplomatic assignment to the kingdom of
saudi arabia several years ago this assignment provided the occasion to see
and experience firsthand the personal devotion of saudi citizens to their
muslim beliefs at the same time it involved looking at the kingdom
through the prism of the longstandinglong standing US saudi relationship and the
kingdoms place in extensive US interests in the middle east it also meant
trying to assess islamsislami internal social and political significance to saudi
arabia and studying the kingdom s role in the broader phenomenon of
islamic resurgence accordingly this article seeks to shed light on islam
and saudi arabia by drawing on personal as well as professional perspectives

saudi arabia is a remote land of insular geography a land which is also
set apart by its cultural and spiritual uniqueness this differentness yields a

great potential for distancing misperception and misunderstanding by
non muslim outsiders westerners in particular this is unfortunate
because there is so much at stake the kingdom is the birthplace and heart-
land of one of the most rapidly growing religions in the world about one
fifth of the worlds people turn toward saudi arabia to pray several times
each day 2 and they and their governments feel they are directly affected
by what takes place here saudi arabia owns one fourth of the world s crude
oilohl 3 which makes the kingdom s stability and security vital to the health ofthe
global economy therefore to begin to grasp what this country is about has
far reaching significance and this effort inevitably points us in the direction
of islam fig i1
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jihad at home

jihad is a widely misunderstood and
even fearsome concept to most non
muslims who perceive it as signifying
holy war conducted against others

in an aggressive and even military
manner but to muslims the primary
sense of jihadiihadgihad is personal and the

FIG i1 flag of saudi arabia with green home is intendedphrase jihad at tobackground and white figures
adopted in 1973 the saudi arabian flag convey the earnestness and totality of
symbolizes the countcountryryss devotion to effort that saudi society expends to
religion the arabic inscription reads put islam first in every dimension of
there is no god butallah and muham-

mad
life indeed the term jihad has a

is the messenger ofallah green number of meanings which include
to have been favorite color ofthought a the effort to lead a good life to make

muhammad is prominent in the flags
society more moral and just and toofmany islamic countries the sword is

that of king abd al aziz the national spread islam through preaching
hero who fought to establish the king-
dom

teaching or armed struggle it is the
of saudi arabia lifelong struggle to be virtuous to be

the of god 3141144true to straight path
saudi society has been configured to provide muslims the opportunity
to actualize this effort at virtually every turn and in every hour of their
daily lives

daily prayer this holy warfare begins anew every morning in each
neighborhood with the predawn call to prayer four more prayers at
midday midafternoon dusk and midevening fig 2 connect more than
disrupt the flow of the day it is a memorable experience to be on an official
errand in the saudi defense ministry and find a vast hallway blocked filled
with prayer rugs and kneeling figures similarly personal errands such as
shopping and eating out must all be calibrated to the rhythm ofsaudi prayer
life to avoid being locked in or out when the doors close for prayer time

religious programming on television there is a conscious official
dimension to the rhythm of saudi religious life the saudi government
clearly tries to foster an atmosphere of public religiosity national televi-
sion stations broadcast a consistent stream of religious programming
much of it devoted to discussing the quranquraur an night after night television
screens are alight with images of kneeling masses surrounding the holy
ka ba in mecca

this government promotion of religion has led some observers to
interpret islam in saudi arabia in top down terms as a tool in the hands
of a ruling authority seeking legitimacy this preoccupation with the official

dimension of islam in the kingdom tends to discount the personal spiritual
authenticity of the faith of the people those who come from societies that
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FIG 2 prayer clocks on wall of a mosque in bahrainbaurainBah rain read right to left these clocks
indicate times of the dawn midday midafternoon sunset and evening prayers

emphasize individual freedom as a first principle will reflexively doubt the
sincerity of group devotions expressed in a society where pressures to con-
form are so great but what is one to think of an inpromptuimpromptu conversation
with a general who beams as he speaks of taking his young son to the
mosque for dawn prayers or the innumerable times that the subject of
religion creeps into official meetings where policy exchanges are often
superseded by the basic questions what do you know about islam would
you like to know more such spontaneous experiences reveal a personal
quality of faith alongside the outward collective submission to allah and
both must be appreciated to capture the depth and breadth of islam s infl-
uence in saudi arabia

ramadan A major milestone in the year is ramadan ramadan is

imposing for one lunar month the entire society including children as

young as eight years old refrains from eating and drinking during daylight
hours latter day saints who have some experience and belief in fasting
can identify with the spiritual power of such an exercise one also learns as

the month wears on to take into account of growing evidence of personal
irritability dangerous driving just before sundown and late night feasting
and shopping at the same time non muslims in the kingdom are very
careful during ramadan not to eat drink smoke or even chew gum in
public As I1 wrote in 1999

the images were as memorable as they were brief the sun had barely set it
was late in the fasting month of ramadan and we were driving fast down a
isolated road from above tabuk in northwest saudi arabia on our left I1 saw
a large touring bus had stopped and seemed to be heaving in the corner of an
asphalt square the snapshot enlarged spreading out slowly and scattering
randomly around the pavement small groups of muslim travelers huddled
on carpets and other makeshift ground covers most were couples but a few
had small children those who had prayed were eating dates and sipping tea
others were bending and kneeling inin prayer with dusk settling families
finished prayer and broke their daylongday long fast this fargaroffoff niche of sand and
asphalt was softened by the easy and sure manner of these people and their
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devotions they vanished from my mirrormirror before I1 remembered that strictly
speaking travelers during ramadan are exempt from the requirement to fast 5

with seven to ten days left in the month the government closesdoses down
one professional contact after another mentions that his extended family
will spend some time in mecca toward the climax of the fasting period their
anticipation is genuine they want to be there then with their families

hajj the other compelling milestone of the year is the month of pil-
grimage or hajj upwards of two million pilgrims come to saudi arabia to
participate en masse in the elaborate sequence of rituals that occur in and
around mecca during the appointed days of the month of hajjhajj6hajje6 fig 3 at
other times during the year hundreds of thousands of other pilgrims visit
to perform the minor pilgrimage or umrah7urnrah7 the social and political
significance of these massive ceremonies of devotion is difficult to over-
state the ruling family of saudi arabia places the highest possible priority
on ensuring that the arrival movement and departure of worshipers are
conducted in a safe and dignified way fig 4 in the same way that hajj is a

central pillar in the spiritual life ofan individual muslim successful execution
of the hajj is central to validating the saudi leaderships right to administer
the holiesthollest sites of islam

FIG 3 the kaba inin mecca saudi arabia muslim pilgrims and muslims worldwide
face the ka ba while praying the kaba draped in black is believed to have been built
by abraham and ishmael for a closer view of the ka ba see page 182.182 because mecca
isis the holiesthollest site of islam only muslims are allowed to enter and worship inin the city
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1I agree with scholars
who challenge the view that
islam in saudi arabia is
manipulated for political
advantage by the saudi
leadership far from being
purely a top down phe-
nomenonnomenon islam permeates
the society in weblike fash-
ion

U

it is the dominant fea-

ture of the common ground FIG 4 A caravan of chevrolet suburbansSuburbans loaded
down with gear and supplies for the long trek tobetween saudi society and
mecca muslims are required to make the pilgrim-
agethe it reachesruling family or hajj at least once in their lifetime if they are

out and up to shape and physically and financially capable of doing so the
restrain government rather modern caravan pictured here is making a rest stop

than to license options for in khamis mushaytmushattMushayt a city in the mountainous asir
of southwestern saudi arabiaprovincecapricious action by those

in authority 8

the ChchallengeaRenge of reform

the al saud family has governed most of the arabian peninsula for
almost three quarters of a century king abd al aziz abdulrahman al
saud proclaimed the kingdom of saudi arabia an official state in 1932

after three decades of military and political campaigning he had effec-

tively unified the fractious tribes of arabia to shrug off the vestiges of
ottoman influence and drive the rival hashemiteshemitehashimiteHa dynasty out of mecca and
medina 9 the society he founded was devoted to the application of islamic law

sharlsharishanashunaa and the quraur an as interpreted by the strict tenets ofofwahhabismwahhabismWahhab ism
an extremely conservative strain of the hanbali school of sunni islam
wahhabismWahhab ism dates to the ioosloos when the al saud forged an alliance with
the fiery reformer mohammed ibn abd al wahhab this alliance has made
wahhabismWahhabism a power to be reckoned with in central arabia ever since 10

balancing this conservative religious background against the realities

of twentieth century governance has been a constant challenge for the
al saud early on king abd al aziz had to deal with resistance from his
clerics to such basic innovations as the telephone and the automobile 11

even before formal establishment of the kingdom he put down a rebellion
by the ikhwan a fanatical tribal movement that had been vital to his mili-
tary success but that decried his entering into a treaty with the infidel
british 111212 awakened to economic growth by the discovery of oil in the
early 193osipsosipsas and vaulted into international prominence by the oil crises of
the IPOS saudi arabia has gone from a destitute desert backwater to a
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wealthy regional power with global influence the changes that have made
up this transition border on incredible in just over two generations a
rural tribal based and basically illiterate society has become substantially
urbanized highly educatededucated1313 fig 5 and deeply enmeshed in global com-
munications and economic infrastructures

economic challenges the changes of the past twenty years have had
a particularly sharp edge some of which can be conveyed statistically the
price of oil a key index of saudi economic health declined from nearly 40
a barrel in the late ipos to approximately il11 a barrel in early 1998 mean-
while the countrycountryss population doubled in size saudi arabia s per capita
gross domestic product is estimated to have shrunk from about 2860028600
measured in current dollars equal to that of the united states in 1981 to

less than 70007000 not even one fifth of that of the united states in the year
2000 in other words in less than two decades saudi arabia has slipped
economically from a high income state with a per capita gross domestic
product rivaling that of the united states to a mid to low income state
roughly on a par with mexico

during the same two decades the kingdom s population explosion
has fundamentally altered the profile of society fully one half of the coun-
try s citizens are now less than eighteen years of age and while the popula-
tion has grown at an estimated 3.53535 percent per year economic growth in the
past decade has limped along at about 080.808 percent which means there is
significant unemployment in a growing and potentially restive segment of
saudi society the need for economic reform is widely recognized in the
kingdom and crown prince abdullah is spearheadingspearheading efforts to bring
about reform 14 although abdullah is the most revered and credible senior
member of the saudi royal family it remains to be seen whether he can
bring about the efficiencies and openness needed for economic growth

regional political challenges these economic challenges it should
be noted evolved within a persistently hostile regional political climate
earlier saudi tensions with iran continued through the i98osig8osigmos despite iran s

war with iraq after iranian pilgrims had several bloody confrontations in
mecca iranian participation in the hajj temporarily lapsed at the end of the
i98os198os iraq s invasion of kuwait and attacks against saudi arabia triggered
the largest crisis of all the military dimension of the crisis is perhaps most
memorable to western minds and those outside of islam but almost as
troubling to the saudi leadership was the widespread criticism and vitriol
from arab and islamic sources who rejected the kingdom s decision to
admit foreign non muslim troops into the land of islam s holiesthollest sites
some of this criticism came from inside the kingdom itself and the royal
family invested considerable effort to persuade its citizens of the islamic
rightness of its decision those efforts included obtaining rulings fatiasfatwasfatwas
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FIG 5 young saudi schoolboys lined up for physical exercisesexercises and chanting the quran
before starting class for the day most are wearing the traditional thobe a long gown still
preferred by most men inin saudi arabia and the gulf countries following world war II11

and the end of colonialism inin islamic countries muslim government officials have
placed heavy emphasis on developing the school systems which were severely neglected
by colonial powers today education isis generally mandatory at least through elemen-
tary school for both boys and girls who normally attend segregated public schools inin
compliance with islamic tradition As a result of these reforms literacy rates have risenrisen
dramatically as have the number of collegecolleges graduates and new universities

from saudi religious authorities to support both the presence of foreign
troops in the kingdom and the counterattack against iraq 15 nevertheless
discontent from extreme conservatives inin the kingdom continued after the
war over the following fewyears this discontent resulted in a surge ofofreligioreligiobeligio
political activism which the saudi government countered by arresting a
number of influential preachers and amid the subsequent protests detaining
a large number of the preachers followers attacks against US military
installations in saudi arabia in 1995 and 1996 arose from this dynamic 16

political violence of this kind is highly uncharacteristic of saudi politi-
cal culture for this reason these attacks raised fears that perhaps the lim-
its of political economic and social forbearance had been reached to
date however there have been no further incidents on saudi soil instead
despite significant challenges the kingdom has maintained the basic con-
tours of the shariashansharla abasedbaseda society king abd al aziz founded the pulse of
conservatism and religiosity remains palpable saudi women are uniformly
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veiled and covered in black abayasabakas saudi men are dressed almost without
exception in the egalitarian white thobe although younger males occasion-
ally exchange the traditional red and white futrafutta for a baseball cap worn
backwards of course meanwhile ambitious mutawwaiin bearded
guardians of the faith roam at will both through the flashy shopping malls
and through the mud brick souksbouks in their calf length thobesshobes to enforce
the closing of shops at prayer time and bark out commands for unsuspect-
ing western women to cover their heads all in all this strange amalgam
of conservative islam tribal culture and immense oil fed infrastructure
has demonstrated remarkable survivability in a volatile and rapidly
changing environment

saudi arabia in the middle east

while saudi arabia may appear to be the epitome of islamic belief and
practice it is by no means typical of other arab or muslim societies
indeed the kingdom is unique even among the arab states of the persian
gulf one need only drive a few kilometers east over the king fahd cause-
way into bahrainbaurainBahrain to feel immersed in an entirely different culture in
bahrainbaurainBah rain women drive themselves to work whereas in saudi arabia
women including the estimated 5 percent who work must rely on hus-
bands brothers or drivers to transport them with the women hidden
behind heavily tinted windows in the backs of suburbansSub urbans capricescaprilesCaprices or
increasingly rare mercedes in manama bahrainsBahrains capital city offices

restaurants and government ministries remain open during prayer time
while in the saudi arabian cities of riyadh dhahrandharranDhahran and jeddahdjeddah the
muezzin s call to prayer means the end to office calls and turns thousands
of downtown and neighborhood mosques into hives of activity an
evening drive in bahrainbaurain past hotels pubs and bars will reveal people
enjoying beer and liquor openly back over the bridge in dhahrandharranDhahran fast
food parlors dim the lights and bolt the doors during prayer leaving
locked in patrons to sip fruit juices and soft drinks in the dark what is

true in bahrainbaurain also applies in large part elsewhere on the arabian side of
the gulf although all the small arab principalities of the southern gulf are
led by royal families who espouse sunni islam nowhere in the gulf area is

islam practiced with the intensity found in saudi arabia
regional conflicts saudi arabia s unique standing even within this

small swathe of the arab world is symptomatic of its singular position in
the broader middle east where the kingdoms politics have repeatedly
placed it at odds with prevailing regional currents indeed when saddam
hussein launched troops scud missiles and vehement rhetoric against
saudi arabia in 19901990 to 1991 he was by no means the first regional revolu-
tionary to threaten the kingdom in this manner egyptsegypto gamal abdul
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nasser speaking in the voice of secular arab nationalism and arab social-
ism had targeted the conservative saudi regime in his day As a result
saudi arabia and egypt fought a debilitating proxy war in yemen that
lasted most of the i96os196os and that included egyptian air strikes against
saudi villages and gas attacks in yemen 17

the november 1979 islamic revolution in iran also provoked a serious
challenge to saudi legitimacy it began with ayatollahAyatollah Khokhomeinikhomeinfsmeinimeinl s call for
the overthrow of the al saud regime directly challenging its right to rule
in the name of islam later that month a group ofofsunnisunni extremists seized
the grand mosque in mecca after two tense weeks saudi forces moved in
and ended the crisis amid significant bloodshed this clash was soon fol-
lowed by rioting among saudi shiites in the eastern province of the king-
dom a disturbance which also had to be put down with force 18 although
the unrest sparked by the iranian revolution was contained this chain of
events posed perhaps the sharpest challenge in decades to al saud gover-
nance of the kingdom

there is an intriguing pattern in this brief historical overview three of
the most powerful regional figures of the postwar middle east have seen fit
to directly attack the legitimacy and security of the saudi system each did
so at the height of his regional influence but each time the threat and the
demagogic figure behind it receded while the basic features of the saudi
state that had provoked each attack remained basically unchanged

just why saudi arabia has been on the receiving end of such attention
is worthy of a separate discussion but perhaps a few useful points can be
made briefly here one concise explanation of the gulf crisis suggests that
it sprang from envy of saudi oil wealth resentment over the perceived cor-
ruption and hypocrisy of king fahd and other saudi leaders the custo-
dians of the holy places tig51919 and outrage that the al saud would admit
into the country the polluting influence of foreign troops to fight against
fellow muslim and fellow arab iraq 20 no doubt such factors as these came
into play in 1990 to 1991 but there is probably a deeper explanation as well

saudi arabia has from its inception been on a different historical
timetable and a different social and political wavelength than the other
major powers in the region unlike many of the core countries in the middle
east the kingdom did not derive its existence or political culture from the
sequence of events associated with the dissolution of the ottoman empire
the creation of british and french colonies and the nationalist movements
that threw off these arrangements 21 instead king abd al aziz had a fifty
year head start in putting his stamp on the arabian peninsula before secu-
lar nationalist movements began to sweep into power in the arab world of
the 1950s

22 in the decades that followed the kingdom having produced
its own wealth through oil reserves avoided those pitfalls of foreign
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ideologies and economic programs and sidestepped those dilemmas of
national identity and political legitimacy that together with the demoral-
izing israeli victory in the 1967 war spelled the failure ofarab nationalism
and socialism 23 much the same can be said of the resurgent and revolu-
tionary islamist movements that later spread throughout the region while
we have seen that revolutionary movements initially posed a serious chal-
lenge to the stability of saudi arabia twenty years later the kingdom
appears by and large to have laid claim to the key objective a political
social and economic system founded on agreed islamic principles that has
eluded so many of the national and subnational islamic experiments that
now operate in the international arena the lethal weakness of lacking an
enduring national consensus on a basic ideological direction and govern-
ing format is evident in countries such as iran pakistan algeria
afghanistan and indonesia

foreign policy saudi arabia s unique position is also evident in its
foreign policy where its singular history and view of its interests have often
made for unique alliances and initiatives consider for example its rela-
tionshiptionship with the united states behind the high drama of united states
intervention in the gulf war lay a fifty year old relationship of remarkable
consistency and trust whereas the cold war arab nationalism the arab
israeli conflict and islamic fundamentalism have at one time or another
severely damaged US relations with every major party in the middle east
israel excluded this has not been the case with saudi arabia indeed

US saudi relations in the twentieth century have been marked by many
important milestones these include the discovery and development of
saudi oil resources by US companies in the 1930s193os franklin D rooseveltsRoosevelts
historic meeting with king abd al aziz shortly before roosevelt s death in
1945 and in a foreshadowingshadowingfore of the gulf crisis the dispatching of US
planes paratroops and a naval destroyer in 1963 to deter egyptian attacks
against saudi arabia early in the yemen conflict 24

close as they are official US saudi relations also have their limits
the saudi royal family manages its relationship with the united states
carefully with an eye to saudi sensitivities about the kingdoms position in
the arab and islamic world despite fifty years of close military coopera-
tion with saudi arabia active US military forces had rarely played a direct
operational role in the kingdom before 1990 but had been confined to a

beyond the horizon presence As previously stated when iraq s aggression
made it necessary to bring US forces into a more visible role the saudi
leadership felt compelled to seek out the public blessing of religious
authorities the ulema both for troops to enter the kingdom and for the
counterattack against iraq 2515 the saudi leadership similarly declined to be
drawn into a written agreement formalizing the terms under which these
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outside military forces could operate in the Kingxingringkingdomdorn 26 this cautious
approach deepened in the late 1990s199os when saudi leaders began to describe
the US forces that remained in the kingdom to help contain iraq as united
nations forces enforcing united nations resolutions rather than as US
forces operating in defense of saudi arabia

nor has the saudi leadership hesitated to chart a course that diverges
significantly from washington DC s when saudi interests seem to require
it this was the case several years ago when crown prince abdullah under-
took to rebuild saudi relations with iran in the wake of president
mohammed khatamikhatabiKhatami s victory in the 1997 elections abdullah who is well
known for his keen appreciation of regional political dynamics appeared
eager to seize that moment as a prime opportunity to end almost twenty
years of saudi iranian hostility and iransarans alienation within the region as a
whole

at the time US policy struck a much more cautious note saying that
the new iranian regime would need to prove its moderation by changing its
policies on terrorism the middle east peace process and the acquisition of
weapons of mass destruction under abdullahsabdullahmAbdul lahs leadership however saudi
arabia moved ahead in a bold gesture abdullah accepted iran s invitation
to travel to teheran for the 1997 summit of the organization of islamic
conference thereby offering saudi arabias implicit validation of iran s

importance to the international muslim community but in his address to
the organization of islamic conference abdullah raised a chastising voice
against those who would blame the outside world for the difficulties facing
islam he spoke specifically against parties who were causing fragmenta-
tion and sowing hatred through acts of violence carried out in the name of
their islamic beliefs he courageously challenged those assembled that the
time had come to rearrange our islamic house from inside and called on
the conference to dissociate itself clearly and unequivocally from those who
commit the most appalling crimes and acts in the name of islam 31271127332727

political and economic contact between saudi arabia and iran has
expanded in the wake of crown prince abdullah s initiative the lingering
uncertainty as to whether moderate forces will gain the upper hand in iran
is troubling to the kingdom as it is to most other interested observers
nevertheless abdullah s notion of engagement with iran seems to have
gained a listening ear in washington and may even have influenced the
united states to take its own initial steps toward renewing a dialogue with
iran in its own quiet way the kingdom has thus been at the forefront of
the most significant development in the muslim world in recent years the
move to reintegrate the islamic republic of iran into the regional and
international communities
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conclusion

saudi arabia has entered the twenty first century firm in its role as one of
the most deeply rooted islamic societies in the world its historic trend
of stability stands in sharp contrast to that of most of the islamic societies
and movements that now operate on the international stage they lack
what the al saud family labored for more than a century to achieve a
national consensus on the objectives of an islamic society and an accept-
able governing structure under which to pursue them nevertheless there
is little room for complacency the saudi leadership faces perhaps its most
difficult internal dilemmas since the kingdom s birth their resolution will
likely determine whether saudi arabia can preserve its unique conserva-
tive way of life and still provide the needed economic and political outlets
for its people outlets commensurate with the scale of resources and the
international role that the kingdom commands those inclined to be pes-
simisticsi about saudi arabia s domestic future should bear in mind the
many difficult transitions through which the kingdom has already passed
with its identity and society intact

there are similar challenges to be faced in saudi relations with the
united states it seems likely that many of the common economic and
security interests that have underpinnedunderpinnerunderpinned these ties for the past fifty years
will retain their validity but important differences will be difficult to
ignore there are fundamental policy issues where US and saudi
approaches diverge and will probably continue to do so these issues
include human rights including women s rights freedom of religion and
a host of other democratic values where the search for common ground has
just begun for now one can hope that convergence in such areas might
result from economic reforms that could produce more transparency in
and consequently greater understanding of saudi society

the challenges to mutual understanding on a personal level are also

daunting here however the key to greater understanding of saudi arabia
by american and other non muslim societies can be turned by those who are
willing to grant saudi society the room to work through its national exercise
in communal devotion to god undertaken in an unstable and demanding
region opportunities to build such understanding can always be found
with memorable results in recent years a significant number of US mili-
tary personnel of the muslim faith who were stationed in saudi arabia and
the surrounding countries took advantage of their time in the region to per-
form umrahamrah or the entire hajj itself the reaction to this undertaking was fas-

cinatingcinating it opened the eyes of the saudisbaudis and the americans involved to a
possibility that had not seriously been considered that their two nations
share some important values such as a belief in prayer fasting and devotion
to family as a centerpiece of religious devotion on the cornerstone of such
recognition a future of greater understanding between nations can be built
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at the time this article was written frederick W axelgard was counselor for
political military affairs at the US embassy in riyadh saudi arabia he received a
BA in university studies from brigham young university and his MA and phd
from the fletcher school of law and diplomacy tufts university currently he is

senior advisor to the coordinator for counter terrorism US department of state
the views expressed in this paper are his alone and do not represent the official views
of the united states government or the US department of state
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respect for life
abortion in islam and the church of jesus
christ of latter day saints

donna lee bowen

while the indiscriminate taking of life is condemned by major reli-
gions and ethical systems worldwide killing in some well defined situa-
tions is less clearly condemned for example most major religious
traditions put killing in war in a separate category euthanasia which the
netherlands legalized in 2000 is passionately debated probably today s

most debated means of taking life is abortion although miscarriage is also
known as spontaneous abortion for the purposes of this discussion abor-
tion means not the unintentional loss of a fetus but a purposeful termina-
tion of pregnancy

both islam and the church of jesus christ of latter day saints forbid
the indiscriminate use of abortion however both religions also recognize
limited circumstances when an abortion may be the better of two imper-
fect choices muslim and latter day saint religious leaders agree that abor-
tion is at odds with each religions emphasis on life although the scriptural
and theological contexts for their positions differ however both religions
are united in three important principles a respect for god created life a
prohibition against killing innocent life and the necessity of taking respon-
sibilitysibility for sexual activity

today the worldwide debate on abortion is often polarized by two
camps those who call for no restrictions on abortion and those who pro-
hibit all abortions although both muslims and mormonscormons are generally
represented as being in the pro life camp they actually share a moderate
middle ground they agree that exceptions may require or permit the use
of abortion under strictly limited circumstances that the mother s life has
priority over that of the child if only one can survive and that it is crucial
to consult medical authority as part of the decision making process
despite these commonalities however the two religions differ in their
grounds for the general prohibition on abortion and in the exceptions they
stipulate to this rule A comparison of the two religions serves to highlight
the internal consistency that underlies the position of each and to provide
useful contrasts both in their doctrine and in the methods they use for
determining their positions
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the moderation of the latter day saint and muslim approaches to
abortion is noteworthy orthodox roman catholics and many fundamen-
talist protestants oppose abortion without exception while other faiths
allow all legal abortions although mormonscormons are certainly not the majority
population of the united states the position that abortion is generally
wrong but may be permitted in certain rare situations summarizes the atti-
tudes of many US citizens surveys carried out in the united states
between 1965 and 1996 document that public opinion overwhelmingly sup-
ports abortion for reasons of fetal defect rape and the mothers health 1

data I1 have gathered in muslim countries from multiple sources including
scholarly articles newspaper articles religious discussions and interviews
support the conclusion that the attitudes of the majority of their citizens
mirror the official islamic position on abortion 2

statistics from mormon and muslim populations

data on abortions performed are not easy to come by abortions tend
to be underreported which means that rates may actually be higher than
are given however available data show that muslims and mormonscormons have a
relatively low number of abortions when compared to others worldwide
about 26 million women have abortions each year 3 statistics from 1997
show that russia romania and cuba reported the highest abortion rates
in the world with 70 percent 59.4594594 percent and 58.6586586 percent of total preg-
nancies ending in abortion respectively by comparison the latest statistics
1996 for tunisia which is over 99 percent muslim and which legalized abor-

tion in the 1970s record that 7.87878 percent of total pregnancies ended in
abortion the new central asian states with large muslim populations
kazakhstan turkmenistan kyrgyzstan uzbekistan and tajikistan
report a range of abortion rates for 1996 kazakhstan with the relatively
high 41.3413 percent of total pregnancies ending in abortion probably reflects
the easy availability of abortion in the former USSR turkmenistan
reported abortion rates of 22.9229229 percent kyrgyzstan 17.5175175 percent uzbeki
stan 9.59595 percent and tajikistan only 6.26262 percent 4 the low rates in
uzbekistan and tajikistan may reflect a muslim reluctance to utilize abortion

in the united states abortion rates declined from 1995 through 1997
which is the last year for which we have data 5 US data from 1996 allow

a comparison of US figures with those from the muslim countries above
in 1996 23 percent of pregnancies in the US ended in abortion 6

to compare mormon abortion rates with those of the general US popu-
lation I1 must turn to a different data set the 1995 national survey of family
growthgromhgrimh which reported on the pregnancies women experienced in the five

years before 1995 includes mormon women this report stated that 13.5135 per-
cent of pregnancies in the US ended in induced abortion according to the
same set of data 5.25252 percent ofmormon pregnancies ended in abortion 7
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overview of the cultural and theological contexts

the size of the muslim community worldwide dwarfs the ten million
membership of the church of jesus christ of latter day saints around
one billion believers follow islam muslims have established communities
that spread from toronto sacramento and salt lake city to beijing
djakarta and johannesburg despite or perhaps because of their num-
bers and their geographical disparities muslims are not united by a central
leadership in other words there is no pope in islam religious orthodoxy
is maintained largely through adherence to religious obligations precepts
and practices set out in the muslim religious sources of the quran the
sunna the example of the prophet muhammad the hadith written tra
ditionseditions of the prophet muhammad and his close associates and thethefiqhfiahfiqh
literature jurisprudence most of the standards for religious praxis are set
in what is described as islamic law sharia which is composed of learned
opinions based on the quraur an the sunna and the hadith 8 most jurisprujurispru
dence literature was composed between the ninth and fourteenth cen
turies while the scripture in the quraur an and many of the sunna and
hadith texts are considered definitive differing interpretations can be
made for issues not directly addressed in scripture today both muslim
religious scholars and lay muslims are involved in analyzing islamic posi
tionseions on matters of contemporary concern

muslims believe that the prophet muhammad d 632 was the seal

in the sense of guarantee or perfect closure to the series of prophets god
sent to his prize creation mankind the revelations he received comprise
the quran muslims believe that these revelations are complete and will
never be supplemented or changed

while latter day saints like muslims recognize prophetic scripture
and the derivation of religious precepts from scripture they differ from
muslims in following a strongly hierarchical and well defined leadership
whose power to receive prophetic revelation continues to the present
day in fact prophetic pronouncements from a church president are
seen as equal in divine authority to scripture thus any formal state-
ments by the current church president on a subject like abortion are
seen as indisputable

individual muslims as well as individual mormonscormons may have differing
positions on matters not revealed in scripture but for both religions the
tradition of remaining within the limits of revealed scripture and custom-
ary practice is strong the following overviews are not intended as com-
plete or official statements but they provide a basic summary that allows

comparative analysis and reflection
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latter day saint teachings on abortion

while many church leaders have spoken on the issue of abortion
perhaps the most recent official church statement on abortion is found
in the church handbook of instructions a guide intended for church
leaders the following excerpt from the handbook explains the basic rea-
sons the church opposes abortion the actions latter day saints should
avoid the limited conditions under which an abortion may be consid-
ered and the method for considering aborting a pregnancy

the lord commanded thou shalt not kill nor do anything like
unto it dacd&c 596 the church opposes elective abortion for personal or
social convenience members must not submit to perform encourage pay
for or arrange for an abortion the only possible exceptions are when

1 pregnancy resulted from rape or incest

2 A competent physician determines that the life or health of the mother is

in serious jeopardy

3 A competent physician determines that the fetus has severe defects that will
not allow the baby to survive beyond birth

even these exceptions do not justify abortion automatically abortion is

a most serious matter and should be considered only after the persons
responsible have consulted with their bishops and received divine confirma-
tion through prayer 9

the emphasis in this church policy statement is upon abortion as an
action with grave implications for all persons responsible including the
woman who undergoes the abortion the man who participated in creating
the pregnancy and the one who performs the abortion this policy does
not state that the act ofabortion is killing but defines abortion as an action
that is like killing abortion is differentiated from killing in that a person
who receives or performs an abortion may repent and be forgiven for the
sin of abortion 10

statements on abortion from church presidents whenever church
leaders speak about abortion they strongly discourage its use presidents
of the church have described abortion as wrong as a revolting and evil

practice 11 as jeopardizing your exaltation and your future membership
in the kingdom of god 111212 as unrighteous and evil acts 33131113711313 and as a most
serious matter 14 furthermore such statements apply to both men and
women for example serving a full time mission for the church is consid-
ered a privilege and an honor one that most young men and many young
women desire however unwed members responsible for the abortion of a
pregnancy that results from their voluntary sexual activity are barred from
missionary service this consequence for abortion is made clear in a 1993
letter from the first presidency to church leaders worldwide young men
who have encouraged paid for or arranged for an abortion resulting from
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their immoral conduct are not eligible to serve as full time missionaries
similarly women who undergo an abortion resulting from their immoral
conduct that is not from rape or incest are not called on full time mis-
sions 15 these negative and cautious rulings emphasize the gravity of abor-
tion and the narrow grounds that may justify an abortion

in an address presented at the october 1998 general conference
prophet and president gordon B hinckley announced to the public the
position published in the handbook in his talk he posed the following
question to himself what is your position on abortion As an answer to
this question he delineated the latter day saint stance on abortion in
words that closely echo those of the handbook

while we denounce abortion we make allowance in such circumstances as

when pregnancy is the result of incest or rape when the life or health of the
mother is judged by competent medical authority to be in serious jeopardy
or when the fetus is known by competent medical authority to have serious
defects that will not allow the baby to survive beyond birth 16

the health of the mother president hinckleysHinckleys inclusion of the
phrase health of the mother marks a slight change from earlier public
church statements that limited abortions to preserving the life of the
mother or to cases of rape or incest 17 it also marks a significant difference
between the latter day saint position and that of pro life activists who
oppose abortion at any time in particular some pro life activists hold that
any consideration of the mother s life and health opens too large a window
for abortion for example some of the questions that could be asked about
health include the following does the term health mean only life
threatening danger what degree of physical harm must be threatened for
abortion to be allowed can the term also mean the mental health of the
mother in those cases where physically she can bear the child but psycho-
logically she will incur damage the ambiguity of this term alarms anti
abortion forces and as a result on websitesweb sites and in literature they have
labeled the church pro abortion church leaders do not attempt to answer
all questions about the meaning of health rather the statement in the
handbook outlines the procedure to take in making a decision on abortion
not examples of cases that may prompt its use discouragement of abor-
tion is the general rule individual exceptions are to be considered as

unique cases each of which should be carefully discussed with the bishop
and prayerfully evaluated

clearly the act of abortion poses a dilemma two equally undesirable
choices neither of which can be fully resolved the choice is particularly
poignant when only the fetus or the mother may survive and one life must
be terminated or severely compromised in order to save the other in this
case elder russell M nelson notes that most agree that the life of the
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mother should have primacy 18 this position contrasts with that of the
roman catholic church which prohibits any abortion and advocates sac-
rificingrificing the mother rather than denying life to the fetus 19

rape incest and the issue ofagency besides risk to the mothers life
another situation in which the church of jesus christ of latter day saints
permits abortion is when the pregnancy results from rape or incest 20

church leaders have presented a doctrinal basis for this rare exception to
the rule A fundamental tenet of latter day saint doctrine is agency the
right to choose and act for oneself A woman who has been raped or
exploited by incest has been denied a fundamental choice the right to con-
sent to sexual contact when this choice was taken from her by an unwanted
sexual attack she also lost any voice in choosing to procreate if a preg-
nancy were to result she should then be given the choice to bear the child
which opens the option of abortion church leaders stress that the woman
can also choose to preserve life spurn abortion and bear the child 21

in an ensign article that argues strongly against the use of abortion
elder dallin H oaks lays out possible approaches a woman may take in
such a case he quotes a letter whose reasoning he shares

the womanscomans right to choose what will or will not happen to her body is

obviously violated by rape or incest when conception results in such a case
the woman has the moral as well as the legal right to an abortion because the
condition of pregnancy is the result of someone elsesalses irresponsibility not
hers she does not have to take responsibility for it to force her by law to
carry the fetus to term would be a further violation of her right she also has
the right to refuse an abortion this would give her the right to the fetus and
also the responsibility for it she could later relinquish this right and this
responsibility through the process of placing the baby for adoption after it is

born whichever way is a responsible choice 22

church teachings on abortion show that agency is so critical that the
individual s right to agency is considered more important than the denial
of life to the fetus if it is aborted of course the individual exercising
agency will be responsible for her choice eternally

the question ofwhen the fetus can be considered a human being
for many the most critical point in the general abortion debate is at what
point the fetus can be considered human however the church of jesus
christ of latter day saints has consistently refrained from giving an official

position on this question two scriptural sources may shed light on this
question but neither furnishes a definitive basis for a statement of doc-
trine in fact they seem to contradict each other on the issue of when the
spirit enters the body luke 144 states that elisabethselisabethaElisabeths babe leaped in her
womb for joy when mary greeted her some christians use this verse to
affirm that the fetus john the baptist was alive at that point in elisabeth s
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womb however in 3 nephi 112 14 the lord jesus christ speaks to nephi
announcing his imminent birth one could argue that if the lord could
address nephi from the heavens he could not have been in mary s womb
the day before his birth this point is made by those who hold that the
spirit of the child dwells with heavenly father until the time of birth
although the birth of jesus may have been exceptional in this respect as it
was in other ways

furthermore latter day prophets have disagreed as to when the spirit
enters the body brigham young taught that the spirit enters the fetus at
the time ofquickening when the mother feels life come to her infant it is the
spirit entering the body 2321 on the other hand david 0 mckay taught that
the spirit joins the body at the moment of birth 24 but the reason for such
differences of opinion is clarified by a more recent formal statement found
in a 19701970 first presidency letter to stake presidenciespresidencies there is no direct
revelation upon the subject of when the spirit takes possession of the
body it has always been a moot question that there is life in the child
before birth is undoubted fact but whether that life is the result of the
affinity of the child in embryo with the life of its mother or because the spirit
has entered it remains an unsolved mystery 3125112525 thus the question of when
the spirit enters the fetus is not crucial to understanding the latter day
saint position on abortion

the eternal context the latter day saint position on abortion rests
largely on two major principles of doctrine the first is respect for the mir-
acle of human life that links procreation and family life for the eternities
the second is respect for agency the individuals responsibility to choose
his or her path agency here the decision to engage in sexual activity is

first exercised taking responsibility for ones actions if pregnancy results
means that one should respect the life created and not seek to destroy it
through abortion 26 elder dallin H oaks stated in 1993 that the power to
create mortal life is the most exalted power god has given his children he
went on to emphasize that abortion precludes this power

the ultimate act of destruction is to take a life that is why abortion is such a
serious sin our attitude toward abortion is not based on revealed knowledge
ofwhen mortal life begins for legal purposes it is fixed by our knowledge that
according to an eternal plan all of the spirit children of god must come to
this earth for a glorious purpose and that individual identity began long
before conception and will continue for the eternities to come 27

for latter day saints the birth of a child is part of a much wider pat-
tern of creation that extends backwards and forwards throughout the eter-
nities furthermore the sanctity of the family is central to latter day saint
doctrine A denial ofpotential life therefore has grave and extensive ramifica-
tions for all concerned the person receiving the abortion those counselling
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and supporting her in her decision the person performing the abortion and
the individual aborted thus latter day saint ecclesiastical leaders use
strong language to persuade members that abortion is a momentous deci-
sion although an individual may have serious reasons for obtaining an
abortion these reasons may pale beside the eternal consequences of deny-
ing potential life for this reason church leaders seek to convince individu-
als that transitory matters such as social convenience employment
avoidance of personal shame or parental disappointment and personal
discomfort are not reasons that will outweigh the potential of a human life

the importance of life they stress should not be tampered with 28

consultation with family and religious authorities when weighing
whether to seek an abortion the handbook advises members to consult
physicians ecclesiastical leaders and the lord 29 it cautions that members
should pray for divine guidance and a confirmation that abortion is the
correct course before making a decision considering the church s doc-
trinal emphasis on the family such advice assumes that abortion is a family
matter wives and husbands as well as unmarried women are expected to
consult with their ecclesiastical leaders and ideally with their parents and
family the fences church leaders construct around abortion consulting
with a physician consulting with an ecclesiastical leader and finally the
critical step of consulting the lord all emphasize that this is a most grave
decision with eternal ramifications

muslim teachings on abortion

the structure of islamic law imposes a vocabulary different from that
of the church of jesus christ of latter day saints when one is determin-
ing islam s position on the religious considerations of human actions
islamic legal scholars sort human actions into five categories i1 obligatory
actions such as prayer the profession of faith tithes and fasting the
month of ramadan 2 recommended actions such as marriage and hav-
ing children 3 neutral actions such as whether a man has one two three
or four wives and whether one prays at the mosque or elsewhere 4 rep-
rehensible actions or those which should be avoided but are not prohib-
ited such as divorce 5 prohibited actions such as murder adultery
eating pork and drinking alcohol when muslims ask questions about the
permissibility of a given issue the position on the legal scale where muslim
religious scholars aulamaculamaulama rank the issue decides whether or not believers
should undertake a given action one factor the intention behind the
action is believed to moderate each legal judgment thus killing may be
not prohibited although judged a reprehensible action when it is in self
defense or in defense of one s child drinking alcohol may be lightened
from prohibited to reprehensible when a caravan finding itself in the
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desert several days travel from a well has only wine to stave off death from
dehydration likewise pilgrimage one of the obligatory five pillars of
islam would be considered a reprehensibly negative action if a head of a
household impoverished his family to finance his pilgrimage to mecca so
context may have the effect of reworking the negative onus of prohibited
actions or the necessity of performing obligatory ones

all muslims agree that in general abortion is prohibited the most
negative judgment possible I1 have interviewed numerous muslim religious
leaders over the past twentyfivetwenty five years as well as read numerous articles and
statements on abortion all uniformly begin with the statement that islam
prohibits abortion however as one listens to each discussion on this pro-
hibitionhibition numerous subtle differences emerge in the identification of specific
cases where abortion may be permitted

islamic attitudes toward children neither the quraur an nor the sunnasurma
and hadith directly address abortion the absence of anything like a scrip-
tural pronouncement means that jurists and religious scholars must reason
by analogy from these texts in order to work out a systematic legal position
for abortion the meaningful references are scriptures in the quran that
address killing children before the advent of islam the arab tribes exposed
infant girls to the elements or buried them alive to rid themselves of
unwanted daughters this practice of infanticide was common enough that
it was given a specific name wad the quran makes various references to
this practice and identifies infanticide as a major sin a prohibited killing of
innocent life kill not your children for fear of want we provide suste-
nance for them and for you the killing of them is a great sin 1731 6151

the most vivid condemnation of infanticide is found in the quraur an in
a description of judgment day this chapter was one of the earliest
revealed to the prophet muhammad and is often quoted by jurists who
forbid abortion when the infant girl who was buried alive is asked for
what sin was she killed what will be answered by whoever killed her 818

this verse coupled with the warnings against killing children for eco-
nomic reasons has imbued in muslims a horror of any threats to the well-
being of children the cautions and the strong respect for life of innocent
and helpless children reflected in these verses resonate beyond the issue of
infanticide A few extremely conservative muslims use them to rule against
family planning as well as abortion 30

the question ofwhen the fetus can be considered a human being
given the injunction against killing children muslims asked whether a

fetus in the womb is created and is therefore human islam holds that
men and women are created at the moment that divine spirit or their soul
is breathed into them according to the quraur an after god fashioned the
first man adam from clay god breathed his own spirit into him and
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gave him hearing and sight and hearts 329 also 1529 3872 this verse
sets out a divine role in the creation of each fetus the time when the fetus
is ensouled

thus in order to rule on abortion muslims must determine when in
the gestation process the fetus is ensouled since they define abortion as the
purposeful premature and unnecessary expulsion of the created fetus 31

destroying a fetus can be abortion and thereby prohibited only if the
action eliminates an ensouled life As muslim schools of law differ on when
the fetus is ensouled the bulk of the jurisprudence literature on abortion is

addressed to solving this question
the time frame assigned for the creation of the human the entrance

of the soul comes from an interpretation of a scripture in the quraur an
that states

we first created man from an essence of clay then placed him a living germ
in a safe enclosure the germ we made into a clot of blood and the clot into
a lump of flesh this we fashioned into bones then clothed the bones with
flesh thus bringing forth another creation 2312 14

three stages are mentioned here the germ the clot of blood and the
lump of flesh and bones A hadith assigns a time period of 4040 days to each
of the three stages a total of 120120 days 32 other hadith give 40 or go90 days as
the total of the stages while the majority of muslims believe that the soul
enters the fetus at conception other schools of law believe that the fetus has
not been created and has no soul until the stages are complete accordingly
the majority of scholars forbid abortion at any point following conception
but other authorities permit it until the point when they believe the fetus
becomes a human being depending on the time assigned to the stages of
development this point may range from 40 to 90 to 120120 days after concep-
tion for scholars who hold that the soul enters the fetus at some point
such as 120120 days abortion after that point is a 11 great sin rather than the
smaller sin it is considered before 120120 days 33 in others words terminating
a pregnancy is not considered killing until after the point at which mus-
lim religious scholars judge that the fetus has been ensouled

even for scholars who believe that the fetus is created at some point
after conception for example after 120120 days anyone seeking an abortion
before this point must still have a good reason for doing so muslims con-
sider the end of a potential life as well as an ensouled fetal life to be of criti-
cal importance after the 120 day window the most often cited reason for
abortion is danger to the life of the mother muslims believe that a mortal
threat to the mothers health provides the strongest justification for abor-
tion abortion in this case becomes not only permitted but recommended
when a woman s life maymaybebe endangered muslim religious leaders defer to
the authority of the mother s physician at this point they believe that the
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issue is no longer a religious matter but a medical one if the physician
determines that the mother would be adversely affected by continuing the
pregnancy the abortion is permitted muslims prioritize the mothers life
over the fetus because the mother is the origin of the childs life the
mother cannot be sacrificed for a pregnancy that could not have occurred
without her abortion to preserve the life of the mother is the major excep-
tion on which all muslims agree when the mothers life is not endangered
but the birth would cause severe damage to her health most muslim reli-
gious leaders would support the abortion as well A lesser number support
abortion in the case of great financial hardship to the family 34

the issue of severely deformed fetuses in the past two decades
questions have also arisen as to whether abortion is justified if the fetus
faces a life with severe deformities this right not to be born or wrong-
ful birth issue has been treated by contemporary fatiasfatwas issued by legal
scholars 35 various factions have come down on both sides of the issue
kuwait permits abortions of deformed fetuses up to three months into
pregnancy a law that roughly follows some scholars permission for abor-
tion within the 120 day window before the fetuss ensoulmentensoulment other
scholars will not allow abortion of deformed fetuses beyond 4040 days
others prohibit abortion even within the first 4040 days arguing that injured
fetuses may be cured while in the womb or that a child with certain defor-
mities does not face imminent death after birth and deserves to live the
late sheikh of al azhar university jad alhaqqal haqq argued that abortion is

justifiable only in the case of severe injuries or genetic disease 36

rape and incest while the issues of ensoulmentensoulment and deformity are
not easily resolved the case of rape is even more complicated in muslim
society in the west the rape victim who becomes pregnant has three
options aborting the fetus carrying the baby to term and giving the child
up for adoption or raising the child in the muslim world the woman s

options are curtailed muslim society has tended to equate rape with adul-
tery and in practice the raped woman may be prosecuted for adultery
if she publicizes her rape if she is married her husband may divorce her if
she is unmarried her natal family may disown her in any case her chances
for a good marriage will be destroyed she will be socially ostracized her
family will be shamed she maymaybebe jailed for adultery and in the worst case
her life may be in danger few women report rapes

nor is adoption a viable alternative because adoption is generally not
practiced in muslim countries 37 As a result the mother generally does
not have the option of giving the child up for a legal adoption although
members of the extended family may take an unwanted child to raise thus
the mother has only two options abortion or continuing with a pregnancy
that will lead to disgrace for herself and for her family in these cases the
child of rape bears the onus of the mother s disgrace
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rape became a prominent issue following the rapes of muslim bosn-
ian women by bosnian serbsgerbs and the rapes of kuwaiti women by iraqi sol-
diers during the gulf war women brought pressure to legitimize abortion
in the cases of these atrocities since they understood the emotional trauma
and the resulting social discrimination that the mother and child would
face however most muslim religious scholars still hold that rape does not
fulfill any conditions that would justify abortion because the child of rape
is not to blame for the sin that conceived him or her some scholars permit
abortion in the case of rape before 120120 days or for purposes of the mother s

health but even those scholars continue to pose the question what sin
did the fetus commit that justifies its killing38killing 38

the issue of agency muslim statements do not note rape s violation
of the victim s agency and given existing statements it is doubtful that
many muslim religious leaders would consider this violation a sufficient
reason to permit abortion that said it is important to recognize that
throughout the intellectual history of islam agency has been a major
theme taken up in important islamic theological and philosophical trea-
tises while many muslims express a belief in determinism the prominent
theologians of the classical period mounted arguments disputing deter-
minism and arguing for human will agency is implicitly referred to when
muslims discuss contraception family planning measures are permitted
only when both the husband and the wife agree to their use thus the par-
ents share in the responsibility of not creating a child although engaging in
sexual relations but to this point no religious leaders have presented a dis-
cussion of abortion that stipulates the woman as a free agent

consultation with family and religious authorities the muslim
texts on abortion say little about consultation between husband and wife
when considering an abortion however it maymaybebe assumed that ifspouses
must consult before using contraception both parents would consult
about obtaining an abortion indeed to officially obtain an abortion most
muslim countries require the signature ofboth parents

few muslims know of the elaborately worked out permissibility for
abortion within defined time windows this information would be
gleaned from consultation with well educated muslim religious leaders
not less trained leaders in villages or city quarters however the legal
schools positions are reflected in some muslim nations laws such as in
turkey and tunisia which have legalized abortion muslim religious lead-
ers stress that their judgment is limited to stating the general rule which is

that abortion is forbidden given the time constraints of the particular
school of law unless an exception exists

at this point abortion on demand is legal in only two middle eastern
countries with a majority muslim population tunisia and turkey
although it is increasingly accepted in iran abortion is also legal in the five
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muslim majority central asian countries that were once part of the soviet
union kazakhstan turkmenistan kyrgyzstan uzbekistan and tajikistan
tunisia and turkey refer to legal teachings of the halifihanifi school that permit
abortion within a 120 day window the other muslim countries provide
for therapeutic abortions but social or elective abortion is illegal

Condconclusionusion

the church of jesus christ and islam share more similarities than diff-
erences in dealing with the question of abortion the two religions agree
that abortion is akin to killing and as such it is overwhelmingly discour-
aged exceptions are determined on a case by case basis rather than with a

uniform policy both religions lack an explicit scriptural reference that
spells out a stance on abortion and therefore rely on a complex of refer-
ences reasoning or statements by modern authorities to address their con-
cern about a practice that contradicts their preeminent concern with life

they agree that the life of the mother outweighs that of the fetus and so
permit abortion if the mothers life is endangered

the major difference with regard to policies on abortion revolves
around the question of when life enters the fetus islamic jurisprudence
considers this question central to the abortion issue the church of jesus
christ on the other hand does not consider this a factor in its policy on
abortion A second major difference is the question of agency the church
of jesus christ holds that individual agency is the one constant that cannot
be violated therefore the decision whether to abort ultimately belongs to
the mother when she had no choice in engaging in sexual relations such as

in the case of rape and incest islamic law on the other hand does not
automatically allow an abortion in the case of rape or incest

perhaps the most important point of similarity is that both islam and
the church of jesus christ give strong guidelines but wisely leave space for
the eventualities that human beings face in an imperfect world when con-
fronted by difficult circumstances by the time abortion is considered a

woman faces a choice between denying life to a child in her womb and
bearing the difficult consequences if the child is born for many women
this choice is excruciating the willingness of both religions to leave room
for dilemmas to be solved on an individual basis within certain parameters
is purposeful and wise for no system of law can anticipate the infinite com-
plications of human lives ambiguity can provide critical space to allow for
needed actions

donna lee bowen is a professor of political science and middle eastern studies at
brigham young university she received her BA from the university of utah and her
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mormonism and islam
from polemics to mutual respect
and cooperation

arnold H green

the worlds fastest growing religion is either islam if considering
annual growth in total numbers or mormonism if considering annual
growth in percentage terms these two rapidly expanding global faiths are
certain to increase interactions with each other already in the minds of
some clergymen the two faiths have become associated in several ways
including mormonism s being called the islam of america while mus-
lim leaders have so far paid little attention to the church of jesus christ of
latter day saints the churclschurchschurche general authorities have expressed opin-
ions about islam at first they reacted negatively to being equated with it
later they formulated more positive views of islam and also found oppor-
tunitiestunities to cooperate with it toward common goals

although no references to islam exist in the canonized books of scrip-
ture peculiar to the church of jesus christ of latter day saints many can
be found in mormon sermons and writings the positions and tones
embedded therein are not homogeneous but represent sundry views
expressed in a variety of circumstances over the church s 171ii year life span
several factors help explain the attitudinal variety mormonism arose
within a north american culture emanating from european christian civi-

lizationliza tion which had nourished anti islamic attitudes that were redirected
against mormonism even while those same attitudes were embraced by
some latter day saint writers also mormon thinkers engaged in analogi-
cal reasoning applying lessons drawn from the scriptures to nonbiblicalnonbiblical
groupings they adapted policy and doctrine to deal with religious com-
munitiesmunities like islam yet the adaptations varied according to the particular
eras issues and officers in short enough different mormon associations
with islam have occurred to warrant a critical investigation into them

genuine mormon muslim interaction for example latter day saint
estimations of islam or cooperative efforts can be distinguished from
associations occurring in the minds of outsiders for example the joseph
smith muhammad comparison after briefly treating the latter category
this essay suggests patterns in the former including a three part periodizationperiodization
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schema based in the midwest during the 18305 and 18405 mormonscormons first
echoed traditional european antipathy toward islam islamophobia
living mainly in western north america in a second phase during the
i85os185os i87os1870s they took a more benign view on grounds of scriptural prece-
dents then as the church grew into a global faith its posture toward islam
became even more positive and its interaction with it more multifaceted

the joseph smith muhammad comparison

the joseph smith muhammad analogy developed through three
phases correlating with respectively anti mormon polemics orientalism
and pseudosociologypseudo sociology the initial phase entailed protestant clerics adapting
for their campaign against nascent mormonism a tactic that originated in
rome to malign embryonic protestantism catholic spokesmen accused
the reformers of the vices attributed by medieval christians to muham-
mad claiming that they were ignorant devious and violent impostors
that luther and others were in such negative ways like muhammad
became known as the accusation of cryptomohammedanismcrypto mohammedanism or being
secret followers ofmuhammad 1 having been its target in europe since the
i52os1520s protestants redirected the charge of cryptomohammedanismcrypto mohammedanism against
the mormonscormons in north america after the i82os1820s

anti mormon polemics the anti mormon subspecies of such allega-
tions experienced substantive growth and geographic diffusion in 1830
palmyra reflector editor obadiah dogberry referred to joseph smiths
scribe and counselor oliver cowdery as this second mahomet 122 the
next year he modified and fleshed out the analogy somewhat by specifying
that it is only in their joseph smith and muhammads ignorance and
impudence that a parallel can be found 7331132333 that basic tactic apparently
diffused during 1831 to alexander campbell in west virginia as well as to
pomeroy tucker and james gordon bennett in ohio 4 in 1834 tuckers edi-
tor E D howe identified joseph smiths extreme ignorance and appar-
ent stupidity as well worn cloaks in the wardrobeward robe of impostors they
were even thrown upon the shoulders of the great prince of deceivers
muhammad 5 in 1838 disgruntled ex mormon thomas B marsh added
the facet of violence when he testified of overhearing joseph smith boast
like muhammad whose motto in treating for peace was the alcoran or

the sword so should it be eventually with us joseph smith or the sword 11166

As it spread through time and across space among anti mormon
polemicists the accusation of cryptomohammedanismcryptomoharnmedanismcrypto mohammedanism acquired larger
dimensions entire articles and pamphlets were devoted to it including
the yankee mahomet in american whig review new york city 1851

and charles mackay s cormonsmormonsMormons the american mahomet london 1851

the simile soon attracted book length treatment mackay expanded his
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pamphlet into historbistorhistoryy of the mormonscormonsMormons or latteriatter layday saints with memoirs
of joseph smith the american mahomet 1853 two later volumes J F

willings mohammedanism of the west 19061906 and B Kinkinnesneys mormonism
the islam ofamericaof america 1912 widened the joseph smith muhammad sim-
ile to the whole scope of mormonism and islam but this larger super-
structure rested on the original foundation like muhammad joseph
smith was an ignorant devious violent impostor 7

orientalism from the realm of american religious polemics the
analogy meanwhile spilled over into that of orientalism european schol-
arship about the orient including the islamic religion A few orientalistsorientalists
restated the comparison while undergirding it with fashionable academic
concepts richard F burton 1821 18901890 translator ofofiooiioolbool nights and sur-
reptitious pilgrim to mecca published city of the saints in 1861 after a visit
to utah the year before 8 declaring that joseph smith had eclectically pla
giarizedgiarized mormonismsMormoni sms dogmas and rituals from older religions burton
pointed out superficial parallels with islam belief in literal resurrection
polygamy and female inferiority

burtonsbartonsBurtons memoir perhaps reached university of london historian D S

margoliouth 1858 1940 who wrote the influential muhammad and the
rise of islam 1905

9 versus burton s concept of eclectic plagiarism mar
goliouthgoliouth cast the similarities he observed as examples of phenomenology
the assumption that related events represent a common phenomenon
and so merit comparative analysis focusing on the phenomenon of a
prophet elaborating a new religion margoliouth noted that both muham-
mad and joseph smith a had spiritual experiences after wrestling with
sectarian rivalries and b obtained subsequent revelations piecemeal as

situations required divine guidance 10

no doubt aware ofofmargoliouthsmargoliouths book berlin university professor of
ancient history eduard meyer 1855 1930 gave the comparison its most
extensive treatment in his ursprung und geschichte dermormonendermormonenMormonen origin
and history of the mormonscormonsMormons 1911 meyer s study drew many parallels
between joseph smith and muhammad a phase of perplexity angelic visi-
tationstations scriptures tailored for specific peoples abrogative revelations
prophetic inspiration declining into a later stage of purely fictional inspiinski
ration the unconscious blurring of the distinction between truth and
independent invention sensuality growing continually stronger and seek-
ing a national territorial base then world domination 11 meyer used a pair
of now discredited approaches including proxy research meyer and
many other orientalistsorientalists were old testament scholars who saw modern
arabs as constituting a living museum of ancient semitic culture a
museum they visited mainly to learn about vanished bible era hebrews
meyer took proxy research a giant step further by examining mormonismsMormonisms
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well documented origins in lieu of islamsislami sparsely documented ones
through comparative analysis both religions receive so much light that

a scientific study of one through the other is indispensable he wrote 12

meyer also infused phenomenology with hegelshecels idea of the zeitgeist
berlin university philosopher georg hegel 0770177007771770 1831 taught that similar
historical events manifest the spirit of the time zeitgeist to bridge the
great temporal and spatial distances between muhammads milieu seventh
century arabia and joseph smithsmitis s meyer asserted that frontier america
was a pocket of primitive semibarbarismsemi barbarism thus he explained that mor
monismsmonisrnsmonisms origin will be comprehensible only if the reader keeps in mind
the picture of very primitive ways of thinking in the midst of a culture
which is highly developed in many of its other forms 111313

pseudosociologyPseudosociology after a stage of anti mormon polemics and another
of orientalist conceptualizing the pseudosociologypseudo sociology stage represented a
dialectical synthesis of the first two in this century two sociologists coated
the analogy with a veneer of social science to disguise their respective
polemical ends hans thimme denied an intent to criticize mormonism
from the point ofview of christian doctrine rather he assured my pur-
pose is that of comparative religion I1 wish to describe this cult in so far as
it shows parallels to another great religion of world history islam 111414 but
thimme a protestant cleric whose essay appeared in a journal sponsored
by a seminary that trained christian missionaries to muslims betrayed his
dual bias by accusing muhammad and joseph smith of sharing a low
intellectual standard espousing the wildest superstitions failing to dis-
tinguish between reality and hallucination preaching holy war and
tending to undervalueunder value human sinfulness that is to deny original sin 15

thimme s sociology ofreligion thus simply masked his allegation ofofcryptocrypto
mohammedanism 16

while also professing an impartial sociological interest georges
henri bousquet pursued a hidden agenda differing from that of thimme
in effect plagiarizing from meyer for his comparative studies of mor-
monism and islam 17 bousquet who taught sociology at the university of
algiers acknowledged that we frenchmen aspire like islam does to
make our civilization triumph here in north africa 18 focusing on mey-
er s assessment of the two religions barbarity and pointing out that
islam fails to separate theology law and ethics as christianity does bous-
quet used a crude biological evolutionary metaphor as scientific proof
for islam s cultural evolutionary backwardness in mammals we find a

urinary bladder a vagina and a rectum whereas birds and reptiles have
only a single undifferentiated organ the cloaca he stated similarly
islamic law the shariasharishadishandsharla a remained at a more primitive stage of evolution
than did christianity 19 while thimmes tactic represented the stock
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accusation of cryptomohammedanismcrypto mohammedanism bousquet s entailed anti islamic
french imperial propaganda that borrowed from the mormonism islam
comparison primarily meyer s allegation of barbarity

neither disputation can pass as impartial sociology of religion
indeed the joseph smith muhammad simile throughout its cryptomo
hammedanhammeranhammedan orientalist 20 and pseudopseudosociologicalsociological phases served mainly
as a historical weathervaneweathervane ofwestern anti muslim and anti mormon atti-
tudes since bousquetsbousquetoBousquets time the ebbing of the tide of references to the
comparison suggests that these attitudes have begun to change 21

latter day saint muslim interaction

genuine interchange between mormonism and islam has included the
formers changing attitudes toward the latter which can be sorted into
three phases in each chronological phase the church had a particular geo-
graphical reach and its leaders emphasized certain scriptures when refer-
ring to islam early nineteenth century midwest mormonism reflected
christianity s tendency to regard islam as the pagan religion of a false

prophet late nineteenth century utah mormonism adapted the scrip-
tural idea of judgment to define for islam a purgative scriptural function
twentieth century global mormonism has scripted for islam more posi-
tive roles by extending the concept of dispensations and by appreciating
the need for interfaith cooperation on certain issues

midwest mormonismsMormonisms reflected islamophobia based in new york
ohio missouri and illinois during the i83os183os and i84os1840s mormonism echoed
european islamophobia the mormonscormons obtained their knowledge of and
attitudes toward islam from traditional Christichristlchristianitchristianiachristianityanit despite and because
of being a target of its polemical charge of cryptomohammedanismcryptomoharnmedanismcryptomohammedanism
that is ironically the protestant ministers allegation that mormonscormons were
cryptomohammedanscryptomoharnmedans first brought islam to the attention of the latter day
saints and shaped their initial attitudes toward it A times and seasons
article explained that our elders and readers may understand a little
about turkish religion we extract the following sketch from the universal
traveler the times and seasons article quotes the universal traveler
as saying that muhammad began to promulgate his religion which
partaking somewhat of judaism and christianity has been called a
christian heresy in successive years he published portions of the koran

as suited his convenience accommodating his revelations to exigencies as

they occurred 131221112222

probably the most influential scriptures of this era and this posture
were those warning of false prophets 112323 such passages were no doubt the
reference ofan april 1844 times and seasons article entitled the last hour
of the false prophet that applauded the ottoman empires decline under
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pressure from european imperial expansion that historical development
was heralded by the article as an omen signaling the speedy fulfillment of
the predictions against muhammadanism 112424 although the article did not
specify who made what predictions

A year earlier responding to james arlington bennett s mentioning
him disparagingly in connection with muhammad joseph smith himself
made two references regarding islamsislami prophet seemingly based on
matthew 715 20 beware of false prophets by their fruits ye shall
know them he first cited nimrod pharaoh nebuchadnezzar alexan-
der mahomet bonaparte or other great sounding heroes that dazzled
forth with a trail of pomp and circumstances for a little season like a

comet and then disappeared leaving a wide waste 31251125332525 later in his reply
to bennett joseph smith lamented that the world at large is ever ready to
credit the writings of homer hesiodhesion mahomet and a hundred others
but where tell me where have they left a line a simple method of solving
the truth of the plan of eternal lifeilfelife26112626 yet in his ordinance on religious
liberty in nauvoo march 1841 joseph smith did provide that
catholics presbyteriansPresbyte rians unitarians muhammadansMuhammadans and all other

religious sects and denominations whatever shall have free toleration and
in this 12727equal privileges city

in this initial phase latter day saints responded to allegations of
cryptomohammedanismcryptomohammedanism whereby protestant clerics tried to tar them
with the same false prophet brush long used by catholics against mus-
lims and then protestants by distinguishing joseph smith from muham-
mad in other words mormonism rejected the half of the polemic
pertaining to itself but embraced the other half pertaining to islam

utah mormonism and gods spoilers these early borrowed nega-
tive latter day saint views of islam were at times reiterated by some voices
during the utah period for example arguing in 1858 that the history of
the world from the time of its commencement to the present is a scene
of war carnage and desolation elder john taylor cited near eastern
cases histories of the crusades furnish another example together with
the power prowess and bloodshed introduced by mahomet in his day7228

twenty four years later president john taylor expressed a cognate view
we are not placed here to use any improper influence over the minds or

consciences of men it is not for us to attempt to do what mahomet did
to say that there was but one god and mahomet was his prophet and by
force compel all others to acknowledge it 112929

but a pair of sermons in september 1855 by george A smith and par-

ley P pratt together with reports by elder smith s fellow palestine
tourists including lorenzo snow and eliza R snow inaugurated a fresh

latter day saint posture toward islam this new stance entailed three
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departures from the earlier false prophet theme first mormonscormons acknowl-
edged the bias and distortion in traditional christian accounts of islam
elder pratt owned that we as europeans and americans have looked
upon the history of mahomet as a kind of heathenism or something
dreadfuldreadful3030 elder smith added all the christian translations of
mahometanmahometanoMaho metan history as well as of the koran should be received with a great
deal of allowance 37311373331 this acknowledgments implication was that latter
day saints could and should acquire a better understanding of islam by
making their own direct contacts thus lorenzo snow one of the latter
day saint visitors to the holy land in 1872 reported some positive impres-
sions in visiting the turkish mosques we observed that there were no
pictures images statues or altars which universally decorate the cathe-
drals in christian countries 07321132273232 his sister eliza added considering the
outside appearance of the den like houses of the arab mahommedans it is

very surprising to see how neat they look their religion enjoins cleanli-
ness she also commented on the rivalry between christian denomina-
tions over the church of the holy sepulchre which the mussulman very

considers the christian 13333reasonably uncomplimentary to religion
in a second departure latter day saints moved away from viewing

islam as a variety of paganism toward situating it within the abrahamic
legacy typical of the late nineteenth century that acknowledgment was
often expressed in genealogical terms according to george A smith
mahomet descended from one of the most noble families of the koreish
tribe of mecca he came direct in descent from ishmael the son of abra-

ham parley P pratt noted the same lineage and remembered that ishmael
and his descendants were blessed by the lord citing scriptural promises
such as 1 I will make him a great nation gen 1720 34 lorenzo snow also
connected islam to the judeofudeo christian heritage by observing that to
muslims adam noah abraham moses and jesus christ were all gods
servants in their various ages but the greatest and best is mahomet 31351135333535

the third departure entailed abandoning references to islam as issuing
from a false prophet while defining for it a historical role adapted from the
scriptural principle of judgment the idea that the lord punishes his
wayward covenant people by stirring up against them gentile nations
hebrew goyim old testament examples include assyria s conquest of

israel and babylon s destruction of judah regarding the former 11 therefore
the lord was very angry with israel and removed them out of his sight
and the lord rejected all the seed of israel and afflicted them and deliv-
ered them into the hand of spoilers 2 ggskgs 17181738 20 As for the latter
jehoiakim did that which was evil in the sight of the lord and the

lord sent against him bands of the chaldeesChaldees babylonians and sent
them against judah to destroy it 2 kgsggs 2336 242
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elders smith and pratt adapted the assyrian babylonian spoilers
role in the judgment process to explain the rise of islam elder smith
assured his audience that muhammad was no doubt raised up by god on
purpose to scourge the world for their idolatry 3336113636 elder pratt noted that
whereas muslims were strict monotheistsmonotheists ic the greek and roman
churches which have been called christian and which take the name of
christians as a cloak have worshippedworshipped innumerable idols therefore he
continued mahometanmahometanoMahometan history and mahometanmahometanoMahometan doctrine was a standard
raised against the most corrupt and abominable idolatry that ever per-
verted our earth found in the creeds and worship of christians falsely so

named 1137313737 using biblical precedents george A smith and parley P pratt
thus cast islam in the role of gods spoilers raised up to scourge apos-
tate eastern and roman christianity of course as isaiah made it clear in
the case of assyria and babylon who while they were gods agents were
not his covenant peoplepeople3838 being spoilers constituted a limited scrip-
tural role for islam

in sum along with making some direct contact with muslims latter
day saints departed after 1855 from an earlier set of attitudes that reflected
traditional european islamophobia and were based on new testament
warnings against false prophets the emerging set of postures included
becoming wary of biased western accounts of islam regarding muham-
mad as a descendant of abraham and islam as an abrahamic faith and
adapting the scriptural idea of judgment to depict islam as a divinely insti-
gated scourge against apostate christianity

global mormonism and a portion of gods light in the last cen-
tury as it has become a world religion the church of jesus christ of
latter day saints has continued to develop with respect to its interaction
with islam by extending the concept of dispensations mormonscormons have
defined increasingly positive historical roles for muhammad and islam
interaction has also moved beyond merely expressing attitudes while not
embracing theological ecumenismecumenist latter day saints have seen value in
cooperating with islam and other faiths to defend and to promote tradi-
tional moral values and the institution of the family also the church and
brigham young university have devoted their resources to help preserve
and to make better known islamsislami rich heritage of theological and philo-
sophical texts yet while the dominant trends have been positive some
problematic issues exist

at the very end of the nineteenth century and beginning of the twenti-
eth century some latter day saint leaders especially george Q cannon
B H roberts and orson F whitney extended the concept of dispensa
tionseions in order to find a place in sacred history for influential ancient
philosophers and for nonbiblicalnonbiblical religious leaders they thus articulated an
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idea that maybe styled dispensations of partial truth in 1877 elder can-
non noted that there have been many faithful men in all nations and
among all people unto whom god has given great light and knowledge
mentioning by name luther calvin john wesley alexander campbell
confucius socrates and plato great moral truths were communicated
unto them and they taught them he declared elder cannon proceeded to
apply that formula to islam so with mahomet he taught many grand
truths he affirmed

I1 believeibelievebelleve myself that mahomet whom the christians deride and call a false
prophet and stigmatize with a great many epithets was a man raised up by
the almighty and inspired to a certain extent by him to effect the reforms
which he did in his land and in the nations surrounding he attacked idola-
try and restored the great and crowning idea that there is but one god he
taught that idea to his people and reclaimed them from polytheism and from
the heathenish practices into which they had fallen 39

under the subtopic the gospel embraces all truth B H roberts regis-
tered his agreement in an 1892 discourse entitled comprehensiveness of
the gospel he said we look upon the teachings of mahomet a mixture
of good and of evil but with more good in them perhaps than men are
generally inclined to admit the faith of mahomet has done much toward
redeeming a portion of our father s children from darkness 114040 two and a

half years later elder roberts reiterated this idea in stronger terms after
quoting abraham 322 among all these intelligences there were many of
the noble and great ones he explained that god took these noble spirits
and from time to time in different ages of the world has given them to a
nation or race of men to bless them after mentioning enoch noah and
abraham elder roberts then remarked that

god also remembered that branch of abrahams family the arabians the
descendants ofabraham by hagar he raised up to them a mahomet

and if these men confucius plato socrates muhammad did not
teach the fulnessfalness of the gospel of christ they did at least teach that measure
of truth that the people could receive and it has been a benefit to them 41

later in 1910 in his seventy s course in theology B H roberts quoted
edward gibbon the koran is a glorious testimony to the unity of
god the liberality of mahomet allowed to his predecessors the same
credit which he claimed for himself and the chain of inspiration was pro-
longed from the fall ofadam to the promulgation of the koran 31421142334242

orson FE whitney made explicit islamsislami inclusion within the concept of
dispensations by discussing it in 1917 under the subheading many gospel
dispensations he observed that if some of god s children are not wor-
thy of the fullness of truth and would not make a wise use of it were it sent
to them that is no reason why they should not be given as much truth as
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they can wisely use he then cited thomas carlyle s vivid portrayal of the
coming of mahomet to the arabs who were thus converted from idolatry
the worship of sticks and stones to the worship of one god allah with
mahomet as his prophet 3143114343

elders cannon and roberts qualified their styling islam a dispensa-
tion the former cautioned

confucius socrates mahomet plato and the noted men of antiquity as well
as those who had livelivedd in modern days who taught truth had not the keys
of the holy priesthood nor the power and authority thereof to guide them in
their teachings the truth which they had was not unmixed with error 44

roberts added stillastilljStillj mohometanism cannot take the place of the
gospel of jesus christ 31451145334545 nevertheless while elders pratt and smith had
raised islamsislamisiamislamiIs status from a false prophets pagan heresy to gods spoilers
elders cannon roberts and whitney in effect raised it further from
ic spoilers to a dispensation of partial truth

the formulations by elders cannon roberts and whitney subse-
quently both contributed to and were confirmed by the more authoritative
declaration of the first presidency in its february 1978 easter message

the great religious leaders of the world such as muhammad confucius
and the reformers as well as philosophers including socrates plato and
others received a portion of gods light moral truths were given to them
by god to enlighten whole nations and to bring a higher level of under-
standing to individuals 46

this statement in which the phrase portion of gods light conveys the
concept of a dispensation of partial truth was issued at a high level of
ecclesiastical authority and contains no qualifiers about truth being mixed
with error or about priesthood authority being absent of course latter
day saint readers might infer such caveats from the words portion and
11moral which perhaps function as a mechanism to explain why for
example the quraur an denies christs divinity 47

mormonism s elaboration of a perception of islam as a dispensation of
truth not unmixed with error roughly corresponds to islam s depiction
of judaism and christianity as people of the book arabic ahl al kitab
containing its own dispensation theology the quranquraur an treats judaism and
christianity as monotheistic religions possessing divinely revealed but
subsequently corrupted scriptures it characterizes islam as the ultimate
dispensation of truth by which the previous two ought to be judged thus
the quraur an states

it was we allahgodAllah God who revealed the law to moses therein was guid-
ance and light and in their footsteps we sent jesus the son ofmary con-
firming the law that had come before him we sent him the gospel therein
was guidance and light to thee muhammad muslims we sent the
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scripture quran in truth confirming the scripture that came before it and
guarding it in safety so judge between them by what allah hath revealed
and follow not their vain desires jewish bible new testament diverging
from the truth that hath come to thee but beware of them lest they
beguile thee from any of that quraur an teaching which allah hath sent
down to thee 544 49

in this regard muslims see their revelation as the final one muhammad
was khaatimkhatim al nabiyin seal last of the prophets so they tend to reject
any and all religious figures after muhammad muslim or non muslim
who claim prophetic experience or authority for that reason few if any
muslims would reciprocate mormonism s deeming islam a separate
new dispensation

As a church we do not take sides
sympathy for islam and muslims or arabs seems to correlate with the

efforts by some church leaders to provide balance to traditions of mor-
mon zionism3148114848 and to the traditions of explaining gathering largely in
terms of israelite lineage 49 in 1933 elder john A widtsoe visited palestine
where he befriended a muslim leader shaykh yaqubya qubaub al bukhari who

gave us the arab view of the colonization of palestine elder widtsoe cau-
tioned that immigration into the holy land by secular jewish nationalists
zionists did not conform to the spiritual meaning of gathering which

entails embracing the restored gospel it is my personal belief that the jews
will succeed in taking over palestine fully only when they accept christ he
said until that time bloody conflict hate jealousy and fear will accom-
pany the jewish efforts to colonize palestine 50 echoing paul for example
gal 324 29 elder widtsoe subsequently defined the children of abra-
ham strictly in nonlineagenonlineage terms all who accept gods plan for his chil-
dren on earth and who live it are the children of abraham those who
reject the gospel forfeit the promises made to abraham and are not the
children ofabraham 51 spencer J palmer who later edited a book entitled
mormonscormons and muslims 1983 2002 echoed and strengthened elder widt
soe s nonlineagenon lineage definitions of gathering and of abrahams seed in his
expanding church 1979 bloodline guarantees nothing the only crite-
rion for receiving gods blessings is obedience to his laws he observed
paraphrasing elder bruce R mcconkie palmer added since there is no
special race or family through which all generations will attain exaltation
the great patriarchal chain is a lineage of the faithful and the righteous 1352115252

in a chapter of spencer J palmer s the expanding church david M
kennedy criticized some latter day saint members tourists students
editors and teachers who speak out irresponsibly in favor of the political
aims and activities of the state of israel in opposition to the arab coun-
tries like widtsoeWidtsoe kennedy defined covenant people as those who live
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the gospel rather than as those claiming descent from biblical patriarchs
what we want is righteousness we want it among the arabs and we want

it among the jewsjews5311 13 similarly in a discourse entitled all are alike unto
god elder howard W hunter an admirer of palestinian leader musa
al alami 54 counseled brigham young university students

we have members of the church in the muslim world sometimes they
are offended by some members of the church who give the impression that
we favor only the aims of the jews both the jews and the arabs are chil-
dren of our father they are both children of promise and as a church we do
not take sides As our father loves all his children we must love all
people of every race culture and nationality and teach them the principles
of the gospel only they are favored who keep his commandments 55

the issues of conversions and proselytizing according to widtsoeWidtsoe
palmer kennedy hunter and others muslims are potential heirs of the
abrahamic covenant who along with all gentiles and all other descen-
dants of abraham can enter active covenant status only through embrac-
ing the restored gospel that ppotentialotentialpotential actual distinction applies in another
way to the idea of muslims becoming latter day saints in theory all are
welcome to join but in practice very few have done so in that regard latter
day saint missionaries who have conversed with muslims have tended to
validate the earlier experiences of catholic and protestant missionaries
such as cardinal charles lavigerieLavigerie 1825 1892 and the rev samuel zwe-
mer 1867 1952 56 although zwemer explained the paucity of muslim
converts to christianity largely in terms of the provision in islamic law
threatening apostates with death several other factors have operated
these include still powerful extended family structures islamsislami societal
role as a comprehensive way of life versus the modern western concept of
religion being a matter of individual conscience and middle eastern edu-
cationalcat ional curricula that socialize students towards a wary knowledge of
western christianity s collusion in european imperialism s domination
of islamic societies

so the churchschurche policy not to target them in its proselytizing efforts
does not alone account for the fact that so few muslims have embraced the
restored gospel there are patterns with respect to these few however first
they tend to be students or workers living in europe or north america
second they are apt to follow one of four postbaptismal scenarios one
the converts remain in the west where in part because local ethnically
and culturally homogenous congregations regard them as foreigners they
fall into inactivity two the converts return to their homelandshomelands where
owing largely to familial and societal pressures they become inactive
three the converts stay in europe or north america where in part
because sensitive members befriend and nurture them they remain active
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four the converts return to their homelandshomelands where they manage to stay
active in my experience scenarios one and two are likelier than scenarios
three or especially four nevertheless there has materialized a sufficient
corpus of arabic speaking latter day saints a majority from christian
arab backgrounds however to warrant translating into arabic the stan-
dard works the temple ceremony and some instructional materials

another pattern entails muslims usually male acquiring latter day
saint spouses while studying or working in the west such a marriage often
is prefaced by the husbands pledge consistent with islamic law to respect
his wife s religion perhaps even contrary to islamic law to let her raise
their children in it survey research might confirm my impression that
such vows are likelier to be implemented if the couple remains abroad if
they return to the husbands homeland familial social and legal pressures
come to bear on the wife and her children perhaps also in order to acquire
inheritance andor child custody rights against the eventuality of divorce
several latter day saint women living in islamic countries have decided
to convert to islam in effect mormonism and islam have exchanged a

few converts 57

the issue of conversion has links to that of proselytizing about which
mormonscormons and muslims tend to hold different attitudes although the
united states s constitutional framework has not always shielded them
from persecution latter day saints have retained confidence in that
framework within which the church has flourished consequently mor
mons are apt to make strong connections between missionary activity and
first amendment guarantees of freedom of speech in public fora muslim
leaders in western societies emphasize such human rights issues as anti
muslim violence including police brutality racial profiling bias in edu-
cationalcational and employment opportunities and negative stereotypes
promoted through the media byet5yet58 metyet while not placing the need to safe-

guard freedom ofspeech laws high on their own public agenda muslims in
the west operate under these laws to proselytize their efforts have been
particularly effective among african americans many ofwhom view islam
as a theology of liberation from their status as a minority disrespected and
ill treated by christians of european descent 59

meanwhile inside asian or african countries where islam is the state
religion there are human rights advocates who promote quraur an based
guarantees of freedom of conscience and of worship 60 however linking
christian missionaries with european imperialists even such advocates
tend to regard western proselytizing as a form of alien aggression rather
than of freedom of speech the universal islamic declaration of human
rights includes an article calling for the protection of the right to free-
dom of belief thought and speech but it contains provisosprovisorprovisos there shall
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be no bar on the dissemination of information provided it does not endan-
ger the security of the society or the state and is confined within the limits
imposed by the law that vindicate the laws of many islamic nations
against proselytizing which they are inclined to see as endangering their
cultural security 61

islamic translation series differing attitudes toward proselytizing
constitute only part of the chasm separating muslims from most western-
ers including mormonscormonsMormons to help bridge that chasm BYU recently
launched the islamic translation series edited by BYU professor daniel C
peterson in cooperation with SUNY binghamton professor parviz
morewedgemoreledgeMorewedge and printed at the BYU press but distributed by the university
of chicago press the series maiden publication was the arabic text and
english translation by the university of toronto s michael marmura of
abu hamid muhammad al ghazzalis incoherence of the philosophers 62

forthcoming volumes involve other respected scholars and universities in
the project which is therefore attracting attention 63

mormon spokesmen mention potential benefits to latter day
saint muslim relations in particular as well as to christian muslim rela
tionseions in general for example elder alexander B morrison hopes that
the series and other projects like it will help to better relations between the
muslim world and the west not only will the series deepen western
knowledge and understanding of the rich civilization of islam it will send
a message of respect from the latter day saints to the worldwide islamic
community 116464 elder neal maxwell adds we live in a world in which there
is a lot of stereotyping muslims know what it is to be stereotyped mor
mons know what it is to be stereotyped we are genuinely interested in
bridge building and in this case the bridge consists in part of books 65

also by disseminating the whole texts of classical normative islam
many of whose cultured authors in the main enjoined tolerance and con-

doned religious pluralism such projects may subtly strengthen that tolerant
pluralistic tradition from which depart the often angry leaders of a few

contemporary popular political islamic movements such leaders tend
to read their classical works selectively 66 at any rate the islamic transla-
tion series represents a deliberate effort by the church to cooperate with
islam in promoting the latter s rich heritage of philosophical and theologi-
cal literature 67

safeguarding the natural family another example of latter day
saint muslim cooperation consists of an effort to protect traditional moral
values including the structure of the family in united nations agencies
and other global fora A leader in this endeavor has been BYU law profes-
sor richard G wilkins he recalls attending a UN conference which struck
him as being dominated by antifamilyantifamily voices there was little advocacy on
behalf of the natural family the salt lake tribune quotes him as saying 68
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professor wilkins proceeded to found NGO family voice later renamed
the world family policy forum WFPF to coordinate a worldwide effort
to safeguard and to promote traditional family values fig i1 As it pursued
this objective the WFPF cultivated a formal alliance nationally with the
howard center for family religion and society rockford illinois and
an informal alliance globally with UN representatives from islamic coun-
tries the WFPF the howard center and the relief society of the church
of jesus christ of latter day saints sponsoredcosponsoredco the world congress of
families II11 held in geneva in november 1999 A large contingent from the
organization of islamic conferences attended the congress and egyptian
muslim jehan sadat was a featured speaker 69 the relief society general
president was along with professor wilkins a member of the planning
committee of that congress so it might have been an appropriate forum to
consider that besides needing protection from a variety of moral dangers
the natural family can be strengthened and children benefited from efforts
like those of the relief society to eradicate illiteracy among women in
developing countries
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FIG i1 muslim guests attending a luncheon held in their honor by the church of jesus
christ of latter day saints july 20002000 during the annual meeting of the world family
policy forum in the center perusing a volume from the islamic translation project is

the famous syrian scholar dr saeed ramadan al bouti other guests left to right
include dr iqbal hossein president of the islamic society in salt lake city mr khaled
mahboubmahjoubMahjoub syrian businessman dr al bouti dr mouffak daaboul vice president of
damascus university and mrs ruweida al bahra daaboul
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summary and conclusions

mormonism was associated with islam in a campaign by some protes-

tant clergymen to redirect medieval european islamophobia away from
themselves and onto the latter day saints originating with these charges
of cryptomohammedanismcryptomoharnmedanismcryptomohammedanism the mormonism islam comparison subse-
quently experienced orientalist and pseudosociologicalpseudo sociological phases ironically
the allegation that mormonscormons were cryptomohammedanscryptomoharnmedans became a main
source of information about and of attitudes toward islam among early
nineteenth century midwest latter day saints who justified deeming
islam a pagan heresy by citing new testament warnings against false

prophets during the i85os185os i87osi870s however utah based mormonscormons began
to make direct contacts with islam and to formulate a new stance toward it
this entailed recognizing bias in western accounts of islam situating islam
within the abrahamic legacy and explaining islamsislami rise in terms of the
scriptural idea of judgment that is characterizing it as divinely raised
up to scourge apostate christianity As mormonism became a global reli-
gion subsequent generations of church leaders further upgraded islam s

status by extending the concept of dispensations muhammad was
described as having in the first presidency s words received a portion of
gods light and moral truths the qualifying words portion and
11moral may provide to mormonscormons an explanation of why the quraur an if in
general divinely inspired denies such a cornerstone of latter day saint
theology as the divinity of christ

dissimilar historical experiences with european imperialism and with
constitutional systems have shaped mormonscormons and muslims to think differ-
ently about issues like proselytizing while latter day saints may agree
with muslims as with several other faiths to disagree about doctrinal
matters the rising tides of secularism and of hedonistic trends inimical to
traditional moral values have induced church leaders to cooperate with
muslims in such ventures as disseminating worthy islamic texts and safe-
guarding the natural family once compared negatively for polemical
reasons by outsiders mormonscormons and muslims can now respect each
another s beliefs and practices while working together toward worthwhile
common goals

arnold H green arnold greenbyuedu is professor of history at brigham
young university he received a BA from california state university at los angeles in
1965 an MA from BYU in 1967 and a phd from the university of california at los
angeles in 1973 he is currently 2002 serving as director of BYUs jerusalem center
for near eastern studies
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conomiepolitiqueoconomiepolitique50 1936 108 45 Velegliseglisegilse mormonnemormonne et ses livres sacresdacres revue de ihisphisaphis

toire des religions 130 1936 219 55 he also discussed the mormonism islam
comparison in observations sociologiques sur les origines de lIitslamlislamliulamslamsiam studia Islamica i2
1945 ai6i61 88 he later consolidated these articles into a book les cormonsmormons paris

presses universitairesuniversitaires de france 1949
18 georges henri bousquet lislamllslamliskam maghrebinmaghrebin introduction a Y vetudeetude generate de

risldm11slam algiers maison des livres 1941 22

19 georges henri bousquet la morale de iislamitslamwislam et son ethique sexuelle paris
maisonneuve 1953121953 12 13

20 notwithstanding margoliouths seemingly genuine intellectual curiosity
21 in his treatment of the rise of islam written to replace margoliouths half

century old volume H A R gibb complained that muhammad had previously been
viewed by westerners as an epileptic as a socialist agitator or as a proto mormon
H A R gibb mohammedanism an historical survey 2dad ed new york oxford uni-
versity press 1962 23

22 mohometanism times and seasons 6 january 151845 782 the library of
congress catalog contains two possibilities for the source of this article A periodical
the universal traveler appeared in philadelphia during 1825 to 1832 also john gaitgalt
1779 1839 published a book entitled the universal traveler containing the popular

features and contents of the best standard modern travels in the four quarters of the
world london whittaker 1824

23 beware of false prophets which come to you in sheepscheeps clothing but
inwardly they are ravening wolves matthew 715 see also matthew 241124112424 mark 1322
2 peter 21 and i1 john 4

24 the last hour of the false prophet times and seasons 5 april i1 1844 487
25 joseph smith history of the church 657
26 joseph smith history of the church 677 reprinted from joseph smith times

and seasons 4 november i1 1843 373 74
27 joseph smith history of the church 400643064306
28 john taylor in journal of discourses 26 vols liverpool F D richards

1855 86 7120 21 january io1018581858

29 john taylor in journal ofdiscoursesof discourses 23261 october 81882 earlier john tay
lor had objected to joseph smiths being styled a second mohamet see brother
taylor baptism times and seasons 4 october 151518431843 362

30 parley P pratt in journal of discourses 339 september 232318552018551855

31 george A smith in journal of discourses 335 september 232318552018551855

32 correspondence of palestine tourists comprising a series of letters by george A
smith lorenzo snow paulapaul A schettler and eliza R snow salt lake city deseret news
1875191

33 correspondence of palestine tourists 178 259
34 george A smith in journal ofdiscoursesof discourses 331 parley P pratt in journal ordisof dis-

courses 340
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35 correspondence ofpalestineof palestine tourists 191

36 george A smith in journal of discourses 332
37 parley P pratt in journal ofdiscoursesof discourses 338 40
38 see for example isaiah 47 48

39 jerreld L newquist ed gospel truth discourses and writings of president
george Q cannon 2 volsVOISvolg salt lake city zions book store 195713081957 1308 10

40 B H roberts comprehensiveness of the gospel in collected discourses
delivered by president wilford woodruff his two counselors the twelve apostles and
others ed brian H stuy 5 vols burbank by the editor 1989 367

41 B H roberts what Is man in collected discourses 4236 also citing conf-
ucius buddha and the protestant reformers roberts said 1 I can understand now why
it was that among the arabians descendants of abraham a mahomet was raised up
to take the people from worshippingworshipping images of wood and stone and lead their minds to
greater heights to better conceptions of god and his attributes B H roberts the
spirit of the gospel in collected discourses 5138

42 B H roberts the seventysSeventys course in theology third year the doctrine of
deity iglo1910 reprint orem utah grandin book 1994 109log lo1010 this point is further
developed in roberts 1927 treatise on theology not published until 1994 the truth
the way the life an elementary treatise on theology 2dad ed provo utah BYU stud-
ies 1994 152 see also pages 140 42 for a more specific discussion of islam

43 orson F whitney the strength of the mormon position salt lake city
deseret news 1917 28 see also orson F whitney saturday night thoughts A series
of dissertations on spiritual historical and philosophic themes salt lake city deseret
news 1921 268

44 newquist gospel truth 309 10

45 roberts comprehensiveness of gospel 67

46 statement of the first presidency of the church of jesus christ of latter day
saints february 151519781978 this statement was sent to stake presidents and bishops and
was reprinted in spencer J palmer the expanding church salt lake city deseret
book 1978 v also in spencer J palmer world religions non christian and mor-
monism in encyclopedia of mormonism ed daniel H ludlow 4 vols new york
macmillan 1992 41589

47 0 people of the book commit no excesses in your religion nor say of allah
aught but the truth christ jesus the son of mary was no more than a messenger of
allah 4171 say he is allah the one and only allah the eternal absolute he
begettethbegetteth not nor is he begotten and there is none like unto him 112 abdullah
yusufali trans the holy outourqut an text translation and commentary rev ed brent-
wood md amana 1989

48 many latter day saint writers have seen zionist immigration to palestine cul-
minatingminating in the state of israels creation 1948 as fulfilling scriptural prophecy early
examples include the zionitesZionites millennial star 58 august 61896 510510 ii11 george Q
cannon the zionist congress millennial star 59 october 141418971897 644 65 J M
tanner the zionist movement improvement era 3 november 1899 1 8 logic of
zionism millennial star 64 september 11 1902 582 83 and jan M sjodahl
prophecies being fulfilled millennial star 77 march 41915 136 38

more recent pro zionist latter day saint pronouncements include legrand
richards israel do you know salt lake city deseret book 1954 eldin ricks zion-
ism and the mormon church in herzl yearbook essays in zionist history and
thought vol 5 studies in the history of zionism in america 1894 1919 ed raphael
patai new york herzl 1963 147 74 W cleon skousen fantastic victory israel s
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rendezvous with destiny salt lake city bookcraft 1967 daniel H ludlow israel
prophecies being fulfilled summer devotional address given at brigham young uni-
versityversity provo utah august 8 1967 daniel H ludlow the future of the holy
land ensign 2 may 1972 96 103 howard H barronbarren judah past and future LDS

teachings concerning god s covenantpeoplecovenant people bountiful utah horizon 1979 truman G
madsen the mormon attitude toward zionism faculty lecture given at haifa uni-
versityversity haifa israel may 1981 and michael T benson harry S truman as a mod-
ern cyrus BYU studies 34 no i1 1994 6 27 see arnold H green jews in LDS

thought BYU studies 34 no 4 1994 9513795 137 64

49 see arnold H green gathering and election israelite descent and univer-
salism in mormon discourse journal ofmormonof mormon history 25 spring 1999 195 228

50 john A widtsoeWidtsoe in a sunlit land the autobiography ofjohnof lohnjohnfohn A widtsoe salt
lake city deseret news 1952 215

51 john A widtsoeWidtsoe evidences and reconciliations volumes 1231 2 3 salt lake city
bookcraft 19601960 400

52 bruce R mcconkie mormon doctrine salt lake city bookcraft 1966131966 13 15

quoted in spencer J palmer the expanding church 26 28 palmershalmersPalmers language in chap-
ter 3 building brotherhood of the expanding church seems to have influenced
some of the ideas and language of a general conference discourse by howard W
hunter the gospel a global faith ensign 21 november 1991 18 19 spencer J

palmer ed mormonscormons and muslims spiritual foundations and modern manifestations
the religious studies monograph series provo utah religious studies center
brigham young university 1983 reprint forthcoming

53 david M kennedy more nations than one in palmer the expanding
church 76 77 born in randolph utah david M kennedy became an influential
banker in chicago then served as president nixonsdixons secretary of the treasury from 1969

to 1977 he was then named by the first presidency to serve as a special ambassador to
nations throughout the world for kennedy s life see martin berkeley hickman david
matthew kennedy banker statesman churchman salt lake city deseret book 1987

54 during a luncheon at brigham young university I1 once asked elder hunter
my stake president until 19601960 what had sparked his interest in the middle east gener-

ally and in jerusalem particularly he replied that he had been greatly impressed by the
personal integrity and insightful wisdom ofofmusamusa al alami 1897 1984 who as an
official in the government of mandatory palestine 1920 47 articulated palestinian
arab concerns al alamis integrity and wisdom can be seen in his book written in
response to the palestiniansPalestin ians defeat in israels war of independence 1948 ibratabrat
filistinfilastinfilastin the lesson of palestine beirut dar al kashshaf 1949 see geoffrey furlongepurdFuripuddonge
palestine Is my country the story ofofmusamusa alamialarm new york praeger 1969 see also
the treatment ofofmusamusa al alami in nasser eddin nashashibi jerusalem s other voice
ragheb nashashibi and moderation in palestinian politics 1920 1948 exeter england
ithica 19901990

55 howard W hunter all are alike unto god in 1979 devotional speeches of
the year provo utah brigham young university press 19801980 35 36

56 for cardinal lavigerieLavigerie who spent most of his career in north africa see

richard F clarke ed cardinal lavigerieLavigerie and the african slave trade london long-
mans green 1889 labbe felixmix klein le cardinal lavigerieLavigerie et ses oeuvres dafriquedAfrique
tours alfred mamemarne et fils 1898 georges goyau un grand missionairemissionaire le cardinal

lavigerieLavigerie paris librairieLib rairie plon 1925 J dean odonnell jr lavigerieLavigerie in tunisia the
interplay of ofimperialistimperialist and missionary athens university of georgia press 1979 and

franoisfrancoisfrangois renault le cardinal lavigerieLavigerie paris fayard 1992
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protestant missionary samuel M zwemer labored mainly in arabia and egypt
where he helped establish the american university in cairo he also served as editor of the
quarterly journal moslem world which began in 1911 and which contains many of his
articles his views of islam can be inferred from the titles of some of his many books
islam a challenge to faith new york student volunteer movement for foreign mis-
sions 1907 studies on the mohammedan religion and the needs and opportunities of
the mohammedan world from the standpoint of christian missions london marshall
brothers 19011901 the disintegration of islam new york fleming H revell 1916 and
the law of apostasy in islam answering the question why there are so few moslem
converts and giving examples of their moral courage and martyrdom london mar-
shall brothers 1924 for an analytical approach to the general subject see benjamin Z
kedar crusade and mission european approaches toward the muslims princeton
princeton university press 1984

57 As a rule the exchanges pattern consists of a few young muslim men becoming
latter day saints while living in the west and a few latter day saint women becom-
ing muslims after accompanying their husbands to reside in the middle east an excep-
tion can be found in the case of lloyd miller who spent much of his youth in islamic
iran with his latter day saint family see the memoir by his mother maxine adams
miller bright blue beads an american family in persia caldwell idaho caxton print-
ers 1961 lloyd miller found islamic culture so appealing that he became an accom-
plished performer and scholar of islamic music took a muslim name ali ibn yusefaliyusufaliYuse fAli
son of joseph and compiled a manual that syncreticallysyncretically makes a case for the two reli-
gions essential similarity the book explains that each faith respects noah abraham
moses and jesus and that islamsislami five pillars profession of faith prayer alms
ramadan fast and pilgrimage to mecca have close equivalents in mormonism testi-
mony prayer tithing fasting temple attendance ali ibn yusef lloyd miller mor-
monism and islam unpublished 1970 lloyd miller has written several works on
persian music most recently music and song in persia surrey england curzon 1999

58 see for example the testimony of dr laila al marayati to the hearing of the
united states congressional commission on security and cooperation in europe
religious intolerance in europe today september 181997 the testimony of dr al

marayati and others is posted at httpctiitcvirginiaedujkh8xrelfreenationprofiles
europecsceo9i897htmleuropecsceo9l897html

59 see aminah beverly mccloud african american islam new york routledge
1995 and jane 1I smith islam in america new york columbia university press 1999

6060 several quraur anic passages are often marshaled in support of religious toler-
ance for example let there be no compulsion in religion 2256 let not the hatred
of others to you make you swerve to wrong and depart from justice 59 and 0 ye
that reject faith to you be your way and to me mine logi1091 6

61 the universal islamic declaration of human rights london islamic
council 1981 XII d found at httpwwwalhewarcomislamdeclhtml some of
these church state relations have been explored mainly with respect to eastern
europe but also with respect to the middle east by brigham young university law
professor W cole durham jr who has served on the executive committee of the inter-
national academy for freedom of religion and belief and on the board of the interna-
tional religious liberty association see noel B reynolds and W cole durham jr
eds religious liberty in western thought atlanta scholars 1996 see also mohamed
talbi religious liberty A muslim perspective in religious liberty and human
rights in nations and religions ed leonard swidler philadelphia ecumenical 1986
and khalid duran muslims and non muslims in attitudes of religionsofreligions and ideologies
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toward the outsider the other ed leonard swidler and paul mojzes queenstownQueenstown
ontario edwin mellen 1990

62 abu hamid muhammad al ghazzali the incoherence of the philosophers
trans michael marmura provo utah brigham young university press 1997 for a
review of this translation see pages 263 68 in this issue of BYU studies

63 see al ghazzali the niche of lights trans david buchman provo utah
brigham young university press 1998 see pages 269 7070 in this issue of BYU studies
for a brief notice about this translation forthcoming translations include works by
islamic philosophers umar al suhrawardisuhrawardy AD 1145 1234 and nasr aldinal din al tusi
1201 1274 giles H florence jr making sense of the incoherence brigham young

magazine 52 spring 1998 26 29 united nations dignitaries praise BYU islamic
translations press release provo utah february 15 2000 found at httpuni

64 florence making sense 29
65 neal A maxwell quoted in BYU islamic translations for more informa-

tion on the islamic translation series at brigham young university see D morgan
davis medieval texts for a modern audience the islamic translation series at BYU
in light of two early antecedents in this issue of BBYUYU studies

66 see alexander S cudsicuddi and alialtaitail E hillal dessoukiDessouki eds islam and power lon-
don croomgroom helm 1981 bassam tibi the challenge of fundamentalism political
islam and the new world disorder berkeley university of california press 1998 john L

esposito islam and politics 4thath ed new york syracuse university press 1998 and
fawaz gerges america and political islam clash of cultures or clash ofinterestsof interests cam
bridge cambridge university press 1999

67 less deliberate in the sphere of education has been brigham young uni
versitysversitys tradition of welcoming muslim students some on institutional scholarships
from jordan and palestine muslim BYU graduates now perform governmental com-
mercial and educational roles in several middle eastern countries while attending
BYU the community of several score muslim students organizes itself into an islamic
club and uses a room in the student center as a mosque on fridays

68 brooke adams BYU president endorses a pro family forum salt lake tri-
bune october 131319991999 a7aa

69 besides listening to individual presentations the world congress of families II11

composed the geneva declaration which inter alia defined the natural family
11 the natural family is the fundamental social unit inscribed in human nature and cen-
tered on the voluntary union of a man and a woman in the lifelong covenant of mar
riageariage see the geneva declaration at the website of the world congress of families
located at wwwworldcongressorg

two women dressed in the tradi-
tional abaya in front of the main
prayer niche or mihrab in the
umayyad mosque in damascus
syria muslims often visit the
mosque between official prayer
times to rest meditate read the
quraur an and offer personal prayers
these women are pausing at the
mihrab because it is a site in the
mosque considered to have special
sanctity and connection to deity



mormonism and islam through the eyes
of a universal historianhistorian5555

james K lyon

in 1912 the internationally known german historian eduard meyer
published a book that ranked as a curiosity among his writings to that
point in it this remarkably prolific scholar who in the previous thirty
years had published a monumental five volume history of the ancient
world and 274 other books treatises and articles 1 explored two topics that
were so alien to the mainstream of his previous work that it baffled his
learned peers those topics were mormonism and islam entitled
ursprung und geschichte der mormonenMormonen mitexkursenmit Exkursen ilberfiber diedleanfdngedieanfdnge des

isldmsislamsislami und des christentumsChristen tums the origin and history of the mormonscormonsMormons with
excurses on the beginnings of islam and christianity 2 it remains a curios-
ity even today besides being generally inaccessible it is available only in a
single limited edition english translation produced in 19613 almost
nothing is known by most people today about its author and contents
who was eduard meyer and what prompted him to examine a nineteenth
century american religion and a seventh century mideasternMideastern one both of
which were chronologically far removed from his historical writings about
the ancient world

eduard meyer the man and his work

born in 1855 in hamburg germany meyer was a prodigy 4 at five he was

composing poetry in german at six he could write latin at twelve he
authored a five act tragedy entitled brutus oder die ermordungErmordung ofsarscdsarsoisars by
age seventeen he had completed the elite johanneumJohanneum preparatory school
where his father was a professor and had begun studying at the university
of bonn disappointed with his professors there he abandoned classical
philology and went to the university of leipzig where he turned his attention
to the field of orientalistikOrientalistik the rough equivalent ofwhat we today call near
eastern studies which included egyptology sanskrit hebrew and the
ancient language and history of egypt palestine and surrounding cultures

A polyglot meyer displayed a remarkable gift for learning language As

a boy he had acquired a solid grounding in latin greek and hebrew at
the johnanneumJohnanneum where he also began studying english and arabic at the
university of leipzig he devoted his energies almost exclusively to further
language learning of the forty courses he took in five semesters thirty five
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dealt with philology or direct work in a foreign tongue besides continuing
his studies of arabic he immersed himself in learning sanskrit egyptian
syrian persian and turkish following the custom of the day meyer
learned these languages by studying original documents it was probably
here that he first read the quraur an in arabic his ability to read languages
established the basis for his career as a historian and later earned him the
reputation of a universalhistoriker the german term for a historian who
studies a multiplicity of cultures his prodigious intellect allowed him to
finish a doctorate degree in 1875 at age twenty with the grade ofsummaof summa cum
laude a distinction rare in german universities with a dissertation on
the egyptian god set typhon

for the following two years meyer worked as a private tutor for the
children of sir francis philip the british ambassador to constantinople
where he experienced muslim culture firsthand observed history in the
making in these crucial years during the disintegration of the osmaniccosmanic
empire and learned to read write and speak english fluently after sir
philips unexpected death in 1876 meyer moved with the family to
england his yearning to return to uncivilized constantinople is an early
mirror of the ambiguity he felt toward islamic culture while in england
he paid special attention to english religious and political life before finally
going back to germany for the so called voluntary actually obligatory
year of military service which he completed in september 1878 during
that year and the months immediately following he wrote and submitted
to the university of leipzig his habilitation the magnum opus that was
expected to surpass the doctoral dissertation inin scope and quality and
was required of all scholars planning to enter the academic world in 1879

at the remarkably young age of twenty four this habilitationsschrift was
accepted and he began a career as a historian teaching first at the universities
of breslau and halle he soon established himself as the ranking historian of
antiquity in germany based in part on his five volume history of antiquityofantiquity

written between 1884 and 1902 in 1902 he received a call to teach at the
most prestigious center of historical studies in germany and arguably in
all the world at the time the friedrich wilhelm university of berlin

trips to america and expanded awareness of the mormonMormoifolf religion

in an 1877 letter to his mother the twenty two year oldoid meyer
observed that for one who is interested in ancient history as he was amer-
ica must not be dismissed just think of the great remarkable religious

the mormonscormonsMor 3151155 in there is farmovements eg mons subsequent years as as we
know never a hint that he knew or thought about them again but in
march 1904 at the invitation of the university of chicago he made his first
trip to america where he lectured at cornell the university of chicago
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berkeley princeton harvard yale and columbia in that order during
this time the university of chicago awarded him an honorary doctorate of
law and when harvard duplicated the honor in 1909 their laudatiolaudadiolaudatio noted
that as a classical historian meyer was unsurpassed by any living man 766

in brief he was an international star when he first came to the united states
america fascinated meyer he took every opportunity during this and

his subsequent trip in 1909 lo1010 to explore its far reaches while traveling
from illinois to california for his lecture at berkeley he stopped in salt
lake city probably march 28 1904 for a one day visit where he
claims 1 I received a number of though not entirely adequate direct
impressions of mormonism 7 when he returned in september 1909 for a

semester as a visiting professor at harvard he immediately started collecting
books articles and bibliographical references and read extensively about
the mormonscormonsMormons the topic quickly moved onto his research agenda and it
seems probable that among his many public lectures and paper presentations
during this semester at harvard the american historical association
yale bryn mawr and the university of pennsylvania he began to lecture
on the mormonscormonsMormons on january 12 19101910iglo david G lyon of the harvard
semitic museum wrote a letter that suggests meyer had already spoken on
the mormonscormons in some public forum for the writer obviously considers
him to be very knowledgeable this is to introduce you to dr H H
haynes who wishes to ask you some questions about mormonism I1 hope
you can give him an interview 8

meyer who had not written on islam at any length in his earlier works
it did not fit into his field of ancient history and would not write a book

on islam until some years later nevertheless knew enough about it that his
readings on mormonism led him to discover what he thought were analo-
gies his term between this american religion and islam soon he began
to go public with them his first documented lecture on this topic deliv-
ered at cornell university sometime between february 8 and lo101019101910iglo had
an english title origin and development of mormonism compared
with the beginning of islam that foreshadowsforeshadows his 1912 book his ten
page english language text with two additional pages of citations has
been preserved among his papers as have extensive other notes and biblio-
graphic references on the topic all in meyer s almost microscopic hand-
writing 9 scholars often use lectures to launch a trial balloon for new ideas
which is what meyer seemed to be doing so he possibly repeated this lec-

ture or a variation of it elsewhere in the united states he gave well over
two dozen more lectures at eleven more american universities before
returning to germany in late april 10 but two more years elapsed before he
turned again to the topic and finally completed his manuscript which
appeared in print before the end ofofi9i21912

11
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meyers approach to mormonism and islam
qualifications and limitations

despite his brilliant mind encyclopedic knowledge and undisputed
contributions to the field of ancient history meyer like every historian
had his limitations A 1966 volume issued by the university of berlin to
commemorate its past rectors a position meyer held from 1919 to 1920
lauds his universal breadth of knowledge but tactfully observes that his
11extreme conservatism and his unscientific theories cyclical theories theo-
ries of race have diminished the value of his extensive historical writings
more recent research has justifiably criticized many specific conclusions of
his history of antiquity and other works 12 in perhaps none of his writings
did his limitations become as problematic as in his 1912 study of mor-
monism and islam which one scholar rightfully calls a foreign body
fremdkorperfremdkdrperFremdkorper in his overall scholarly production 13

A marked product of his times meyers eurocentricEurocentric thought reflects a
cultural arrogance typical of scholarship in imperial germany at the end of
the nineteenth and beginning of the twentieth century educated in an
intellectual tradition that saw the germans as the only legitimate cultural
heirs of the greeks 14 he continually returned in his writings to greek civi-
lizationlization as the apex of human achievement in the ancient world whether
in religion art philosophy or architecture greece was superior to any
ancient culture logically then non greek cultures though still of consid-
erable interest for him were repeatedly measured against greece and
found to be inferior in none of his writings did this cultural superiority
complex cause more problems of methodology and ideology than in his
writings about mormonism and islam

methodological problem at least one methodological problem arises
from meyers common practice of using analogy or parallel features to
describe and compare societies 15 historians and thinkers today realize that
it is possible to prove almost anything by analogy for an analogy can be
used as a blunt instrument if one is determined to make objects similar
but what seem to be analogies or parallels are usually far too complex to
endure more than superficial scrutiny As one observer has noted few
different objects or ideas are essentially the same to more than a superficial
observer or thinker 16 indeed meyer s treatise on mormonism and islam
has been criticized precisely for its superficiality 17

ideological problems meyer s approach to mormonism and islam
poses another problem he subscribed to the neo kantian notion that
history deals with the particular rather than the universal 18 but in using

mormonism as a comparative basis for an examination of islam which was
his announced goal he contradicted that premise in effect he tried to
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argue that joseph smith and mormonism had common traits and in many
ways duplicated some features of islam or vice versa here it seems he was
asserting at least implicitly that some universals connected these two reli
gions and their leaders

another ideological impediment to a balanced assessment of joseph
smith and muhammad has to do with meyers rejection of hegelshecels notion
of world historical individuals as the moving force in history though he
recognized that such great men had existed he felt that taken together
the free will of individuals in a society and the battle of ideas this inevitably
caused the force of any societyssocietys public and private institutions and the
role of chance were far more significant in determining the course of his-
tory than any individuals thoughts experiences or actions in his intro-
duction to origin and history of the mormonscormonsMormons he repeats this well known
position as it relates to joseph smith

in all ages there have been inspired persons of the type of joseph smith
thousands of them among all peoples and religions occasionally they
generate extensive lasting results which in a few cases can be world
historical and last for millennia but as in all historical life this position
is based only in part on their unique traits they might surpass all others in
individual worth but more decisive are the historical impulses at work
in an epoch how they these men seize or resist these and how they caught
up in this conflict are able to achieve their own goals and channel these
currents in a certain direction 199

not only did meyer not want to see joseph smith or muhammad as

world historical individuals but he consciously attempted to denigrate
them As a twenty one year oldoid he labeled muhammad a fanatic and
swindler 3020112020 ein schwermerschwdrmer und schwindler and in 1912 he applied similar
labels to joseph smith whom he categorized among mentally ill enthusi-
astic mystics visionariesvisionaries and dreamers and seers and miracle work-
ers 21 he belittles both men neither joseph smith nor muhammad were
towering personalities one would hardly place them in the line of the
great figures among the old testament prophets or with zoroaster or
with countless similar christian or buddhist saints 3122112222 in a footnote he
nevertheless asserts that muhammad stands much higher than joseph
smith 11 as we shall see to say nothing of zoroaster or perhaps mani or
bab 11 2321 but this note does not mitigate his unrelenting derision of both
men and of their religious experiences although he ranks these men as less

significant than the old testament prophets he does not have much regard
for those earlier prophets either for most of the old testament prophets
he has the same outlook as he has for joseph smith whom he sees as a

man of honest conviction mingled with self delusion and outspoken
deceit he dismisses them too as delusionists jeremiahsJeremiajeremiahhhs prophetic
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utterances are simply a pretext and ezekiel is in reality no prophet at all
but one who assumes this mask for his theological speculations 24

part of this dismissive pattern probably arose from meyer s own nega-
tive view of religion generally except for greek religions though raised a
lutheran his antitheological enlightened stance left him little sympathy
for christianity or islam in the 1912 treatise jesus is not only not the son of
god but according to meyer he was also not a prophet and certainly not
the founder of a church 225211 meyer further speaks ofmodern judaism and the
parsi religion and of course mormonism as sects 3326112626 As seen above he
demeans old testament prophets by classifying them generally as persons
lacking any sense of the boundary between the physical and spiritual world
and consequently of truth and reality in the sense that it is present in
normal humans for some he believes this lack can develop into con-
scious fraud 33271127032727 in short his approach to mormonism and islam was
void of the detached unbiased stance that one might hope for in a
world class historian

problematic research practices A final limitation that makes meyer s

treatise problematic is his lack of access to reliable primary and secondary
source material on the mormonscormons and his failure to gain access to materials
that were readily available acknowledging that he relied primarily on the
holdings of the harvard library and the collection of anti mormon litera-
ture at the university ofwisconsin by A T schroeder an opponent of the
mormonscormonsMormons 3128112828 meyer regretted being unable to look at new york public
library s collection of mormon historical documents the largest of its
kind in the united states at that time he also admitted that he was unable
to make firsthand acquaintance with a number of important primary
documents such as brigham youngs sermons lucy mack smithssmitis book on
her son and church newspapers all of which he knew only through
11 excerpts found in other works though he studied the doctrine and
covenants thoroughly he confessed he had not been able to read the com-
plete book ofmormonof mormon nevertheless he comes to the surprising conclusion
that 1 I believe to be sufficiently well informed about the most important
facts to be allowed to risk an independent treatment of the subject 112929

to some extent meyer might be excused for this breathtakingly desul-
tory approach to primary and secondary sources B H roberts s docu-
mentary history of the church for example would not appear until nearly
five decades later on the other hand roberts s series of essays later pub-
lished as A comprehensive history of the church ofjesusof lesusjesus christ oflatterof latter day
saints had already begun to appear in 1909 in monthly installments in the
american historical society s periodical americana and any serious
scholar ofmormonism could have consulted this respected journal

it seems that meyer s own biases intruded so conspicuously in his
choice ofmaterial that he was uninterested in presenting a balanced picture
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by his own admission he granted that the mormonscormons had produced a con-
siderablesiderable amount of literature about themselves but his unabashed preju-
dice against all material written by them or writers friendly to the
mormonscormons is evident when he admits to only superficial familiarity with
edward W tullidge s history of salt lake city 1886 and orson FE whit
neys three volume history of utah 1892 1904 after praising the rich col-
lection of materials he found in bancroftsBancrofts history of utah he discounts it
too and warns that it should be used with caution in a statement reflective
of his general bias against any favorable portrayal of the mormonscormonsMormons he dis-
misses bancroftsBancrofts opus by noting that under the guise of impartiality it
gives a slanted thoroughly one sided portrayal of mormon history in
their favorgavorfavor3030 he goes on to lament his lack of access to E D howes mor-
monism unveiled 1834 but stresses the importance of the apostate john
hydes mormonism its leaders and designs 1857 and john D lees the
mormon menace 1905 for his own work

As his most important sources meyer lists W A linn the story of the
mormonscormons 1902 and 1I W riley the founder ofmormonismof mormonism A psychologi-
cal study of josephofjoseph smith 1903 though meyer asserts that linn attempts
to take an impartial historical stance in his view linn fails to represent the
mormon position from the mormon perspective and therefore judges
them as any patriotic american would that is negatively a curious judg-
ment given meyers own less than positive approach riley s work he
asserts makes no claims to be a history but instead treats the prophet
joseph smith as an example of abnormal psychology 113131 in his earlier writ-
ings meyer had repeatedly eschewed psychological analysis of history but
for his 1912 treatise he accepted and employed it the psychology of reli-
gion enjoyed great popularity on the continent and in america at this time
and meyer found it fascinating as a possible means of reading history 32

with all these limitations in mind let us turn to a brief examination of
some of meyers essential arguments and comparisons in his attempt to
link mormonism with islam

comparisons and analogies between mormonism and islam

meyer s account of the origins of mormonism echoes almost all the
well worn cliches from the anti mormon literature of his day subscribing
to riley s diagnosis of joseph smith as an epileptic and psychopath meyer
sees joseph s visions and revelations as examples of a self deluded deceiver
who lies and falsifies in order to manipulate others meyer denies categor-
ically that the gold plates ever existed insists the three witnesses were
duped and maintains that joseph smith wrote the book of mormon
himself repeatedly he emphasizes joseph smiths low educational level
what he views as josephs general ignorance and the setting of religious
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fanaticism and mysticism as well as the semi barbaric circumstances in
which the prophet grew up in brief meyers historical account reports
nothing new or original about joseph smith or the origins ofofmormonismmormonism
what meyer apparently considered to be unique is his comparison between
mormonism and islam what follows is a synopsis of five of the major
points of analogy he makes between the two religions and their founders

at the outset meyer announces his project to be a study of the origins
ofofmormonismmormonism as a new unique religion of revelation which he claims
did not begin as a sect its development he asserts reveals surprising
analogies with islam and generates significant information that can be use-
ful in understanding muhammad and his religion he quickly however
qualifies his apparent praise by saying that among revealed religions it
mormonism is one of the crudest indeed intellectually the lowest of

them all 113333 this he asserts is the basic factor underlying the mormon
attempt to rule the world weltherrschaftWeltherrschaft

1 world domination meyer asserts that weltherrschaftwas the intent
ofmormonismmormonismof as it was for islam he notes for mormonism has in fact
always sought to rule the world even if unlike islam it has not achieved
this nevertheless it has been able to establish a theocratic empire with a
unique culture in the mountain west 30341134333434 in describing the church s gov-
ernment in missouri he elaborates on this initial assertion

mormonism was to be a new religion for the entire world which appeared at
first in and for america A fully independent theocratic organization
was the goal a church state other churches were to make way for him
joseph smith and his group just as other sects were set aside by muham-

mad and islam to be at best allowed to continue as merely tolerated subjects
of the divine kingdomkingdorn 3531

among other things this analogy overlooks the fact that mormonscormons
never embarked on military campaigns to propagate the faith or attempted
to establish the type of political hegemony that marked the first century of
islam s growth meyer ignores or overlooks the simple distinction between
building the kingdom of god through peaceful missionary efforts and
resorting at times to armed confrontation to establish political rule 36

though he qualifies his analogy by noting that by 1912 mormonism had
lost the original momentum that could have made it a world religion at
that time and that it had sunk to the level of a sect his original assertion
about mormonismsmormonismMormoni smss attempt to rule the world reveals the oversimplifica-
tion and contradiction also inherent in some of his other analogies

2 joseph smith and muhammad as prophets throughout his
account of the rise of mormonism meyer repeatedly interjects compar-
isons to muhammad and the origins of islam though he disdains that
prophet too he views him somewhat more favorably than joseph smith
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one passage gives a flavor of many comparisons sprinkled through the
text after speaking of the cunning manipulative controlling behavior of
both men he summarizes

we find these traits sometimes less developed sometimes more developed
in countless saints and miracle workers here too there is a pervasive same-
ness between muhammad and joseph smith but with smith it appears in
more grotesque raiment his manner is more cynical so that here the
prophet cannot be distinguished from the charlatan that is because he
belongs to a much lower social sphere than the arabian prophet and that
despite the external veneer of civilization his environment stood on a much
lower level than the knightly thinking aristocrats of mecca who moved in
loftier circumstances 37

3 sacred books at one point meyer says that without exaggeration
one can call mormonscormons the muhammadansMuhammadans of america 13381138333838 he again uses
analogies to reinforce his assertion the most obvious being the existence of
and the two peoples relationship to their sacred books if god in his
infinite mercy gave his revelations to jews and christians in the form of a
bible how could he leave the noble arab people in ignorance and consign
them to hell the answer is that each prophet responded with revelations
for their own people muhammad with the quran joseph smith with
A bible for america the book of mormon 39

meyer appears fascinated by joseph smithssmitis cunning in creating the
fiction that the book of mormon was written on metallic plates which

meyer knew were common in ancient mideasternMideastern cultures but he does not
pursue the matter instead he addresses the relationship between believers
and their holy books by deprecating the literalness with which muslims and
christians alike and by implication mormonscormonsMormons take the word of god as
revealed to them there 40 he also finds an analogy in the claims by both
prophets that their enemies had altered their words in joseph smithssmitis case
with the missing 116 book of mormon manuscript pages given to martin
harris in muhammads case with biblical citations that were not found
in the bible 41

meyer also finds negative stylistic similarities between the book of
mormon doctrine and covenants and the quran each ofwhich he finds
tedious and difficult to read again he reveals slightly more sympathy with
muhammad because the islamic prophet was more literate but the
quraur an like its mormon counterparts also bores him claiming the style
of the book of mormon to be clumsy monotonous in the extreme repe-
titious incoherent as one would expect it from a totally uneducated man
who dictated it in a state ofhalf sleep he calls the book ein machwerkMachwerk an
untranslatable german word for a very bad book that can be a fraud a
concoction a fiction or a botched effort he concludes this assessment by
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saying that the book of mormon ranks far below the koran which is

already bad enough in terms of monotony and triviality no human
except a believer could find the strength to read the whole thing the book
of mormonmormon4213421142334242

4 receiving revelation acknowledging that the book of mormon
does not profess to contain revelations to joseph smith meyer later shifts
his analogy to the doctrine and covenants which he calls the prophet

smiths koran 3143114343 its revelations anotherjoseph serve meyer as major par-
allel between the two religions both prophets gave vivid accounts of the
process by which they received them muhammad among other means
by divine dictation from the angel gabriel joseph smith primarily by
angelic instruction or personal inspiration from god meyer downplays
joseph smiths description of the type of personal revelation described in
section 9 of the doctrine and covenants and claims it is nothing more
than that which we all experience with any effort of the mind geistigegeistige

arbeit it is he says the same processes of the soul dieselbendieselben seelischenseelischen

vorgdngevorgiinge experienced by zoroaster muhammad jeanne darc isaiah
jeremiah and countless others who cast what arose from the depths of
their souls into words that gave the appearance of coming from god 44

meyer finds another analogy in the fact that each of the prophets saw their
revelations as a continuation of those emanating from old testament
prophets he notes that both muhammad and joseph smith considered
their revelations to be in perfect agreement with the older ones which they
were only continuing and supplementing all being the word of god 1445

in his determination to compare and equate the phenomenon of
divine revelation in both men he sometimes makes startling analogies his
assertion for example that joseph smithssmitis first vision in which both god
the father and his son appeared to joseph is similar to the appearance
of an angel to muhammad as recorded in quran 53 and 81 46 although
both experiences involve the appearance of a heavenly being meyer s analogy
is nevertheless an example of procrustean stretching and lopping to fit a

preconceived template besides the obvious point that an angel is different
from god the father and the son joseph smith went to god with a specific
inquiry to which he received an answer according to meyer muhammad
who did not approach god and had no specific question in mind was not
even sure for a considerable period of time that he had seen or heard an
angel only later claims meyer through conversation with others did he
finally accept his experience as a divine manifestation 47

repeatedly within his analogies meyer contrasts joseph smithsmiths s unwa-
vering certitude at what he experienced in seeing the father and the son or the
angel moroni or other heavenly messengers with muhammad s uncertainty
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his self doubt and his periods of depression as he attempted to find
expression for what he had experienced meyer does not like joseph
smiths certitude and when he weighs both prophets in the balance it is no
surprise that he finds joseph smith wanting just as he does isaiah jere-
miah and ezekiel muhammad is meyer s kind of prophet because he is so
human so beset with doubt despair and emotional struggles after his
first vision muhammad told his wife that he feared he was either possessed
of the devil or had become a soothsayer or jinn inspired poet things which
he detested 48148411 these struggles stand in marked contrast to the steadfast cer-
titude meyer sees in joseph smith

at one point meyer cites almost the entire ninth section of doctrine
and covenants his own translation to illustrate how joseph smith
received revelation from it meyer concludes probably never has a vision-
ary or prophet portrayed so vividly what goes on within him as it happens
in this halting but completely intelligible language 49this49 this comment how-
ever isis inin no way a compliment since meyer rejects the divine origin of this
and any other of joseph smiths revelations they arose from within the
soul of the writer who in turn passed them off as having divine origin
though he claims that muhammad s revelations developed in the same
manner he ranks them higher than joseph smiths because in his view
they are of somewhat higher poetic quality despite what meyer sees as
their repetition monotony and triviality

5 polygamy sensuality revelation meyer uses a simplistic form of
psychoreligiouspsycho religious analysis to deal with polygamy in islam and mormonism
in brief he sees its basis in his belief that as joseph smith and muhammad
grew older their sexual drives became increasingly stronger they
responded to these urges by declaring the practice of plural wives to be a
revelation from god it is well known how the sensuality of their sex
lives grew increasingly stronger and how the means of satisfying it then
manifest itself as a divine commandment 115050 calling doctrine and
covenants 132 the section on plural and eternal marriage a confused
flowing together ofvarious biblical elements 51 meyer analyzes it at length
and then finds a curious and not totally coherent analogy between joseph
smith s revelation and muhammads justification of polygamy

thus he activated the revelatory apparatus for his marital crises and his sex
ual needs in the same way as muhammad did when justifying his favorite
wife aischafischa against the suspicion of adultery and put an end to the gossip by
imposing a punishment of 8080 stripes for the accuser ifhe could not produce
four witnesses 52

meyer continues with a curious justification for the views of the two
prophets on plural marriage they were not conscious deceivers or
swindlersswindleryswindlers he claims for they truly believed that their secret thoughts and
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feelings were grounded in divine revelation and that the revelatory appara-
tus was available to them to declare their thoughts as coming from god

As cynical as was the shamelessness with which muhammad and joseph
smith took care of their personal needs and their most intimate affairs of the
heart nevertheless it is not psychologically accurate in these and similar crass
cases to speak simply of public deception and conscious fraud for both it
was self understood that precisely their innermost thoughts and stirrings
of the heart were based on divine inspiration through long familiarity with
it the apparatus of revelation stood ready for use by either of them 53

accounting for differences in mormonism and islam

in his pursuit of analogies like those above meyer often fails to elabo-
rate on or in some cases to mention differences at all singularly absent
from his account for example is at least one striking dissimilarity that
makes his analogy between polygamy in the seventh century arabian
peninsula and that in nineteenth century america problematic revela-
tions to muhammad who was living in a polygamous society built on an
established practice of his own time and society on the other hand joseph
smithssmitis revelations on the subject not only flew in the face of the institution
of marriage as understood and observed in america they radically chal-
lenged a view that had prevailed in christianity for nineteen hundred
years thus muhammad conformed to the prevailing social norms of his
day while joseph smith found himself in diametrical opposition to many
of them this is only one of many significant differences that meyer either
ignores or fails to recognize

intriguingly meyer acknowledges at the end of a chapter entitled
excursus the origin of islam and the first revelations of muhammad

that there are nevertheless many particular differences between the two
religions 54 he briefly lists more than a dozen of them 55 many of which if
explored in depth might have modified the analogies he sees his list of
practices and principles found in mormonism but not in islam registers
for example the belief in continuing revelation for the church through
joseph smith and later prophets the concept that personal revelation is

accessible to all mormonscormonsMormons the acceptance of the book of mormon as a

piece of scripture equal in status with the bible his observation that com-
mandmentsmandments found in latter day revelation are sometimes given more
weight by mormonscormons than commandments in the bible the commonplace
nature of visions healings and other miracles or spiritual manifestations
which may be experienced by any member in daily life the distinction
between joseph smiths seeing god the father in a vision and muham-
mad s seeing an angel and the difference between joseph smith s posses-
sing the gold plates translating them by means of the seer stones and
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returning them to an angel as opposed to muhammads never possessing
the book but writing only what the angel dictated to him from it using this
latter difference meyer again emphasizes that muhammads revelations
despite their monotony are on a higher level than joseph smiths because

I1at least in the older suras we sense something of the strength of a convic-
tion occasionally even poetic verve that had been sorely won by intense
mental effort 115656

meyer concludes his catalogue of dissimilarities with another analogy
in which he compares the men whom joseph smith attracted to his new
religion with those muhammad initially won for his cause the former
meyer claims 11almost without exception belonged to the dregs of society
many of these especially the first disciples would later abandon him and
be cut off from the church by contrast muhammad won over intellec-
tually prominent men of high social position such as abu bekrbakr and omar
whom he was able to bind to himself in unshakable devotion in terms of
intellectual stature and strength of character claims meyer brigham
young could not hold a candle to omar just as joseph smith could not
remotely measure up to muhammad 57

this summary of dissimilarities reveals one of the major weaknesses of
meyers methodological approach to mormonism as a basis for under-
standing islam increasingly his work becomes a study in differences to
the degree that the dissimilarities disallow outweigh or severely qualify
and modify the perceived analogies one must ask how relevant the analo-
gies are in the first place and what if any valid conclusions can be drawn
from them

conclusion

arnold H green and lawrence P goldrup examine two problems
common among the many writers who push analogies between joseph
smith and muhammad or between mormonism and islam they conclude
that such analogies almost invariably result in either gross simplifications
or outright errors meyer figures prominently in their analysis 58

though well disposed to meyer the historian albert henrichs also
points out that from a contemporary perspective meyer s use of historical
analogy is too restrictive and that it gives an inadequate total picture of
the subjects under consideration 59 he believes that meyer might have
found a more meaningful analogy in the life and works of joseph smith
and the revelatory religion of the third century prophet and seer mani the
founder of manicheanismmanichaeanism 60 another religious movement that offers
analogies perhaps more fruitful and meaningful than those with islam
would be the sixteenth century anabaptists in meyers homeland for what
ever reasons none of these seized his attention As was the case for many
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before and after meyer the lure of finding analogies between mormonism
and islam was too seductive As a result he overextended himself in a book
dubbed a bibliographic curiosity among his writings 61 it ranks as a
curiosity in the study of mormonism also because meyer is the only world
class historian who devoted a full length book to the study of that religion
and to a comparison between mormonism and islam

lacking in originality flawed in theory and methodology dated and
oversimplified or simply wrong in many ways meyer s origin and history
of the mormonscormons could be conveniently viewed as playing an insignificant
role in historical circles for studies of islam this appears to be the case in
contrast to studies by other german scholars of the period whose works
are still used and cited today meyers book made no impact on near east-
ern or islamic studies at the time it appeared today it is rarely cited in
islamic studies and has been all but forgotten conversely and inconsis-
tent with their dismissal of this work for purposes of islamic scholarship
researchers in german speaking countries today continue to cite this work
as an authoritative source on mormonism this derives in part from his
stature as a historian in part because of the paucity of reliable studies of
mormonism in europe but the disparaging tone of this work its conclu-
sions based on inaccuracies and oversimplifications its failure to consult
adequate or relevant secondary literature its blatant biases and its flawed
theoretical and methodological approach have become a model for treat-
ment of the mormonscormons that persists to this day in german speaking coun-
tries 62 in europe at least meyers legacy lives on

james K lyon jamesfames lyonlyonbyubyuedubyu edu isis professor of german at brigham young
university he received a BAB A 1958 and a MAM A 1959 from the university of utah and
a phdph D from harvard university 1963 he has taught at harvard the university of
florida the university of californiaCalicailmormaforma san diego the university of augsburg ger-
many and brigham young university

i1 albert henrichs alte und neue prophetenpropheterPropheten als stifter von offenbarungs
religionenreligionreligioneren der ursprung der mormonenMormonen nach eduard meyer inin eduard meyer leben
und leistungdeistungLeistung ermesernesemmeseineselnes universalhistorikersumversalhistonkers ed william M calder 111IIIililii and alexander
demandt leiden netherlands E J brill 19901990 183

2 eduard meyer ursprung und geschichte der mormonenMormonen mit Exkursen ilberuberfiber die

Anftannnalfangeanfangeanftingeinge des islamsishimsishimi und des chnstentumschristentumsChristen tums halle germany max niemeyer 1912

3 eduard meyer the origin and history of the mormonscormons with reflections on the
beginnings of islam and christianity trans heinz F rahde and eugene seaich salt
lake city university of utah press 1961 while this isis the only english translation
available it isis so faulty and incomplete as to make it virtually useless beginning with
the titletidetldetitie for example the word Exkursen isis rendered as reflections which isis not the
meaning of that word I1 have used the legitimate english term excurses in all english
citations from meyer inin the body of my article I1 cite page numbers from this translation
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so that readers might refer to it if they wish but I1 have reworked the translations to cor-
respond more closely to the original german

4 much of the biographical information presented here is drawn from
christhardChris thard hoffmann die selbsterziehung des historikers zur intellektuellen
entwicklungEntwick lung des jungen eduard meyer 1855 1879 in eduardeduardmeyermeyer 208208 54

5 cited from a letter republished by christhardChris thard hoffmann as a supplement to his
article die selbsterziehung des historikers 252

6 cited in mortimer chambers the most eminent living historian the one
final authority meyer in america in eduard meyer iionoilo I1 have drawn much of the
biographical information on meyers trips to america from this source

7 meyer origin and history of the mormonscormonsMormons iii
8 david lyon to eduard meyer january 12 1919 das archivarchev der berlin

brandenburgischesBrandenburgisches akademieAkademie der wissenschaften listed in earlier sources as the
akademieAkademie der wissenschaften der DDR signature 128 under manuskripte

9 lyon to meyer
io10 chambers most eminent living historian 128 31

ii meyer origin and history of the cormonsmormonsMormons foreword
12 die rektorenRektoren der humboldt universitat zu berlin ed universitatsuniversitdtsUniversitats bibliothekbibliothec

halle saale max niemeyer 1966 184 italics added the historians who wrote the
essays in eduard meyer leben und Leideistungstung eines universalhistorikers cited above tend
to take a somewhat less critical almost adulatory stance in regard to meyer s contributions

13 henrichs alte und neue prophetenpropheterPropheten 183

14 for an excellent account of this view see E M butler the tyranny of greece

over germany A study of the influence exercised by greek art and poetry over the great
german writers of the eighteenth nineteenth and twentieth centuries boston beacon
hill 1958

15 meyer origin and history of the mormonscormonsMormons viii
16 william flint thrall and addison hibbard A handbook to literature with an

outline of literary history english and american new york odyssey 1936 18 italics
in original

17 arnold H green and lawrence P goldrup joseph smith an american
muhammad an essay on the perils of historical analogy dialogue A journal ofmorodmorof mor-
mon thought 6 spring 1971 46 58

18 J mansfeld greek philosophy in the geschichte des alterums in eduard
meyer 255 56

19 meyer origin and history of the mormonscormonsMormons ii

20 eduard meyer to richard pietschmann november 81876 cited by hoffmann
selbsterziehung des historikers 236 n 73

21 meyer origin and history of the cormonsmormonsMormons ii

22 meyer origin and history of the mormonscormonsMormons ii iii

23 this footnote which should be found on page ii of meyer origin and history
of the mormonscormonsMormons was not translated in that edition

24 meyer origin and history of the mormonscormonsMormons 3737385207385238 52

25 stated in a footnote missing from the origin and history of the mormonscormons trans-
lation the note should appear on page iii see also meyer origin and history of the
mormonscormonsMormons 37 n i1

26 meyer origin and history of the mormonscormonsMormons i
27 meyer origin and history of the mormonscormonsMormons ii
28 meyer origin and history of the mormonscormonsMormons iii

29 meyer origin and history of the cormonsmormonsMormons iii
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30 meyer origin and history of the cormonsmormonsMormons iviv
31 meyer origin and history of the mormonscormonsMormons v
32 william james classified joseph smith and muhammad as examples of an

exalted sensibility inin whom inspiration had become second nature while there isis no
evidence that meyer knew or read jamesfames he clearly did not treat his subjects with the
detachment or sympathy james showed william james the varieties of ofreligiousreligious expeelpe
nencetience A study inin human nature london longman greens 1952 467 72

33 meyer origin and history of the cormonsmormonsMormons i
34 meyer origin and history of the mormonscormonsMormons ii

35 meyer origin and history of the mormonscormonsMormons 64 italics inin original
36 islamsislami growth inin its first two centuries can be attributed only inin part to mili-

tary conquest more peaceful gradual means ofpropagation and expansion also played
a very significant role the issueissue involves a complex interplay of historical political
social and theological factors see james A toronto many voices one umma inm
this issueissue of BYU studies

37 meyer origin and history of the cormonsmormonsMormons 37
38 meyer origin and history of the cormonsmormonsMormons 44
39 meyer origin and history of the mormonscormonsMormons 52

40 meyer origin and history of the cormonsmormonsMormons 13 14

41 meyer origin and history of the mormonscormonsMormons 33

42 meyer origin and history of the cormonsmormonsMormons 24
43 meyer origin and history of the mormonscormonsMormons 51

44 meyer origin and history of the mormonscormonsMormons 32
45 meyer origin and history of the cormonsmormonsMormons 54
46 meyer origin and history of the mormonscormonsMormons 48

47 meyer origin and history of the cormonsmormonsMormons 49 50
48 meyer origin and history of the mormonscormonsMormons 45 according to islamic tradition

the jinn are invisible beings created from fire who sometimes assist and sometimes
cause trouble for human beings the english word genie isis a derivative ofjmnofjinn

49 meyer origin and history of the mormonscormonsMormons 32
50 meyer origin and history of the mormonscormonsMormons 37
51 meyer origin and history of the cormonsmormonsMormons 116

52 meyer origin and history of the mormonscormonsMormons 119

53 meyer origin and history of the mormonscormonsMormons 120

54 meyer origin and history of the mormonscormonsMormons 54

55 meyer origin and history of the cormonsmormonsMormons 54 56
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on march 13 1899 a small number of latter day saints visited the
armenian cemetery of aintab modern gaziantep a then provincial
town in what is today southern central turkey in this group were two
american missionaries philip S maycock and joseph W booth and sev-
eral armenian converts many of the area s christians were observing
shrove monday the first day of lent and the cemetery following arme-
nian tradition was crowded with people picnicking and commemorating
the loss of loved ones recognizing the situation as an opportunity to
preach the gospel the saints gathered with some friends in a small ravine
nearby where they could discuss matters of faith in an undisturbed setting
within minutes however the little gathering drew the attention of large
numbers of curious onlookers initial acts of mischief grew more serious
and before long stones were flying A group of muslim soldiers patrolling
the grounds to ensure peace among the festive crowds intervened and
began to defend the mormonscormonsMormons the battle continued until the saints were
escorted home under the guards protection see ppap 251 54 for booth s

march i3th13thirth journal entry
the events just described took place in the near final days of the

ottoman empire in an atmosphere of international tug of war and local
ethnoreligious conflict dozens of protestant missionary groups labored
among the empire s eastern christians promoting education and seeking
converts these missionaries focused their efforts primarily on the arme
niansanians living in constantinople and the peninsula of asia minor the field
was already heavily contested when the first latter day saint missionaries
arrived in the i88os188os yet their presence added a different and confusing ele-

ment to the already diverse constellation of religions the protestants did
not appreciate competition from these newcomers with strange doctrines
while the mormonscormons did not appreciate the protestants dissemination of
anti mormon propaganda amid the struggles ofbuilding a mormon con-
gregationgregation among the armeniansArmen ians several latter day saint missionaries
joseph W booth especially found unexpected friends in the followers of
islam drawing on contemporary diaries and correspondence this essay
will search for the reasons behind the stone throwing episode in the
process it will also seek to illuminate the specific patterns of interaction
between protestants mormonscormonsMormons muslims and armenian christians
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the turkish mission and joseph W booth

mormon missionary work in the ottoman empire began in constan-
tinople on the last day of 1884 1 early scattered efforts in constantinople
egypt and palestine resulted in a few baptisms among the german
colonies of palestine and among various ethnic groups in the cosmopolitan
turkish capital 2 but the mission lacked focus and struggled without suc-
cess to establish a body of committed converts anywhere in the region in
fall 1888 the president of the turkish mission ferdinand RE hintze set out
on an eleven month three thousand milemlle journey after taking a boat
from constantinople to samsoun on the southern shore of the black sea
he traveled southward through asia minor toward palestine 3 in each of
the twelve towns he visited hintze found the armeniansArmenians the largest
christian group in asia minor at the time to be the most receptive to his

message he felt particularly welcome at aintab where the people flocked
around me by scores and from early morning until late in the evening
asked questions concerning the gospel 4

As a result of this exploratory journey hintze decided to move the
mission headquarters eastward from the empiresempires capital to the towns of
asia minor he rented a house in aintab which served as the church s base
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of operations from 1889 until 1907 initial
progress was slow seven years after the
house contract was signed church atten
dance at aintab still numbered on aver-
age only twelve but conditions improved
over the next several years with the adult
membership of the aintab branch
increasing to around sixty by 1898

one of the greatest difficulties of the
turkish mission at aintab and else
where was poverty unemployment
ran high among the armenian popula
tion of asia minor and converting to
mormonism made it even more dif-
ficult to find and retain employment 5

throughout the duration of latter day
saint missionary activity in the middle
east mission leaders sought to form a self

FIG i1 joseph W booth 1866 1928 supporting colony of saints As a step
booth served three missions in the toward this goal which was never real
middle east as an elder 1898 1902 izediced president hintze and the elders
as president of the turkish mis-
sion organized a small weaving business for

1903 09 and as president of
the armenian mission 1921 28 the armenian members at aintab the

enterprise later known as the LDS
weaving works was started in january

1899 with sashes as the main product up to eight male weavers worked in
a small shop with five looms the shop was also intended to be a place
where conversations about the church could take place 6

the month of january 1899 also saw the arrival of joseph wilford
booth fig i at mission headquarters in aintab A graduate of the brigham
young academy booth worked as a schoolteacher in alpine utah and
montpelier idaho prior to being called to the turkish mission in 1898 his
extensive journals record in great detail the life of a missionary in the mid
dle east where he served three missions over a thirty year period 7 booth
was a skilled writer and speaker his prose is lucid and rich and combines
detailed description with opinionated commentary

although booth described the cemetery incident in some detail his
account leaves one question entirely unanswered in fact it is never raised
given the elders sympathetic attitude toward the armenian people and
the fact that they were accompanied by several local armenian converts it
is surprising that their presence should cause such antagonism their
intentions and actions were entirely peaceful for what reasons did the
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crowd or certain elements of it react with such hostility the answer
appears to lie in the composition and structure of turkish society at the
end of the nineteenth century underlying the interaction of daily life was
a delicate balance of ethnic religious and political forces this balance
could easily be upset and when that occurred as when mormonscormons estab-
lished a presence in aintab the disruption often resulted in violence

the ottoman millet system and western missionaries

by the end of the nineteenth century the region around aintab had
long been home to diverse and competing political and religious powers
antioch where jesus followers were first called christians lies near both
aintab and aleppo a large town south ofaintab that also became a center
of latter day saint missionary activity muslims conquered the area in the
seventh century and subsequently settled there among the jews and chris-
tians the following centuries marked by the crusades and a host of other
complex factors brought changing fortunes to each of the region s three
monotheistic faiths in 1453 constantinople was captured by the ottomans
who proceeded to establish a vast islamic empire reaching at its height from
budapest to the black sea and from the caspian sea to north africa 8

following earlier muslim arab practice the ottoman turks recog-
nized christians and jews as ahl al kitab or people of the book this status
afforded these minority groups a degree ofprotection and selfseif governance
non muslim subjects of the sultan were subjected to discrimination but
by and large without persecution 9 in practice this came to mean that
each religious community millet enjoyed relative autonomy in civic and
religious affairs millet status was conferred upon three groups the jewish
greek and armenian orthodox communities in the early years of
ottoman rule the head of each community answered to the turkish
authorities jurisdiction extended to a large number of activities including
betrothal marriage and divorce wills and inheritance education and church
property the millet system kept each social group in its place and thereby
facilitated the functioning of a society as diverse as that under ottoman
control it also led to a stratification and formalization of religious and
social patterns 10

both the millet system itself and the social order it was meant to main-
tain were challenged by the arrival of western missionaries from the sev-
enteenthenteenth century roman catholics proselytized among the oriental or
non chalcedonian churches seeking to bring converts into the roman
mother church inroads were made among each of the oriental churches

those who broke away formed uniate churches that is churches in union
with rome 11 because the millet system generally did not distinguish
between civic and religious affairs conversion posed a serious problem
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the armeniansArmen ians who formed an alliance with rome obviously no longer
wished to be under the jurisdiction of the armenian orthodox church
leaders this situation led in 1830 to the recognition by the ottoman gov-
ernment of the religious autonomy of the armenian catholic community
there were now two separate millets for the armeniansArmenians one for the tradi-
tional orthodox church the other for the armenian catholic churches 12

the catholics were not alone in seeking converts among the armeniansArmen ians
indeed as the nineteenth century progressed protestants overwhelmingly
from america became the dominant missionary force among the arme
niansanians and in the middle east in general this period was as historian K S

latourette famously called it the great century of missions 13 by the end
of the nineteenth century every nominally christian country and almost
every denomination had begun to take its share in the support of the mis-
sionary cause 7714111414 of the missionary societies founded during this period
one is of particular importance here the american board of commission-
ers for foreign missions established in 18101810 and composed primarily of
congregationalists and presbyteriansPresbyte rians this organization sent the largest
number of protestant missionaries to the middle east 15 early hopes of
success among jews muslims and christians faded within a decade of the
arrival of the first missionaries in the levant by 1830 the protestants
focused almost exclusively on the eastern christians

american protestants and the oriental churches

american protestantism at the time took a strongly negative view of
the state of oriental christianity the latter was considered degenerate
corrupt and christless 111616 accordingly the missionaries 5 task was to
1 restore the oriental churches to their original purity and vitality 17 until
a spiritual renovation of eastern christianity had been accomplished it
was argued there could be no hope that muslims would convert 18 yetyemett
opinions differed as to how to bring about this spiritual reconquest of the
lost provinces of the church 19 while early missionaries sought friendly

cooperation with the oriental churches and their leaders and specifically
avoided establishing a new church this approach was later challenged by
rufus anderson and other leaders of the american board 20 anderson
defined the leading object of the board s missions as raising self
supporting self propagating and self governing churches with permanent
congregations the missionaries lost the struggle for control over the mis-
sion s direction in the future success would be measured in terms of the
number of converts won and of new churches established 21

although the missionaries had struggled from the beginning to avoid
a split with the armenian church the boards new more aggressive
approach made a break inevitable in 1846 the armenian patriarch who
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had for years been warning his congregations to avoid fellowship with
such heretics issued a bull of excommunication against all evangelical
armeniansArmen ians evangelical and protestant were used interchangeably
because of the combined civil ecclesiastical structure of the armenian mil-
let this move essentially denationalized them ten days later forty arme
niansanians formally organized the evangelical armenian church in 1850

operating under pressure from western powers the sultan issued an edict
officially confirming the protestant community as a separate millet 22

the 1850 edict firman increased the pace of protestant expansion by
that date around ten protestant congregations had already been founded
with a total of over two hundred members one of these early churches
the first formed in the highlands ofasia minor was established at aintab
in 1848 with eight members this location with its large armenian popu-
lation about ten thousand was among the mission s most fruitful fields
A permanent station was set up in 1849 and two decades later membership
had grown from eight to 350350 the missionaries later referred to the work
there as a wonder 11233123332323 with the geographical expansion of the armenian
mission largely completed by 1870 other developments began to claim
the missionaries attention education remained an important aspect of the
protestants presence throughout the middle east in 1874 the central
turkey college was founded at aintab the first of several protestant col-
leges established in asia minor 24 medical missionary work was also con-
ducted in turkey in the i87os1870s initially on a small scale A hospital was built
in aintab which is still in use today though under state ownership 25

the numerical success of the protestant mission among the oriental
churches was accompanied by troubling and paradoxical consequences
the shift in the boards approach toward the establishment of protestant
armenian churches led to a rupture of the initially cooperative relationship
between protestants and eastern church leaders the ideal of partnership
gradually faded into mutual denunciation and a fierce battle for armenian
souls the boards original goal for the middle east had been first to
revive the knowledge and spirit of the gospel among the eastern chris-
tians and secondly by this means to operate upon the mohammedansmoharnmedansMohamm edans 12632626

by the end of the nineteenth century however both of these goals were
overshadowed by present realities and abandoned or at least deferred
the missionaries conceded that the conversion of the mohammedan
race was still a distant goal toward which little progress had been made
the spiritual reform of the oriental churches had likewise not come to
pass all efforts were now placed on conversion 27

the grim effects that protestant and earlier catholic expansion had
on the eastern churches are summarized in the following observation

in the end by an ironic turn of events it was from these eastern churches
that almost all the eastern protestants were to be wrested so that the great
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mission aimed at the conversion of non christians was not only diverted
from its objective but it even contributed to the still further weakening of the
ancient churches which it first had wished to support 28

this was understood by the early protestant missionaries to establish
an evangelical armenian church and encourage conversion would
because of the combined civil ecclesiastical nature of the armenian
millet necessarily have far greater consequences than a mere realignment
of an individuals religious affiliation indeed many were under the
impression that they would cease to be armeniansArmen ians greeks or assyrianssyriansAs if
they became protestants 29 the foreign churches intended to divide what
had previously been a dual but integral armenian identity grounded in the
nation and the national church even those sympathetic to the lasting
benefits of the protestant presence such as increased educational oppor-
tunitiestunities and improved relations with the west had to admit that it con-
tributedtri to the enfeeblement of the nation 113030

the ambiguity in the legal status ofofldsoflasLDS missionaries

in 1830 the armenian catholics became the fourth millet in the
ottoman empire and in 1850 the protestants became the fifth vigorous
missionary activity by the catholics resulted in the conferral of millet sta-
tus on a number of uniate churches so that by 1914 the total number of
millets had risen to over fifteen 31 one confessional group however was
never granted millet status the mormonscormonsMormons

being outside of the protection offered by millet status was a severe
hindrance to missionary work quite early in the history of the turkish
mission hintze lamented

we have no rights and one being baptized is liable to imprisonment and
banishment indefinitely taxes are also increased we need to get upon
sure footing as soon as possible about the first question asked by the natives
is have you a government license

he later added

all churches in the empire must be recognized by the government otherwise
they are put to endless inconvenience even in the burying of a dead person
which is all done under church direction ifa man s church be not recognized
he finds no 2x6 for his dead easily 3212

other aspects of the endless inconvenience11 experienced by latter day saint
missionaries included restrictions usually temporary against public preach-
ing traveling publishing books or tracts and holding public meetings

the failure of the mormonscormons to achieve millet status reflects their con-
dition of legal and theological ambiguity among the religions in the
empire the latter day saint missionaries could not comprehend why they
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of all religions should be denied government recognition the ottoman
government on the other hand could not understand why the mormonscormons
kept pressing for recognition which in effect would have meant millet sta-
tus of their own separate from the otherwise unified protestant commu-
nity on one occasion booths tezkeratezkeretezkera or local travel passport was
confiscated because it contained the word mormon which the officials
did not recognize as a legitimate confessional category booth was
informed he wrote to the millennial star that he could not have it back
unless I1 strike out the word mormon and insert therein the name of some
other sect which of course he was not about to do 33

all these difficulties could have been avoided years earlier when RE FE

hintze learned after some investigation that the empires entire protestant

community was legally represented by one mr boyadjian the president of
the bible house in constantinople hintze was informed that he could
apply for the mormonscormons to be grouped among the protestant community
should he wish to do so boyadjian told him then we must investigate
your faith and if it is so that we can embrace it in our code all right
meaning that henceforth the church of jesus christ of latter day saints
would be officially recognized as part of the umbrella of protestant com-
munitiesmunities unless the bid was rejected as it was for the seventh day adven-
tists hintze gave the matter some thought and sent a carefully worded
response a few days later

rev sir upon mature thought of the whole subject upon which we talked
a couple of days ago I1 feel convinced that we should not ask you to be num-
bered in your community as protestants we are not protestants we are a
distinct church differing from all others in many points of doctrine we are
protestants only in this that we are not catholics I1 have arrived at this con-
clusion upon a thorough consideration of what you said to me that is that
you would have to be personally responsible for the doctrines and religious
practices of all who are numbered as protestants I1 therefore conclude it
unfair to ask you to do that which you cannot do for us consistently

the price for government recognition being too high hintze chose
legal limbo over security and protection he rejected the implications and
consequences of sharing protestant millet status despite the enormous
benefits this might have had on his publishing and other mission efforts
hintze did not end the letter on a note of rejection however

but if he continued we can enter upon some understanding whereby we
may be relieved of unfair taxation and other grievances of which our people
complain I1 should be very much gratified that we may the better under-
stand one another and be tolerant toward one another as christians ought to
be and that you may fully know our doctrines I1 ask you respectfully for an
interview with the committee of which you spoke that we may not be
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misunderstood nor misrepresented thanking you in advance for this favor I1

remain very respectfully yours obediently F F hintze 34

there is no record that the proposed meeting ever took place

the aintab cemetery incident

the foregoing considerations help illuminate the cultural and reli-

gious milieu of asia minor at the end of the nineteenth century when the
mormonscormons moved their headquarters from constantinople to aintab in
1889 they joined an already complex melange of ethnic and religious iden-
tities in the course of their missionary activity and travels in asia minor
and other areas of the middle east they crossed paths with a large and
bewildering variety of peoples jews sunni muslims shiite muslims
greek orthodox greek catholics syrian orthodox syrian catholics
armenian orthodox armenian catholics armenian protestants maronitesmarositesMaro nites
coptscoats coptic catholics nestoriansNestorians chaldaean catholics latin christians
as well as protestant missionaries from a number of different persuasions

the cemetery incident of 1899 can be understood only in the context of
this intricate religious tangle in the middle east at the turn of the cen-
tury 01351135313535 for protestants worldwide this was the golden day for missionary
expansion many believed in the literal fulfillment of a popular slogan of
the time the evangelization of the world in this generation 33361136373636 in dis-
tant turkey the goal to spread protestantism meant fierce competition for
converts from the armenian and other eastern churches furthermore feel-

ings of mutual mistrust existed between muslims and christians catholics
and protestants between the now divided groups of armeniansArmen ians and
between different protestant groups armeniansArmen ians of all denominations con-
tinued to be persecuted by the turkish government and foreign mission-
aries were suspected of seditious and treasonous activity their educational
work contributed if unwittingly to the armenian nationalist cause 37

how might one explain the crowd s unruly behavior toward the peace-
ful mormon gathering several possibilities seem plausible in consideration
of the factors discussed thus far assuming that the christian mob was
composed exclusively of armeniansArmenians the agitators might have been one of
these groups armenian orthodox objecting to the threat posed by west-
ern missionaries and their divisive influence on the armenian church and
armenian people protestant armeniansArmen ians incited by anti mormon rumors
circulating at the time a mixed crowd simply protesting against these mor-
mon trespassers because burials were under the jurisdiction of each mil-
let cemeteries generally were segregated according to religion or any
combination of these

in spring 1899 only four mormon missionaries served in the entire
turkish mission the number fluctuated between one and ten four was
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FIG 2 members and missionaries of the aintab branch september 281903 the male
latter day saint missionaries are all wearing white shirts suits and ties president
joseph W booth is at the far right edge ofthe photo in front of the door elder reno W
vance wearing a fez turkish hat is in the middle of the group sister reba booth her
face shaded by a large hat is directly to the viewers right of elder vance A mustached
elder alma J holdaway sits to the viewer s right of sister booth president albert her-
man is to the viewers left of elder vance looking away from the camera nersis
pilayianpilavjianpilafianPilapliayianylan armenian member and future president of the branch wears a fez and a
light colored mustache and stands partially obscured behind president herman

typical the year before elder hintze had returned to turkey with apostle
anthon H lund to investigate the condition of the mission hintze
remained for two years working mostly in constantinople on administra-
tive matters 38 the mission president at the time was philip S maycock
who had come to turkey from the swiss and german mission along with
andrew L larson 39 the fourth missionary was joseph W booth fig 2

who had been in aintab just over two months when the stone throwing
episode occurred with him in aintab was president maycock elder lar-
son was in aleppo and elder hintze was traveling between alexandrettaAlexandretta
and smyrna on his way to constantinople 40

six years after the cemetery incident booth again in aintab returned
to the armenian cemetery with his wife reba he described the event in
his journal

reba & I1 took a walk through the cemetery where there were multitudes of
people I1 estimated them at from 15000 to 2000020000 people see fig 3 for a
related scene we wandered around through the tombs and met many
friends and held conversation with some of them what a difference of
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feeling among the people towards us from what there was about 6 years ago
when elder maycock and I1 were driven from these grounds under a shower
of stones now we have hundreds of friends among them during the day a
number of friends called to see us 41

it is a tribute to booth and his fellow missionaries that this difference
of feeling had come about booth was known as a very congenial person
who impressed all those who came in contact with him as a christian and
gentleman of the highest character 114242 years of constructive interaction
with leaders and members of other faiths led to much improved relations
between the denominations the latter day saints it would appear had
become an accepted feature on the heterogeneous religious landscape of
asia minor

david P charles dpcharleshotmailcomdpcharieshotmailcom received a BA in comparative litera
ture from brigham young university he also holds an mst in the study of religion
from oxford university where he is currently a graduate student in social anthropology

i1 see james A toronto early missions to ottoman turkey syria and pales-
tine out of obscurity the LDS church inin the twentieth century salt lake city
deseret book 2000 339 62 david P charles you had the alps but we the mount
of olives mormon missionary travel in the middle east 1884 1928 mormon

FIG 3 throughout the middle east people of differing faiths follow the time honored
custom of visiting the graves of loved ones and esteemed religious figures photogra-
pher charles ellis johnson 1903
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appendix
account by joseph wilford booth march 131899

mon 13 it was the first day ofthe great 50 day fast of the armeniansArmenians
that is for that length of time they abstain from meats and oil 1 while we
were at our reading bro garouch2garouchbarouch2 came in and told us of the event and
called our attention to the multitudes of people out among the tombs on
the hillside south of the city and winding their way to the top of the gently
sloping elevatonelevatorelevaton on the summit of which stately stands the residence &

school of the late mr molten 3 frequently we glanced through our win-
dows and over the flat roofs ofruder and moor humble dwellings than our
own 4 to watch the motly crowd far out in the distant hills but little dream-
ing that ere the sun went down we would be the center of attraction for all

that mighty host and not only this but the very objects of their ignorant
and wicked rediculepediculeredicule

soon after noon we spruced up a bit and first made our way to the
shop where the brethren were at work and there held a lengthy discus-
sion with a number of callers among whom were some we had before
talked with

A number of the brethren left their work and accompanied us out
through the semeterycemeteryseme tery where people could be seen in all directions singly
and in groups seated around the grave of some loved one i hith with
bowed heads and I1 suppose weeping hearts for some of their erepyeyeryy cries and
moans were piteous to hear as we passed along

but we had scarclyscarily entered the city of the dead before the people
from all sides began to set the gaze on us appearantlyappearantly forgetting for the
time those over whose ashes they had come to utter their lamentations and
pour their tears of mournful rememberancesrememberances

i1 it is the first day of lent a six week period followed by holy week culminating
in easter day together these seven weeks constitute the forty eight day paschal
abstinence during this time only nourishment of a vegetable kind is permitted for
everything which belongs to the animal kingdom is regarded as meat diet honey is the
only exception altogether there are 160160igo days of abstinence each year ormanian the
armenian church 155 64 see also N adontzadonte les fetes et les saints de 1egliseitgliseleglise armeni
enne revue de iorientforientlorientfocient chretienChritienchritien26192726192726 1927 28 74 104225104 225 78

2 garouchbarouch bezjian belonged from the start to the aintab weaving business he
and his wife dudu were members of the aintab branch and booth was a frequent
guest at their home see discourse by president F M lyman millennialmillenialMillenial star 61

marchmarch231899232318991899 189 92 journal of F F hintze january 7 9 1899 and journal of
joseph wilford booth january12january 12189912 1899 aprilapril281899281899 and may 25189925 1899

3 identity unknown
4 in march 1898 a house was rented in aintab from a mr vartan nuradern

glangianglagiagianagianjnj it included 4 rooms in the upper story & 4 rooms in the lower story with
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higher up the hill side and beyond the main pparty part of the necrop-
olis could be seen groups here and there seated around their meal boards
enjoying picnic such as it was and as we passed along we were frequently
invited to dine with them which we declined with thanks reaching near
the top of the hill which is perhaps llefoemoe five or six furlongs from the edge
of the city we met a number of friends with whom bro maycock 5 had con-
versed before and who now desired to hear more of our doctrine it had
been suggested before that we hold a meeting and preach to the people
but some of the local brethern deemed it not wise and so it pass on now
came a opportunity to present the gospie to a few of our friends and in
order to attract as little attention as possible we repaired to a spot a few
hundred ydsads away from the great mmith concourse of people and there qui-
etly sat among the rocks and little ledges of a small ravine our presence
was soon detected and one after another & group after group came string-
ing along until we were entirely surrounded by a army of bright red caps6capsa

beneath which grim dusky dirty as well as fair and smillingshillingsmilling faces greeted
us in every direction

the conversation began mindlyfindly between bro maycock and his
friendly antagonestsantagonists it waxed warmer and warmer though not reaching
undue excitement by request ofofprespres WM 7 bro samuel8samuela arose and taking his

kitchen and out house conveniences the elders and some of the saints lived there for
around two years when booth decided to move to a different building vartan made
strong objections and claimed that we were bound by an agreement of bros hintze &

apostle anthon H lund to remain here three years longer the dispute was eventu-
ally settled in court where one officer said to vartan we have great confidence in
americans for their truthfulness they may steal commit adultryadultlyadul try murder and rob but
they will not lie and we can not be trusted like them journal of joseph wilford booth
march 14 september 7719001900 february ii1119011901igol april 6619011901igol may 151901

5 philip S maycock president of the turkish mission
6 booth refers here to the fez once a common sight throughout turkey this red

hat is the traditional turkish headgear which took its name from the city of fez in
morocco it is a brimless red felt cap shaped as a truncated cone with a flat crown to
which a tassel is often attached it was abolished by mustafa kemal ataturkatatiirk in 1925 E van
donzeldonzell comp islamic desk reference leiden brill 1994 loi101iollol

7 president maycock
8 samuel or shamuel kuchuk keorkiankevorkian or kevorkian a member of the

church at aintab booth described in detail the funeral of samuels young daughter
who died shortly after booths arrival at aintab samuel apparently moved to aleppo
afterwards he is rarely mentioned in booth s journal until the spring of 1901igol when
booth wrote

A very sad event occuredoccurred during the night and the news came to us early
and filled our hearts with sorrow for several months our brother shamuel

has been on the wayward track and many are the pityfulcityful stories of his
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position on the edge of little precipice began his discourse interruptions
soon followed and ere long he was pushed off from his rock rostrum which
created a roar of laughter

resuming his position he continued a few minutes when the mobishbobish
listeners9listeners9 drew the attention ofofmussulmen10mus s I1 ulmenoulment soldiers who werr out to
keep peace among the great gathering 11

they rushed up & dispersed the crowd but on learning that we
were only indulging in a peacablepeaceablepeacable meeting they gathered about and bade
us proceed

the crowd returned with increased numbers and bro samuel contin-
ued his remarks but with difficulty as the soldiers themselves were unable
to keep the rabble in order

soon small stones began to light about him tossed by some from the
outterbutter rings of the crowd and the opposition soon grew to hatred

shouts of derision came from the throats of the maddening throng and
the officers perceiving the situation again despelledspelleddispelledde them and warned us to
go while they were there to protect us the tumultoustumultuoustumultous roar of all those hun-
dreds as we moved away was interesting to say the least we were closlyclisly fol-
lowed by these impious serventsserpentsservents of satan but the mussulmenmussulmanmussulmen kept them
from touching us larger stones were hurled over our heads and several
struck us but with no harmful effect

disobedience that have come to us from halebcaleb aleppo we have talked to
him much and at times he would exhibit a good spirit and brighten our
hopes some io10 days ago he came to aintab on business and has been here
since in town but calling very little on us now we hear that during the past
night while in a drunken state he drew his pistle and shot a man whose
recovery now is doubtful shamuel has escaped but the officers are on the
watch for him the affair places us and the church here in a very embarassingembarrassingembarassing
condition as our enemies are glad to make it appear that the church is respon-
sible journal of joseph wilford booth january 7 24 1899 february 12

april 9 202018991899 march 15 april 141901

9 the midsentence insertion of question marks is a regular feature of booths
journals a rhetorical gesture meant to highlight a blatantly ironic word or phrase

10 muslim
11 both booth and maycock make special mention of the fact that the cemetery

guards were muslim assigning muslim guards was common practice throughout the
empire this practice was both a visible demonstration of turkish authority and a pre-
ventive measure against the very real possibility of hostility among christians chris-
tian holy sites such as the church of the holy sepulchre in jerusalem were also guarded
by muslim soldiers see maycocksmaycocvsjaycocksMaycocks letter shows the gospel plan millennial star 61

april 201899 246 47 elder joseph M tanner wrote in 1886 during a visit to jerusalem

it is a sad comment on christianity when the turkish government is forced
to put guards in some of the churches held as common property by different
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the brave sons of mohamed returned the compliment for us and
though their aim was poor the size odtheofofthethe stones and the force with
which the missilsmissias were sent flying at our persecutors told of the earnestness
of those who freely offered their service in our defense what a picture to
see the followers of the great founder of islam guarding a few humble advo-
cates of peace and good will from the desperate attacks of a christian
mob no wonder the intolerant wretches are designated as dogs 12 by
their liberal & minded 13 whose 14more high superiors religeon though
less elevating in its precepts is still lived up to more closely by its adherantsadherentsadherants
I1 am afraid these poor self righteous pharisaical bigots when they come
into that blessed rest that house of many mansions will find them-
selves crowded into the basement longingly looking up the cellar steps at
their mohamohamedian15mohamedianmedian 15 friends enjoying the comforts of the first floor if their
treatment of us to day is any criterion on which to base a conclusion I1 am
not far wrong in my decission through the curious crowd we made our
way home while all along the way we were the center of attraction of thou-
sands whoopingwhoop ing and yelling like a hoard of heathensathensheathershe just let loose
from prison

the officers accompanied us to the door for which we thanked them
and gave tham a backshish16backshisl16 for their troubbletroubble the city is in an uproar
over the affair and we rejoice in the fact that this sect is every where spo-
ken against we trust that a few honest souls at least will be lead to further
investigate the truth and that our days cutting will not be in vain 17

christian denominations to keep riots down and preserve peace no wonder
the mussulman looks with contempt upon the hypocrisy of modern chris-
tianityti J M tanner in syria millennial star 48 may 24 1886i886j 333 34

12 ethnic and religious groups used a variety of epithets to characterize one
another christians were often called dogs see richter A history of protestant mis-
sions 414

13 the turks
14 islam
15 muslim
16 A small amount of money given as a gratuity for services provided or as an aimalm

to the sick and the elderly the line between gratuity and bribe was very thin see
charles you had the alps but we the mount of olives 96 nn 23 28

17 while the events of the day certainly made the mormonscormons better known in
aintab booth does not mention any direct results of the occasion during the month
that followed



medieval texts for a modern audience
the islamic translation series at BYU in light
of two early antecedents

D morgan davis

since the publication of its first volume in 1997 the islamic translation
series at brigham young university has gained recognition as a significant
academic endeavor from a historical perspective however the series
which seeks to make available to a new audience texts from the medieval
efflorescence of islamic civilization is hardly unprecedented indeed when
compared with past undertakings it is quite modest this essay traces the
outlines of two earlier translation movements one centered in baghdad
from the mid eighth to the tenth centuries CE the other in spain during
the twelfth century these movements resulted in the transference and
augmentation of scientific and philosophical ideas across cultural and lin-
guistic boundaries as civilizations in transition sought to harness the
knowledge of their predecessors As will be seen both movements are in a

sense intellectual ancestors of the scholarly enterprises being carried out
today at brigham young university

the translation movement at baghdad

the syriac christian aramaic tradition was an early source of trans-
lations from greek into arabic during the centuries prior to the rise of
islam there had been a movement among the christian mostly nestorian
and jacobite communities of palestine to translate greek christian texts
into their native syriac in the process of translation christian scholars
became interested in classical greek philosophy which they saw as a disci-
pline that would aid them in the interpretation of their own scriptures 1

accordingly translations were made of these non christian texts as well
after the initial islamic conquests of the middle east non christian

greek material was translated again this time from syriac into arabic a

relatively easy step because the two languages are cognate these transla-
tions allowed arabs who were already becoming interested in the hell-
enisticleni stic sciences some of their first exposure to the texts but this was only
a foreshadow of what was to come as political developments within islam
intersected with cultural influences from still another quarter the former
empire of persia

BYU studies 4040 no 4 2001 255
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in 750 CE conflict between rival factions under the first islamic
dynasty culminated in the so called abbasid revolution the abbasidsAbbas ids
established a new dynasty and founded a new capital at a small village
called baghdad on the banks of the tigris river 2 anxious to establish their
legitimacy the rulers of the abbasid empire embarked on a vigorous pro-
gram of public works and palace building channeling their wealth toward
the development of the burgeoning city at the same time they impro-
vised then formalized a system of imperial administration to maintain
control of their vast domains

the new administration was largely entrusted to elite families of sas-
sanian persian background whose culture the abbasid elites much
admired for its own imperial accomplishments and its achievements in
astrology and other courtly sciences of the period the sassanian tradition
was an ancient one with a wellweliweil established translation movement and ide-
ology during the previous century the sassaniansSassanians had overseen the trans-
lation of a large body of texts from greek and other ancient languages of
science and culture into pahlavi 3 with the decline of the sassanian empire
and the coming of the arabic speaking muslims as the new wielders of
power in the region the persian tradition of translation continued but was
redirected to produce arabic translations 4

As the abbasid rivalry with the christian byzantine empire to the
north intensified and as islamic theological debates created internal ten-
sion the fruits of the translation program in particular translations of
the philosophical corpus of ancient greece became a means by which the
abbasid caliphs could enhance their own cultural and intellectual stature
the disciplines of demonstrative reasoning and of dialectical argumenta-
tion set forth by aristotle for example were adopted by the caliph al-
ma mun in order to lend legitimacy to the abbasid claim that they rather
than the byzantinesByzantines were the rightful heirs of the admired hellenistic tra
ditionaition al mamun hoped also to acquire intellectual credibility as he
asserted his claim to supreme religious as well as political authority amid a
climate of theological controversy and cultural rivalry 5

the translation effort also sparked and then in turn came to be fueled
by the desire of abbasid courtiers functionariesfunctionaries and men of learning to
acquaint themselves with the ancient sciences by commissioning and
funding translations they cultivated their own reputations as sophisticated
sponsors of high culture and learning 6

over time the translation movement increased in sophistication ini-
tially there were few or no translators who had sufficient command ofboth
greek and arabic to accomplish direct translations from one language into
the other instead arabic translations were made from existing syriac or
pahlavi editions of the greek originals within a generation however there
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were translators working in baghdad who had a firm command of greek
allowing them to translate directly into arabic and revise those translations
made from intermediary languages A catalogue of titles was maintained and
those works of greatest interest to the growing scholarly community were
translated first while those of secondary importance were translated later

this activity at baghdad lasted for nearly two centuries and eventually
produced a vast corpus of greek philosophy and science in arabic transla-
tion As a natural consequence of this translation work muslim scholars
began to work in the hellenistic tradition producing their own commen-
taries and original treatises with an islamic hue that was variously subtle or
overt A number of these islamic intellectuals achieved great renown the
scholarly output of such thinkers as alkindial kindi died ca AD 870 al razi
865 ca 935 al farabi ca 878 ca 950 ibn sina 980 1037 al ghazalighazala

1058 1111 and ibn rushdrusha also known as averroesaverroacerroAverroess 1126 1198 to name
only a leading few is truly intimidating both in terms of sheer volume and
in scope of subject matter and sophistication of thought their often con-
troversialtroversial influence was felt not only among scholars in the islamic milieu
but also in latin europe during the twelfth and thirteenth centuries as the
first philosophical awakeningsawakenings following the carolingian period took place

the translation movement in spain

the latin west in the twelfth century saw the emergence of a town
economy with specialized trades and disciplines one of which was teach-
ing the magister or professional teacher was a new position that con-
trasted and competed with the older tradition of monastic learning from
the few aristotelian works that were available to them these teachers gradu-
ally pieced together aristotlesAristotles system of logic and learned that there were
yet other aristotelian treatises lost to them treatises on forgotten sciences
for which the magistersmagisterymagisters had only the names but which had at one time
been organized and systematized into an encyclopedic whole C H lohr
has described the steps by which these european scholars gained access to
the wealth of knowledge contained in the ancient greek texts

As the masters learned the names of these new sciences they were like a mod-
ern librarian who finds a lacuna of several volumes in one of his library s

periodicals they could not rest until they had found the means to fill the gap

thus they turned to the translators the additions which these interpreters of
the classical tradition made to medieval knowledge was immense in geome-
try euclid in astronomy ptolemy in medicine hippocrates and galen and
above all for method for system for wholly new and undreamt of
sciences the works of aristotle the philosopher par excellence together
with his arabic commentators 7
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the translators of these works were for the most part members of the
arabicized christian population of spain known as mozarabsMoz arabs thor-
oughly conversant with andalusian muslim culture including its arabic
language of administration they were nevertheless christians maintain-
ing their own communal identity within the larger islamic context of
their society in addition some peninsular jews became involved as
translators since their knowledge of hebrew allowed them relatively easy
access to arabic

toledo and saragossa became the main centers of this translation
effort but translation also took place at barcelona pamplona segovia and
leon 8 the arabic texts were translated into latin then the language of
learning in the west and many of the manuscripts of these translations are
still preserved in the museums and libraries of europe

this translation movement on the western extreme of the islamic
world was no less influential than had been the abbasid translation effort
nearly four centuries earlier it supplied an entire civilization with hereto-
fore unknown models of critical thought and inquiry enriched by the intel-
lectual accretions of the intervening millennium ofparticular importance
were the aristotelian and other philosophical and scientific works as well
as aristotelian commentaries transmitted or written by the arabic philoso-
phers mentioned above these translations had a direct and pronounced
influence on the thought and writings of western men of letters such as
thomas aquinas who did more than anyone else to reconcile the tensions
between the traditional theological learning of the clerics and the new
aristotelian approach of the scholars the translations also inspired the
development of aristotelianism at the nascent universities of paris and
oxford in short the translation movement in spain was a prelude to the
great cultural and intellectual renaissance of the west

during the past few centuries the aristotelian system of investigation
and science has been gradually eclipsed by more recent concepts and
approaches such as natural selection theoretical physics modern econom-
ics and even modern logic As old science has had less and less immedi-
ate bearing on the new there has been a concomitant decline in the westsbests
appreciation of its own intellectual roots the latin translations of the
islamic philosophers have fallen into obscurity and the arabic texts upon
which they are based though still published in the middle east have
remained effectively unexplored by most western scholars because of lin-
guistic barriers As a consequence some of the most fascinating chapters of
the world s intellectual history remain mostly unknown in the west and a
sense of cultural connection and even indebtedness to the east has
remained undernourished and undeveloped
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the islamic translation project at brigham young university

As a scholar of classical greek and islamic philosophy professor
daniel C peterson of brigham young universitys department of asian
and near eastern languages was concerned about the general lack of
understanding regarding the role of islamic civilization in the transmission
and transformation of the hellenistic scientific tradition he believed that
if the linguistic barriers preventing western scholars from having access to
the primary texts from the medieval islamic period could be overcome the
result might eventually be a more widespread acknowledgment of the his-
torical and intellectual interconnections between the west and islamic civi-
lizationlization the classical arabic texts were in the public domain they could
be published with modern english translations in a side by side format
such an arrangement would facilitate the study of the original text by lan-
guage students and would allow scholars in the field to make critical use of
the translations in 1992 professor peterson proposed his idea to university
officials who encouraged him to pursue the prospect further

shortly thereafter peterson became acquainted with a scholar in new
york who shared his desire to see more classical islamic works in transla-
tion professor parviz morewedgemoreledgeMorewedge already had contacts with many of the
major scholars in the field some ofwhom had completed translations and
were looking for someone to publish them with the scholarly contacts
provided by morewedgemoreledgeMorewedge and with encouragement and support from uni-
versity officials peterson was able to secure financial commitments from
private donors sufficient to officially launch the translation series peterson
formally announced the creation of the islamic translation series on octo-
ber 232319921992 during a scholarly convention on islamic science and philoso-
phy at columbia university work on the new series began in earnest
shortly thereafter

while scholars finalized the first translations for submission to the
series efforts at BYU were immediately focused on preparing publishable
copy of arabic text the problem of handling arabic a cursive script
written from right to left on conventional computers had only recently
been solved by a local software company A small team of part time typists
and proofreadersproofreaders hired from among the students of arabic at BYU began
entering the texts into the computer working in shifts in professor peter-
son s office they typed and then proofread the texts to provide clean error
free copy for eventual publication with the translations to ensure
accuracy some manuscripts were sent to egypt for an additional review by
an editor ofarabic

in 1994 a regular office to house the project was obtained in BYUs
jesse knight humanities building in 1995 a full time editorial position was
created in the department of asian and near eastern languages to ensure
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that the work of typing and editing was not undermined by the frequent
turnover ofpart time help by 1996 the first volume in the series was almost
ready for publication that volume al ghazalis the incoherence of the
philosophers was translated by michael E marmura an emeritus member
of the faculty of the university of toronto and one of the foremost authori-
ties in the west on islamic philosophy A cover design that would be used
for the entire series was approved and the remaining technical hurdles of
publishing arabic and english together in the same format were finally
overcome elizabeth watkins then of BYUs scholarly publications
shepherded the book through the logistics of the publication and cata
loguinglogging process after several frustrated attempts to reach agreements
with national or international distributors an arrangement was made with
the university of chicago press to help advertise and distribute the
books worldwide

the incoherence 0of the philosophers appeared in autumn 1997 and was
followed a year later by another work by al ghazalighazala the niche of lights
translated by david buchman in february 20002000 the philosophy ofillumiof illumi-
nation by the persian philosopher suhrawardisuhrawardy translated by john wal-
bridge and hossein ziai of indiana university and UCLA respectively was
published using improved software and publication methods that allow
digital integration and transfer to negative of both arabic and english
texts A second edition of incoherence was produced using the same tech-
nology in 20012001 a fourth volume appeared ibn rushdsrushde averroessaverrassAver roessrass deci-
sive treatise and epistle dedicatory translated by charles E butterworth of
the university of maryland

the aim of the islamic translation series is to publish significant
works in the arabic and persian philosophical tradition making them
accessible to scholars students and the general public 9 determining
which works from the almost limitless ocean of classical islamic literature
should be given priority however presents an interesting editorial chal-
lenge a challenge that has so far been met with informed pragmatism
consensus among scholars about the preeminence of certain writers and
works and submissions of already completed independent translations
have as yet made it unnecessary to commission any translation among the
titles currently in preparation are the monumental physics and meta-
physics key works by the greatest of the islamic philosophers ibn sina
another translation in process is a commentary on aristotle s de anima by
ibn rushdrusha who was known to thomas aquinas and his contemporaries as
the commentator on aristotle

early in 2001 the islamic translation series became a part ofBYU s newly
created institute for the study and preservation of ancient religious texts
the institute consolidated several of BYUs scholarly organizations and
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projects into one organization the foundation for ancient research and
mormon studies FARMS the dead sea scrolls searchable data base
and related undertakings that use technology to restore and conserve
ancient texts are now part of the institute the creation of the institute
made possible a more efficient sharing of technical expertise and resources
by researchers and editors

As the reputation of the islamic translation series has grown so has
scholarly interest in the projects publication capabilities particularly in its
capacity to handle exotic scripts in tandem with english translations
manuscripts and offers of collaboration have been received from quarters
slightly outside the original purview of the series for example medical
treatises in arabic by moses maimonidesMaimonides the great rabbi of twelfth
century egypt have been offered for publication by a scholar in germany
and scholars working on ancient texts of arabic and syriac christianity
have expressed an interest in the possibility of publishing through BYU
such texts come from the same geographical and historical milieus as those
in the islamic translation series the only significant difference is that they
are not specifically islamic in character or authorship during the past two
years several scholars with expertise in these fields have joined BYU and the
institute making it possible to take on these and related texts and bringing
about the creation of two allied texts projects the graecogracco arabic sciences
and philosophy series and the eastern christian texts series the three
series which include the islamic translation series are now being devel-
oped jointly and a robust program ofpublications is in process for each 10

translations old and new

at key points in history human thought has benefited from periods of
intensive translation during which the religious philosophical scientific
and literary traditions of one civilization have been rendered into the lan-
guage of another the sheer magnitude of these translation efforts seems
almost surreal to us today yet whenever the motive has been sufficiently
strong and constant means have been found to carry on seemingly her-
culean tasks of intellectual and cultural transference the islamic transla-
tion series as well as other translation projects undertaken by the institute
for the study and preservation of ancient religious texts is making a sig-
nificantnificant contribution to the sharing ofknowledge across linguistic and cul-
tural boundaries these projects may never reach the monumental
proportions of the great movements centered in baghdad and spain never-
thelesstheless over time the projects at brigham young university like the great
translation efforts of the past will produce positive intellectual cultural
and spiritual benefits for the generations to come
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D morgan davis is assistant executive editor of the islamic translation series
he has been involved with the project since 1993 when as an undergraduate in near
eastern studies at BYU he worked part time as a typist ofarabic manuscripts he holds
an MA in history from the university of texas at austin and is currently pursuing a
phd in arabic and islamic studies at the university of utah

books from the islamic translation series can be purchased directly from
the institute for the study and preservation of ancient religious texts at http
farmsbyuedu or i118003276715800 327 6715 works currently available include abu hamid al
ghazalighazalaGhazali the incoherence of the philosophers trans michael E marmura abu hamid
al ghazalighazala the niche of lights trans david buchman averroesaverrosaverroyAverroes decisive treatise and
epistle dedicatory trans charles E butterworth and suhrawardisuhrawardy the philosophy ofilluof illu-
minationmi trans john walbridge and hossein M ziai

1 juan vernet la cultura hispanodrabehispano drabe en Orienorienteorlenorienteyorientedteyy occidenteOccidente barcelona edito-
rial ariel 1978 80 84

2 arthur goldschmidt jr A concise history of the middle east 4thath ed boulder
colo westviewWestview 1991 69

3 the ideological and historical underpinnings of the zoroastrian translation
ideology and its influence in the abbasid context have been ably delineated by dimitri
gutasbutas whose brilliant study greek thought arabic culture is now the single most
important scholarly work for understanding the abbasid translation movement dim-
itri gutasbutas greek thought arabic culture london routledge 1998 40 45

4 gutasbutas greek thought arabic culture 54
5 gutasbutas greek thought arabic culture 75 104 see also majid fakhry s rather

different and in my view less convincing interpretation in his nevertheless invaluable
A history of islamic philosophy 2dad ed new york columbia university press 1983

10 12

6 gutasbutas greek thought arabic culture 121 36

7 C H lohr the medieval interpretation ofaristotle in the cambridge his-
tory oflaterofleterof later medieval philosophy ed norman kretzmann new york cambridge uni-
versity press 1982 84 see also R N swanson the twelfth century renaissance
manchester UK manchester university press 19991031999 103 15

8 josep puig the transmission and reception of arabic philosophy in chris-
tian spain until 1200 in the introduction ofarabicof arabic philosophy into europe ed charles E
butterworth and blake andree kessel leiden E J brill 1994 11

9 this statement is printed on the dust jackets of the books published in the
islamic translation series ed parviz morewedgemoreledgeMorewedge provo utah brigham young uni-
versity press

io10 see erica griggs islamic translation series expands brigham young maga-
zine 54 summer 2000162000 iai6 the new scholars include glen M cooper who has a phd
from columbia university in classical arabic with specialization in graecogracco arabic
translation and the history of medicine and astronomy kristian heal a doctoral can-
didate at the university of birmingham UK with specialized training in syriac and
oriental christianity and carl griffin a phd student in early christian studies at the
catholic university of america washington DC specializing in greek latin and
oriental patrology



book review

GHAZALIALGHAZALIAL the incoherence of the philosophers A parallel english
arabic text translated introduced and annotated by michael E marmura
provo utah brigham young university press 2000 xxxi 258 ppap notes
index 299529.952995

david paulsen and eric madsen

written by al ghazalighazala 1058 1111 the incoherence of the philosophers

tahafutTahafut al falasifa has long been recognized as a classic of islamic
thought in it al ghazalighazala launches a vigorous attack against twenty philo-
sophical doctrines that he sees as threatening to the islamic faith these
doctrines include metaphysical claims about the nature and attributes of
god the nature of the world and the possibility of miracles as well as epis-
temologicaltemological assertions about which of these doctrines can and cannot be
rationally demonstrated

al ghazalighazahghadah condemns seventeen of these twenty doctrines as heretical
innovations xx and the remaining three as being in total opposition to
islamic belief these three are the doctrines that the world is eternal and
hence needs no creator that god does not know particulars but only their
universal characteristics and hence does not know us as individual per-
sons and that bodily resurrection is impossible while refuting rational
arguments both for and against revealed doctrines he affirms that such
doctrines must be accepted on faith for al ghazalighazala the incoherence is

more than a speculative discussion of timeless theological questions and
philosophical theories it is a defense and preservation of his religion and a

voice ofwarning to those who have been misled by reliance on and some-
times misunderstanding of these philosophical doctrines

structure and translation

the incoherence of the philosophers is highly structured this transla-
tion consists of six introductions five by al ghazalighazala and one by the trans-
lator michael E marmura twenty philosophical exchanges and a
conclusion each exchange contains one or more philosophical proofs fol-
lowed by al ghazalis refutation of the proofs al ghazalighazala supplements this
exchange with a discussion of the philosophers anticipated rejoindersrejo inders fol-
lowed again by his reply this method was motivated by al ghazalighazala s belief
that he must first summarize and explain the philosophers arguments for
his readers before he could successfully refute those arguments marmura
comments that al ghazalighazala explained them so clearly and so well that he
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rendered philosophical ideas accessible to nonphilosophersphilosophersnon and thus
ironically made philosophy more popular xv because each exchange
builds upon the others without the prior proofs being re explained the
reader cannot pick and choose which discussions to read but is forced to
begin with the first discussion and continue reading straight through
the book

marmurasmarmurdsMarmurmarmorasMarmurasds translation of the incoherence includes a briefbiographical
sketch which places the text within the context of al ghazalis life and
other works and clarifies his purposes for this text other features of this
translation include annotations explanatory notes the arabic text and
the translated text on facing pages and numbered lines and paragraphs to
enhance the flow and clarity of the translation marmura adds words and
phrases that are implied by but do not appear in the original text these
additions are bracketed to enable the reader to distinguish what comes
directly from the original text and what does not

these features allow marmura to distinguish his translation from two
other english translations neither of which he claims is adequate for the
serious scholar most of the text of the incoherence is in S van den berghsbergis
translation ofofaverroesaverroacerro s response to the incoherence titled the incoherence

of the incoherence tahafutTahafut al tahafut though marmura lauds van den
berghsbergis translation as a major contribution to the study of both al ghazalighazala
and averroesaverroacerroAverroessl he asserts that the work contains serious errors he also
criticizes S kamaliskarnaliskarkalisKarKamalisnalismailsnails english translation of the incoherence for having its
share of inaccuracies and at times for being more of a paraphrase than a
translation xavixxvi

religious and philosophical objectives

al ghazalighazala s objective in the incoherence is to refute various philo-
sophical doctrines in his critiques al ghazalighazala denies that philosophers
have been able to prove the existence of god challenges rational argu-
ments attempting to prove the nonembodimentembodimentnon of god and discredits a
theory of the soul that denies bodily resurrection confident of the success
of his arguments al ghazalighazala demands that those who have been misled by
philosophers change their behavior and submit to religious laws he
describes these misled persons as those who repel away from gods way
intending to make it crooked who are indeed disbelievers in the hereafter
quraur an 1119liag 2 such people follow ancient philosophers by denying

11 revealed laws and religious confessions and also by rejecting the details
of religious and sectarian teaching believing them to be man made laws
and embellished tricks2tricksytricks 2 because these misled persons have abandoned
their faith they believe themselves superior to the faithful

al ghazalighazala believes such followers embrace the false as true 2 3

and his basic intent is to correct these misled people by demonstrating the
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contradictions and confusion the incoherence of the philosophers on
whom they rely he explains 1I took it upon myself to write this book in
refutation of the ancient philosophers to show the incoherence of their
belief and the contradiction of their word in matters relating to meta-
physics to uncover the dangers of their doctrine and its shortcomings 3

according to al ghazalighazala the followers are impressed by the philoso-
phers mathematical and scientific certitude and as a result are quickly
swept away by metaphysical theories that are unaccompanied by the same
level of certainty the metaphysical realm ofstudy is distinct from scientific
and mathematical study in critical ways thus while the ancient thinkers
are able to give demonstrations of their mathematical and scientific proofs
in such a way that leaves little room for doubt they fail to provide con-
vincing demonstrations of their metaphysical theories 1

interestingly enough al ghazalighazala not only refutes the philosophers but
also in certain ways defends and clarifies their views against the misinter-
pretationspretations of their followers while these followers want to reject religious
practice and godly belief on account of their leaders doctrines al ghazalighazala
claims that all significant thinkers past and present agree in believing in
god and the last day 3 if the followers interpreted their philosophers
correctly they would at least hold to a belief in god and perhaps to their
religious duties his criticism of the philosophers is not that they reject
god but that they have fallen into confusion in certain details beyond
these principles erring in this straying from the correct path and leading
others astray 3 nonetheless he still argues that certain details are
heretical innovations and utterly irreligious xx the incoherence isis his

reply to these innovations
it is important to note that al ghazalighazala does not intend the incoherence

to offer a positive description explanation or apology of either islamic
doctrine in general or his personal beliefs in particular in fact as observed
by marmura in the interest of refuting the philosophers al ghazalighazala even
persuasively defends doctrines to which he does not personally adhere
for instance the possibility of the immateriality of the soul xavixxvi al
ghazalighazala repeatedly reminds his readers that his task is strictly negative
apologetics his aim is the refutation of philosophical theories that under-
mine faith and he undertakes this project only as one who demands and
denies not as one who claims and affirms 7 italics added

contemporary relevance

although the incoherence of the philosophers was written over nine hun-
dred years ago it addresses several themes that will capture the interest of
the twenty hirstfirstherst century reader two of the more important themes are the
proper relationship between science and religion and the nature of causality
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science and religion in his second introduction al ghazalighazala discusses
the role that science has relative to religion he identifies science as central
to one of three broad disputes between the philosophers and others of
the sects 5 eleventh century theologians often viewed science as a
threat to faith and belief in god however al ghazalighazala claims that the faith-
ful ought not be worried at all about the advances of science and that it is a
dreadful mistake for religion to take issue with scientific proofs with
regard to scientific theories he explains whoever thinks that to engage in
a disputation for refuting such a theory is a religious duty harms religion
and weakens it 6 he continues the harm inflicted on religion by those
who defend it in a way not proper to it is greater than the harm caused by
those who attack it in the way proper to it As it has been said A rational
foe is better than an ignorant friend 6 the theologian will always lose
in such a debate against science and thus makes religion not science sus-
pect the proofs of science are exact and repeatable because of this when
theologians position faith against science anti religionists find satisfaction
and view the opposition in their own favor

the greatest thing in which the atheists rejoice is for the defender of religion
to declare that these astronomical demonstrations and their like are con-
trary to religion thus the atheists path for refuting religion becomes easy
if the likes of the above argument for defending religion are rendered a con-
dition for its truth 7

for this reason al ghazalighazala is not concerned with offering any refutarefuja
tionseions outside of the metaphysical realm for while the scientific proofs are
often indubitable metaphysical and theological theories are vulnerable
to debate and disagreement furthermore science does not pose a threat to
religion there is no necessity to oppose them in terms of the revealed law
in any of these sciences 166 speaking of the principles of religion he
similarly states it is in this topic and its likes not any other that one must
show the falsity of their doctrine 7

in a day when tensions between scientific models and religious expla-
nations of the world continue to mount all of us may profit from careful
study ofofalal ghazalisghazalfs reflections on the proper attitudes of religious believ-
ers toward science

the nature of causality al ghazalighazala s discussion of causality is one of
the most interesting discussions in this work perhaps in part because he
offers alternate theories in order to refute those presented by the philoso-
phers al ghazalighazala addresses theories of cause and effect in defense of the
possibility of miracles some philosophers he tells us deny the occurrence
of miracles because they contradict the natural and established flow of
cause and its necessary effect to deny a certain cause its natural and estab-
lished effect would run contrary to the edicts of natural law
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al ghazalighazala claims that we are too hasty in identifying what is the cause
and what is the effect in our world when two things happen in conjunc-
tion with one another we immediately assume that the first is the cause
and the second is the natural and necessary effect in challenging this
assumption al ghazalighazala creates a distinction between an event occurring
11 with another event and an event actually occurring by another
event with claims nothing about one event being the effect of the other
on the other hand by is a claim that one event is the sole source of
another events occurrence

so what is this additional and essential element that we overlook in
all of our observance of cause and effect it is so essential al ghazalighazala
claims that in all of the events we observe happening withwithwite one another
not one of the events we observe occurs by the other event that we
observe 167 for example we see a person kick a small rock and the rock
goes flying through the air we observe this happening time and time
again in each instance a person swings his leg and makes contact with the
rock this we identify as the cause in conjunction with it each time we also
observe the rock leaving the ground and flying through the air this we
identify as the necessary effect but how is such an effect assigned to such a

cause we expect a certain effect when given a certain cause out of habit it
is what we have always observed

al ghazalighazala concludes that it is not irrational for what we habitually
expect to be the effect of some cause not to occur when we observe the cause
thus and this is his motive for this analysis of causality the occurrence
of a miracle is perfectly rational we consider an occurrence miraculous
because it is different from what we expect contrary to our experience and
even contrary to what we believe to be natural law

so again what is this essential cause by which every effect occurs
al ghazalighazala answers god god is responsible for every effect which effects
will occur with which causes is decided by and empowered by god in every
instance but al ghazalighazala notes an objector might reply that if god assigns
every instance of cause and effect why do we observe a natural pattern to
things why does not everything become arbitrary and random so that we
cannot expect or be certain of anything As an example of the chaos
implied by al ghazalis deconstruction of our usual notion of causality the
objector might propose

if someone leaves a book in the house let him allow as possible its change on
his returning home into a beardless slave boy intelligent busy with his
tasks or into an animal or if he leaves a boy in his house let him allow the
possibility of his changing into a dog or again if he leaves ashes let him
allow the possibility of its changing into musk 170

al ghazalighazala responds to this objection by explaining that god has chosen to
act in a consistent manner thus the continuous habit of their occurrence
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repeatedly one time after another fixes unshakably in our minds the belief
in their occurrence according to past habit 170

conclusion

even with marmura s careful translation and helpful notes the inco-
herence of the philosophers remains an undeniably difficult text 2 those
unfamiliar with philosophy or philosophical problems will likely find read-
ing and rereading this work slow and tedious yet the incoherence is an
eminent example of the intellectual depth and rigor of medieval arabic
thought as it engages the reader in one mentally challenging exercise after
another given al ghazalis negative apologetic aim in the incoherence the
reader who studies the text to better understand the muslim faith must
study it as part of a much larger scholastic undertaking 3 within such a
framework of additional study the incoherence assists in clarifying islamic
doctrine and bringing to light various takes on controversial theological
issues in eleventh and twelfth century islam but even from a study of the
incoherence alone the reader may appreciate the thought patterns and
refutation methods of one of islamsislarnsislami most influential thinkers in the end
this rigorous and dialectical journey through carefully articulated and
argued philosophical positions rebuttals and rejoindersrejo inders leaves the
reader to contemplate the magnificent and oftentimes mysterious wonder
that is god

david paulsen daviddaviclpaulsenbyuedupaulsenbyuedu is professor of philosophy at brigham
young university he received a phd in philosophy at the university of michigan
eric madsen received a BS from brigham young university with a double major in
philosophy and economics

1 al ghazalighazala offers his argument against holding confidence in their metaphysics

we have transmitted this story to let it be known that there is neither firm
foundation nor perfection in the doctrine they hold that they judge in terms
of supposition and surmise without verification or certainty that they use
the appearance of their mathematical and logical sciences as evidential proof
for the truth of their metaphysical sciences using this as a gradual entice-
ment for the weak in mind had their metaphysical sciences been as perfect
in demonstration free from conjecture as their mathematical they would
not have disagreed among themselves regarding the former just as they
have not disagreed in their mathematical sciences 4

2 this fact was not lost on al ghazalighazala himself who in an effort to assist the reader
provides an appendix not a part of this translation to his book setting out the logic
and terminology of islamic logicians the standard of knowledge miyar al ism

3 fortunately other works by al ghazalighazala and those who respond to and try to
refutereffitereffitt him are available for instance al ghazalighazala wrote al iqtisadfi al itiqad modera-
tion in belief which is a constructive exposition ofashariteofashariteAsh arite doctrine
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the niche of lights by abu hamid al will and god strikes similitudes
ghazalighazalaGhazali trans david buchman brigham for men and god has knowledge
young university press 1998 of everything 1

abu hamid al ghazalighazala AD 1058 1111 in the first chapters al ghazalighazala devel-
opsis a pivopivotaltaltai figure in the history of islamic a metaphysics of light xxxii
founded the cardinal doctrine ofthought whether his work is seen as hav-

ing

upon
islam that god is the alone along waya negative impact or as is far more
ghazalighazala discusses the whichprocess bycommon a positive one he was famous
one achieves nearness to god andin his time as a master of islamic
thereby greater comprehension of hisjurisprudence which defined correct
essence as the one true light it is a processpractice and doctrine which defined
that involves inner andorthodox belief but his own spiritual purification
meditating on the qualities of things inquest convinced him that salvation was

the visible world xxxiiixxxiii as a means tonot to be obtained merely by slavish
comprehend the nature ofunseen realmsadherence to a code of conduct or intel-

lectual A for theassent to a creed but rather in the methodology interpreting
similitudes of the isimagery or quranfirsthand experience of the divine toward

thus elaborated with andwhich the beliefs and practices of islam specific images
vignettes from that book serving aswere oriented but often went unrealized

in the third and finalexamples chapteral ghazalis quest for a fully actualized
al ghazalighazala explains the called veilsspiritual life led him to the disciplines of so
hadith a saying by the prophet muham-
mad

meditation on the divine essence and
that employs both the imagery ofreflection upon the inner meanings of the

light to describe god and the imageryislamic revelations as contained in both
of veils to indicate the various levels ofthe quran and the sayings of the prophet
insight required to comprehend god fullymuhammad the niche of lights written

the niche of lights is a relatively shortin the latter part of his career is a lumi-
nous

book that can be read in one or two sit-
tings

example of al ghazalis personal
the translation itself is just 53 pageseffort to understand certain of those reve-

lations it is an excellent example of a text in thein their richest sense
islamic sufi or mystical tradition andthe focus of attention in the first two
will be read with interest by those whochapters of the niche of lights isis a
wish to learn more about this aspect ofour anic passage widely known as the
islamic faith and practice professor

light verse
buchman has produced a translation that

god is the light of the heavens is not wooden yet is literal and employs
and the earth the likeness of his technical terms consistently thus the
light is as a niche wherein is a lamp translation paired with the arabic text on
the lamp in a glass the glass as it facing pages provides an opportunity for
were a glittering star kindled from a students of arabic to hone their reading
blessed tree an olive that is neither skills while exploring an engaging text
of the east nor of the west whose from medieval islam finally the niche
oil well high would shine even if of lights affords an opportunity to view a
no fire touched it light upon light muslim spiritual master at work not
god guides to his light whom he merely expounding a theory of worship
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informed by imagination and oriented in choosing articles that have salience in
toward becoming but actually carry-
ing

countries outside of the essays immedi-
ateit out in the very act of writing these subject matter although all but three

meditations of the articles deal with specific countries
morgan davis and not the region as a whole the ideas and

insights that they present are often applic-
able

i A J arberry the koran inter-
preted to other areas of the middle east fornew york macmillan 1955

example the essay by diane singerman
2425 networks jobs and everyday life in

cairo highlights the important role
played by formal and informal networks
inin gaining employment in the face of a

everyday life in the muslim middle eaeastbastt large bureaucracy and a dearth of jobs
edited by donna lee bowen and while the article deals exclusively with
evelyn A early 2dad ed indiana univer egypt family social and political net-

workssity press 2001 also have a significant role in much
of the rest of the middle east

in the second edition of everyday life among my favorite articles are brian
in the muslim middle east donna lee barbers politics politics and more poli-

ticsbowen and evelyn A early have reintro-
duced

youth life experiences in the gaza
this often confusing region inin a strip jon W andersons internet

clear and concise manner rather than islam new media of the islamic refor-
mationseeking to describe every aspect of every and an article that was included

country in the middle east bowen and in the first edition michael E jansens
early have included essays that focus on an american woman on the hajj
the everyday activities of the muslim each of these essays deals with issues that
people of the region this approach are important yet often overlooked or
works well in introducing the reader to misunderstood by the western reader
the struggles feelings and daily routine barbers article describes the intense
of the inhabitants of this area politicalization that has occurred in gaza

the book is presented in much the and its impact on the palestinian youths
same way as the first edition divided into perceived realities and hopes for the
five sections generations and life pas future anderson looks at the way in
sages gender relations home commu-
nity

which a new technology the internet has
and work popular expression of been effectively used to furtherfarthermarther islamic

religion and performance and entertain-
ment

discourse and what effect this might have
while the book retains the success-

ful
on islam jansens piece is a personal nar-
rativeformat of the first edition it of the pilgrimage to mecca

introduces twenty three new narratives As indicated in the title of the book
stories and studies each essay and sec-

tion
the essays are about the muslim middle

contributes to the weaving of a tapes-
try

east perhaps one of the most unique
that reflects the realities of middle attributes of the middle east is the impact

eastern societies to complement the religion has on the culture identity and
articles and to give relevant background politics of the region the book contains
bowen and early have written an inforanfor many articles that effectively describe the
mativeamative introduction to each section as extent that islam influences and perme-

ateswell as comments that precede each indi-
vidual

the everyday life of the modern mid-
dlepiece easterner young womens sexuality

given the size and disparities of the in tunisia the health consequences of
middle east the authors have done well misinformation among university stu
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dents demonstrates the conflict of con-
science

and god provides for them is inter-
pretedthat occurs as the changing as strive for the sake of god and

morals of modernity react with islamic not for the sake ofyour bellies beware
cultural and religious traditions the the excesses of the world 6060
essay inside the islamic reformation in the muslim gospel jesus is not
deals with how education and the mass perfect although as a prophet he is still a
media have precipitated an ongoing rein-
terpretation

worker of miracles he is beset with self
terpretation of islam doubt struggles with anger dreads the

in light of recent world events this hour judgment day complains ofhelp-
lessnessbook could not have come at a more ap-

propriate
is admonished by god and occa-

sionallyprop riate time now more than ever it is sionally is bested in holiness by his cousin
important that the english speaking john and an anonymous old man
world has access to a work that can help understandably in these sayings jesus is

increase mutual understanding and respect islarnizedislamizedIslamized the mosque replaces the temple
between the west and the muslim middle jesus cites the quran and as a muslim
east in the editors own words the best prophet he performs muslim ablutions
way to combat stereotypes is to meet and prayers and is spared crucifixion his
others on a person to person basis xi contemporaries symbolically pay homage

steven bitner to the future muhammad straying
aulamaulamaiulama religious scholars receive the

stinging rebukes reserved in the gospels
for the scribes and phariseesPharisees while jesus

the muslim jesus sayings and stories in attires himself in the midralmidraamidraa a garment
islamic literature edited and translated preferred by islamic ascetics and bufissufis
by tarif khalidi harvard university poignant lessons for the modern situ-

ationpress 2001 abound the muslim jesus teaches
that pride and fanaticism arouse anger a

although in islam jesus is not the divine sin our real enemies are satan and the
being revered by christians he is often seen enticements and distractions of the
as a prophet second in importance only to world mercy should be extended to all

muhammad he was held in particular the people of ones race who jesus
esteem by islamic ascetics and mystics and tells an interlocutor are all the children
one hadith states by muhammad himself of adam 79 he who prays for those
6060 accordingly over the centuries who treat him badly defeats satan he
islamic scholars recorded many sayings reminds us 170
attributed to jesus often couching them in readers will quickly find favorite say-

ingsbrief stories alAI ghazalighazala for example cites some I1 appreciate for their wryness
forty seven sayings now 303 of the scat-
tered

A pig unclean animal passed by jesus
post quranicjuranic references have been jesus said pass in peace he was asked

compiled into what their editor tarif kha spirit of god how can you say this to a
lidi calls the muslim gospel 3 pig jesus replied 1 I hate to accustom my

many of these sayings represent a jesus tongue to evil 123 As a teacher I1 am
familiar to readers of the gospels recasting humbled by the teachings on the respon-

sibilityparalleling or echoing new testament sibility of scholarship to the question
material one recurrent modification is the who is the most seditious of men
addition ofan explicit moral where the bib-
lical

jesus replied the scholar who is in
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biography of 1178 young willard 2484924849

as missionary in japan 1177 82 young zina D H 23233
photograph of 1179 zion national park racrfci fc
visits china 1180 203 zion s gate 4139



the islamic translation series provides bilingual editions of classic
works of arab and persian philosophers with english and arabic on
facing pages these exquisite volumes allow scholars and students to
read these important works more effectively and insightfully than ever
before the first four titles inin the seriesserlesseriesserles are now available and many
more volumes are planned for the future

available from the foundation for ancient research and mormon
studies FARMS at 18003271 800 327 6715 or farmsbyuedufarms byu edu

foundationfoundationrorporrORFORANCANCIENTENT RESEARCH AND MOMORMONON STUDIES

SIFARMSsamFARMS
INSTITUTE FOR THE STUDYSTLDY AND preservation OF ANCIENTancjent
RELIrellREUGIOLSgioustextsTEXTS BRIGHAM YOUNGYOLNG university
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